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ABSTRACT
The statements of the Chairman of the National

Science Board and the Director of the National Science Foundation

(NSF) to the Senate Subcommittee on the National Science Foundation,

when it was hearing testimony on the bills authorizing the

expenditure of the NSF for 1970, include reference to the problems

requiring scientific investigation, particularly interdisciplinary

approaches including the sociai sciences. The role of the

universities in the use of funds appropriated for these purposes is

discussed atlength in questions from committee members. Supporting

statements from representatives of the International Biological

Program, State Science Advisory Committees, atid industry are

included. Information reprinted from newspapers and professional

journals is appended. These additional statements and information

consider various aspects of the National Science Foundation's role in

guiding scientific research and developing educational programs.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIOX ArTHORIZATION,
1970

WEDNESDAY, NAY 7, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SuscommrrrEE

ON THE NATIONAL SCLEN'OE FOUND1TION

or THE c031311TrEE ON- LADE AND Punic WELFARE,
Washington

The subcommittee met pursuant to notice, at 9 .35 a.m., in room
4232, New Senate Of* -Thiilding Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(chairman) presiding. ,

Present : Senators Kennedy (presiding) , Pell, Eagleton, Prouty, and
Saxbe

Also present : K. Dun Gifford and Roy H. Millenson. :

Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.
This is ths, first time the -Senate has, been privileged to conduct

authorization hearings for the National Science :Foundation, as re-
quired by last years revision of theNationalScience Foundation Act.
These hearingsv along with those !recently conducted by the,_Subcom,
mittee on Science, Research, and Development of the HouSei mark
an hittoricmonment in tile.course o Weiltific afro*, and OW SWnifY
tha Ainerican: science has finallytoinetof age. Aswith any coming, of
age,Eith48 :meansiadded3responsibilities as well-asi:ailargect oPPolf-
tunities .)3efore;:iiitrodlicinvour, diStinguished , witnesses,' today, I.
should likegto s .:X9r 0.4;,momentli on,the )neaning,o ,,t new

maturity*Ainctrifean..acionqe., -. - A aolr, It! %

11Fust,4ei kat say. thatt-kidimeriCr tScieuce, gcic! p,91 to, ref0 40p, the

Avetakt61444tinT CKknoilledgewq.thlectiierlutila4
Scientific:- OWled e knows .4o:;mpti6 nOtoboundaii6s-;
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funding patterns. Scientific research is a long-term investment in the

Nation s future which requires stability of support if it is to realize its

vast potential benefits for human betterment.
But scientists, must recognize also that the propitious period of

unquestioning andever-expanding SupPort for Science which started

in the 1940's, has finally ended in the mid-1960's. While I deplore

the difficulties the scientific enterprise has encountered in recent

years- and while I intend to do- what I can to help remedy these

problemsI do not view the fundamental turn of events with mis-

givings, for it signifies to me that science has come of ags, and is

adjusting to the added responsibilities that come with increased

maturity.
Scientific leaders must acc,ept the responsibility to justify the sup-

port science 'receiies froin society; not in terins of specific research

projects,* for these ,Can be judged only on their merits by scientific

peers, but in terms of the overall national investment in scientific re-

search and educatioh, and'what this inSestment means to the Nation

and to Our children and their children after them. Similarly, the
youth of our Nation must be much better educated 'in science and its

significance to their lives; and Much more highly motivated to parti-

cipate inor serve as intelligent witnesses tothe wonders of scien-

tific achievement.
Moreoveri'while basic research must 'continue as the core of scientific

creatiVitp--andits support must remain the primarr mission of the

National' Soierice"Foundatioriour- scientific leaders must expand
theiriniaginatiOn to devise imProved ways Of applying scientific
krioWledge-more extenSkvelr and44ectively to the pressing problems
df,sothietwr

;Tinalip iyar 'Scientific leadership -is faced With.' an enlarged And

741tremely difficUltrrosporisibilitypwhi6hit has barely &pin) to meet.

This is the prOblemlitadientificisnd technological priorities: of 'choow
emodidilly icedaslin' the properhalince, amoni the Nation's

intvestitentkimresearohi-deve *tent; andeniineering;lietWeen basic
arid applied research and among disciplines, Yfieldv and sub,fields; of

4ciente`titdi engineering.z1.4Ailongia&aNiitilabl&ifinds. and the 0 in-

Sitiwii;kieriti Wer:kefe pactOith scientifitilirogreSs these
probles ne'er; became erlrytteSshi'

o Inreiii the ,pOtential 'for

àcientifib4e3=1/44:; 04' stile* Otinds:and.manpowerrwe

eat& It.ya le = e Ortlardifchtiiees
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I repeat that I do not view these enlarged responsibilities with mis-

givings; for I am confident that the scientific. 'community can meet

these challenges succesSfullY and in a manner which will enhance the

strength of our scientific enterprise while bestowing its manifold bene-

fits more -widely among all segments of oursociety.
At the start of the, modern seientific,erai Sir Francis BaconwhO

contributed so greatly to the empirical, experimental approach, tb

scientific inquiryserved his society also -a,s1Lord High Chancellor.

Similarly, that greatest of scientific theorists, Sir Isaac Newton, also

served his nation as Master of the Mint. I am not suggesting that scien-

tists today seek public service in other fields, although I am sure they

would be most welcome to do so. But I am suggesting that an intimate,

powerful partnership between scienc:; and society is currently emerg-

inga partnership which will simultaneously serve to strengthen the
scientific enterprise and to multiply the benefits accruing to society. I

believe that these first authorization hearings in the Senate for the

National Science Foundation will contribute to that process by ex-

panding and enhancing the dialogue between the scientific community

and the Congress.
The 9 days of hearings before the Subcommittee on Science, Re-

search, and Dlevelopment of the House Committee on Science and As-

tronautics were extremely comprehensive and detailed in their discus-

sion of NSF's current programs. We do not propose in these hearings

to duplicate the excellent record developed by Chairman Emilio Dad-

dario and his subcommittee, but rather to make full use of that record

in highlighting certain important aspects of NSF's programs, placing
particular emphasis on the Foundation's expectations and plans for

the future. Considering the vast and profound changes science has

precipitated in our civilization in recent decades, it is only prudent to
anticipate the possibility of accompanying changes of significance in
the structure of the scentific enterprise itself and in its relationship to

society. I hope the hearings commencing today will serve to illuminate

these and other related issues of importance.
Our distinguished witnesses today are Dr. Leland J. Haworth, Di-

rector of the National ScienCe Foundation, and Dr. Philip Handler,
Chairman .of the National Science Board and President-elect of the

National Academy of Sciences. .

We are' particularly pleased you hav,e come here today to pursue
these issues with us, and we look forward to an extremely stimulating

interchange, .

Before we start, Pr. Handler, I should like to take this occasion to

thank yoR and mg colleagues on the National ,Science Board for your

recent report. to'the _Congress. entitled "Toward a Public Policy. for

(xraduate Education iivt, mires.: This report marks an excellent
begiiming to, the oard's national policies for the promotion of basic

.reiL and education,iiu the, sciences. I am corifid.ent the report will

prove to be a valuable ,6on ution to policy development for this im-
or, education in general. We, look forward to

afu,therBoard reports in the future, and I hope you
,,on the important implications of this report in
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I would like to note for the record that Ellis Mottur, a senior
scientist at ,George Washington Universityhas been of invaluable
assistance to the subcommittee, in preparing for these hearings.

This, subcommittee has under consideration two separate bills, S.
1856, introduced by SenatorTrouty, and:S.` 1857 which I introduced.
I will, ask Ihem both to be, printed m the', hearing xecord, for com-
parison.

(The bills re.f,erred,,
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Amu, 18,1969

Mr. Pabury introduced the following bill; which- witi3 readtwiee and referred'
to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

,
A ,BILL

To authorize appropriations for activities of th National Science
II t

Foundation, and fo other purposes.

iplso .

1 Le it enacted by the Seàenct Muse of Representa-

Jwiv-4.1 -
2 twas' or the United States of America Uonyress assembled,

1(41 ;th
3 Thai ihete is hereby authorized-to be appropriated to the Na-

4 tional Science Foundation for the fiscal year ending June 30,
;1 t

nutovgds
)

;Au A.d i 1 Lie .1.

5 1970, to enable it to carry Out its'powers and dutiei under the
.er tali:if; in

National Science Foundation Set Of 1950, as amended, and

efenie Education Act of

eaSUry -not otheiwise
, , .

rutticiiis nysnaneto au
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1 expenditure, or fop o ation an& xpenditure,, for 'such

2 period or periods §fieciE a' in Acts making such

3 appropriations._ _

4 SER. 3. Appropriations made pursuant to this Act may
.' . ,

5 be used, but not to exceed $2,500, for official reception and
Ivy t.

,..r0Presentatimexpenses upon The,approval.or authority, of;
,Ii'rf ti .) ;

7 the Director, and his determination shall be final and con-

8 elusive upon the Itecoimting officersof the Government.

9 SEC. 4. In add toi .sqh sums as are authorized by

a.,44
10 section 1 hereof, not-to orceed 13;b00,000 is authorized

I.,:-.1g,wili; ..,,,... 41 ti*ir-. ..Ar VI ,f,,..0. ',IS-. .,3 ,,,,,V 1,.` ':. 4,,, ; . ;

11 to be appropriated for , expeln§es of the Nikaonal Science
,.,r,Et.ittp:tcf.virot, Lq. I(if, ,f1.9 .1151I)Ii

12 Foundaion ineurxel. oUtside the Un4ed..States.to be paid
651.4., ,t.,,-) :.)A

, ,...k i
i ... .,

13 for in foreig .gurrencies which the, Treasury Department
y ;

14 Jetqrmines to be exceas to, the, yrmal reipirementa of the.,
.--ftr,. pitt,,JI:ittohtiftwapp:. )tt I.JJ 1").w.Wit+POIFIL'JPaoli,1 .)..rlii... st.,;:r.

. .

15 rU nit' tid Statei.
Aothn.,; 1,25.r.t.; !3.t.J;;:ii: f:*97.1 103 iitt,P.).0.4riki'1:11.:i'f ',..!".; Nft!).. 1,,,

16
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S. 1857

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
-

APRIL 189 1969
-

Ate. ICiinkTPliVilitifinellle.ed read'tviricd and referred
to the Committee on Labor ,and Public Welfare

;
;

s -
7j,

. BILL
I 1_1 ,;

To anthorize appropriations for activities of the National Science
;

Fcitindation pursuant to Public Law 81-507, as amended.
s kr!, ,-

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

; ; Lt.

`e, 4 113 . ; 1 4 I. ,

2: tires-of- tke United States of America in Congress assembled,
::i! P14. ..):

That there is hereby anthOrized to be appropriated to the
r

-; ,

Science Foundation for the following programs:
t4 I.0 '::1

upport of: scientific research, $248,600,000,,
'1-1--r)t) :404:01r;v1:fi .

'01

.

ont uOtig actiVittes in edUcation and re-
r41' ).4 I .f

.

14-t.if?",

Wic
9;000,000.

000. .
00,000.

,,
.

-.
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2

:3

4.

7

8

.9'

2

(6) InternationaL cooperative science activities,

$2,000,000.

(7) Banning..anipplicy_studies, $2,900,000.

(8): Program development and management,

I

,(a) YirAerk so specified in;,an appropriation,Act,

.. r :. ,'!

any amount appropriated pursuant to this Act may remain

available without fiscal year limitation.

(b) Appropriations. made pursuant to this Act may be
2.1n_ A

'used, but not to efaerv,mo, for official reception and

1-1 ..Tepresentgion expenses ,upon.tne approval 'or authorityc

12 the:DirectOr, , and hia'deterinination ihall be -final and con-

441, plusn e UPOi the acionfitint offieer's Of-,the GOVernMent.
.Vr

14
. .

S#0.,, '3: Nottithstanding , any other; prOVision of this
, ;I'v.

.1 1 '/L1
A . - ,

Act ,'
crlref. L.jJJL ;3 RIP. iSilf

(4): no amount apprcpriated pursuant io. this Act
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(c) no amount appropriateA pursuant to this Act

may- be ased for any 'program, which: hasrnot been we-

usentedto or requestefi of eitlwisnekeowm.ittee, unless-

4 (A) t peria of thirty, days,14as pass4 after the

5 jimeipt bptherSpeaker4 the,1f9M,ofAvresenta-

6, Oyes and Ake Vxesident,of theenatpjand each such

committee, of Jr* giy,e4 thelgirgetcgs7his des-,
.1;-; igneps, containjug ski fulfi and ,completeskatienent, of

9 the action proposed to be taken and tllejapts and

;,e.:.1.PiTagrikst4.4e9sitYfiljf,(1711PPIli AY.13Rtft PA such PM'

11 pose4 POP; 1.94r3,1. r

(B) eaeh such coimnittee before the expira-

tion of such period has transmitted to the Director

written notice to th;, effect that such committee has

no objection-to the Foundation proceeding with the

roposed action before the expiration of the thirty

atiopa OtIndation

a Stat.

Mowing

ationfs
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4

1 for which the authorization was enacted, to the extent that

2 such approPriaticin his not theretofore actually been made."

SEo. 5.- In addition'to such sums as,are authorized by

-4 seetion 1 hereof, not to exceed. $3;000,000 is authorize& to

be apkopriated for eipenseiof the National'Scienee Founda-

, 6 tic& ineurred outside the United State§ tor'-be paid for in

fOreigh currencies which the Treasuiir =Department deter-

''Inilieicto-be'Cxcess'to the'liormal requirements of the United.

10 SEO. 6.:ThisAct thäy be cited as 'the "National Science

FOUndition A.UthOrilatiOn'Acflof.1970".
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NATIONAL .'SCIENCEIFOUNDATIOk
Washington, p,(7%, gag2i 4969.. ,

Hon. 4A1.01 YtABBOROEGII, ; ; , , i4

Chairinan, doniniittèe On Labor aiicrPublic Welfare;
'Igenatp;',WaShington, 1)0

1

I ";

Thia is in further frep1Y`,0 youi letter Of :April 21,1969,
requesting the . of the :National Science -Foundation On) two cbills;.; S.

3456 4nd;-, S :1-.1857; to: alitho#Se(yal)140440A011!3,40,r:IPw Nat19#0.,- Science
Foundation.

;4874)00,0001 (Plus18;090060 bite( ' ditWieieklundOTIOr' the National
Satenicelronndationtorthe fiscaLyeaeendhiglung 3iV197043uch authoritationiis
toquired,2by -section ,14;1 (a) of Abe :,ZTotionalt Ogie.14Ce PPOPAattigir 4.0APARgoif10
amended (42 1J.SX3. § 1.875).

, .43 1.0 7 . .

Both theAboye bills would authorize. aplikropriations in..anvamount totalling

While enactinont Of either hill wOuld result in authorization of we same oral, %.71W I 9:,...te;4:1frt '4, ili v.11 i 7 f ...

iiMer;- the' Fiiiridatiiiii'-fali6rsenfi4oftS.1.1.8562:Thrti bill`7,` iii64ideilio rtg-

thoritation4ot aitOtal!ittin only; kWithottIhebreakdOtirp IntiiirOgramt eategeries
-andi the restrictions olilt*neter... of lunds410VirsOn . categories; required,hyiSections

1.4and: 6. ,,Of, t.S...I.ST, th0;01.WieF,184** gr,ISCFoAellfi.N11.tY. .14914' nrF° P4eCIA-7.1 fq-
7,.toraiit.iitti`on,-Ott..he FtituidatiOn'illMids. 1'1- ,,._ '; T '... .'. :

Tho 'BiiieltV of Afie Budget'.hita 1/4 iiiIVItied '' a (;thiti. tliei$'W$6'-Obj'e'etiOltWilie
submission of this report from the,istandpilint fOf [the Ad1stratiOkftipr6graM.

SincerelY yoursi., ; i ; --: - , ,ci di ,..., ..,,,..n.iii.rs.',.-,,c, ,-.:::!...,:k

;1. ' '''.. :: ,) ". '..' ' ::'-'.:.. :., ,,Direetor
..,-.:(:,.i i.v,t:._ ;.:r 1 991 -, '7,'"7'.

_, r, r . ri' I:*
EXECUTIVE OFFICE 9* TEE PBESIDENT,': ' ' '

',:1.1. :4:.,`. ''' .r- .1f !:. '. ;-!,-t' ' :'...e. , ., ; i ;:'' ',`, Is.') 7 i": t, : ,,. -i !;.strREA.trOF.--ItErien, thydific.9,-".

.,! "I :::".j"--- . " .; 1 i .'1:".ff at i ci-.1 ri. ,.,t,f ',i: b, ,i i.... i:-.-7,,,,,,,,,,,iJ (WatItiiifigf*,w,O. -,,CA; NOV :gel 190.9.

Hon. Reims Y.A10101f.G.V,GIEI,t : ,, ..,,,r,, ki ,,i:.; . : .. , +. f . i
4 1 i 'IMO. /1 ' ii"-;,,IV.iiili:i

pkatmant,pornmittekatilhOtkOi="ditdPutlio Wottlf0, ...1 1 .' -'4'
' -.1 ,'"..3 '' ,; "q11,(,t] ( _,

.171/. Sretiitig4,1Veto Re..nda II:CI& ttiaitii,W il t) .', .. R `t. i : . : h...# f,..4'./fV. ...,...,42,',1 ",'T .1.-S.1,0 ::.

ITVitiaviliatetiPli.Ce s.-cril. .7-'-a%:.,Fs f4 '-'7-,..1."1Fi;j.?2--1 It) 9f.n.o.thquTi :9r11
1.m. ,a1B; .d rair N,: ---s na xli ,rep : our retluestsl , r11: ; ;,,for

DEA. ..tiii -A Phi-' 1 iirri.6 i ottAV .2111A9
rePOrts on S. 1856 mid S. 1807; bills "TO authorize a0ProPriStiens gox. a.etty.mos

.... it.h.,OVIL .4$5iks.ncr $.1. TWouiden ortzetuegameleve'4oiasir9pr144:ions
, 04.034.47,.#04,pS :$14qESOOFCEIRtt. Iti-ii,lifit.P.,fir,..fi,osi,.. w.rfli.....-vit f-4, .x ,

'fiiethillittl6haLs&eg&.117.6diiffiWriAtiN I ceSIVOS-6401iiirtiraitrte iteinkie
. ,

.. . .

d011nr "SMOUnt Without ..sUbdiVisiOn by prograw Orithrenlitpdpitil refOotherte-
itrietione,Oh the,',,allOCAtion.,Of fUnds, among activities of the, toundatiOn:: The

11 11' N

,II iI1LP ;
'11 I 1;01

.!

en.cramaNPOpro

S 1851Ywouldpio.
e-such 'flexibility. In lira of the,above,

orable coniditeration` of S. 1856; Which is hi*ecord,with'the program o
011 111-

,r

A.1119
n.

, and
udlav-

Ige Fred-
'fa ri'

WrrarEED H.', itOmmi4,tireri
04'60:07410, Opktymetapf.etStiae.

f fibI '1-0 13;4

ittiFrict
vi,ofturt v lit -to 401

aefsearLtsi7,
*

. 4.:TI;;;',;-t"r

xt.e.
110
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special.)subcommittee and these hearings will further improve these
communications. " N

On April 18, I introduced for the administration a 'bill undivilke
new act to authorize apProPriatias fbr the FimuidittOrt, for- AsCal

year 1970.. In .introducing, the administration/s bill. toauthor* appro-
priations, ,for activities of ;the Natitinal: Science..Youndationii-I. ;re-
marke& that it seems destrableto +provide for antlieirization. for- the
g,I1i47.1,E4p3rpps..Tts.pf.ttl., F.T4ptclalPipAL.

This iqvil-,i11(191;*.k4k41,1",!111:49.41t;41,-thatit;
the, aniximumf.degree ,lise; its mesonrces .tiOfbest;tultill
its 'Mandate: Td-itiok in thetkanthoriiatioris Ior itOpropriitighSliould

,rPms,11115111137PstrigtifIT-ts ct 441s -01;

rc,a11.444iticgoca'f4,pacitothaC40414rige;$343041,11104.'f'SPO.PC37
,Resitarchrand-2Deiratapment;hasamammouily 'ordered.Ireportedsitocthe

Astronautics
geteralqiiirgOgieof 1.74076100110. tiee,c6p0.--044't3'

clt_ F Oi'freL
.uttgesvresinutauunhastration ixt1 easuraog:., '17 (-4, ' *1,CA

I anticipate that 'these, hearings will be of immense ihforniational
valierke:clei?pliiiiPthe performance and promise of the National
SaeliZe'.Foundation: .

z5_r 2 5'11410 I
SenatOr AENNADTLgalhaink you very much, Senator Prouty.

tetbbthiDifillaworth and Dr. Handlerfif they will be
kind enoughito come u1A00,4q.tl°1!,,

Your voices have been veil dekr,' `,"%e:ggiv\iiieP

about the importanCe of assistance- -.science -an scum
.andt;Il oyd ?for yourA rta+ and. yonr

ilittirbst thiS 4eha 7.04+4,

diler02erh.
'trtil, serf

;4:4) k:te ;.

'tnesstible: -47

7.

i-Z017072. 41r,'

Itto,V401
: "

:;63 '4.0

the
.q:Natio1 Scinér , oDlFhaS reaièth en

;
; e

e

,'

rift:

, ,
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14 this regard, 1. am,reminded,of asmall StorY.. There was a very. dis-

tinguished Viennese. Tiharmacologist nianed. Otto Loewi 'Who-came to,

the :United, States in: the. ,fbrties :.and servedias professor 'merit-Us tif
pharmacology:for: some years at NewXork-University:. When, helwas
in hisrmid-eighties, ',hal received am-invitation Ironione- of onrlaltet-.
pharmaceutical bouses tot give la Seminar at their, laboratoriesnot 'far
outside, Oft New To* City, !The !letter of invitation Went on ito:,',Fidint

out that, junfortunately; their finances ; istere.suah that...they cOuld3not

,p,po ,yideranihonOrarinn4.1int. they. ,wicaild .prOvide.hiSitiinisPortatiOrOft',
xeplieclito.theeffect thatlieuwaiedeeOlygrittefillIOttheir

generous; invitatiP*,tbAt;mnfortnnately, die had haLd,(Eif

of i.the..flurreeentlYcand:;hetlid_not finclit.,,possibkto facceptvile'htited
,,hgti.,9,,ne-.?.claOrvV.41,E.P his, heath anditheiiTpances *ex.:6111:466aq shilie,

11)01c4:-i' -?,11{,t,f : ; AI 1,7,1,,i4 4 eft'

4Pit. -1P 01.41-positiOilitgaiNtleiaen.44opetthato-Similarly',yoitywill4sk
.gs:.;hacip .whemifour, natxonaValiancialwireumSta a ; tate )ilisolintied*' rt(lj 14,7

is.ahnost pl44tudinoas -Juni itosayithat scienceis.theihallmarkdt
the 14IPPti:theq6.'.t.Unite§1:1:Siatest (the halllilarkf of centui
Yiti it is. 116 less true., .Science is snrely the leverage which,tour4gociety-

Aas.40ploped, for 417.taitiAgrit§141.1figi 41XclifOr, !making theieonditidii ;of. .
better than wo have 'ever known4ti ithithe

,
$ 1.

trs,9c1
erod4sioui4Nitionflis

,egliPlfthNr3.0040.4111.A.OkeSti bas4je.eli*forei*Oy
vEsofigned how -to; appty,theifindiiitupftsciehee

pot ofteehnlogis l*OlvopOiGh all aSpeetb of American .

As mei 't.*1 vp.:44 ,i.uwhtiwk veidoode-j*,,
ell

Alf0119 'f:jf-4,A1,4Pctei7andi.!ar ittlithese
AranilButalana

t, ....:, erican4Deople
atiF. 'Qiii-ChaIiiis :

Ilklk .14x911,110 tsofiefle
VP. je CA tit; 1ipa,3thtin
Oso;,tt W

agitmielto
iszuseful

wi 8i1) erii

,,,,,,,,(1 t7 , , 0144.,:,.4: ; .0 '` 14. 1 !I.:kr nt1141410*.obRk e
R `/77,71710 :. -{ ',. rii7"41V1", ,,i to ,1 bi ,.... : , 44440104***06.0e*-.,w.,

-4 ' t";,'"X.Q r,,.
1

10' - -,.: 51'..it- "' ,,,P'1,'
Le 4,.: .4 ; .1
- i ' , ' 'Otiii)S10030$10* ' " ctrovjo.

..,,,,,,,,... ,,, .. _,1,ktm_ ef f.erk
taptiligigiii1!: *the

I ..c. ', s . ! - , u,:.,1 A P R101.K4'1 d IS.

. --,_ e4-7.- r. , ,, AAr7e. 4 A V ,: 7.,_

.°, 4.. 7 .TV ,i'.7,'.::..,11
P 0: 0 '-'-', 't '
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with its implications for defense ,and for nuclear power for domestic
purposes; the widespread public conviction and-hope that, by scientific
understanding, we might improve medical, care . Sputnik andits.chal-
lenge, a challenge which, was entered upOn pardy formilitary-reasons,
par4y ;because oft-the promise fOr improved meteorological -findings,
lant tm a large measure fon national prestige; for the battle 'for Inen s
_minds around thw.globe in this. demonitration Of, What ;a free)society
R,.ould,i do in-competition _with Due . which:is nOt free: In this regard,
the Jeadership.thaVAnierican seience Ills takew in thefwoildioftSciende
-generallrhas indeed enhancedlourinatiOnal -prestige, and hat,contrib-
uted, demonstrably' to our_ naticTial.security on; thatIgrbund ;altine:

,For mY. pirt,, I am ,ifery ?roil& to .1)&2 a, titizenlof f it countiiT WhOSe
COngress -thought ;it appropriate tO I a, cieati- an agehdk, like the Na-
tional Science Foundation, an agency dediCated143--xchisilvely 'to. the
'assurance sof Jour motional, strength' int:science.- Thw ig -bur -subs i ute
for tluE classiCal mechanism in Which a-'boimtita rdyilty' debaSionillY. ,

found it useful to sponsor research by .an unusually gifted individiial,
{ . I. r *, , . , , "

111.'sfm;Country,,:ive, have institutionalize& thesupport of 'Sbie4ce' and
we - have done, so InuCh .tiv the' national '-.14enefitc. on -- a .iirgel'icee ridi:d
1o4nw. rm, ss.. _,,,,, , : ,, .. ',. , ,te ba i t r ;- kill- "; 1 `-;-i''' --=' ' + - . ' .tp ;.

FraditY1 fthogis earlier istiinfilisha#0 not Jog' their ,,"Validity:-Regeifeh
-an& deVelopment;stilll are 'the kek4 tO °bur haptikir'edl hatiOnal defefibe.
The health of the Nation has been improved, but we have a long; *4
-to gO.It'asi,true thaf therikitte hian. iyiliivtddiii, askithatithe' Federal
'efforteacentr.S'et:ontiMpro:ve i hie:d4nising:forr,Vie delivery of1 medi-
cakar tothoe whorequu 'ltifii?iilts*allOi 4 i" 6.:1calVoittirt applaud

,such:effeigs:jihikis a -tak 4hat t,*-' -A10-7' : tieds tat**13:11e4r-Ok

-dekstfindihat ihe.toglifkii , 01
that thine who must .fi4the 0.- :-su -ti .:. 0- 7.7t7gtaaRrnisre,,.,,alsoic!liiiii-e

# .: riiiikerairallable
iii -alli -"ericaniliAtglileitirio* , . . , ,
mime,' itations,:of ft ose yr. ,m l) re "ita-

. . , ,

tions ofthe arihamentarium e. 'efi AV.'" '

1 elisc:;
? **..)'.,... ,rilifi -4

ers
. Szofis4cl*:Ct

,4 , ..-7t

.,
4 '

art :. ,,,e a k iii,t;
..
la0

, , ,
a - 'is e 0441 114 ''' *, ; 4, . ,..,
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home and abroad. Yet.the scientific underpinnings Of that endeavor,
if not already .exhausted, have been pushed almost 'to their limits.

It is clear that our demande for *titer ,are 'quite likely to limit the
kind of civilization *13'7c-tin have and enjoy in the neict century and
centUries to come:IVe?simply 'Must learn ho* to`make available rela-
itively cheap pure water on a .vast scale if' ie to' be ae goad in the
future as it -like beenin the paet.

We-Will require nett,' eourees Of PoWei, biit'We know where to,find
theiii. ProbablY theft arelfdb&foinicl; in the longhan1,-from'the'pOwer
of nuclear fission. And having learned UOW hOWPtddeal With-Very' lOw-

grade 'or* it ie likelYr that. u .nioderately Unproved .t4:chnolOgy, will

remOve thelimits froth' §fir civilization nOW inipOSed .153i the. avail-

ability
All 'Of ifs' ii.e.'Otthiettintli aWate 'Of Water and,'014 pollution a.s prob-

lems:'It isi'ille:fhat the' air Of our Major 'cities le probablq Cleaner'to-

day ihan'it was 50 ye.ars ago in the'iiift ciiirburning =eitt;bnt it ig also

true 'that We have iniielitiO 416.''Ai' yet; the 'Cheiiiiitry',intt 'the --physks
of what happens in the-akpollution is not very well tuideritOtod:,The
,prodeesee Which led to Witerr pollution by iiroie 6f Ad, 0414-V#4the
efiliiiiiiildf:every Oita* town info bur mai4 sereaMe are I'VeliknOsin

oitbdisite's which then', occur in thoie,streirris

iiiitrd*a*4ori''ag fir 'is

f .Thirlit3Oitned'cit:iptreetWiishiii On; jiist Ofit4dti Reittle where
orthellTniOkitkiit

rthe deadly cycle which ha .'ruiried.'oth0 streams aii.d.'Irak4t4ri!,s
IiVitielOttlfeqaak et 'orf.tiaretwitetthis

pwhih httI big:qv:poll:0 had been'tpu,

fthiptieettaillg viathir .1,-

ge ,co
-sliaraitrteriagp;"

'

eerea fbr

99 9
0

1. lot 4,

411
. .0' 014

ti2Lt,

&No+T.
.A11.3,414,4%,

t,t:411-114 0

,

t"4,444cA.W.
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already, do ,as well asthey ,can he done, evensin theory. By that I mean
that Moat of us ily,_arond,theglohe at a yelocity just,belowe the speed
.of, sound aiid woilcannot dhope.,to-gck,very. inuch ;faster. There:are some
,Virho have, gone into, orhit:,and a prAvileged-,few,who have:escaped. But
its*, are :to, stay on, this ;planet, werNeally ;can't:hope to trayel t very
inuch'faster than we already,do., ,.... , . .. ,, , ,, r, le

All Of iis Coniniunicate with each otheii ail theispeedliof Algtit ,bY

tlele7IP19n1.1337 radio, ,aPd ,by ,telPPhonel,41.14:4 CR1 ..- 9f4.94e`4RY,more
r414cu, Y...T11.P..,,q,t,64, .,.9A.,ligl-A-, 4T,IiI.Tift*g ,f0:1-* 4g.i.p.0,441pstc .thipit
*tut any, axtterinAt9, ki4Peler4e, 9344.,PFRe:eks.7y-i:ti fi$.:1_, ,,,,,-,::_,1,i - ,, :

CoMputershave.addecti new,,ClimensiOui.to, tumpn affair§., Conut-
ers hate -been1:4749iAct, sa' TaPxalYi -Alit iflielt/1 ,*9/41MY'n.1?Initeci/
liteirally;bi the speed ot light. The current generatiou.0"cppaputers
-AtilLM 44,-,4§4., ,Vi. c,R1113A't T.IIVI c71,..n. , .tg: 41Fg*F-Prrj,e,t131,114 ' onto
thein,Jint, the cAu*Qt PPOP#P,PY:Iiisterf3Fitimt, 4PW','-qPine;,-*EifY
,to comp; t'iissithe ,Spqcd,pf liglit'idlichi.11initsthe tinie Lie-..,:

tvoeneyen . which ",liainiki,,,in ,a..,modern Ompliter,,S9 Imwe ,.too,,,we
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There is another ClaSS of 'problem, hoivevei,, for which We'as a Nation
are juSt nOV prepared: These; are the social probIenw cit our societ,
the probleMS *hiali.,drii ',on %he front pages iof-'.the:meivspapers. every.
day. PresuMably; those .probrems belong in the, Purvie*vbf that. dis-
parate grit' Up" tif.e, social (sciences. :Il is an unfor-
ttinate *.fa#,T thakthe ;Social: Sciencesi !are t not -ready, ,tto 444 those'
probleinS:J:0thi I COUld;. if one wished cstatA., that, th'e blaiie, 'tit blame
there ad,d' be, ikoni, SOCibty?sithat ,tiie5dichititfiupport Ithe
eiiCeg eitAyeziotigh-, iiiieetrit iinclowt*ethem ,ThOn they.peeded,
it' go' thit SOciarScienCég sOCial;gtiqiitiiitt 7064d:be of ',genuine,
aiSigfauCejilithig-hone,rofcne4d.itIP;dOubt'filiatitliat is irue.iin: point of

Efefk.dlicipiiiie laSktO,girovitItgl*nn-iiate ind in itgiOwnItiMe,
Itg 'Coiibepts,q1iiitightg; inideigtandinW ifaCts' if 'fad§ stif4. hv
to 1ise A:38tiOna1;",didoiy,*ak:.irdrovbv. th$,If NV6 Bad ilia
tO'fôrde4edd. the,SoISCienCeSin thi0aW50 Yettiti Woáldhetitade
Much!' diffiAieribe:V:cdo,Oftliiit the,soCialsdieticee*sitnildtha.tfeibee**e,
signifiantly. .`stiOngeFthitit ,they. toe !t6dity4f.lietst ttf
deal" With the problein& óf AnieriCafilkciety).-inil.96W:03tirt rdo` Chit*
that .the portents are:that they will be ready tomorrow. Th.eg liaVe

thifa1'ciVaIntitatiVelytIOW16*.athai qñantitatiQe data ;

ItiiiiliffSt Pixy' hifitl Ir bial6$icitYgdielleg,
thegeriart0A6IMOss, bigOw virP 41,0111:48 )19,;".._0)1

'PAW -SObild'416.1thifiStilfili
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Senator KENNEDY. Dr. Handler, I want you to feel free to continue
with your splendid testhnony. Sometime ,or other, .1 ,would like to
come back and explore in greater detail with you , somewhat more
precisely what, you have in mind in this area, because .I know the
members of this subcommittee, and generally, t116 full Labor Comn-Ait-
tee, have jurisdiction over ,a number of different Jrhicls,of, programs
which are trying to help us -meet some of our social problems moie,
effectively and more, dramatically, with greater energy-Of course, I,

am sure you are verST, much aware-of the,growiug feeling an,d,,concern
about the reordering of.priorities in a way to, pome ea gripS with, the
social problems that exist in the country today., ,1,,ain Aura, that, many
of our . friends, and your friends; are, going to want ito, know? with
this order of requests for funds, somewhat molIY,Precisel*. Yl.ty._ you
feel that you, are going to be betterequipped to,undertake theSeefforts.

For example, /An urban problems, in die urban, areas whiehlyou
indicate in your budget,-,Aow, will ,.your work Idiffer -frohi tim ,Studies
being done by the urban coalition, for example t.A.07g, ctin lye be assured-
we, are,not goingao rhave an .overlap, a, duplicatiOn in, these yarious
efforts

pi. ELi.xprirm. I, do not, know ;whether I can speak to these 'questions
Nirial Akffielent, understanding, Senator cennecly. The thought in' this
request,i,s thatithese ,eent,ers 1?e organizedoniandlat university. cam-
puses. The senier perscihs who would Work there would be 'members-of
the, univeraity,.faculty, wqrking,Nith grrq,dy*pl,stpclents, linderiradu-
ates, poStilOctoral.fello7s.. The ,uniyers.jtyy, avt has;iiisted, classically,
is hot well'equippeer to deal with-multidiscqilinary prohlems, yet, as

1...,...,..,901,1040P;stttiAg9,,,
tIma.k,,prolge!nsi ot societxjust, do. not come,,,In neat'

' )14014Mags*Tat,s.: ,/i§-, tA I er,eptik , an , 'arrangement , in ;

whit. a university
thas already sequestered soil:146 -,otthe 'talent- _ , , ,

roAPPloz111. jtqlWAWATaPA:Ipt,ilewffway'ol,49ing04, tztiiii.11Pfts9;n.,..which
chverse naturak an so:lifitOcentisfs, . an lengipet.epsi gad PR fgirth, liv,P
tc*Ak?r,i0.4.19cP4,aftfir§ .41,15-4,9 ±,11,.. , IP.Aiterii4ingy,. algci -141.?014,.thet
13-1*KkeJW-otibl??-11:Taw.4.01-4;eiktt.'f,,ki,t,,,,,,,,.,50,lot 1!. h.r.:,-;

cR464arzlealvahAie, pro, lem!otoyerlap anasluplin.
ca#941,0PeLkerN :exoecly,J1wW9PggtatiA=fizftwoAlyoist, iip.),..!0,..I. undqr7 ,
stand that. iitit -.11ave rather complete conh-ctegc.%441 ,e7,commpni,c4::t

tiAnkt.4.017.9#090PA-IPX/stA:. Mg 411c.-I31;tgAgg- ,PA1 *PClie* Tbl-IY
4.9.;)PWw.-ViSP,IW-4, OW , 4)144TY,e3f..:71111-n9Iii, li AktfitlY,:*41071
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Senator KENNEDY. I. suppose--and I want you to .continueI sup-
pose one of the concerns that we have been very much aware of is,- of
course, the student activities which have taken place ,in a number of
our greatuniversitieS. Some of theteachers, even in the social sciences,
are .spending more time in research and less time in:the classroom. I
do not ,know , whether wet. are, going to be funding, programs,,which
will take some of the very distinguished andrenownediprofessers,and
teachers out ofthe classrooms,-,putting therm tol work,: as worthwhile
as these.studies might,be,in thiafield of .research.k , .

Senator Ppoury. Mr Ohairman, could ,I follow that,,upl
Senitor KENNEDY. Sure. . k k.

SenatorPhourr. Redently I had the,opportunity to visit with'some
undergraduate, studentsat -one otour magor universities: One.of their
principal concerns was the fact,that tbey seldom .see, the: uhiyersity's,'
outstanding scholars .: and moted .professors. Their courSes are,. con-.
ducted hy: grachiate, students. They; were; genuinely, .concerned by this .

instructional artangelnent,; k -

I just wanted to :follow:Senator :Icennedy's question Up. along that

piat. is a, ditoUit question _to,deo.: with.. out , of. con.-,

plete, knforl.Pdgq,.:irntlemeno kscr. my .par.t,1. i§pect tlaatt. in a gvil-eral,
way,that, allogataon 4.s canard, which was no ..more or sless, 49,
years /Iwo. than% it 4e,.t.olit.ky. was true , when 4 went tck-college,-and
graduate School. I do not see any reason why it should'he that ;much .

, '': ),' ' .
!igi;lipt.tithat 4 .e.m-.4efencling, thoridea that ilrofessArs-, should do..,

Fesemokwhile gracluate,,,students .o thingi,But
is that .iwe d.q mot hEktlieitotal faciiltyfrnaripower,:we ?can't find them,,

-,4y,;-P9.1r1 04, . Pay %9,r,ztkpini .,4p eakithe tes.chui g pur,
staclimthOmik., 4.490
110419Asiklq. ia.,g(M, A-7.43f gpgrspolt.p4e 49.pLi,yerpj:ty 40w, ALAI 9rr;
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numerous Cie:Zags:1LS; I can; voueli for similar-,situations.:Ion many
canipuw:, .

`rSenator: KENNEDY. I 8411 sure you:are ,not 'trynIg:'to'converthei im-
pression that-as gifted or as talented4S Some-graduateEtudents are=:
they;are -anY, substitute -for Meni Jot adademic achievementi'learning;
and experience whoiprocide inspirationlat inany ofthe great universi7
ties: take, issue with lotr-obsertratiOni 'that .because-4ortunately Or
unfortunately-4as lwas happenink 50:years -Ago ,13170feis§org-qtre.-.jutliti- ;

fied in continuing this practice tOday: judging-fionlmy ;oWn; Contacts'
with youngipeople, 1.'d6 'not i.think, What was good enough 50:,years
agoor even. 5 years agois good .enough iody

Dr. HAitni*R.-- With the later,etatement; iltilly'cOnett; .8`ensitA3r: But
agaiii j-Ust?faS 'You , and', the,. Congress utitst :dedifde what, to's -dot .; the

lsratiOn?ereseurees andihOw..--to deploy%theSebest in,the national interest; i
so;.too,' the uniVersityjniiistIlecide(h.OwItO3UKI.3 the ifactiltY, 1- knoW, Ot n6
unlirersiti that thinki-thiS fatuity Shall pn go intO/the labOrtitotieS' and
not be Seen by their students. There iS no suck BUt **AV-ha-vie '
t6 dieide'howtolAise the 'factiltyftinie mostreffeCtivelyi., 1

The professor :Oho is teaching a few gViduate students in the labors+ I

atOry: toaChing-ijiistt--'itei Surely, aS .he kvheri he-4 irvi* daseroOlil
with125;utidergilidustelk;lnileed;it may be :thet most xiieardififur toicai=

hej doiSS The Students Who ate'kebellirit tufe ithaWare, Of thitepr6c7
edSEI)edittifer;the-St haW.- Apt y:et .dhl*e sufficiently along in thejsy§tend:t6

?: . ,. g .1,f.,

In our society, the generation of:118W: knowledge and underitandink
ftAe lassical funthon 'ctf

ifyitt7. iniaTeratan&';
-`4` ttIièt2 `iikeiP giV6hLift -6V-the

s .f6fiA; ftif
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and divert those energies into,eveh as worthwhile an effort as the pro.
posed itterdisciplinary program,I think

--Dr.. OANDLER: Senatori we, do, not -mean Ito take thes.professor out
of that-clasaroom at iall.',He ;is still to . be on :campusl and ,still to:=do

that 'kind of ;teachilik. At s the same time, we want t:".I., i 'give - him,the
equivalent of 'a,:labOrktory .for thenatural sciences, .a, building in which
h.e meets With -othef;knowledgable folks and deals with4eal.probleros
'and engages in a' iiind of simulation of thwreal world. That; as where

he . will do additional laboratory equivalent' teaching$with, advanced
Undergradnate -student:I' and gkaduate2students," ands postdoctoralS. It
is a- waY WeliOpe ive canistrengthen the educational systenif not weaken

it, *hile equipping thet'NatiOn Itildeal,with-ita.Social -problemst '..1;

Senator' -Pnotrtir.- Mr. Chairmarqt.14'wouldirlike , tO, ',read ,itto,the
r 3egicr It' brief 'pai.a...kraPh'Iroini-the Senate committee report on .the
Hikhit Education' Act (if 1965 ti ' ", iz !-.,' - :-, . r:. ; i - s . 'e: , /.. c'.. -.21 ',!

T. f i - , , i,-,, , i .. ,. - ': 4., e; ;iii-f., ,..i f ... '',.., t-, iri.'..,,,The Committee has noted thafthere heti. been-it tendeney in cent Smarr for
college teachers to devote less time to demi ihnitinetiOnt'andi-le'lierabnar,cennsel-
ing 6f 'stlidenti 'than 'inieirionilitcfaCtorifwhfeh' have 'beCome more t,evident as

-Instidaitiond Of higher; education ,ihave become 114ge,t) OA .11141T,e4mIrrsqnal, ;While

i xecogikizink tlisi IPPP.110,nc.0 riesilmge,b7rY.FW14 thig,PQmilltttee,4tselY, balk eir?ur-
. aged in.othen.legiOntion-LTwe AeverttlIelesa are" hobeftil that ,thia Ant'VVill imive

, to ;eiicio.ragte!°tfie`'expe'rt ,anirthe teaCheete- ileVote 'meie liMe 'te rthe'clatkirOom
and Ali& sttidenb' We'locile16 airkeqUitible balande, batifOin- the: research, and7,-the

'teething- and between the)outaidetlectUre iplatform or publiehing, house and ",the

, classroom ::%,..; , -'-i,-..,,i 1 -:),, . .1 :- u 1;2.; ,i, .-,:; .0: !_-.. , .'' i :'. ,..,,-,if , , .

'4 .130-11Aftimu:11--spulaWare3of thatrstateMentvSenator.--)Lhave never
eeiitthe' doeittentatiot ;thrill .Proves/ -the'University . isoteachingleas: tI

law*, antly6alt1 ddettnneitr)frOin.: my '0Wfi!..-wia*perience :Jtliat,;.;atv.,leaste-4t

bilit 'INA*, ,eigiti3fii ater!teachilignibre:ottild;nOtitless...Theilaet :that
4:11i1iiieVgitrthittriPilititalliiitil,:Aie idisSatiSfiedrStemtk not, So: muchtdroni,the
change ,,in behavior of the laoulti) ttsi. tit. aoetr: fronii thel cliankeiiin
liretiiiiiiti(in arid ilie eipiatititiii5 of'41014uritleigraiditath' student: fr] le
undeigraduates student arrives at our uniVersity todaffaillOteriPre-

-15ar01;th(titkidid*Iten4 WOntatOreollege.tTife3rAiiri*e-ightteet,-prepared
*rgtiltleff .t31,4140-Y9tVere: -.1k,)e:,- 41*.ti0e(Ek,' -41ateliscIiiiiiV,thaii,.14Liitl
-ufell'*hen'-Weent ilo-%-olt -',.iiii,tiart-thittifiti 'la
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out the country. I know that NSF , hopes througb this program; to
make some contributions to resolution.of our pressmg sociatproblems
by drawingion the special skills and interdisciplinary-potential-avail:
able in many of the great universities around . the country. So 1 sup-
port these efforts and appland the energies ofthe ,National, Science
Board in trying'to come to grips, with ithese problems. hope our, dis-
cussion helps you better understand the kinds of questions which:those
of us supporting the program will-be asked as we:face others/ who In9,y
not be as syMpathetic as we : ; ) ,

HAITDLMR. Senator, may ,Ir make one additional, stateMent? As
I said earlier, we have on the university..oampusee sequestered `frOm
the rest, of society those persons .most knowle'dgeablemith:vesPePt Ito
the kind of problems'which confront society. They ire called:the:40m-
ty. What we are.trying to do is make them mazumallY,,UsOilitO, this
Nation. Now, that means that we must flak' that they deal WO, the
real .world in £1,, real setting a meaningful way. It:is 'there Where we

ill th'tg tea I'e st aug as w,
The reason medical, sehoOla 1.PO*petalti,, al. their taik. 'they

'really are jalthatmedicalschools---are usually congrueUt,withhospitils.
The .student ledins'abOni'Medieine,itor in the, abstract- butin-the ,real
world Of the, hOSpital; 'Be Sees, real ,Piti:ents, 'and :dealS'Mith them' iUta

meaningful, wa-T--
qt,44Also,-4; 04, sOidy

of politicaL.sciencev.tanthropologyeconomics,demography,
as-these relate to society, can be made more meaningful, leswabstract,
less labstrukt, anore,.donnecte&with. the-lreal

itolerste the mord, t6assurerelevanc,e-7 TJAP ..a>whAt.wie4ve, 49.1:PiRg.to
;do,in,,cresiiiig.vtoblem oriented centers..irlxisjsi-trYingtoislo:fOthe
sociati,Sbieiii-ies..what(has;betn<doilfiyAMebmove t.aedive1Yt-Avr:,041!-PKt-

.31Vallseienbg4kkand Yfatt PAPV5.-eff.Pet4Telyciiii .the pr:Ops§icquaffm*tipm.O. a
:medicatbrengineeMigts.choolintheva0.- - -P.A.

M-130#04111#11,401 of 9114tioie -so itI vila-`7 .4101C,Inove

corla-ao-wkaPni437i4, , .1 ; ;14b14

ttfie44.4141U1.4120.404.ttikv*i_evc,ir***44.4iitiN :011;k4ticgAilifsRiV.1,4104.4W-
,deator.-As .I.vmentionedkAtirlier,1_40rel'
AchOlittePleAtitiq* .int
Very 'snarpiy in. tne last two. yeark.,:
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not lets but more science, more technology, and the result will be yet
a better World for all of us to s

Although, therefore; there are sOme of bur yOung people who think
that for the moment, science' is not relevant; my own feeling is that
it is more relevant, more necessarythan it ever has been before.

The science§ theniselves are at onceboth in, difficulty and submerged
:in:their:own sticoest. They are in difficulty because we have more young
Scientists, more. ideas stb.an we can support. Our.current limitations
El funds make it necessary to forego numbers of new ventures in sei-
encei- opportunities Whick we have not yet triect,F some of which, are
rather expensive. Yet: it iS true that science thrives:by taking advan-
tage.of new opportunities.. We must have an infusiOnAif new ventures
from time to time, tOpaCe the entire endeavor.

. At the same; time; all ,around the United States;,-carefully, with Fed-
eral ifunds,f We have been -nurturing institutions areaiow ready'
'to take their !places in- the ol'tal scheme of things, in the performance:of
scientific.: reseak.ch anct Escitrim education, as:' the t Congress has
repeatedly. request icatt,' .!.113A7e: .'-nstitutions fmd theihselves --unable to
Make ,.ftirther pt-oirrete for; la& ,of. 1 in these. terms, we ;are
deeplT trouble4 though, We understandl the constraints.,which
have brought . abont this situation:, Andr it is mot my, intention' tix'be
unreasonable in frequesting- a sheltered,positiOn in1Whichi the national
scientific tendeaVor-lw. utterly hnaffeCteil by' thei.major forcew, in ottr
national r Mit =I cid: hope that ..you Will:recognize the nature and
-Magnithde., of Our dilemma. 1TwO ,detadeS , deliburate:action, by, the
Federal ,Goverriment,,Itritiv Inn encourageinent ,anct ;support by , the
Congress; 7 hav:e .ideveloped- an; intricate: network;' ,laboratories and
ifabilitiet and hronght ,largeMimbeis of. the5fLheSt yoUn 'en:kinds Our
,Nation:vcan t bOatti: Zniveriities;;4itir.e' fully. 66:inn:Otte& themtelvee ;to
..theii,14aktinithe endeavor.:Thei4 abniptlyi,comthencing*fiecallyear
41)07.44ntincii&SuppOrtiwitOrotight to aiplateiiui,J*tst7eartho;appiO-
priatftoh. to:NSF Nva, redUCed 20i Tiercent from-I the; preVious leak.
gean#hillikinflatiornerOdel theipurcliksinepoWierot avti*bledollars ;
linisiverSities:4ireleinbarrasseditit:theiii cohniiitraenti; new young. hiveth-
,tigatOrt,,leanOnd n meane.of *Plerhentlig, their lideas"; oUr graduate
.schooltiAiliyerImprp.,youngtalenti,iWhi-.?hadlbeen liirédi into suck train-
. in' le; '4040er itihrie*lietiftheinatiOii4OUrPose Seethed *re evident' ;

.*k4iit...aitaid'allege students;::*levnn' thei ro '

****Cience evidentliinlithWaPPr4riatibn-
away ,**111Mii.s 11:1+ sq.** f9rtilT 4.5the4 thoughtl.that-:$.fsciende is
3-iiit,100401P t;q40,411-ine,.'conid* ireisetliiiftrenfttv,v4101. El!ft.4.14

O.theirOa ritiu:*liote that taience Aourishint.
146 4,08:5 neie. theVer. ;Mae, thcbeatfUl:Itliaii it
hastbeenii0 tarkfifiptiettiniony lbefkire- the
::H.Onse -dOihmit,teei:Irhaire tried tO:,doehineht-.thatf Sozne lengthie :The
-hOur'haaigOne ahdAtf*Ould, hot ttie aPpropriatel0 tO take the tithe
hereotO :.s04*Ala deli64.44ftit SlibmitpitifOr tthe4reAord

rill:, ) ,174. ?,1" t!:,r 0 (-1.4

Asa mentioned realilierithete wasA.greatdeaof
excellOit testimony presented heföre the:Daddario sUbComitaitteiFin
theXfOuseisWeliavelafAtery ;elose wOrkingirelitionthip..with thaiiiiib-

-feonithitteei :Perhaps otiiii:ttaffitlipulatrikie*:Viith you thoSepartions of
that testilhony most: pditineiitltfociiii
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:Dr. HANDLER. I meant to- give you a new set of examples, of scientific
success and I would be glad to supply those' for the record;if you: WiSh.

Senator XENITher: Fine: That hughtbe :very helpful: I
; Dr: HANDLER. May I conclude with a different set of xemarks; them?

Senator lairrNEDIE% Sure: .; ; '1 e I `

Dr; HANDLER: BeCinse we live:been talking about the- uniyerSities,
and, since the programs of NSF, are implemented-at the ;collegeS and
-universities; I would ;liketo talk about them for just . a moment; if -I

1;) 7,- f.y.c4;f3,-;4: a!

s 'pent know, 'oui'MuiVersities are in xleep trouble: .-At the -Moment,
thereas nO university knowm to '. me which is not.in dire,,distress:,

What I ani asking for is, that our universitieS be given the 6Pportu-
nity to work themselves out -of the problenis ih zwhicIr they find theni-
selVeS.f The-. Problems are real eneugh: Ounsttidents' :requests: have at
their roots 'genuine -problenii-tof American ;society;-,-as! well ;ras genuine
problems :blithe role :otthe -.university in !our society. iihink ininy ,of
the complaints ,are contrived, many of theiMakel hot as grelevarif as the
students seem ita;find theni,. ancl Some aretleliberately:destruetiVe.A3ut

4t5 is, easy- to. tliStinguiSh 4hich is which. ; My bope; is that there sh all.. be
,h6.:Igreat !c`backlasfin froin;?.the;.American; peOple 'or their' Congress in
which;,- Out chagrih, 'ilisktistikrepugnance; or impitiencepfor whit
igoeS -`on, on the Cainpusitiwdeeidedthot to,suPportfthe'sdiences; either
throtighithe National; Science,..-Eblindatioiu .or: through.; other agenCies.
illiweVo that f rOnteii.;:theri: the yourtgateri of the .SDS Will ;hive been
cstleceisfulbey'ondtligi*-Wildeit d reams: fThey. will -really" haVe brought
cfciw*the: honse as smile:Of:them +have triedto 'do: ;

'iperatihre0tSeem`s; to Me,' that thiSINTatiOn? support the univer-
-Sitie6 iñ thiiihOur4if ineed.'41:ThiversitieS4are thei key ito - the
ithelteiitirearderialdr.4scheM'eli.of thigigszi..And .the
AesisiethielseiencinendeaVorVdstbgteit. theiniest
elepkenti iii,;thecuniversitytillott na -.nett default .'onk the lAhiérican-tdreaiii
,becausercif-the setiOneel a smalliniinoyiejr04 F7' ;-"

the,hniiversitY
TY.Om ; say that aweiiiithe-'4@oxigreeisiOnghtitOrcontinuenti*upport

4,t1ledeacindscof-!piokranis itnOt; met- 'are really.. *0-mum
thei 'S landtiboie4vlititsigiit -stiry rtherinititiitiOns.

fiiVliktvd ifTeel-ris :theiffrolekthithe iiinOtereit4the"*AiniaiStiation4

*tid' the( laini.*+.--in.fatAepitOngiogeolie
ileetitnate:Wainclakifin -44.01Hts_ eistuaenhf*"..9. 4Tlif

itita:oh.wrokkoiluoitlyi versrty.
Eich-hniVergitvg ea7iaiiteeetle*th-its4iicArefilkitn4ts own.

Vniellar*bit 1:14t :.t.'43*'.fi I ',140471-40%*:19,ii.:0' .0 ,;1
LI sraolts034, Ouhtathat,the*EteintdifOrc;e- '..4WiStOiefitteilAreach
44.00.4t04.1Aii*O00:111We*PiOSeauselASSiiiiii

itieektaelluny sbmie
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bit clearer now than they did. Surely, we have had; a. sufficient, number
of demonstrations 'of what, not to 'do. I am not sure where we have
had any clear demonstration of what to do.. Ent we probably will have
more, experiments thrust ulion us whether We:want:to or ntot.i-

I ddbelieve that university adrilmistrations, their tinSteesf and their
faculties, will -learn how todive,with theie problems, how to evolve a
new form- of government for the- university, a form hi, which legitimate
requests can -be. heard, and -dealt ,with and the. illegitimate 'requests
immediately recogniied- as, such and denied: I. think that,;-Shortly,..we,
will find that the forcible seizure of property, the use of abnsive
guager will no longer 'be condoned by.the powersthat be onlany campUs,
it having been demonstrated:that that route, tnining the -other cheek;
as it were, does not seem to be successful, it merely breeds the next
action of: thes same. have ;hopes that; before Abe :nextiacsIdeniic
year': is 0ut,i wiiirersitiesmill have learned ;to cdpe . with sOthe 'of these
problems,: While avoiding the 'pitfall of allowing:the, uniiireity-to be'
transformed into an instrument for social actionsA.am'not at allicer-
tain that I know how any external agency, such- as, theiFederil Gov-
ernment, can reach in arid '.of,Ange;that pattern in-a'usefutivay.4.But I
would hate itd see:- our tsoeiety the itug out !froth under.theLaniVer-

sity whileitis struggling:with a ,clktss.of problems.it-nevei. knew- be-
fore. No greater calamity could befall American society.i .

Senator- KENNEDY. One of the Imajortpioblems'e-onfronting us, fit the
Congregg.-7-imd I hope Dr. Haworth might express his view on this as
W-1477:1$ 41Lw ;PFolgeM 9f., IT-Ki(gfciAg-A0,91#6.1 14r9gP4PAP-w4sigukfi-
caiit,Eicientifio,;zonw9nent,Itsuchz, asithe current inquiry.tregaiding; the
ABM -.eiyeteniwO,bViOusly3Ti-wvithavet ther)Senatei), coMmitteew

vi#.4rziiiki.covAlyvvt*Fittio::,these ki#A.41.0f!proktiOxis..:400-,
it'acji**

toltilfill.our ;responsibilities and Aligations.d,w.onder-whativalueyou.
feel there May be in the Congress having independblit scientific,-evall!
uation said exice on various of these programs whigfreqiiiie eittraor-
ditlEiWxigiid.itureS Of resources.

Dr .HANDLititi(i By Aindependentr do fyoti .tmean.i,extetnal bodies or
groups?

Senator KENNigoy. Yes. I am thiM fulof the suggestion of Dr. SA-
limn not 1ongagGfs alvinerst';highly'ctotapetdfit- 'lindependent group
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opinion on the,technical aspects of the-ABM. If that -had occurred, I
think the Academy would have responded;.lifniting its response to an
analysis of the technicataspects of the problem--not how deployment
of an ABM system, might relate to abilities to :deal with the .Soviet,
Union in a political context; nor how it might affect the probletn of
disarmament, but aitechnical evaluation of Hie capability of any ,pro:
posed system. Such advice is:the only -.excuse for ,the existence of the
Academy; and- I _cEth pronlise that we ,would assemble the most.com-,
petent scientists and engineers to provide neUtral, unprejudiced tech-
nical advice.

Senator KENNEDY.. Are you then throwing the ball .bick tO the- Con
gress, saying We should have:requested such a.review- from the Acacl-.
emy?:,_ .;..:,., 4 :.

Dr. HANDLER. Yes, :Sir: That was . a 'pitch for business- guess.
Senator ,ICENNEDir: z In; Other words, a request; for,tIiis kind :of re,

view woUld be welcomed,' oeatfleaSt recognized :Eis, part Of the respon-.
sibility,of the Academy.

HANDLER.4YeS; sr. ,
Senator KEN/gram Well, that is*ery helpful. _

-Dr. HANDLER:I think that will.cOnclude mytestimony; Senator.' ,
Senator-KENNEDY: :Thank you,- you mayi:supply? a'statement for the

record, if you wish.. ,t; '? -; 1,, ; ; f

(The.itateinentreferred to folIOWs:)i, .

44: , = Mak 19; 1969.
4 ;?Dear Senator''KennedY': At thautheriiitiOn healing for the Natienet Science

FatindatikoVVOfferedqo, extend-1m* -itateinenOlecumentingtacarie Of the recent,
eontriAntkons et science. In Tieyksiof thee ietibeinninittee*Anteiest lin., the sOtial
sclencqs .and,ielr. app1jcation P.'.39,01etitt,PATP044;:p.a**4y,Asr,ninitidieci-,
plinitior,effOrta;Adt recOttl;-*1_
ditfele*. HeiiiVvfl -fireae&, SCaiit'Ac.iefice-Reile0,0:06,un- -

pkop'Sets,iik*Oryet****041:.,:, .

l'efeareqt;

- Philip Handler.
44- IC S7 :
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and that they need only, to. be force-fed (the recommended diet 'arles from
preserther to preserier). i order. to grow raster and to make. their contribution
larger. : . - .. .'. ''. .

Thesocial:4sciences.do. bave a' contribution to make to social' practice but not
so large a'. contribution as 'they will make If helped to develop 'properly. At this
point in history, the magnitude of.. major sOcial; problems exceeds the capacity
of'socialseientists tosOlve them. :

.:. ':.'. ;;:
Such expectations -have been entertained. beforeiIn the .latte part of the

nlneteeiIr century ancLthe first decade or so of the twentieth, 'social 'eoien.tists'
of the day offered ad+ice tothe-progressivè political and social: movements of
the :t1nies. AsDavidTruman has pointed out, these. political scientists and sociOl-
ogists operated not only from a..'weak; positloILin 'the political structure, but.
aisO withan ainioSt:totül .1aekOf:theoretjca1sophlsticatfonqujte'nonrjgorous
methods," and's few :systems'ôn. which the' *ere' ádviSIng They
*ere intelletuafly'prematüreand, too ready to 'clftlm'r:- relevance. " Their efforts
fell far 'shortof.expectatlons, both their Own -and expectatiOns of:thosewhO,
fromoutslde:the dlscipliñes;'had alledupon'thern.; ' .;:':'.: ........

Social scientists 'had: iñothertry::dur1n g:;tbe early' years of the 'New' Deal
when economists especially, but sociologists and political scientists too were
invited into government and -Other institutions to develop programs, plans, and
social devices for dealing..with':the Great Depression. 'The .'novel:thinking of
agricultural economists and the resultant development of inStitutions f e- what
was then known as "farm relief" were considerably more successful than the
efforts of the social reforthers of the early 1900's had been

One reason for the relatively greater success of the applied economics of the
New Deal was that. thereliad been developing in the UnttedStat's a considerable
sohistleat1on in onomlcS s a discipline, together with a good empirical base
of data;.that 'hadéeñ rnula'ted'over thenrior deeadeSIoznparisonth

t. of the[O30?S *a
rttai data vaccum

because, people 'c'

:"5jj
of 1OO Another reason for the relative
ration thaV gripped the country and led
iici measurés thal were proposed by
willing to try the measures,they were
l sciences came during Woriul War II

andc

ests.SUeeBd' bSttCr thtsume'
I? 'Whatca -fld'Shold be 'dOe

-a ,) L

ri , ,,. ,.
thbd&des 1n3 theLol oiéñées'the tendency.' ha&ben tc develop

1 concerns, to define their own problznsañd'not' to accept ás'thir sub-
Ltterp,thor social ;probIn of.thalcdñtemporRry sail" surréunding society.
ndencyiiis .attributitb'lto'brcés.lntrinsio to!thediscIplinesthenjselves,
i1yto- dônceptual Qedefthlt1ónöf.pr blemiand'tomèthOdol H!al or tech-

w rkt'On 'a pEactical
_____ .1;'.

&Pñb icPoItey Mthritf Briug8 Problems of
e and Traln1nrc" Soence 160: lO8-612.-May 8. 1968.
e issues are taken up In t1e longer üticle in 800ial E'oence InfwIuiaUon cited above.
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problemi )20.i ALS 'a 'Wise: inan; or a clever: -consultant, but s' as a aeientIst; 'quickly
finds that:the. Popular, : or 'common-sense statement of -the problem is either,in-
complete or misleading ; that ,"the" problem' js -really many problems, 'only'
some; of which- falt 'Within the. disciplinarYer scientific Seep° 'rend:that. there ere
severe:Inadequacies .in the MethodologicaLor iteehnleal. ,equipMent: that 'he "has
for' dealing-, with-- pradtical! problem: i SoMetimes: the .scientiat. exaMinee: the
"real world" because some part of it has solved a: problem' ancV the -selentist
wants to -knowyhow the ablution werks::After-the..understands.,haeryit :works he
caw sonietimes impraVe :upon -.the solntion,lbut the baste 'movement X& hia thought
is : alwaysaway,from 'the Practical =and, -toivard .. abstract knoWledge.1

The -social scientist geto:driveaibacko.anotelundainentar.dttestrons. that bear
less and t less resemblancevttoi.. t4ei ;praeticta.V ,PtoblOi".: until they appear to' --be

irrelevant; Inrthermorei.: some of":the', more: ftmdamentat questiont -raised" in this,
way take en a' life of their ownrand:, becethe genuinely ;dissociated, frOm, practical "

Problems. They form.: :lastead,, . the . central2conceptnal.?: oxlmethodolegical Jcore. of;

the seience.7 aft, aliCXJ period-of tIme a4500.1a1,iscieacC cati, grow, morei
abstract and beCcime increasinglY:,..tencerneCivith queitibtaf that:eOnfront
au...intellectuab:vntOPT180', per:,'se,liandi-that;:.:regtdre"solatiatiet:rwhether

or not
they bearapOn5the-SoCialitrobleins of00 day.

thosekill_trInsic_-:Intolectoat iMe oalx;,,onas! -vroAcii a. discipline
woul4 gradually lose all :relpyince.L,ROYfrgYer,-.iexcgenonst...f4ctors also have Kowa

infinenee:
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nevi principles' br conneCtiona bet/Arden'doneepta. An 'engineer's creatively is in
tangible inventionet Of thingS or PreCeSsee that' halie.a cansatiVe- or prodUctive
relationshiP toe deatiedend '- : _ ' ' ' ' ' ; ' ' .. '

Ekcept in very liiiiitedi and spottY areas;. SOCial.ddvelopment OesOciai, engineer-
ing does not exist. Examples of social engineering can be found in econorniet in
tlie development Of figettli 'AA Ihbfiettiry PolieleS,, and in- psSwchOhigY in near 'forms
of taychotherapY (eSteeiallY 1SelliaVier IlieratY)),;prograblined, hiStruction; ' human
relationa training; the titining.oflnarifigerS; iilict the Sediel'organiration of pro-
duction 'Unita ,ifilliniti.: ' .' .' ', ' '' ' '; , ' ,

0iiictitiiiiticikiblinieu640.9 . .. ..
, The: development of an Applied social ecience or :a social.engineering may pro-

ceed faster through profeSsionaL schools, :(especially husiness and medicine)Ithan
through .disciplinary departments intnniversitiesvii!.; .. i ,.:: .,..:4':'1.1.1.-t'i -; liz

The: academically. hased1 research .,and,. teachingzunit in (the 'Social sciences; is
affected by:forces,:that hinder ; thia Sort 0:deyelopment,-,. Some :are organisational;
some scientific; ,some.derivetroln theInstitutional; arrangeraenta for ;theconduct
of research im the AOcial.,-;sciencfigs::,,Kost research)is done; in!, academic -settings, by
part-time or,7 short-term. jworkersi 7 he:- by prefesaors land; graduate i students,..The
former have'. teaching f and- adminintratlye 1 reSponpoilittos 0141 tajceAp., part', of
their time, the latter..halYft. a -DrinAFYfilhest7term/interestin comPleting a; di_nsert47
tion and getting on in the world..Thefornier ./rgrk pagt --tip*on.a!reSearchOrph-,
lem, the latter leave it for other Places or other problems after a. relativelY
short time. Thus, many social science reSea:reh PrOblenie 'Elie 'tti6ialsireiri 'bel
cense !they are selected) for., that reasom '.ThiStendeney 'ia-4 abetted' by '. the ; current
syttem --of ::prOject , grants iwiiielittends k to i eniphasire '; short-term! Etivestigatibm of
discrete .prohlema..rather .thanlong=term,,,leXploratorY and- persistent ipurstit: of
ft- Problenic' A phenomenontla ,methodl,The .abSonce Of a tradition of long:term re,
searcl.. Careers on- a, full:time basil', the inflexibility:of :spaCe that anakeefit hard
ta exPand-and;Contreet the sire of a .i longerm project 'aTS -such..changes-hedome
necessary; I

the, varying.requirementst ter I akilled4aborrAn , intervieWing :and' data
processing-(currently eatsed bY-cOmpUteraPplidations), all contribute tO sPeradie
intereati easy; discouragenient, anddacksOf 4iersistence -::, , 7

-1,31: the other hand,rtherealf Urge adaancestinlsocial science , seem- more likely
tO i Occur in settingssucli asfdisciormary dePartmenta4-that .. are relativelt free
of the Pressures-to?deviseinimedlateAolutiOnsil to.:;/Atork with client-systems, 'And
ta ',yattend to the!rangeanftereXto*Scientide..icOtieidekationsi that{ are iinvolved' in,
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each other. Willingness to listen and, curiosity are more important than any-
thing else, since transfer of training 'among social scientists is entirely possible,
and it may even help in the solution of, say, a psychological- Problem if an
anthropologist without any particular training in psyeholOgy gets to thinking
about it.

A third reqUirenient is that the tenan have' hill. opportunity of perform its
functions of engineering and deVeloPment: This requires certain kinds of facili-
ties : buildings and computers-L-Ospecially 114egaate "soft-ware" to go with the
coMputing machinerY and all the programming and other, technical, helpthat
can be provided. One of tbe most useful techniques in soCial engineering is the
simulation of the social processes that are believed to underlie the sociatprob-
lem. In manreases,these simulations will have to substitute for experimentation
because of the. Size or. other 'intractable features of the problem.. : .

A fourth requirement is long-term', funding commensurate With the size of
the social.problem. It is a 'commonplace tof (American politics that social.prob-
lems Must be solved quickly. We are adjured to waste no more time in eliminat-
ing segregation, discrimination, poverty, crime,: and unemployment:, But while
sense of crisis .may impel movement, a lot of it is waste motion'. We are too
imPetuous and not persistent enough in trying to solve social problems. Problems
need sustained study, trials of many different kinds of solution rather than one-
shot panaceas arranged overnight by agencies that are funded on an annual basis
and publicly criticized for lack of instant success.
Problems ins utilizatian of social science

One of the most interesting points about social science contributions to the
solution of social problems is that the process of introducing the changes neces-
sary to solve the problem is in itself a problem in social science. Before intro-
ducing changes into a quasi-stationary situation, the decision maker must
consider a number of factors that affect the chances of success. First, he must
consider the acceptability of his proposals to all the people involved in the
situation ; and the harm, damage, or deprivation that some of them may experi-
ence. Next, he must assess the effectiveness of the methods he expects to use
to attract the attention and arouse willingness to explore, and the capacity he
has to teach people new ways of behaving. Finally, he must try to adjust the
incentive and inhibitory factors in the situation at% as to stabilize the new equilib-
rium and maintain the change he alms to bring about. Almost all k...! these
problems exist in one form:or another in utilization of the products of biological
and physical sciences; too. But these sciences have not only an engineering or
developmental-branch that 'plus their ideas into usable forth, but also a market-
ing mechanisnia set of actitrities 'and: relationship that handles these problems
or is so -constituted that it can afford to ignore some of them. ,

On the whole, the marketing Mechanisms for sOcial inventions and devices
do not parallel those for physical 'and -biological technologY- There are at least
three reasons: for this. In -the' first place, .until recently, there have been few
social inventions 'or .devices that could not' be marketed or disseminated either
through, existing politicalmechanisims in-thePublic sector, Or throngh publication,
air:through the establishinent of a"prOfeSSional group [such as clinical psycholo-
gists.. It may .be that Marketing .mechanisibrif*Ill spiing up in .response to the
appearance:of .new items to:be' marketed:"..FOr ekample, there are proilt-making
companies which-noW seem tti!be interestedfin'developing and tselling, as well as
installing, new curricular materials *andjinstrictional -prOcednres -in the schools:
and industrial firms have,,contripted to, operate schemes,for ,the. alleviation of
povertyusually' throukh retilning of ,thennskilled 'or underelFilled. This trend
ha yet tO be evalikated;` Ihif' it ëöiild alter ttrifoundlY_ fhb' zitii*e. of the *rocess
of iteigal Chingplibbondlyi,he're,ies'iliflicnItY' In Proteeting 'projilert 'rig,hta in
intangible stiCial: technology:1f the pfbaiiiitti an idea; in attitude;,-a rOntine,' it is
hard:to ;cobyrightPtilif geneirallY1Mpieilbrirte Patent. The ihience of lirnotedlion
of. ektildiitre.tigh'teinkkei The' viditeref-bf inVeiting Markeilng org
less . titteitetife inn& of I'd* technolOgicar pridnet
of `theiiortir seiencieliarif tpdor-vath,,the 'rather thin' 'With' the prifate
sectorl of *the '-eConenttr;',-nd' ialnible ite 'effeCt on the' tiftal
societY rather'thati.for Its enhaiiedinen't Of' the qnality!Of l!fe of :one
at a time. Add to this the fact that, a geod soCialr inventions cannet be
asalinedla Miit value; 'One iteetthat the Marketing mechanism must be the
state' in 'smile forth; rither 'thin lirraite'enterjwise:
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Public policy issues in the application of social science
Some questions of public policy are raised by research and development activi-

ties in the social sciences. For example, what should be the Public policy toward
deliberate social experimentation, especially toward concealed experiments, in
which the subjects are not aware that they are involved in an experiment? There
are scientific reasons for concealment but the public policy Problem is whether
the probable gains from conducting such an experiment outweigh the ethical
undesirability of acting in a less than open fashion. There is something repugnant
about concealment of purpose, even when the motives for it are disinterested and
no one is harmed. There is something upsetting about discovering that what one
thought was a real and natural floW of events was instead a Carefully contrived
sequence of moves deliberately planned to accomplish a preconceived purpose.

The benefits to the general public welfare have to be balanced against these
possible disadvantages. If experimental purpose must be concealed in order to
obtain valid knowledge that will lead to improved social policies at a relatively
low cost, not only in money but in mistakes and discomforts visited upon citizens,
then the undesirable features of a concealed experiment maY be outweighed fea-
tures of a concealed experiment may be outweighed by its adVantages. The-judg-
ment cannot be made a priori for all cases; it must depend in each instance OD.
the estimated costs and the anticipated- benefits. Perhaps the more significant
public policy question is : Who shall make the judgment?

On a more general level, one may raiSe questions in terms of a conflict between
two values : the advancement of knowledge, and the personal integrity and con-
venience of the individual citizen. Nowhere does this conflict become more explicit
than-in qUeStiorts cencerning invasion of. individual privacy, especially in regard
to the collection of detailed data about individuals and their maintenance in
files that are presumably to be used for research purposes.

The issues here turn around safeguards as to how the data will be used,
and in how much detail the data will be kept. Briefly summarized, what has been
proposed is that certain kinds of data which are now regularly collected by vari-
ous agencies (central and local authorities and perhaps private agencies, too) but
kept in separate files and published only in aggregated forins be made available
for research purposes on a disaggregatQd basis. More specifically it is proposed
that data about individuals such as employment, income, savings, or expenditures
be collected and stored in such a way that it weuld be possible to match the in-
formation froth these separate series, by individuals. The anOnymity of the indi-
vidual and the confidentiality of the information would presumably be maintained
as they are now. The data system would be used for research purposes, not for
administrative Ones.

Whether the Very existence of a national data system woUld tempt those with
legitimate, 'access :to make illegitimate use of the date is a nauch more serious
question,; going well beyond: the data 'system per se. The question really turns
around one's estimate of the likelihood of "big brotherism"ot a controlling gov-
ernment and -a controlled Society, and of the role the social sciences might play
in bringing'about such a situation or maintaining it. As our society grows in den-
sity of popUlationi ininterdependence, in coniplexity and technological sophistica-
tion, the need, tor es/rational planning and for the thougl3tful and foresighted
manageinent of otir'affairs groWs aPace. And so does the need forvigilance in the
defense of indtvidual liberty, since there is always, is theie always has been, the
tempting PoSsibilitY for thoSe- in poWer td P.FobleMs. by wielding
their power .in ways 'that constrict :freedoin.and :constrain! the leSs Powerfnl.

There is ,nb, reason, however,.-td. see . the social ; siiienees. aa,more 'culpable Or,
more :-threatening than- Other kin& 9f, licience. and technOlegical, development.:
The poWer 'of the state igi'iliCie4eed ly 'the de'veloini3e..tt Of tePhisticated _weapons _

for its. police; 1110e efficient feommhnieation agnoritthein, :and by devices' that
enable,eages-clroPPiligAt A 'distance :anc1,-..thrdugh aimalLiThere ;are dangers II'
pharmacologiep.1,9ontrni.-. ot,_1..,0014:FA9r;rn_ luzletinal;rneocloni. gait; ibe abridged, by:
the ar2hitectiirepf',oun'dweLungs an5.1,`!-Me,uesign of. OW transportation, as Weil.:
BA' by the Ilitwa:whieht MI0;1;111101 *aged, welfare pOntiente, and! incenle,tai'exemptionsutin.

;In :fact, ,ithw sOeial'Aciences cant helb td make nal aware bt threatig tb our free.'
dom whiie gratge.F.: AnWIT,,,to lontrnl; 91r pw44;tiels4y.ior In constructive'
ways, helping 124%0: be More rthlera.4t of di:verNtyt; te,. learn, to live together .in

glyt If iVe are fO, reap. thesegreater littrinonyi' legitMoiently and niore tiatienn,
benefits; howeVmiker; e' nnat workt-at understanding-nntselVei '*nd Our SoeletY, at
p.erfecumg a sogiaoriencethakiscapable otmeeting.the challenges 'Of 'our future.
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Senator KENNEDY. SenatOr Prouty.
Senator PROUTY. I have no questions.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to- thank you very much, Doctor. I hope

you will remain here as we continue with Dr. Haworth's testimony.
I am sure there will be some areas on which we might come back to
you for guidance.

I want to extend a special word of greeting to you., Dr. Haworth.
I notice that you announced your resiomation effective June SO. All
of us who have reviewed your career kriow how much you have helped
to shape our scientific research and education, and in what high. esteem
your work is held, by scientists in America, and abroad. Those,of us in
the Congress who have had the opportunity to come in Contact with
you will miss yOu. We appreciate very much your presence here to-
d.ay, and except to continue to, call on you for guidance in the future.

I know you have provided- a very extensive me challenging state-
ment, which we will make a part of the record:If ythr would be kind
enough to highlight it for us, I thinkthis would be the best way to
proceed, if that is agreeablewithyou.

S. HAWORTH. DIRECTOR, NATIONALSTATEMENT OF DR. TilT.ADLN

sumer FOUNDATION

Dr. I-IAwou'rzr. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman both for the
rzopportunity to appear before you and for yor kind diough largely

undeserved words.
I echo your sentiments in the statement that you made at the begin-

ning of this hearing RS to the importance of these hearings. I think
that the fact that, the Foundation is' fior the first time going through
the; probess of presenting these programs to, two committees of the
Congress is a very important step in its own right. I believe it is par-
ticularly timely for -many of thereasons' that have been discussed
both in your, statement and in Dr. liandler's testimony and the dis-
cusSion that went along withi itis timely, becau F. of the problems' the
Nation faces: ItisItimery becauseof the fiict 'that there arethe-financial
exigencies of which Dr., Handler ,stipke,:and for Many' other reasons .

dO plan 'and-hat ;Planned; tO, do ,exactlY? ;what' YOu say, Mr Chair-
lainic couple Orinstances,- twill: actually read the words

of the-statemen4 butotherWiser,F,WilPsiinply try to' highliOt it

fiist
;.i '1,

,,2 ,

sSysrait pages AA, the statement relate to
geneA'a riaat*s._.tbaC hatve .alreadrbeen-,covered)? :either- by -,n3smbers
of themoommattesiorn-17,Dr:
state'bf&I"leiriei41°WirrAetAtA,163Vicrtit., ,91i*0604,:P4n have
toBok000fb-ioalwxots exigeuxesiSave;iforced;,us tailevel.off,

Lewonentiali rise iaifinankna1 -sup*irtk atrdl alas.- something
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for *Jolene& thiviikitt-theat*Mieqf new *le,:qts* 'Or ti#0.40.# the
stie tPI-VCiLtit#4,06.1* 14:41044. "*0:4,sp`ikti *.t4k*cti*:., ,

rkliclow,pakacaaidy5, courser,iss Dr:s Itlanellem saick, de-

aitenika the;acedeniie:institutions beettutellty so! doing,



one can pursue these two objectives together, particularly because re-
search conducted in universities, is itself as Dr. Handler said, part
of the teaching processes at ;the upper levels of education.

The Foundation has endeavored to pursue this mandate, this general
broad responsibility, with fairly modest resources. It has never pro-
vided more than one-eighth of the total Federal support of basic re-
search and about one-sixth of the total Federal rt of research
in academic institutions, when one takes accour Ah basic and
applied research.

We are, however, in addition, now faced with an especially strin-
gent situation because of the leveling off of fmancial support, not only
in the Foundation, which has actually suffered a .sharp drop in its ap-
propriation this year, but also the leveling off in; othermission-oriented
aosncies that have supported this type of research in the universities
be:Cause the knowledge, even very basic knoWledget developed in many
of the fields will have ultimate utility for their missions.

These concerns are of two kinds : One is due to the fact that financial
support has leveled off at a time when the education enterprise, and I
particularly refer to the graduate education enterprise, continues to
grow, when there are more and more, better and, better students. There
has been a donbling .of graduate population in the last 10 or 12 years
and it is anticipated there will be another doubling in the next 10 or 12
years. Along with this, of course, is the fact that costs for a given type
of activity constantly increase, both because of the general inflation
of, say, 3 percent or so, and because the complexity of science is ever
increasing. To support a given science requires more complicated ond
costly equipment and more technical assistants, and so on.

For this reason, it iS actually true, I 'believe, that the total level of
research activity supported by the Federal Government in the uni-
versities is actually less than it was 2 or 3 years ago. We view this with
concern, not only 13ecause it ,Slows ,down, to some extent the advance-
Ment of knowledge, but, more importantly, 'because it affects the op-
portunities for the training andeducation offuture students.

You have alre.uly alluded in the discuSeibn 'with respect to teaching
that the universities 'do.not thave enough faoultk.,-There are still not
enough advanced students ibediak trained : The junior colleoss are, in
large measure, having, to man theinselves by taking the ast of sec-
ondary schoolteachers, and SCoon: So" this .generalViklem of the'sup
pert of the graduate-enterprise; tit ;you 'want 'to-call it that, in the
sciences, is of concern tons.

Unfortunately,: as; the ! other agencies have 'leveled off, we have not
beerr; able to step into ,the breach' because our, o*n financial resources
have inot iinCieased In factl= as I 'mentioned, they' have actually de-
creasedia

I-f, we ban take 'accOunt of ithe 'Increasing ginit ,costs the Founda-
,

tion'i tot'al:Supp!or4 tetailapprOpriationsi are. not ;appreciably "more
than ;they: were, some 1or ?7" y.ears ago in Constant science 'dollars.

'1113e;second concern arise§ from thelact that the leveling of support
by the niission=orientedkaegencies lhas ibroihtiabont stilts 'in emphasis
of the -work supported( bfithose agencies: This is ca' matter that Was Ais-
cussed ; at , some length in; the lieannv before 'Mr.;naddario; so I shall
not go into-dt,so' very muclr,althOugh? them arb,r beghming On page 5
of my testiniony, severalpages'relating by some speCifies.
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For exaMPle, the Defense Department has made policy decisions
which they might have made in any case, but perhaps not quite so
quicklyto withdraw from certain fields of very basic science, such
'as astronomy and high energy and nuclear physics. I have no quarrel
with that decision. They feel that other branches of science are more
important to their mission and they are, of course, the best judges
of that. But it has meant that the Foundation and to some extent, other
agencies have had to attempt to redress imbalances that are brought
about by this at a time when our own resources are not increasing.

A. couple of examples are the observatory in Puerto Rico, known as
the Arecibo Observatory, which was financed originally by the Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency or ARPA, of the DOD, to conduct
ionospheric studies. This is operated by Cornell University. It was also
recognized that this would be a very fine radio telescope and the Cor-
nell astronomers, with others joining in from other institutions2 have

iactually turned t into one of the very best radio telescopes in the
world. As time has gone on, the needs of the Defense Department for
aeronomy research have dropped off somewhat as they have obtained
the knowledge that they have needed, so the emphasis on radio and
radar astronomy has gone up. This happens at a time when DOD has
decided to withdraw or largely withdraw from this field. As a conse-
quence, we have worked out an agreement with the Defense Depart-
ment, partaken in by the Office of Science and Technology, t.hat we
would gradually take over the support of this telescope. This year, we
funded, I believe about one-third of the total operating costs. Next
year, we expect to fund about two-thirds, and at that time, in October,
to take contractual responsibility for the telescope, and continue to
operate it under contract, with Cornell, but with the situation reversed
in that, ARPA will now transfer funds to us rather than vice versa.

There are other examples. In the field of high energy physics, we
have in recent years taken over the responsibility for several of the
most competent distinguished groups in the universities in this field.
Many of these groups were supported by ONR, which stepped into
the breach way back in 1946 and first began to support this sort of
research in universities and of course initially supporting the very
best groups. They have dropped off in the level of their support. The
situation is that if we or someone did not pick up the program, some of
the.very. best groups'in the country would not loe supported.

This again ;has been a plan, an internalprocess undertaken by, the
Depirtment of Defense, the National Science: Foundation, and the
Office,of Science andXechnology. Some examples of groups Whose sup-
port we have gradually, assumed n,the last 'couple, of years are : groups
at Columbig, University, 'at the University- of Chicago; California In-
stitute of Technology, and we are just in the process of Starting to
§mpport- kPrOject at ,Stanford where the principal man is ProfesSor
Rofstadler, Who bas,wo.n the NObelPrize forhis work wing the linear
accelerator. , It' i s an especiallrpromising endeavor,, not only because
og the: very fine. research: that they .do,,b-ut also because, they have de-
velopegt Ochniques 1)3f .whieh,very loW temperature technology can
be _applied to ezoelerators making ixesible much more '.powerful,
higher :current accelerators9.bedause: of the fact that the, resistance of
the metal oFtvitieS can ,be made, to,slisappear, at very-lowlemperatures
and there is very' little energy lost. in,the 'accelerator. itself:
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That takes me, gr. Chairinan, to My prepared statement'. I have
here a brief section on hOW we approached the question'of resource al-
location. I believe 'it says essentially everything that I woukl try to

isay. It is a thing that s not easy to highlight. I think I will simply
call your attentionto it and hot try to speak to it except to say that

ithis s obviously, as you pOinted out in your own satement, a very
complicated matter. It is a matter of where should science be sup-
ported, what kind's of science should be supported, taking into account
the needs of society for knowledge in given fields, taking into account
t he relative opportunities for advancement in various fields of science.
However great the need may be, there is no use in trying to do crash
programs in fields in which one has no promising leads for making
advances, and so forth.

There is also the question of the relative support of research versus
the support of education in the more formalistic sense, versus science
information and so forth and so' forth.

I will call attention to the last paragraph on page 15 of that sec-
tion, which points out how manY individuals and groups of individuals
partake inthis decisionmaking, process. There are, of course, the execu-
tive offices, the Bureau of the Budget, the Office of Science and Tech-
nology, the indirect help we get from the President's Science Advisory
Committee. There are many interagency committees that we par-
ticipate in and so on. We, of course, make great use of the National
Academy of Sciences, which has already been mentioned. And we
have our own advisory .cominittees, and lastly and most importantly,
the National Science Board itself. So that this whole question of
resource allocation is given, it great deal of very detailed attention.

But we cannot pretend that there is any preciseness about the deci-
sions that we make. Many of the, factors are very intangible. There
is no such thing as cost-benefit analysis in research, because we do not
know what the results uf the research are going to be, we cannot see
what the usefulness of those results is gomg to be, and so on.

Let me turn now to thp funding,request itself on page 16, of which
you are undoubtedly' already completely familiar with the general
outlines. We have requested authorization from this committee for an
appropriation of $487 million and ,for $3 million equivalent in 'excess
foreign 'Currency.- In 'our total appropriation request, there is also
inclUded $10 milliOn WhiCh would 'come under already, authorized
legigatitui 1.- r;

Senator' Kix-1436:ft: En Our" ieyie* Of inany of theSe programs, it. is

necessary tO' estâblish. soinekilid. 'Of criteria to nieathire the programs'
effeetiVegeSS arid. We 164 of i'esaniceS'Which: is aPPropriate. With re-
gard fo %held" Sibukr there: ait 'those .who Say that '$80
billion' Will provide iiktiiinaPsieUrity; but thit $75 billion will proVe'
inadeefnate; UstIriOr:'t0ager'167 yoU sy many factOrs entered the
dilittetaitOns leadin to Tour fiinding request: Can you give us , anY,

aSiiStance *embers of the full cominittee ,and to
the Seriatii Why' qtrO figure can AO 'the?, job, 'Whereas 'a leaSei fikUri

":, t7,t
cannot9 r
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versities in their scientific endeavors. One of the factors, on which
there were some numerical calculations, was the amount would be
necessary in terms of additions to the Science Foundation's budget
to assure that research activities in the universities, would not di-
minish compared to the 1968 level, assuming that increases in other
agencies would just be sufficient to overcome the rising costs, without
attempting to cover expansion in people. This was factored into the
calculations. Within the total sum allocated to us we were not quite
able to meet that, but, you will mote the table on page 17A, that, our
request would increase research support by a total .of $55 million.
Most, of that is because of this need to try to keep up with the in-
creasing needs of the universities. Some of it, of course, also results
from particulPr opportunities in science, but that consideration affects
how we distribute the funds more than it idoes the total funds.

Another consideration, and this is not part of the authorization
that, this committee is asked to make, since it has already been author-
ized, is that we are very impressed by the national sea grant program
and its successes and we have asked for a 67-percent increase in our
funding for that.

A ;hird item in which we have requested a significant incroase is
the support of institutions. On page 17A, it is the line called "Insti-
tutional Support for Science." Now, as you will note, this is an item
that suffered very severely this year as a result of appropriations re-
ductions. In fact, it is less than half the Ascal year 1968 level. We are
trying to gPt this group of programs back to somewhere near the
1968 level. Those programs are of several kinds. ,They support the
constractiOn of new laboratories, a very modest amount. They in-
clude a formula grant 'which is .given Ito thelinstitAtions on the basis
of a taperekformula based .on research, support which gives them
flexible funds with which they can,All in the gaps, so to speak, between
fir Project grants. , ,

It also includes gime programs diTeAted at trying Ito assist the insti-
tutions to improve the quality,of their:science psearch., and education,
PF*AlaFlY Phose that are strong, bAt, riptpfithe Tepy best. We haye
tw,o,.*Oxrapis At the gFaGluate level, aiisl oixelveclowkaptly. f(ir 'the

cellegO. -,, I 7';4
Thpi- iest (of tlielpdgo 4 e*4.0-Pfllir, kee1:41g Ale ,statas quo, or-at

lektitihilk.0":tusaitio, of last year,Tor, tth,e qmpiiitiAigactivAes, ,bitcl

$22 million fast year, we are' requesting $22 million for next year. ThiS
is °F.TAPPT-0,111. 74F 9t t4,44ftilAlt 0,e iwel Pr.c9pFt14qs4-ofeatirse
1§44c159* f?-11:,41,rtrerVckelld*WilFF.,Ra.441qr icatd. ,

,-)S?t tiK,I411R.T.901;94,11)49Pfk4hoTkft4-PyReits./Pt smpvgrit Ya,ther 011n

1,4*ILF9F9A. RITA.-WIPNWPAgfq4a*M9Fell,;tf.P.g/q19441e, Fe-

ctil4i79114t**k1W1Pttal0 ttl#,494M cg*i. jR010144SelpliPes, ;13111.t

Wte IRP,P(14 P.971.94.1MR.F ePP4at51811A -PO ,P4grPg aPc1,5mi

rgi,.,,ALFetirMeAPP 10,111AI Iggrt 1.4,11411(9t gie,f1124Pge§..Ptrociv90
P* Ilic9fg,t5.7%44,R-R-fPiaq4P-Acst;M!,tiorlPf.*:PFP:1)1;k9rt POO
. I At,' ; 211 t 'egAC14 a let a ,qf .Ockuir0 epg9earinf 'and in the

SoCial scienees; and 'a. so because ot the expressed 'intereS ivia Dux
owfl, feRI1iRgs49# thf,1Ae51 fpr. grp,tetrdstre,t oth in,the social sc10,es.

Wellavehg0,Ar9,44clAbp #e1:14,'that, Pp. 4,4cller: spoke of-77inter-,
clisciplipArx 're00,INci4.2.1'woU1,0;114 t9,(Teak. 'to ';i-his a moment.' Thete
ate a few VageSan.ini written 'clpe ent; tilt 1 think will not trY to

,1 I4
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read them in light of the discussion that has already been held, but
will merely ad lib a few of my own feelings about it.

Our support of research has been almost entirely broken into the
various disciplinesphysics, chenaistry, biology, and so on. Now, there

was always inherent in this, of course, the opportunity for us to use
part of our social science funds, part of our engineering funds, part
of our biology funds, say, to finance some multidisciplinary or mter-
disciplinary activity. But unless there iS a focal point, this-. does not
really happen. In the first place, people who have an interest in attack-
ing problems in a multiple way have no assurance or no place to go, no

particular staff to go to make prOposals for this type of thing.
So I think even if it *ere not true, as it is, that there is a need ,for

interdisciplinary research from the standpoint of attacking out so-
cial probleins, it still wonict.be true that there'does need to be a facal
point for this type of activitY.

Now, this is greatly enhanced, by our feelings abott the need for
multiple attacks on theSe manyprOblems and our feeling With respect
to the Foundation, as distinguished from other agencies is twOfold.
We think of thiS as conaplementing or supplementing the activities
of Some of the agencies such as Honsing and Urban bevelopment,
Transportation, and So on, but in two partiCular Ways. First; the
Science Poundation-'becaUse Of its history, its Method. Of operation,
and 96 riich more fainilian With the aCademic cOirunianity,, its
potential, its interestS; and sO-fOrth than are other agencies. Hence
we believe that we are in a verY'gO6d.p6sition to exploitand I say
that 'in the nice SenSe Of the word;:fibt 'the bad sense-.-AO eXPloit, the
latent capabilitieS'iii,the.UniterSities for groupsgetting:t6gether and
attaCking ; the problenisnot necesiarily trying to SiilVe spkifiC'tir1615-

to.got'the'nriderlYint, Coherent infofinatibii that :kill enable
thoSe, iiTh6 have' ici'Adal 'or 'a' daY46,40' baSiSr:Witli. 'the ProblethStO
really attack'and Soltie thein. ' I ',1 '

is -not 'thijjeCteiltharthig wilIñiean that the jiartionlar te6-
.tsp Spend'inbre bine- in the' reSeardi; it).i.g thatihey, *ill' do different

Odideit ifiateasi of in iSOIAted
dtibbyhdfia'airct will = trY tb' he &fertility' in 'the' *Ork 'Of One
kind' Of idan'SniitleinentW'ajn&mtefireateS'*ith:theL wrk. Of 'Other

r;

flieSe-kriegafed *Mkt/fat' "iiffe not
1509thied'iikk A/W(5110;ff lintereSti to iiañy AgenCies,

nedeggiiiily7briCtitik: iriteigt to'y thee ageiicy: keio thatiñr,

thel tiröpanaifill/deifeto-riinforMAtiOn that. *Till bense-
fill to ,several. agencies, an other words-lithe'*hOle*ill be greater than
th(d.kiri; of th&pAft
.1.1 Sg*tititiirit Doet0;'hii*:1:6 liege 'sorts 'of Yetiotii kid .,gttiaitt,
diffefsfrona'thelthitiSk4
151.6blenwthat 16,4 bisew rfrepia f4if :President Johnson ting
dent.,Kennedy, and to some extent for President NixOn?

letookost9viitdiattpinwthig ='s6t of thin dbiirric: :but' it
tO:tiriel id:143 :ana' trying' tdPgret lit; better

feel for the,focus of this interdisciplinaitresearch'prOgrain; and hoW
itgoingo fiifietiOn ;

tir."4.11kArdAtit.ilAtIlier,fiiStIntbiteri'ythit qbestiOn aridthen cOnithent
on .Your cOmment, if I may.

Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
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Dr. HAWORTH. The way in which this will differ from the studies
that you have described is that those studies of necessity are simply
compilations and analyses of existing lmowledge, as might be done in
any single field, as well as across many fields. 'What we are intending
here is that there should be actual research by these combined f,w'roups

that will extend the knowledge, not merely analyze and compile and
annotate knowledge that already exists.

Senator KENNEDY. Would that be done through research and pilot
projects ?

Dr. HAWORTH. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Would you also be interested in altering univer-

sity curriculum in connection with this program ?
Dr. HAWORTH. Undoubtedly, some of that will be done. A very im-

portant thing, I think, and I should have alluded to it earlier, is that
we hope that by having these concerted groups interested in particular
problems that are of a complex nature, there will be students who be-
come interested in this type of thingas gradaute students, especi-
allyand that as time goes on there will begin to be experienced, well
trained, wise people who have a background of this sort and not sim-
ply have entirely, say, a physics training and then try to use it in
analyzing this or analyzing that, but will become specialized general-
ists, if I can use that term, that is, people who are ir4erested in and
knowledgeable 'about the many facets of these problems. To what ex-
tent will elis result in curriculum-in the sense of something that some-
body lectures about ie very hard to foresee.

Now, asto your comment on vagueness, it is admittedly vague. It is
frankly an experiment, as I say, in this text. But, as Dr.-Handler. has
pointed oUt, there ..are many,gr9uPs in,the Universities.who have ideas
about attacking many problems such ..39 nommunication between vari-
ous elements,of society,.questr4s,of t.4,e,r4te,raction berween the capa-
bility of doing something and' the will to do it, as you expressed it an
heAr ,0X,0 ago and ally; number of other ,CoMplex, subjects, We just do

Xad; il?;eTe dialog with a number 'Of these
roups; what, ill _be tieruost promising of, these activities to support.

?lekt,i4endl tw use ia.jshotgu# approach and just support, a bit
here eaid L,ihit;there *thisip,rogram,-but rather to concentrate on a few
things which we will identify as a resUlt of discussions wit4 our own
0,0436PM.rwit4. the Peg* '70441wOuld ,coalesce to. do this sort of work,
and ,sccpn.?We have heeiiurge ,7ery istrongly ;13y sopeit of ,our .advieory
co! _nnAtteee Ito; haye ,suc4- a, program. Our ,engineernigadvisory:com7
nuttee, for ,example9,14der;afformal: recommendation to me that ve
undertakethis, type of pro am.. c,

Following Pagee 17 and. 17A Where the tables show the breakdown
of how rwe, propose to use the, tunas if finally, authorized and appro-

_

,.are. di ,,uspans and,descriptionfi of various.facets of.the pro-
ay.,e yrbeen;talkingl about . one, the interdisciplinary

TPsAaTP 'c c. 1.:,

-1141v,et'a
,y:mentioned 'that.,;we; expect: to increase some things

*eFeltkai erffi; scthe,support:pf,engiiieering and the social sciences,

e ArWe exa4311*:
'I have already mentioned that We yould.like to get the institutional

progains b,ack tot Aome-whpre isicar,:wh ere, they were ra, year ago: Thave
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already mentioned the see grant program. I have already mentioned
the computers.

I would like then to point out one particular thing that is of great
concern to us that is not shown in the tables and not in that detail.
That is the very great need for refurbishing and adding to our stock
of large equipment and facilities. During the past several years, as
we have had financial stringencies, we and other agencies have tended,
and I think correctly, to try to maintain our on-going programs, to
keep people working, to let them improve themselves and fellow their
careers and so forth, at the expense of giving them increased oppor-
tunities with respect to the types of things that they do. And as a re-
sult, there b.as been a great dimunition in the support for equipment
and facilities, 'scientific facilities, and also for general laboratory
facilities.

For example, if I remember rightly, the specialized facilities and
equipment item, as we call it, was a $27 million item in fiscal year
1965. It has dropped year by year until this year it is only $5 million.
This is just a pittance in terms of the total needs. So part of the in-
crease over this year that we are requesting for research support is to
increase facilities and equipment by $10 million.

Now, this is mostly for fairly modest equipment, chemical instru-
ments, things of that sort. But part of it is to provide two fairly major
items. One is to improve the radio telescope at Arecibo. This is the
same installation that I spoke of earlier, but I am now speaking of
Capital improvement as distinguished, from supporting the on-going
research. We would like tospend about $3.3 million to provide an im-
proved surface for the- 'reflector of that telescope so it can be used at
much shorter wave lengths, much higher .frequencies, and be a much
more effective instrument for radio astronomy. If that were done, and
if later, a new radar transmitter were-placed there; thiS can also be-
COM6 a. very, ..trery powerful.inStrument for planetary radar astronorny
as well as for radioastronomy:.'

. The other major item:is an 'Oceanographic research vessel. The fleet
of about 30\ oCeanOgraphic_vessels,that we support is MoStly liery old.
(Manytships are 25 (years.- old or More..They 'are wearing out so that
quite, ap.artifrom the, need for ;a larger fleet, there need to be replace-
ments. And we Are propersing that there lir one stich replacement next
'year. We are expecting,th :provide one- from .ciirrent fimds this year.
1Text year's Tessel3; wonld .coSt $2inihibn. , 1'1

-, This woUld be;it new,type oPresearch veSsel;Ii'vioilld'be an adapta-
tion, of the; type; of supply boats fthat the r'oir cOmpanieS and other
companies luse.-Thelatioratories libuld)be- on 'the %deck 'and' would be
fully laboratories that -.could bel siinply: removed' by crane
and-. replaced' by; other laboratories., isIthe needs.' change and' so on.

Those are some of the highlights of the program in which we- have
either ;requested-,appreciable! &crease& compared to this ',year Ori in
soine.,cases, where therei was-Iparticular interest and 'discussion 'on the
part of theTioute coinmitteei vhfchinterest, has been echoed by, your
oWn Staffs.' ;

, So, :unless there', are qUestions ahönt the-prograiamay your
attention-to the fad; thatkabhr oniiimsla brief descriptiOn in theSe lEwt
.30)Pageg:orso7--I,Wpularlikecthezt to f turn to the" very last andlOr
moment stop at page 48 and point out our planning and policy studies,
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which relate very closely, of course, to the special mandate given to
the Foundation, especially to the National Science Board, to take an
active part in assembling data, in analyzingdata, in making proposals
that relate to the use of resources and to science policy, both Federal
and national, and so on. There are outlined there some of the types of
activities, some are external activities, others are carried out by our
own staff.

I would like especially to mention that we have recently embarked
on a very modest program of supporting studies at the State level
as to how States can best utilize their scientific and technological
resources. We have just a couple of grants for this type of thing. The
°Tants were (riven not to the State itself but to a uni7ersitythe
University of 'Tennessee is an examplebut in close cooperation with
the State government. The government of Tennessee, for example, is

very interested in this., The State has also provided some money. They
are trying to analyze what are their needs, how can they best exploit
their own scientific and technical talents, resources, opportunities, and
so forth.

Senator Pnotrry. Dr. Haworth, could I interrupt there? I am quite
interested in the program. I think the House subcommittee increased
your request of $270,000 by$/_50,000, is that right ?

.Dr. HAWORTH.. That is right.
Senator PROUTY. I Very much 'hope that that program can be

expanded. I think .it is very, very important.
Dr. HAwonTO. :Thank you. In a siimlar Way we have tried to exploit

regional studies of the same nature, although that has been limited
so 'far to supporting interstate conferences. We supported a confer-
ence for examplef: at Louisville: through.the Southern GOvernors'
conference:

hen finally; TwoUld liketo turn to page 51 and read the last couple
of, pages,. beeause'they..Sort ,Of :summarize, ray own thinking. I take
entire personal responsibility for the viewelw,ilLeiiPress.'..

In n this 'highly. 'condense& overviewic.I. ha/lie tried tor:present a -riUm-
her of.highlighte of the iFoundation::prograin: anti the' plane sfOr the
coming fiscal year: I have'ivanted to ecinvey: to you,' ari impression
of :the, exceedingly broad, CoMple*,Jand variettriatittei of this; program.
The :work, of :the Foundatidryhoivieverliii,thetespouseit'd a meed; it
.is.not iraposectupon-the aeadeinic oi.,..rneutificlathmunities. Tflisteed
is real and it is rapidly gTowiiigizvitiitg'the.pEiSt.fevilearr- the
Foundationiiandfindee&the.Federalq.ioverrunent, lati filled ,tOliesp
-paCe with this:nee& Theatanyliteasond fdri.17adget5reafitioir today
,are underatdodw-IBut, wheri ithis zautionliirlocised-:On rOttel'Of the

great sdurces) Anierieam Strength; 'ant the
.acadernic ,p7in7auutujihitheseditp1icatioVs;foi-the fature of die .Na0on
are Serious,' lit :; fidj *)'

if Within ,ithe rilext few4years it will b neceisary. .notl oillyto,iricrease
the generilde,0611offtsupport. butrtoltake) steps meet '0(06J:specific
,needs/*hichlhave3beent EiggTarVatedily.the'neeessity of: neglectiiig them
to Jieep.; the general program. going. In particular, I belielie that
gmatlYNgicreased-investmenti§ wiLl iha-re, ;tde.be made tiro*ide-Tithre
eT1101043-t ani eqaeciiliy-itor provide sublc9viersi ad*ancesi speCialiied
fiellitieec:as,largemmlio telescopes and ocEiiithgraphic research svesserS.

P. ^
1

-t,:!'!1,;1;;ji.l.rum<11;:0-
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Another rapidly growing need is for computers, both to replace older
models with higher capacity ones developed in recent years and to
in.ake computer services more generally available.There is also a git-;w-
ing, almost crucial, shortacre in universities with respect to general
laboratory space, Federal funds for whiai have been held at a mini-
mum in the past few years.

Over the longer range the outlook becomes even more difficult. Two
estimates of the future assume special importance : It is projected
that the number of the Nation's graduate students -will double by
1980, reaching a total of about 1.3 million by that time. Of the order
of one-third of these students are and will be enrolled in. scier and

engineering.
Because of both the rising graduate population and the ever in-

creasing unit costs of science, the anticipated annual cost of graduate
education in the sciences is expected to quadruple during the same pe-
riod. That is only a decade.

In spite of increased contributions to higher education, and espe-
cially .g,raduate education, by philanthropic organizations, by indus-
try, and by State arid local governments,the rate of such increases can-

not match this escalation of cost. All recent studies agree that a sub-
Stantial Share of the fUnding needed for this.period of dynamic growth

will neeessarily.be derived from:the Federal Government. At the sanie
time the Federal agencies that have constituted theMajor support of
'academic 'Science and graduate education in the seiences will continue

to experience changing priorities, the maturing- and termination of
specific programs, and uncertain appropriation patterns. Each of these
factors can and does, have -Unfortunate, althoUgh inadvertent, effects
on the stability and effective)** Of the echicatiOnal prOceSs, effects that

are OtiMatelyfelt at 'all edUcatiOnaIleVels. If the FoUndation is tO be
fully-effeCtive irt its roleOf Strengthening the scientific,research poten-
tial of the Nation andraitigating these;effedts, I belieVe that, as addi-
tiOnal reibUrceS 4re* lade;available for ,aCaderniCisCience;*a larger pro-
portion than' has beeri the Case in, the ,past;41Onict,he.assigned to the
Foundation. This I believe would help provide, a, more stable base' to
the -aciiderdic-science ,enterprisea base upon= which other apncies
otia'bfiad foSteiE,ing ;researO4. of DairtigillairlOrlderi-to their Own

rf-5 170-14114zeSr:
. ,

to,sarthat welave:done our best to pro-
pose a ivell-balaiiced program, 'On#, tht is thotgl3t Out as well 'as we'are

PaPal*P-,9 '02
gnib,.:'&1004g.,..40 usirg the best advice tlast 4§: oltain-

able, we welconie your *PITIA*4ncLCOnsIderatitin.,,of program
. SenatorPrtto restdingpiraterripor0. Thartkliou: Not havin ,been
bere for the..rwho e' "Or

'
tiawortn, roams.:

PREP4.BER SpfTEKVNT OF I)E. oLELAIlpt j. ,HAWpRTH, DlittCTIGE; NATIONAL SCIENCE
1,1!;;,,Ifft,Lt1.4teuritAnow:?::

,
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beginning of a broadened and ever more constructive partnership between the
Foundation and the Congress will certainly contribute to achieving the purposes
for which the Foundation was originally established. We welcome, therefore, this
opportunity to appear before you, to review the nature and objectives of our
proposed program, and to discuss the outlook for the future and its significance,
as we see it, to the well-being of American society.

Since the end of World War II science in the United States has flourished
as never before in man's history anywhere. I believe that everyone is aware of
the continuing contributions of science to the national security, to the public
health, and to the dynamic growth of the economy as a whole. And I believe
that we can take pride in the central role that has been played by the Fed-
eral Government in the support of research and development. Through this sup-
port, provided by many agencies, the great laboratories and research centers
of the Nationpublic and private, industrial, academic, and governmental
have been strengthened and enabled to build the resources that are available
today for ever expanding opportunities for public service.

Unfortunately, we are now in a period in which significant changes have
been and are taking place in the patterns of support and performance. In place
of an average annual compound growth rate of 12 percent for scientific activi-
ties expenditures, which existed during the period 1953 through 1965, we have
now essentially leveled off total expenditures in this sector. The impact of this
leveling off has not been uniform and some programs and institutions have
been severely affected; this impact is especially severe in the Nation's graduate
universities, faced as they are with rapidly increasing student enrollments and
the consequent need for larger faculties, and. rapidly rising unit costs resulting
both from general inflation and from the increasing complexity of science. This
adverse impact is of especial concern to the National Science Foundation.

The National Science Foundation 'resulted from a concept, born before World
War II had ended, that it would be desirable to have a Federal agency devoted
to the support of science. From the early conceptual proposals, through the
enabling legislation, the "National Science Foundation Act of 1950," to the re-
cent revision of the Act sponsored in the Senate by this Committee, one clear
mandate emerged and has remained unchanged, namely, the Foundation's re-
sponsibility to .exercise a Federal ,leadership role in the development awl main-
tenance of American science. Tinder : this mandate, the overall nourishing of
science by the Foundation has included 61 development of new knowledge, the
development of tfie scientific and technical manpower required by a modern
science-technology oriented society and the -maintenance and development of
institutions required for both of these functionS. The prograMs evolved to ac-
complish these tasks have been designed primarily to further the growth
and welfare of research conducted in the academic and academically oriented
institutions and of scienCe education at all levels.- .

That the universities of the National conduct the preponderance of all -basic
scientific research and that an even larger portion of the very best basic re-
search scientists are found in them makes it inevitable that the research pro-
grams of the Foundation, responsive to its primary Mission to advance scientific
knowledge, should have been directed in major part to these institutions. 'There
is, however, another 'very ; sPecial .reason for 'making this . overwhelmingly :the
case. Basic, research .in the universitY is, ,an integral :part of the process and
the, environMent of:*raduate educatiOn in the .sciences. T4us support given to
the pnrsuit 'Of. . scientific ltnOwledge and Understanding threegh researeh: in
universities c011aterallY'SupPorts the' education 'of graduate situdents, net only
through 'research": assistantshiP .stipends for-some but, 'much -more generally,
by, underwriting-tile, coda of the research that , Mg: pursue 'as part of the, educa-
tiOnal j?rOCesS. For these reasons, 'the Foundation direets more than , four-fifths
of its research support to, aeademic institutionsa far larger friction than
does any other agency=--aw sati':stiPporting and contributing to their gen-
eral strength and development through institutional assistance. It is for these
:reasons .that: the Foundation.. plays Unique.rele in strengthening seadeniie
science and science education and thereby eentributing to the Nation's scientific
strength in both the present and the potential sense.

trrbrotighout qt1Fhistory; tlui.FoUndation has endeavöred 'to carry 'out iti -mis-
IsioUltWheat lecenbt With."4AV Vert MOdeSt ireseireeS.', At 'nO dine 'hag its bridget
been' siiclithat ltiIirovided.tfore %hie abont'one-eighth of the 'total Federal imp-
iporb for taste reiearch teabotit Of Natal' fluids fee aetillje*O4iplence.
0onseftnent1x although fp:et likitifidattbnitati been a 1neisnp porter of eertatn
11610414:c purelnatheilittleiVigninn&based iiiitronentr; system tIé ñd eiviron-
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mental biologyit has not been able to assume the across-the-board leading
role in the support of alt areas of science that was contemplated at the time of

its inception.
The Foundation must, of course, be fully aware of and adapt itself to the

changth- patterns of support of science by other agencies. Recent trends, arising
primarilei from budgetary stringencles, have given cause for two types of concern

in this regard.
The first relates to general levels of Federal support for graduate education.

Fellowship support of graduate students has markedly declined. Even more

important has been the leveling off of.fupport of academic research. Just as
does that of the Foundation, support of academic research by other agencies

contributes to graduate education. Indeed, it is estimated that Federal research
grants and contracts constitute approximately three-fourths of Federal and
more than half of total support of graduate education in the sciences. Hence, in

the present contest, the growth of such education is vitally dependent on in-

creasing Federal support of academic research. But there has been in this situa-

tion a potential for difficulties, arising from the fact that the research require-

ments of the various agencies pursuing specific missions do not necessarily Coin-

cide, either in quantity or in kind, with the needs of the universities for increas-

ing support of graduate education to match the growing aspirations of the
country's youth and the ever greater national need for highly-trained scientists.
Fortunately, until recently these circumstances did not give rise to-serious diffi-

culties, Aitee the overall needs of the combined agencies did keep pace with the

overall grcwth of graduate education, and the plurality of- support plus the

potentialitj t internal adjustmentst by the Foundation, and to' a. lesser relative

degrees by otl ers, preserved a reasonablehaIance among the variou&disciplines.

With the advent of budget stringencies in recent years, however, serious

problenis have ariSen. Because Of theSe stringencies several agencies with impor-

tant science programs have been foreed not:only to -restriPt their .aeadernic.re-:

search support generally, but-to :confine it. largely -to those-fieldsrall+PrOlPVA
that are closest to their established missions and short-term needs, with con-

sequent serious impact on -academic reseal ch. Thc result has been that, although

the decision was Made, as an etpression of the public interest, to limit the Fed-

eral effort in research and development, not to reduce support of a major ele-

ment of tbe educational process, the latter has occurred in consequence. I believe

that, for this reason, a careful distinction should be made in budgeting and

appropriating funds -between those for research to be conducted in our olleges

and universities and those for other research and development apPrOpriately

sponsored in Federal laboratories, industry, and not-for-prolit orrnizations,
important as that is. Support by the Federal Government of academic science,

a matter that is inextricably involved in higher education; should be deter-

, 'lined and awarded in its own right, not as an anonymous part of a much larger

aad often unrelated effort
Unfortunately, because:of inadequate growthand this year an actual reduc-

tionin its own resources, the .Foundation, which has, an inherent statutory

responsibility to support graduate education in the sciences, has' been unable to

exert-an effective conntervailingforce, one that could offset the effect of budgetary

retrenchment. In fact, if total obligationa by the Foundation , are consIdered in

tering of 'estimated. "constant research dollars'? :computed. on. the basis of an as=

sumed . annual increase of" 8: Percent for .general price inflation ancl 4 percent

for increasing complexlty Of the research Proeesain the sciences,' its auntie' 'stip-

Port .
has not changed. subtitaritlally ,anring the, seven-Year period since 1962,

Period during whiCh, tOtiO'graiduate enrollments haYe,increamd ,fiOM 422,000 to

more plan 750,000.shOrt, the ,VOnndation hae been ,PrOgivssiie/y less' able to

discharge Its resPonsibilities _under Itk statntory thisSIOn in 'relation both to

the ,megnitude ofrAle 'evident !, need, Ott to the .opPortMiitY' affOrdel -by" the

burgeoning 4ate of sclencedprIng preeent decade. ponsequently, the academie

institntions are experInc1ng .not 'on ;harping off and Iiistancei actual

rednetiona ;In; 07, sttieribe' Siippkirt,; itithtint *logoikte*Yegicrd to,theit

inslitntlonal,needs '' stability, pot also:are Itiperieneing changet In"the'fund,

ing,le*SIS of ,ingyjd,r
whieh'haVe'bectried on relati** Short 'notice

and.'.With indeed*
WfJle itt is too ka

adferseeffeeti Of theteleciiit tiends;

it IS clear thatif th thbrit *Meta Will be NeVere: There Ionian

ing concern that reductions In the national PridrItY. bf stiencie ihstiq

tutional flexibility and planning capabilities ; will restrain scientific investigations

and militate against the undertaking of daring and often costly experiments

4Igs
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which can lead to breakthroughs in favor of safe, sure contributions; will lower
the quality of graduate education ; and will discourage students from seeking
careers in science and technology.

The second concern of the Foundation that arises .from the leveling of research
support by other agencies relates to the need to continue the advance of basic
knowledge in all fields of science. Except in a few instances, such as the National
Sea Grant Program, the mission of the Foundation is not directed toward the
achievement of specific, well-defined goals to which science and technology can
contribute ; it is concerned instead with the present and future strength of the
whole spectrum of science in the United States. When, therefore, it has been de-
termined by a Federal agency that the support of a particular field of science is
no longer as relevant to its assigned mission as in the past, that work has
reached a point where continued support would lead to diminishing returns in
relation to the specific mission, or that a reassessment of priorities is required
because of budgetary considerations, it becomes necessary for the Foundation
to review the activity threatened with reduction er even termination, and to
consider it, in competition with other activities, for inclusion and continued
support within the total program of the Foundation. I should Eke to mention
two current examples, both of which are reflected in the present budget request.
They result from the decision of the Department of Defense to withdraw its sup-
port from research in astronomy, other than that conducted within its own
laboratories, and from research in high energy and nuclear physics. There can
be no criticism of the Department of Defense in arriving at these decisions. Yet
they have come at a time when these fields are exceedingly vigorous, when the
opportunities for important scientific accomplishment are increasing, and when
the position tittle United States in these fields, albeit strong, is by no means
unique aniong the community of nations.

A specific example of the first is the observatory at Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
Undertaken by the Advanced Research Projects Agency or ARPA of the Depart-
menti Of Defense primarily for ionospheric studies, and operated by Cornell
University, Ms gigantic installation, With an antenna 1000 feet in diameter, has
beconie: One of the worldls finest radio astronomy observatories, one that has,
for example, contributed vitally to the recent exciting research on "pulsars." As
the heed of the Department of Defence for this facility diminishes, the Founda-
tion PropOses to exploit the opportunities for radio and radar astronomy at
this location and to transform it into a National Research Center. available
to scientists, graduate students, and faculty alike for research in radio
astroneniy.-Toward this eud we have partially supported the radio astronomy
tilts year pj transfer of funds to the Air Force, which has administered the
contract Or ARPA. Beginning in Octoher. we plan to assume contractual respon-
sibility and-tb :provide 'cOmPlete support for the 'research in radio and radar
asitrettoiny; '4#T)4. Will continue to fund the ionospheric 'research by transfer
of frinds to' the Foundation. A separate consideration Is a Proposed project to
greatly linproye the facilfty by providing a much higher precision surface for
the 190.0; fobt reflector. 'This.'.ufidertokiug, 'Which. I Will 'discuss later, ivoUld
4e pit% even, though the, .Foundation 'were not 'easttMing full op6rating

040, Eglgqi4c exaMples concern the sumiOrt of high energy or elementary
particle pllyfiXOEI P9.#1Y #ter the doe of world tviir T1 ceinprehenstiVelitaPort
Of acasleplig research in the general-fit:W.6f 'nuclear physiei was undertaken by
the :newly,. fOx113.41 Oeof 1C,a,val Ttesearel. ONL Ai a restlt of Ms' deVeloti7.
ing. pFegmknitqy .of,* W,st: outi lak _ems On nneJesr.physieistsi in the
Nation ..ro*ocir wagler, pxe opqrg fc.g, WO, *07 of 'ft* imiyeii
bu to ,:olemeutitry *gel* eflergy tAcee,14ratOrs N'vete de'veloped:

The; withf)plAtia ogit0 siipport .y t,e DpaTtnent of Deense ii?thp aiy,thn 6' t
other sources of suppert wpni0 01,13 have pAtt4tiernelf'oitortis tonsetinenees
for .tbe sreagt1 p oppk4lig.tt.04,I0Ric es :pg,F,20p4ce in the United States:

tsi371141:40.4v47.4. 9r. 1144,4Awl:OP' °3.°7'(:gr°"felirt

of,e1W10/1r0iP4,9, 4f0 PRA 40 .13,40-hCei,41:krOF c9C.IP 'the Pore *Olt
trapeAtra to OsaitqArfqff, VA-41 niug4fIlKOMONC p11004-1.i4t4e coffornia:
Institute of Technology, important elementarY vOlg/e, prpjeqe at 931.0444
and the UALveratty of clhissgoo itptl,,sAy psopef, ftt stanfora in

whin& crY0ge4lie J9*,! OPIPeoffttirgcf.±(049,110,1740. Nike. f01404 :t° make 1?9'301?Ig
much improvedtpaitkek 84040.910.40mil , , ,

":1;) '')!!f
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I think it is important to emphasize that support of these projects is entirely
consistent with the mission of the Foundation and with its policy of supporting
work of outstanding merit and high scientific promise. All of them have com-
pel . d successfully in an evaluation of quality and the Foundation is proud to
inciude these projects in its program.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Implicit in the foregoing discussion is an exceedingly complex process of al-
locating the funds available to the Foundation. Quite apart from the obvious
but understandable constraint of limited funding in the face of the increasing
needs of the growing number of scientists, the preparation of a budget by the
Foundation differs in a fundamental sense from that in many other agencies,
where the process consists of establishing priorities among a group of more
or less unrelated activities characteristic of programs heavily committed, for
example, to the development and production of hardware. The problem of
the Foundation is made especially acute by the fact that tts role encompasses all
aspects both of basic sc;,..ence and of the educational system that are associated
with academic science. Its programs, therefore, include the maintenance of the
quality and continuity of science itself through the support of worthy research
and the protection of the academic environment of student and teacher within
which the Nation's Scientists and engineers have their origins; assistance in the
provision of necessary science facilities and. specialized equipment ; the provision
of major national centers of 4hig science" where xeseanch on the frontiers of
science can be conducted, with participation by "visiting" stuklents and teachers ;
the development of the quality and effectiveness of academic departments and
entire institutions; the support .of students; and the insurance that the fruits
of science in the form of scientific and technical information will be available
to those who will carry the work further, They alai) inelnde support for the im-
provement of teaehing methods through the expanded use of computers and
other scientific devices and teChniques, the development of currieulum and
course materials at the 'elementary and sedondary level, and the training of
teachers'.

All of these activities Must be supported, in appropriate balance, with full
regard for the 43Pec1fic .needs to advance knotvledge in individual scientific dis-
ciplines and for the continuity of the educationaI Process itself. As already noted,
the Foundation must take account of variations in the programs of both Fed-
eral and non-Federal agencies, variations that are occasioned both by national
budgetary constraints_ and by the maturing and pqmpletOn of specific progrnrns
and siiPpert in other agencies. Alla, ea I also Mentioned above, these services
must be provided under the circumstance that the Foundation's financial contri-
bution to the scientific enterprise of the Nation is. small when compared to the
total Federal or national commitment.

The way in which the Foundation _arrives at its budget request is thus an
involved matter. It is not amenable, I should add, to mechanistic models or
mathematieel procedures or tO, the planning and projection of isolated projects.
It neeessarily begins with regard for the continuity of programs that have
haen ireitiated,;:eatablished, and Aelieloned to their present status. programs that
Wive"' fully deamoneitrated their worth 'Within the total pattern of academic
science. Additions in and Yariations from this pattern of support are necessarily
a matter ef judgment,. of examination of alternatives, of franIc disenssinn, and
Of trial arid error 4*.rInany individuals during a lengthy period of planning and
study. all 'subject:to an assumed level 'of total lavailable funding.

%folly factors entet*I the deliberations. for example. that resulted in the fund-
to be reauestect filr Support of $cieirtiflc llesearcb, the :largest item of the

bndget reoheit, . A anantitative factor that was- initially considered was the
tPrnsted amount tbAt eue.h. sunnOrt bY, the Foundation wonid need to inerease

iltheer.to maintain Stability.oficadernic research nnder the seemingly likely
eimmstance that thelevel af academie research #ctivity supported 'by tbe com-
bined budgets of all other Federal agencies 'Would remain ;approximately cop-
itant. Other factork included Ihe:turrent needa -of the ind1vidna3 sciences and
the;?nuribeixs end rates of there'll% fitlaeulty. and -students in these -different
fields. Paat and current experienceptrelative-pronosal pressure was taken intn
account ns one measure of differential need. In addition, account was necessarily
taken of previous commitments and the Conthluation of major research under-
takings that has already been started,
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Among the most important considerations are those relating to priorities
among the various areas of science, taking account of both the needs for partic-
ular kinds of knowledge and the estimated promise that important progress can
be made. These considerations result in shifting patterns of emphasis from time
to time. For example, in recent years the Foundation has been giving increasing
emphasis to the marine sciences, including but not confined to the National Sea
Grant Program ; to Ecology, especially through the International Biological
Program ; and to the Social Sciences. New knowledge in all of these fields will,
in our opinion, lead to the eventual betterment of humankind.

The determination of the budget request, the tangible expression of resource
allocation by the Foundation, is thus the result of a large number of individual,
Interrelated considerations, few if any of which could be fully satisfied. This
process of determination is a continuing oneone that is assisted by studies by
many groups within the Governmentincluding the Bureau of the Budget, the
President's Science Advisory Committee, the Office of Science and Technology
and many Federal interagency committees which include members of the Foun-
dation staff. External assistance comes from our own advisory committees and
from studies conducted by the National Academy of Sciences. Of special im-
portance is the overall review of the budget made by the National Science Board.

THE NATIONAL iCIENCE FOUNDATION FUNDING REQUEST

That part of the Foundation's budget request for Fiscal Year 1970, which is
represented by the ,Authorization Bills under consideration by this Cotormi .tee,
includes $487.0 million Of new obligational authority and $3.0 million a ,..Ce.c.;;s

foreign currency. In addition, $10 million for the National Sea Grant Plogram,
already authorized under Public Law. 89-688, as 'amended, and mt.) million of
previously, appropriated funds placed in reserve .during nrior years by the Bureau
of the Budget and made available for'the Fiscal Year 1970 program, would lead
to a total of -$520.0 million available for obligation by the Foundation were an
Authorization Bill to be enacted at the proposed level and the requested total of

$500 million in new fundsr appropriated. The following tabulation will serve to
reconcile the authorization and appropriation requests for Fiscal Year 1970. The
total of $520.0 million should- be compared. with-the-actual obligation of $465.0

million in 1967, $505.2 million in 1968 and an obligation availability of $435.0

million in 1969. Comparisons from 1968 ,on are made in the second tabulation
which follows.

RECONCILIATION OF AUTHORIZATION AND APPROPRIATION REQUESTS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970

' (in millions of dollars!

Authorizatior

, To be
authorized . Authorized Available
under Pub- under Pub- . from re-

lic Law lit Law A pproprl- serve under Total esti-
81-507, as 89-688, as ation re- Public Law mated ob-

. . amended tnnended qt;ested 90-364 ligations

Salarlis and. expenses appropriation:-
Support of scientific research
NatIonal.sealTant proem* ; ' '
Computing activities In education antl retearch.....,
Institutional suppartfor science
Science edUcation supporL
Science Infarmation actMtles1

i , : I nternational cooperative scientific activities-
Plannipg atid policy,stedies,_ , . - ,-

Prorem develoiment aitcl manflemelit.

, Subtotaifsalaries and,expenses, appropriation, .

To be puthorlzed: SCIentlfic,- iactivithIs r,(specOl : s
foreign currenCil eppropriatir

, .TotalitISF

248. 6

'!22.0
69.0-

112.5
13.0--
2:0
2,9 4

17.0

. ,
10

,

- s

'

t t.i. ,

24 8.6
-10.0'

, 69.0
112.5
13.0

1 2.9
17,0

,

.

1
: 21501.0

22.0
. .74.0

117.5
13.0

, 2.0
' 2.9
17,0

487.:0 ,
,-,---.30

: , ;,

;,,,, ,
10
'',

:

.'
497.0'

10 ,.

20 ' : 517:0

3,0,

490:0 500.0 20 i 520;0
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SUMMARY OF NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION OBLIGATIONS, FISCAL YEARS 1968, 1969, 1970

[In millions of dollars]

Actual
fiscal Ifear

1968

Estimate,
fiscal year

1969

Estimate.
fiscal year

1970

Support of scientific research $236. 5 $223 $258.6

National sea-grant program 5. 0 6 10. 0

Computing activities in education and research 22. 0 17 22. 0

Institutional support for science 83. 2 41 74. 0

Science education support 124. 8 116 117. 0

Science information activities
14. 4 11 13. 0

International cooperative scientific activities 1. 4 2 2. 0

Planning and policy studies
2. 4 3 2. 9

Program development and management 15. 4 16 17. 0

S Motel, salaries 505. 2 435 517. 0

Scientific activities (special foreign currency appropriation)
3. 0

Total 505. 2 435 520. 0

It should be emphasized that the breakdown of allocations shown in these
tabulations is to a considerable extent arbitrary. I have already discussed the
intdraction between research and education, particularly at the graduate level.
Furthermore, although the two largest budget categories are labeled Support
of Scientific Research, and Support of Science Education, they by no means in-
clude all of the support for such activities. As you are well aware, the National
Sea Grant Program specifically supports both research and formal education
in the classroom sense. The same is true of the program in support of Computing
Activities in Education and n Research. The Institutional Development Programs
assist universities and colleges to improve the quality of both their research and
their science education. It should ,also be pointed, out that the category identi-
fied as International Cooperative Scientific Activities includes only those pro-
grams where the international aspects are the primary consideration ; in addi-
tion, many pregrame budgeted. under Research, Education and Science Informa-
tion significantly involve international activities in science.

THE PIBOAL TEAR 1970 PROGRAM

Because of limitations on time I will only summarize briefly the proposed
Fiscal Year 1970 program of the Foundation. However, you have a quite detailed
description of the programs which was submitted to the Subcommittee on Science
Research and Development of the Committee on Science and Astronautics of the
House of Representatives rand published as Volume II of the record of our hear-
ings before that committee. ,

In con.sidering the requested levels of funding for the various activities in
Fiscal year .1970 it should be noted that support of ,scientific. research ,and sup7
pert of academie .institutions (including support for the provision of computer
service's) eignificantlzt exceed the,1988 levels in absolutaas well as ralative dol-
lar aniciinits. I have already called attention to the substantial- increases in the
National,,Sea Grant, Program. On, the other land, , it should be, emphasized that
in siiit6.0,43uCli recent actions as, the.reduction of support of graduate students
by the.' Sustaining, Vni*ersity Program tof the; National .Aeronauties and, Space
,Adminisi;ration, by,,,then;NDEA.Rellowship Program nof the ;Office of .Edwation
and, .thicOgh,th, p Driy,gte, W96drow,.. Nilson; Fellowships#, the n general; support of
edncation,-)437q1e,P.Oer:41 POerninent has experienced.marked grewth in:recent
years. .F0. this r4scair Only.Modest; dncreases..in .scienca education, aux:port are

riseaTear,1970.., ,

SuOport .P.oflloiengifle'l?eseareh,';
tinder ;t10 Oipegorr pciezitiiic;. **sear( h Cover the entire

efedtrnin of aCieRtlfiC'dis§itlirie,Srand'comPrise abOxit '59.3,erezit: gig ,the budget
retiiieU?qitte'lforiiiiiittion. In .6;iiructgp*ideetipie# 04§37, Ate, , groupeçl under ,four

tottatio,titiiieuied***4000 'es00#0,q,Aolvefrok4to.tegf,gyeiiioot
195 ,'intrii611), *VW*509rbr? researel of 14oirldua1 ,seentiot.&.,or grays Of
go:4*th' all alik115Vnitg ttfict+iittiagir. all subdiscipilnes of science, .ina*maiike

and >edgitigriiii,18,041(04iod Ikeeedreh' PaaiNt# tift0':11kaitinietit- ($15 Inman):
byfit ;; 11 Ci joWfIC i; 14 .1 El
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which, as the title implies, provides assists ace for the procurement of research

facilities of a specialized nature and Zor ma jor equipment, usually to be utilized
by many scientists who may or may not have other support from the Foundation ;

five "National Research Programs" ($23 million) in each of which several groups

of scientists from different institutions work cooperatively pursuit of some
particular objective, and National Research Centers ($25 million) which are op-
erated for the Foundation by university consortia and which provide very large
efpiipment, e.g., telescopes, and services to the scientific community at large.

The major part of the support to be provided under this category has been
and will continue to be directed to basic research, as contempLIted by the origi-

nal legislation that established the Foundation in 1950. Basic research, the
fountainhead of all science and technology and their utilization in the public
interest, remains in the central position, dominating academic science and its
embodiment in graduate education. The extension of the authority of the Foun-
dation, therefore, through Public Law 90-107, b include the support of applied
research at academic institutions and other nonprofit organizations, is not being
interpreted as heralding a major change in direction in the program of the
Foundation. It is instead a much needed relaxation of the previous limitation
to basic research in the Foundation's general programs. Accordingly, the Foun-
dation proposes to use this authority to support applied research efforts only
when the work is clearly a natural extension of basic research being supported,
when it is closely related to the education of scientists and engineers, or when the
anticipated results can be expected to have broad applicability to science and
engineering or to the solution of important problems. It is not expected that in
the Research Project .suhcategory the support *if research properly interpreted
as applied in character will exceed in Fiscal Year 1970 an amount of about $10
million, or five percent of this subcategory. Certain applied research will be
conducted in the National Center for Atmospheric Research and in some of the
national programs, especially in -the program for Weather Modification where
it was formerly authorized by specific statute.

Scientific) Resectirolt Project SupportOn the $195 million assigned to Scientific
Research Project Support, more than 90 percent will be awarded to academic
institutions to support the research of their faculty with participation by stu-
dents and other scientific personnel. It is expected that lain:Lost 4,000 awards will
be made, ranging in amount f ma fewIlthonaand dolians to asstst.an Individual
scientist using little or no equipment, technical assistants or other services, to
several hundred thousand .dollars. or even more for the support of a sizeable
group of scientists cooperatively using a major faeility, such as a particle accel-
erator, a telescope or an oceanographic research Vessel. The duration of awards
varies from one to two years or occasionally longer, the very large awards being
generally:limited te.One year..The awards average semewhat less.than $50000 in
ardount and approximately 1,5 years in duration.

.In the past the'funds to ,provide Scientific research project Support lave been
subdivided among the various individual scientific disciPlines. That pattern has
beennmintained in our PrOnosals for Fiseal 'Year mos wittl 'Wily relatively small
proportionate changes in every instance with the 'exCeption qf engineering and
the social sden6es which have bemigiven sinneWbat greater 'emphaSis as a result
of -the Congressional-action last ,year 4n anthoriiineaPplied'reieirch and spe-
ciScallyldentifYing tikesocial selences'for Folndation,atipPOrt

In additien and of 'particular iniportaneeviale ilelnitiatitia in Fiscal Year
1970 Of 'a Program ,Called "InterdiSciPlinary'ReSeareh'Relevaiii 4..O Problems of
our SoCiety,,'whiel;has been btidgeted to1410:inilliOn.' Tart ag tte:difIlcultt in
arriving-at laatiatactory adlutions' to some Of 'Onr '0014ernPOrary Social 'problems
has' beenAlie-7,11ifftniit CharaCter 'Ut, the prObleina'theinselVeS, 'reqniring Sack-
ground' knotitledge iand's techniques from many 'tlifferent Selentifie dipciplines. Let
Me illustrate* feensing iOn the con!tionot T1AlitattlOblej*Lt.,1170#0, regard-
less of his station in life. He enteretfthiiVOikiti bio-
logical equipment, including his genetic apparatani vitiviPsAbliOgital.sttuation
Tett, 0c, t0 9T. PIP 0,0p49.0 . 0. Ilimii.h44,41.41itcli P.Atb,; i luAimiTecl, 44, edu-
*100. t1,1*10 Auit, 4497,10ge:,A*1 PIA007014PO4K4, ,filo gpiNTerse
4.4d, 14 lig."e4;;artrA 4))??.*4,1),P4400-W4f374114,91,044,pagY-geuer-
ation0, 1,_070#00 11PiCaliaKY .4..'4101111* 0,,041PiAgre, F49091P0001. _POP.
116 '611131i14,1*Pli with his tellOat, Y041401014 o-x4 ':.-t*P110)1 ,%i4creastilg
vii4eft of adgets i

hç part1çipate fi In MgACO/49P4q. life ONS Awirpippept, !001

gtoctif,titttlitatn&iartsnegult:ii:17.4c1Aliergh-V It4i; ilea%

f 4a4;
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his life is increasingly affected by technological innovations of all kinds. If he

is in trouble, it cannot be assumed that he can be healed by invoking only the

knowledge specifie to any one of these aspects. Similar, considerations apply to

groups of individuals in wlmt we call society.
Although recognizing that lack of knowledge is by no means the sole bar-

rier to the solution of social problems which involve basic conflicts of interests

and values, the Foundation believes that multidisciplinary scientific teams within

or closely related to the universities can make useful and, hopefully, at times

decisive contributions to the underlying knowledge that will aid in the solution

of many such problems. Possible creative responses seem to require the com-
bined talents of specialists from the various fields of science, e.g., economists,

sociologists, engineers, ecologists and others. By transcending the limitations of

their individual disciplines we believe that variegated groups working together

under the stimulus of the proposed program can provide a major expansion in

the available substantive; often very basic, knowledge required to meet the

practical needs of our society, can disseminate such knowledge in useful form

and can help to separate questions of fact from matters of self-interest. Although

problem-oriented, to solicit the participation of the many specialists who will be

involved, the program will not be action-oriented. Its purpose is that of research

itselfto uncover integrated knowledge and understanding, often very funda-
mental, that will be useful to those who formulate and implement the policies

that determine the health of our society.
This is frankly an experimental program and only experience will reveal how

hest to pursue it. For example, we do not know what fraction of the support will

best be utilized for the continuing support of permanently organized groups as

compared to more transient ones. Nor do we know, prior to broader and more. in-

tensive discussion with interested or potentially interested groups in the academic

community, what the most prothising fields of aetivkty' will be. In any case, how-

ever, support will, at least fOr the immediate future, be confined to academic

or academically-related groups and will, of course, be carried out in close col-

lahrn Ition with other interested hgencies:
Specialized Facilitiee and Equipment:aA matter of increasing concern to the

Foundation is' the provision of assistance to the scientific community in procur-

ing requisite specialized research facilities and equipment. Although small scale

equipment 'fOr IndiVidUal use' 14 Widely probured. through 'age of research Or

other funds;. there are 'many larger, Often CoMnionly .used, iterais Which are in-

disPensalfie to adVanding the frontierg of "sidefitifiCknoWledge. These item§ rabge

frr equipMent' stiell.att insitrtatenta fer Chethistry aVailable to an entire de-

partment, to ParliCle iteceTeraterti: feleSeepeS,- and oceanographic, research yes,

sela. The Cutting edge of Eiden& is,ofteii '461Stitetent %Jolt .tte deVelOptient and

availability of such new and improved tools.
tioweVer, deSPite the ittbd.rtance Of prbVicling this hrtie Of SUpport, We have

telt 1E tecesSarYi: With t1 lithftéd funds Oaliable OCer the' POsit feW years; to

gt*q. priorIty .yo 'cittgoirie reSeareh ProgriMa; the interrntIn or sdrfota cur
failiperit of' vilxicli:Oitld &Wei* seislOtit rinsS in'bOth tve acquisition Or Scientific

iritopiatfori hild the th'46,itr'oerti 'ôfndIv1diià1s.
In fiscal cr ifJ, ,(01' iiiltlfOir v061 a4ai1titie 10`0105Seittil,:bilt as a_ con=

l'Inueirezof tha bUdget iftriiikefiC* this alloatlo fell to 1< miUton In Ong y-ar
00:04 to onii, Aqlo# OA it v esiential
that 'this treiul *6t 4`rreterSecl, and *rff, tifereforc;i5yopOs* a Oiiseriratfve' um

of sti million for trOei year 11% .1frien flit* le-vet, b#iteiilpiateit,641 t*9 fairly

rtrlor i*Etif*Oliii. of Pie 1.(1001f6Ot radlo feleScope at:i.reeiho, Puerto

Wee ,f130QQ,0001, and ,the Constrnetion., Of OceaAogrOhie, raseateti

02.60p.600.,
de*Onstrata401044 mo, ifirge, #410 fiati007;iifilitiOs Plkve

Mqn :/*Vitte4 ,1:114,1tP4,, ROO for, (iv* 'Aye x'fears., rhe, resurfacia0 of
Arecib6 *ill make it i.uitable for spectral line work doNiii to. tea ,ceAtiineter

wPIT. PTgth, This imuraveTapt wifl. makel4t, possible. to, attack.inany,b000rtgnt
strientifi e problems: ; Artstgvtice. If fl*,.rgaprfacirig la.mlertakep.. Mira coming

Ard, ri*ft93,1q4asIkr,fart11011 4Mecl t4e4911eiving A roeilif? wiji be
available to-ApOar#1r4t 0000. ;rad ar,marpturc iof Venpa In 3 wr,,, T.TrlePlEi the TP-

STOW iMA1 aptittorlsecirfor Fisepl,,Yeay-397001s/ will; be hnnossibla before 1*M
OlifillegOgntlalwthP400,re In order..not:to'Joqe great scientific Opportanities, tbat

PPP, kl_r4F4 Pe agthoriKedrfor Fiscal Ysar 1970. ;
;

, ne, agogxess inr Qceanographte researeh., will, be seriously; inmeded

unlesi adequate modern research vessels and facilities are available. The existing
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fleet of 31 oceanographic research veJsels operated by educational or research
institutions includes 16 vessels ranging in age from 16 to 35 years and not con-
structed for research purposes but converted for such use. The availability of
modern research vessels is essential to adequate sea going laboratory facilities
to ensure progress in our oceanographic research and training programs. While
the construction of one new vessel will be funded from Fiscal Year 1969 funds,
it is essential that this minimum construction effort be continued by providing
funds for one vessel in Fiscal Year 1970.

We must in the future put considerably greater resources into making both
general research equipment and major research facilities available. In addition
to the general needs, there are many instances in which important potential
advances are being inhibited by the lack of new types of major facilities for
which the technical feasibility has been established. We believe that our request
for Fiscal Year 1970 is a minimum start toward restoring this ictivity to an ap-
propriate level in the Foundatiores program.

National Research Programs.The Foundation uses 'che term "National Re-
search Programs" to designate certain concerted efforts which are singled out
because of a national need to accomplish a specific task requiring concerted
efforts in soine particular field or group of fields. They may be characterized by
the fact that they are designed to provide information to further possible appli-
cations, that they involve science in a specific geographical area requiring con-
certed logistics, or that they involve international science where cooperation
abroad or coordination of the United States portion of an international effort
is require4.

Programs currently receiving support from NSF include the International Rio-
logical.Program ($5 million), the Ocean Sediment Coring Program ($6.5 million),
the U.S. Antarctic Program ($7.5 million), land the Global Atmospheric Program
($1.5 million). Also, pending the lodging of specific responsibility elsewhere, we
are continuing to give cpncerted support to a Weather Modification Program
($2.7 million)-.

The Weatter Modification and the Antartic Programs are of long-standing
and I will not discuss them: The others are relatively new. The International
Biological Program (IBP) is a broad 'research effort on the part of 50 nations to
gain a better understanding of the changing relations between man and his en-
vironment. The National Science- Foundation is the agency responsible for co-
ordinating the MS: portion of this important-international research effort. The
preliminary ;stages of IBP, have passed; and we are, now:readY, to ,begin the re-
search program which will expand our underotanding of such; things as (1) the
increasing size ;and needs of human ,populations,,-(2) the Ampact . of these in-
creases upon the interconnected ,ecological systems of the earth; and, (3) the im-
pact and resulting effects on man. ,

The Global-Atmospheric Program (GARP), is an international as well as an
interagency ,nrogramt designed; to; develop ;scientific information necessary
the .effective establishMent of the World.Weather Watch.:Tbe .Foundation'S re.e
in this program,; for Which the rEnVironniental Seience SerVices Administratica
is the lead agener. is ,pritharily.that of bringing. together , the talents and re-
sources , of, academic, sclanceto bear on, the, problems to be fstudied, both by
making:grintsito:iiidiitidualrnnivergitY -groups and thrOngh the-activities of ,the
National Center/Or Atmoanheric Research, which Will.be briefly deScribed later.
,IThe,Ocean,,Sediinent'COring,Program utilizeathe highly deVeloned techniques

or nnderWater drilling to recOvei imple cores Of the ocean linttam sediments and,
tO a ignali:adAitional'clePth, the Underlying melt Under- a sUbcontract from the
trUiversit* of California, San IDlege, a eem*ereial firM: has bnilt and is now
operating A *essel especially Modified for the purPose and 'capable Oftrilling in
ocean ,depths ,up to.20.000 feet. Although operations started only. last JUlV,, the
Corea alreadY'obtainek haVe 'yielded eictremely.iraportant' hifermittion concern-
ing.the`hiatory Of the 'cieet(n bOttOins, the growth of the'MidAtlantic Ridge, and

. . , "conthientil
Natietka Research,Centers.--:7Th*cettain',arOfis of sclencetbe iequisite facilities

and'eitiOnlent;arEl so large, eciniplei and tostl.* that it IS feasible to Provide theni
in Onl* very 11mitE litjtaberk`qven tbeukh scientlets frobl'inanV institntions,thfty
need thein for their Work.':In Other jristanCeS. $Seareh 'can lie TOnccessfully par-
sued Ofily by 'aaserabling larger gioUPS of scientists thin IS regical for a single
nniirersit* cointitia. IV meet these needs there' eirolved dining and after World
War II the concept of national laberatOries.' or nu tionaf`rdiearch centers. ewrked
by' the' 40iTernitiebt" bilt opeinted- by Privatensan11:i nonprofltoreanizations.

,
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Four such centers have been established by the Foundation which contracts for
their operation with university consortia. They are the National Radio Astron-
omy Observatory at Green Bank, West Virginia, operated by Associated Univer-
sities Incorporated ; the Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona and the Oerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory in Chile, both devoted to optical astronomy
and operated by Associated Universities for Research in Astronomy ; and the
National Center for Atmospheric Research at Boulder, Colorado, operated by the
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research.

The three observatories provide large telescopes for use by the astronomical
community at large, approximalely 60 percent of the observing time being uti-
lized by visiting astronomers and graduate students. A relatively small scientific
staff at each observatory provides scientific continuity and develops future plans.
In addition to their responsibilities for conducting and supporting research
programs proper, these observatories are responsible for carrying forward de-
velopment of more advanced telescopes and other observing equipment ;
trained groups of scientists and engineers employed for this purpose ha^ been
very successful in this pursuit.

The Nstional Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) serves several im-
portant functions. It is a laboratory at which a sizable staff of highly qualified
scientists from many disciplines investigate the atmosphere in all of its phases,
working especially on problems of a complex nature that require broad concerted
attacks possibly only in such a large especially equipped laboratory. Again,
highly trained engineers, physicists and other scientists work to advance the re-
quisite technology, to develop equipment and otherwise to provide services for
the research personnel. Significant parts of the research are joined in by visiting
scientists, primarily from academic institutions who thus have opportunity to
utilize the special equipment and facilities. NCAR also organizes, coordinates
and partakes in major programs participated in by other institutions, especially
univeksities. For example, NCAR's computerized six-layer mathematical model
of the general circulation of the global atmosphere is a critical ingredient of the
Global Atmospheric Research Program which I referred to before, in addition
to which NOAR is central to the organization and cc..*duct of important field activ-
ities incorporated in that program. NCAR is also playing a leading role in the
national weather modification program.

In addition to participation in NCAR's own research program scientists from
other institutions are provided special facilities such as highly instrumented air-
craft, a balloon launching facility in Texas and a large computing center for
the conduct of their own experiments.
National Sea Orant Program.

The response to the Sea Grant Program by bora the academic community
and industry has , been country-wide. The enthusiasm, interest, and quality of
proposals from all sectors, .in response to a new concept and program, estab-
lished only in ,19611,, have been post impressive and .gratifying. For example, in
fiscal year 1968; shortly after. funds *ere first, appropriated for the start of the
program?, we received 78, formal Proposals and 87 serious inquiries. The 78 for-
mal proposals Ikereitibinitted by 55 institutions 111,28 states with the preponder-
ance .of content being in: the fields of FOo'd from the Sea, Engineering and Ocean
Engineering,, and adyisory services. You ,may recall that the three principal
objectitei of ,the: Sea:Grant Aet are directed_to the training and education of
marine selence,manPoWer, ,to ;the support of researcfi-projects, primarily applied,
and to .the,',SuppOrt, of marine advisory:services. In fiscal year 1968, tne total
funding'for4he progra*, amounted to $5 million for support of 27 project grants
and six institutional gra34s. ,

Institutional, mutt,: ha:king . an:objective Of promoting Competent centers for
scientAf16, technical and administrative components of marine science, were
awarded in-FYi 1468 to, the University of Rhode jsland, Oregon State University,
Univereityof HawitiC ;Texas :A4g ,Tirniversity,,Xrniversity, of Washington and
University, OfVlscep,On-)

ramortant eComimic 'and' seientifte results alreaqx have sheen produced. Among

these arethe'dvelOpfnent Of 'nevi ,Methods, of Propagating commercial uses of
Seawced.tedaM;the Oilifoynia, Institute of Technology ; the dissemination of
sigilificant; increasea An' shrimp produetiOn 'by the PranciA T. Nicholls State
C911,9P-.4f,r004fink; ,the disco*ery, of ecOndthically useful SOUTCO8 Of sand and

gravel, IA L,kl*g4e--,by,:.,the'UniversitY,of Rochester;:the disicovery of -significant
mangane*,deposits; iu/a,:rmi00.* the University of Wisconsin; and the de-
*el opinerit of , new enrrieultun for ocean engineering' by 'the Massachusetts In-
stitute Of TeChnology.
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During fiscal year 1969 with total funds of $6 million available, we plan to
award a total of approximately 20 project grants and 9 institutional grants.
Among the project grants already awarded is c... to the University of California
at Santa Barbara for partial support of research projects directed to the effec-
tive use of the marine resources of the Santa Barbara Channel. The proposal
leading to this award was submitted at about the time of the catastrophic oil
leak early in the year and partial support was awarded in a few days for timely
research dealing with the Santa Barbara Channel.

With the substantial increase requested for appropriations the program should
gather further mome.ltum in fiscal year 1970.

Computing A.ctivities in Education and Research
For 10 years the Foundation has provided support for the development of

academ4 computational facilities and operations, for curricula and training
activitie;2, and for research in the rapidly developing field of computer science.
That there exists a major need was recognized by the President in his Health
and Education Message to Congress on February 28, 1967. He directed the
National Science Foundation, working with the U.S. Office of Education, "to
establish an experimental program for developing the potential of computers in
education."

The Foundation is the primary Federal source of support for the development
of general, campus-wide computing resources, as distinguished from computer
services dedicated to the sPecific research needs of Federal agencies. Generally,
all agencies, including the Foundation, include funds for the purchase of
computing services from a general campus-wide facility in their research project
grants.

Because of the growth of support by the Fodndation for computers in research
and education, and in response to the President's directive, the Foundation
established the Office of Computing Activities oh Ally 1, 1967. The objectives of
its programs are to explore and develop the applidations of computers in educa-
tion and research, to strengthen and expand acadethic researCh and &ideational
activities in computer science, to increase the number of individuals trained to
:Ise computers and improve the quality of their training, and to help acadendo
institutions provide adequate computing services for reSearch and educatior
The computing activities of the Foundation are organized in two. PrograMs:
Institutional Coraputing ReSources" .and Eddcatioh .and Research 'Activities. To
further these goals the FoUndation is. wOrking With eduCational institutions and
other Federal agencies.

The Institutional Computing Resources program has provided, assistance to
many universities and colleges in developing campldi ,e6Mbdtiiik §er*ices. The
ninst general approlleh baslieen ter inatittitionS '65 establish: a. coMplet Of eqnin-
inent, centrally achiiiniatefed. Other Entornktivei are al§O be0oniing
rietWorka, of teletYPeWriterS' or 6tUer, terinthaf deVicei; Seieral indePeddent or
link6d ceinputers,, partiCaSatillil 'With 'Other' iatitutieds MajOr',Coni-
pUting iiesOurce, Or-the inikelik§e: Of Conitherefal.geirfiree§: Ther'e is tirther lit grew-
ing interest aindrig ednetitional' instltntloiis lit adknirtnk small deigtilited 'com-

puters tor ase in On4Ine'ProeeseilidititOVing;
ingthiCtien.- "" `

The best of Contuting ietivitiek +idles widelY.' ,Many'cainpuseg protide 'Mere
than a daten compidter.of diNrerit i"' bation'al Vie 'and
annual' ceinpUting cOstelulais tetkii 6 LhOu td'Eleyeiria
&Mrs:. The tianSition'tot ad 4101E40' 1eèl o servie Can' tfce Severe' etrain
Upon- an inatitUtibn'S''fiiiinelitl aiid `the 'Poiind'tfon Offer's' partial
financial support to help colleges and dhiversitie; durinef.h perrOd.
Grants are nerdiallyi Wei& id a peridd of.tlteey;e'&4e;' ut may be. eitended for
an'additiOnal tWO venr

conAkiiiertirAthe'llhOti, and '11,0itich'AitiAtieei *okra*
etiticérn4A'rekearek eduCtiltiO4' -and' .thiftiPi4er in- the 'field,' 'Or 'COMPuter. ideaCe.
Research activities in computer science. supported 6yr the Vodnitaffoil'rante With

theóretiebV vidtei., ' PeOgiathind inn uce th the
eiPiiiratiort'of nii.v;;IlebinPuter Or*tenlg. 'thtthe'dtbef hinad; a 011Ortage Of: trained
ebnilinter' Se1ilna4S; 'piiikrai:ers, and, '',OPeart/ora e)ti§ti, thr6u4hoat' the I NOVO.
Thelktaation in, College§ and universities 1630rd-6.44.1k Abate; afictaa'lintidifiiiAt
bhjeCtrii! Of thi&-pikigiabi").§ fo9 Eat IbtereOf0eitlig:ihijit4e O'COMVAtter OcieniNtta

Strenighen hag and eitiahdtdk,'-r elate d 'adadenk 'Otfrktre0,' utonatni research
PrOgiiinirlo*

elWring 'the educaitorIV'Poteilifiir of abtiffilei taliinfO' three

TiO
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classes: Curriculum Development and Training, Instructional Management Tech-
nkiues, and Regional College Computing Activities

New curricula must be developed to reflect the current uses of computers in
the ociences at both the graduate and undergraduate levels, and to permit an
interchange of computer-related course material among institutions. It has been
proposed, for example, that new courses be created to permit the student to simu-

late on the computer the performance of complicated and often expensive labora-
tory experiments or to explore at an early point in his trahling complicated theo-
retical models. The Foundation has tiso begun a number of efforts to help
redevelop curricula in the sciences in order to utilize the computer's advantages.
Through other grants teachers are being given opportunities to learn to use com-
puters effectively and to understand the application a current developments in
computer-based instruction to their fields.

Among the applications of computers to Instructional Management, experiments
are being conducted in their use as teaching machines to present flexibly con-
trolled instructional material, sometimes referred to as computer-assisted in-
struction. Other experiments are concerned with testing how the computer may
provide the teacher with more direct guidance information about student prog-
ress. However, these experiments also reveal inadequacies in the current state
of technology and in understanding of the basic process of learning. Grants have
been made to encourage the study of these problems, and the Foundation is also
planning to join with other agencies in developing coordinated support for a
more sustained effort in this area.

Most colleges have neither the resources nor personnel to develop adequate
campus tomputing centers. The Regional College Computing Activity is addressed
to this problem. New developments in computing have made it possible for indi-
viduals and institutions to share in the use of remotely-operated computers. The
Foundation undertook 10 experiments in FY 1968 to test and demonstrate the
merits and limitations of regional computing network concept in education. These
pilot projects were designed to address such questions as the means for faculty
at small ,colleges to learn about computers and to explore new curricular mate-
rials being developed elsewhere; the useful computing languages, computing serv-
ices, and their costs ; and the potential benefits from cooperative activities among
institutions. To date, 57 grants for regional College computing activities have
been awarded; they have involved eight major universities, 82 participating col-
leges, and 23 secondary schools located in 25 States.

In FY 1968 the Office of Computing Activities obligatgd a total of $22 million
to provide direct and indirect assistance to uniVersities, colleges, secondary
schools, and educationally-related institutions. In that year 42 grants totaling
$10,600,000 were awarded thrOngh the Institutional Computing Resources pro-
gram and another 131 grants totaling 44,400,000 were awarded for Education
4114 Itesq0,Feb 4Cavittes.

Recense ;of redueed, appropriation, in FY 1969 the Foundation expects to
'obligate onlY .$17 million. The loWer level re(mired reducing the level of suPPort
for .the,InstitOtiRR1 Computing iResoUrges program to 46 million and slightly
reducing the leter of snppprt for Education ,and;Research Activities to $11 mil-

#011. Xt. AP fet,itttat',4Igh Priority niuS,t be given ,to.restoring the FY 1968 level
of 'activity for Institutional COMputing Resources ; accordingly, the FY 19,70
0-YNet rg(iPeSt tag ,$g WilliOn,includes 4.4 pillion for this program and an equal
n1,1191* PA' Alugation ugdAesearCh Activitkes.
Inalitutiona/ :Support for Soiencei7 , .r

' eeognizing that the,qUality rand :quantity of 'research and seience eduCation In
the 13 S is dependent 'ilpon the -strength Of the eountrY's UniVersities and colleges,
N'SP sUPport itol the adadeirite inititutitons:IS not 'only .substantial, it is varied in
purpose, and: fmethanism. -Large-'fsuine 'are ,tranted for 'research as well as for
trainingi and for :ipedialized fadlities' and e.equiPMint and comPlifer assiStanee.
-Seine JzIf these",1 eg., suPticirt' for eomPtter kfatilitiee;. fiaVe inaltutionwide impact.
In addition; the WSV hasstablIhed a vdrietyr of progitims',tliat are explicitly
designated'. afi AnStltutional progranis.-'' ' '

,.Waintentiries I et instittrtion81 strength ,i's the ' goal of tvvO of 'these programs,
"Graduate Science Facilities" ($8 million ) and!"InStitutienal- Grants for- Science"
-Pletinill1mi)-:,InstitutiohaltGianti3 ter- Sciende .)rovide !general purPose grants to
inetitutiont4 the. amolintix tieing determinedf by orniula that' rAes is A' base the
reiearek Suppert'reeeilveit during,' anr appropriate Teat' Vitich InstitUtion 'lies the
funds1 to sustain its) selenee; activitieS ac<ord*tnee, with ts Own Particular re-
quirements, priorities and. judgments.'Heretofore the, awarAle iia4beeniinade in



early June, on the basis of research support by NSF alone during the 12-month
period ending e' tilt preceding March 31. Beginning in fiscal year 1970, the
Foundation wil: base he formula determining the size of the grants on the total
research suppor fi ,ia all Federal agencies except the Public Health Service,
which has its own program of this type. Since the only feasible 12-month period
to use for this purpose is the fiscal year, it will be necessary to postpone the
awards this year until autumn. Hence no funds will be used for this program in
fiscal year 1969, accounting for an $18 million increase in Fiscal Year 1970 com-
pared to Fiscal Year 1969.

In addition to maintaining institutional strength, the NSF also tries to in-
crease it by providing a spectrum of assistance through its University Science
Development ($30 million), Departmental Science Development ($10 million ),
and College Science Improvement Programs ($8 million) . Each of these pro-
grams Is suited to- groups of institutions of differing type, size and functions.

The University Science Development Program (USD) is designed to provide
assistance on a fairly broad front to a limited number of univeAsties which,
though not now among the very foremost in science, demonstrate definite po-
tential for moving into the highest levels of scientific capability. Since the incep-
tion of the program in 1064, USD grants amounting to almost $125 million have
been made to 30 institutions in 21 states.

The class of institutions for which the Departmental Science Development
Program is designed includes those that have not reached high levels of overall
quality, but which have attained significant strength and have capacities for
marked improvement in individual departments or well-defined single areas of
science. Approximately 355 emerging institutions are considered to bi be group
eligible for participation. The Departmental Science Development i i ogram be-
came operative in January 1067. Through the end of fiscal year 1968, grants total-
ing $14 million had been awarded to 26 widely distributed institutions.

The College Science Improvement Program, initiated in January 1907, is a
development program for predominantly undergraduate institutions. As such,
it complements the Departmental and University Science Development Programs
which serve institutions with a major commiment to graduate instruction and
research. By means of grants of up to three years, an institution devoted to under-
graduate education may engage in a wide variety of activities designed to permit
major improvements in the quality of its science education. Since its inception
the program has awarded grants totaling approximately $17 million to 96 col-
leges in every region of the country.

SCIENCE EDUCATION

In carrying out its responsibility to initiate programs to improve the scientific
research potential of the country and to develop and encourage the pursuit of a
national policy for the promotion of education in the sciences, the Foundation
supports education activities which have as their specific goal an increase in the
number and competence of scientists and engineers in this country and improve-
ment in the quality of science education at all levels. Programs devoted to this end
cover a broad range of activities that account for almost one-quarter of the total
budget.

Advanced science education is an obvious concern because at this educational
level the student acquires competence for future scientific achievement. Quality
performance is critical and every effort must be made to assure an appropriate
education opportunity to those individuals who have the capacity and intellect
to achieve a mastery of some aspect of modern science. The budget proposes a
total of almost 9,000 formal fellowships and traineeships, principally at the grad-
uate level, but with a modest number for immediate postdoctoral and a few
even more advanced individuals. These awards are available on a competitive
basis to all properly qualified U.S. scientists either through national competi-
tion or through Foundation-sponsored traineeships administered by graduate in-
stitutions. In addition, we support a number of science seminars and special proj-
ects related to the improvement of the quality of graduate education through
curriculum improvement or otherwise.

At the undergraduate and precollege levels the Foundation exploits its knowl-
edge of and rapport with the scientific community, including creative research
scientists, to bring their talents and experience to bear on improving the quality
of science education in general with emphasis on its substantive content. The
major efforts directed toward these ends are designed to

le
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Bring about improvement in the quality of instructional programs at the
elementary, secondary and college levels through the development of better
courses and instructional materials, including partial support of equipment
to implement improved undergraduate courses in colleges and universities ;
curriculum improvement projects are highly organized and utilize the vary-
ing talents of active scientists, teachers and administrators in a manner
never done before.

Improve th, mpetence of elementary, secondary and college teachers
through espe, i ally designed instructional programs formally designated as
"institutes", L., st of which are held during the summer recess. Some, how-
ever, are held during the academic year providing opportunities for those
with leaves of absence to study, while still others provide opportunities for
instruction for in-service teachers in the evenings and on Saturdays.

Provide for the identification of high ability senior high school and under-
graduate students and appropriately support them in meaningful enriched
experiences in science, including introduction to research. Several thousand
high school and college students are given such opportunities in the summer
and many undergraduate students work widi research scientists during the
academic year.

Support "college-school" cooperative projects through which colleges and
universities assist elementary and secondary schools and school systems in-
stall improved curricula and train staff ; this is presently a growing compo-
nent of the program.

Include a more extensive involvement of junior colleges and technical
institutes in relevant, existing programs.

Accelerate the development of science capabilities of predominantly under-
graduate institutions ; the College Science Improvement Program budgeted
under institutional programs is an important part of this effort.

All of these programs, though seemingly scattered, are complementary to each
other.

Some idea of the impact of the Foundation's programs on pre-college education
can be given by the fact that secondary school teacher institutes funded in FY
1970 will give training opportunities to approximately 33,000 secondary school
teachers, in addition to which the Cooperative School Science Program will
provide such opportunities for approximately 6,000 secondary and 1,800 elemen-
tary school teachers. It is estimated that something like half of the secondary
school science teachers in the .i'untry have had such opportunities in the past.
Another important statistic is that more than three million secondary school
students are now utilizing curriculum materials developed under Foundation
auspices ; these represen t a substantial fractionin some fields more than half
of all high school science students study physics, chemistry, biology and mathe-
matics. Each year almost six thousand of the brightest students are given op-
portunities to partake in research nr other advanced science activities under the
guidance of experienced scientists.

Each year between seven and eight hundred colleges and universities receive
support from the Foundation's programs, including participation in the Sec-
ondary School Teacher Institutes. Approximately 360 received support from the
Instructional Equipment Program along in FY 1968.

SOIEMR INFORMATION

The Ylundation's scien(:e information program provides financial assistance
to such rganizations as scientific and technical societies, universities, research
institint, and science museums in order that they may maintain their present
serv1ce i t an adequate level, design and acquire science information systems
based on modern technologies and systems design, or undertake work that
will lead to more effective information services in the future.

The objective of this program is to provide adquately for the information
needs of U. S. scientists, engineers, and graduate students by facilitating the
!Tow of scientific information, by encouraging the development of a system in
each major field of science and engineering, and by fostering the development
of a network of such information systems so that scientists and engineers will
be able effectively to obtain information necessary for research, development, or
education activities.

Total obligations in 1968 were about $14.4 million. Approximately 56 percent
of the total was allocated to Information Systems Development, about 22 per-
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cent to Information Services and Publications, about 9 percent to Research
and Advanced Development, and the remainder, 13 percent, to roreign Science
Information and Translation. The total estimate for 1969 is $11 million and
that requested for 1970 is $13 million.

The Chemical Information Project will illustrate the types of items included
in Information Systems Development. The significant information unit in
chemistry is the chemical compound. To develop an effective computerized sys-
tem it was necessary to devise a method for input of the diagram of the chemical
compound structure into the computer ; to devise methods of identifying these
structures and substructures in the computer ; to develop programs to tie these
compound structures to the information about them ; and to develop methods to
retrieve this information for use by scientists and engineers. Ten years ago
none of these operations could be accomplished. A special typewriter for con-
structing diagrams had to be devised ; programs for the computer had to be
written, and a special output system bad to be built Among contributors to the
present experimental chemical compound registry sysi:em were IBM, the Walter
Reed Army Hospital, several additional units of the Army, several chemical
companies, the National Bureau of Standards, the Moore School of Electrical
Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania, and the American Chemical
Society. The cost for the input of a chemical compound in the registry system,
because of improved techniques, has been reduced 25 percent in the past 3 years.
There are between 3 and 4 million known compounds, while thousands of new
ones are being discovered each year.

Prototype experimental use is being made of this developing system by or-
ganizations representing government agencies, industrial establishments, univer-
sities, and foreign countries. Programs to improve information systems are also
in progress in physics and psychology, Wade preliminary information system
studies have been started in mathematics, the life, environmental, and social
sciences, and engineering.

These comprehensive discipline-oriented information systems cannot com-
pletely meet the variety of information requirements of scientists and engineers
located on university and college Campuses. The *Foundation is, therefore, pro-
viding assistance to several university centered projects. One of these projects
is located at Stanford University. Users can search the SPIRES (Stanford
Physics Information REtrieval System) file from their offices or laboratories.
More than one person at a time can use this system. Users have the option of
searching by author, title, keywords, and dates. The SPIRES system can be
expanded to serve scientists and engineers in the surrounding area ; the system
will thus ultimately be a regional information system, capable of connecting
users to a variety of information files.

Under the program in Information Services and Publications more than 60
scientific journals, including the establishment of 12 new journals in fields inade-
quately served, have received Foundation support from time to time since 1958,
and assistance has been provided in the publication of more than 240 mono-
graphs in 13 scientific disciplines and fields, ranging from astronomy and bio-
chemistry to zoology and anthropology. During the same period, the Foundation
has in similar fashion provided support for more than 30 abstracting, indexing,
and bibliographic services.

Research, advanced development, and the study of methods for evaluating
information systems are supported by the Foundation. A number of projects
supported in the past have led to improvement in information activities. Founda-
tion supported experiments have resulted in new techniques for handling
graphics, such as chemical structures and mathematical and physical formulas
in computer-controlled composition of scientific texts. Problems currently being
investigated with Foundation support include : automated techniques and sys-

,tems design for a research library .of the future ; computer techniques for index-
ing articles ; computer and video techniques to assist the human indexer to index
scientific articles and books faster ; and methods by which large information
systems can be connected into an information network.

About one-half of the world's scientific and technological literature Is pub-
lished in languages unfamiliar to most scientists in the United States. The
Foundation, under its Foreign Science Information and Translation Activities,
has one translation program conducted in the United States and another con-
ducted in excess foreign currency countries. Nearly 516,000 pages of scientific
and technical literature have been translated in the 10-year period from 1959-
1968. Because the translation program conducted in excess currency countries
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has proven useful to scientists and engineers, the Foundation is requesting
authorization to expend the equivalent of $2 million in these excess foreign
currencies in 1970. Ill addition, the Foundation has supported the preparation
and publication of more than, 5 reference aids; guides and- directories: Ekamples
include Japanese Periodioalst Index and Directory of Selected Research Insti-
tutes of Eastern Europe. The Foundation also supports . bilateral' exchange of
information and participation international goVernmentat and nongovern-
mental organizations. An example of Foundatfon support fOr United States
participation is provided by the' Committee on Data for Science-and Technology
((JODATA), a coordinated international program for the collection of' critical
data, organized tvvo years ago. CODATA is,lbeated in Frankfurt; West Germany,
and is supported cooperatively by the' major industrial cciuntrieS.

The immediate program of the Foundation includes.: continued support of the
developing information systems in chemistry and other disciplines.; continued
support for information services and publicatiOns, including the. Science Infor-
mation Exchange, as well as abstracting and' indexing services, and primary
publications ; conttnued- support; both'in the United States and abroad, fdf trans-
lation of Slavie, Japanese, and Chinese scientific and technical literature ; and
support for ongoing experiments in universitiesto improve their researeh librar-
ies and to make better use of tho large national information services' in chemis-
try, physics, and engineering'.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

Science cannot be confined within national boundaries. No country has a
monopoly on scientific brains or ingenuity. Moreover, some phenomena of nature
can be observed only in particular areas of the earth. Sometimes, progress in
science is dependent upon the correlation of worldwide observations.

As a consequence of these factors, activities involving science across national
boundaries are carried on widely throughout the Foundation, as well as' through
a separate Ohice of International Science Activities charged with administering
specific international cooperative scientific programs as well as with general
coordination ef all international activities. Thus, in our regular research pro-
grams awards are sometimes made to U.S. institutions for work which must
be done partly or wholl7 abroad. An example would be an anthropological studyin Africa or astronomical observations carried on by the Cefo Tololo Inter-
American Observatory in Chile. More directly, awards are sometimes made to a
foreign institution because the research being carried on is of particular sio-nifi-
cance or because it affords an opportunity for American scientists to conductspecific research or be trained in a manner not available in this country.

Similarly, the Foundation's education divisions find that it is often most ap-propriate and desirable for Fellows receiving awards to undertake their study
in foreign institutions where specialized scientific work is being pursued. This is
particularly true of the older and most experienced scientists receiving fellow-ships, although a fair proportion of those who are about to earn or have just
received their doctorates, also find it desirable to study abroad for a period atthis stage in their careers in order to pursue the particular studies in which they
wish to engage. Moreover, universities in this country find it desirable to have
foreign scholars visit their campuses for relatively short periods of time in orderto bring the knowledge of work in; their fields abroad to this country. This NVE:also suppOrt to a liinited extent.

While articles Contributed to scientific journals by U.S. scientists exceed hi
number those contributed by the scientists. of any other single nation, his outputrepresents only a fraction of total world literature. Accordingly, our Onceof Science Information Service provides for translation and dissemination offoreign journals in this country.

In addition, however, to these and other types of participation in international
science, which are funded: as integral- parts' of the general actiVitiea of theFoundation, we 'support through a separate budgets item of' "International Co-
operative Scientific Activities?' certain specific activities. TheSe actitItieS include
support of Cooperative Science Activities, Science 'OrkaniZation Prograins, andInternational Travel. These programs aid in the strengthening of science andin some instances also further general U.S. national interests abroad'. Theseactivities encourage professional collaboration and Contact between U.S. andforeign scientists, facilitate scientist-to-scientist communication acrOss Interna-tional boundaries, and support U.S. participation in and assistance to key inter-

.
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national and foreign activities for the planning, coordination, and improvement
of international scientific programs.

Cooperative Science Activities embrace a number of formal cooperative ar-
rangements between this and other, countries, for example, the U.S.-Japan and
U.S.-Italy Cooperative Science Programs, as well as a number of informal uni-
versity-to-university agreements with institutions in countries where no formal
government-to-government agreements exist. In addition, international science
exchange programs are undertaken to encourage and increase contact and in-
volvement in research, science education and science information activities by
providing support for U.S. scientists to go overseas while foreign personnel come
to this country. Formal exchange agreements with several East European coun-
tries, administered for the Foundation by the National Academy of Sciences,
constitute an important part of this program. Under these agreements each coun-
try pays the salaries and the international travel of its own scientists while the
host country funds their local travel and other appropriate expenses.

The Foundation's Science Organization Progr.ztns assist the work of interna-
tional scientific unions and similar nongovernmental scientific organizations
which came into being to promote professional, technical, and scientific interests
and objectives of national scientific bodies. These international unions have
proved to be remarkably useful and versatile as means of communication among
the scientists of the world. In recent years, such intergovernmental organizations
as UNESCO have increasingly called upon the scientific unions for advice and
for scientific help. For instance, an international conference on the problems of
environmental pollution was recently held by UNESCO with substantial pro-
fessional help from the International Council of Scientific Unions.

Support for international travel activities, budgeted as part of International
Cooperative Scientific Activities, is managed by the research and education di-
visions of the Foundation. This program supports the travel of scientists to inter-
national meetings and congresses. Attendance at such meetings has paid off
manyfold in better informed scientists, better scientific programs, speedier de-
velopment of results, and, last but not least, in better international understand-
ing. The Foundation exercises rigorous control over support extended by select-
ing the most significant meetingsa fraction of the total numberand then
selecting the scientists the Foundation will support to attend these meetings,
using the normal Foundatio n. evaluaaon processes. Care is taken to ensure that
brilliant and promising young scientists are assisted in attending meetings Is
well as older and more distinguished ones.

Finally there is another type of activity which is among those envisioned by
the increased authority for international activities given by P.L. 90-407. At the
request of and with funds made available by the Agency of International Devel-
opment (AID), the Foundation is working to assist developing countries in their
efforts to improve their educational programs in science through applying signifi-
cant advances which have been made in science education in the U.S. The most
important project of thi.4 type is the Foundation's Science Education Improve-
ment Project in India which is assisting the development of improved science
teaching methods in that country. Some idea of the magnitude of this effort can
be gained from the fact that 178 American consultants took part in 136 summer
institutes for secondary school and college teachers in 1968. Smaller numbers
assist in follow-up activities in the schools and colleges themselves.

Other efforts are being supported to make available to the developing countries
improved methods for training and educating their technical and scientific man-
power. Without an indigenous cadre of trained personnel, progress in any coun-
try is severely handicapped. In the years to come further and far greater efforts
must be made in this direction.

PLANNING AND POLICY STUDIES

The Foundation's Planning and Policy Study activities are carried out with the
objective of developing a more thoroligh understanding of the changing character
and requirements of the national scientific enterprise. These activities include
extensive analytical and data compilation efforts related to the resources re-
quired for the national scientific endeavormanpower, institutions and funds.
Other analytical studies deal with such issues as : the needs of various sciences,
the needs and characteristics of academic science and the development of the
basic methodological tools for science planning and policy making. Thus, this
particular NSF program is carried out on a broad national basis for the benefit
of all of those active in science policy formulation. Obviously the results of these
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studies .are of great utility in the development, and implementation of the plans
and policies of the NSF.

The planning and policy studles supported by the Foundation are grouped
into five budgetary sub-categories :

Studies of Scientific on.d Technological Manpower Resources concentrate
on the production of statistical and analytical information on the character-
istics, utilization, supply and demand of the nation's scientific and technical
personnel.

Studies of Educational and Research Institutions analyze various aspects
related to the role and health of these enterprises ; because of its great
interaction with the academic community the Foundation's efforts tend to
concentrate on matters related to academic sciencestudents, facilities,
finances, etc.

Studies of Public entd Private Funding of Science and Technology obtain
information on the performance and financing of research and development
in various sectors of the economy.

Studies of the Interaction of Science and Technology with Society try to
illuminate the processes through which science and our society interact ; this
activity also concentrates on the strengthening of science planning and
science resource utilization, particularly on the state governmental level.

Science Policy and Program. Studies deal primarily with the identification
and analysis of key issues and r...oblems of contemporary science policy. In
this activity the Foundation tries to stimulate and utilize the intellectual
talents of the academic community to address itself not only to science policy
issues but also to train young people to deal with these issues with a good
background in both the natural and social scienees. Also included is support
of the Committee on Science and Public Policy of the National Academy of
Sciences and the equivalent committee of the National Academy of Engineer-
ing including their evaluation of the needs of various fields of science.

This relatively broad program is carried out both by in-house Foundation staff
and through extramural grants and contracts. These activities will require $2.9
million in FY 1970. It should be pointed out that 60 percent of this budget will
be required by projects carried out in accord with statutory requirements, such
as the National Register of Scientists and Engineers, and for long-established
periodic efforts, such as regular periodically conducted surveys.
Program Development and Management

I shall not discuss the organization of the Foundation, since it follows gen-
erally the program structure that I have outlined and that forms the detailed
basis for the Fscal Year 1970 funding request. I do wish to mention, however,
that the staff of the Foundation is planned to average 986 employees, a figure
that is not substantially greater than in 1963. The administartive costs of op-
erating the Foundation are estimated at 8.8 percent of total obligational au-
thority. Approximately 80 percent of these costs are allocated to the compensa-
tion and related benefits of the staff and of the many advisors who assist the
Foundation in its work.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this highly condensed overview I have tried to precient a number of the
highlights of the Foundation program and the plans for .mie coming fiscal year.
I have wanted to convey to you an impression of the exceadingly broad, complex,
and varied nature of this program. The work of the Foundation, however, is the
response to a need; it is not imposed upon the academic or scientific communities.
This need is real and it is rapidly growing. During the past. few years the
Foundation, and indeed the Federal Government, has failed to keep pace with
this need. The many reasons for budgetary caution today are well understood.
But when this caution is focused on one j.t.the great sources of American
strength, the implications for the future of the Nktion are serious.

Within the next few years it will be necessary not .only to increase the gen-
eral level of support but to take steps to mee'; some specific needs which have
been aggravated by the necessity of neglecVng them to keep the general pro-
gram going. In particular, I believe that'greatly inereased investments will have
to be made to provide More equipment and especially to provide such very ad-
vanced specialized facilitiea as large radio telescopes and oceanographic re-
search vessels. Another rapidlY growing, need is, for computers, both to replace
older models with higher capacity ones devetoped,in recent years and to mplie
compUter services more generally itiallable. ,Therd is also a growing, almost
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crticial, shortage in universities 'With' respect to' general laboratory space, Fed-:
eral funds for which have been held at a minimum in the paSe

Over the longer range the outlook becOmes' even' more' difficult. TWU eStiniates
of the future assume special importance : .

It is projeeted that the riuMber' of 'the Natio/1'S graduate students will
double by 1980; reaching a total' of about' by that time'. Of' the
order of one4hird- of these' stUdents are and *nil be' enrolled' in Scienee and
engineering. .

Because of bah' tile' riSing gradnate pOPUlation and'.the ever increasing
unit costs of science; the' anticipated annual co§t of 'grad/late 'education in
the seenees is expected to qtaditiOled-oriag aakteiteiviod

In spite of itel'ea§ed eciattiVatithii tO higher 'edttcatiOn,-.and espeelany gradu-
ate education, by philanthropic organizations, by industry, and.:br State-and
local governments, the' tafe' Of stich"filereitSeS *cannot match, this esdaiation of
cost. All recent stildieS'agrele' that ie-StitoWintitil -Share' of the funding! need'ed for
this period of dynamic growth will necessarily be deriVed frOlir 'the Federal
Government. At the Saffie dine' tii4'Vedefar agencida 'that 'have constltuted the
major support of academie' .seibil6' and' gradintte' ethleatioti. It' the ' seienees will
continue to exPerienee changing prioritieS,' the MatUring and terniination of
specific progranis, and untertahrappYoiirlatiod patterns. Each- of theae factors
can and does have unfOrtnnift laithough'. iiikdverteht, effects On the' stability
and effectiveness -. of the eddeationar process, effects' that; are ultimately felt at
all educational levels: If the 'POthdatiOns Is to be fully effectiVe in its role of
strengthening the scientifie research. potential' of the Nation and mitigating
these effects, I believe that, as additional reseUrces are. Made available, for
academic science, a- larger prOpOrtion'thari'liaS been thecase in the past should be
assigned to the Foundation: This I believe' Would' help provide a More, stable
base to the academie 'science' enterpriSe=-a baSe' upon whiCh other 'agencies' could
build in fostering research cif partitlibir cOneern, to their' oWn responsibilities.

In conclusiOn, I believe the Fiscal Year 1970 budget request of the National.
Science Foundation to' be a balanced' one' and one that IS Well conceived to meet
the immediate needs that confront us. The Foundation welcomes your' review
and consideration.

Thank you.
DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAMS

Senator PROUTY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Haworth, I think a frequent criticism voiced by Members of

Congress, is that a very substantial amount of the Foundation's pro-
gram grants go to universities and' colle,ges in a relatively few States.
I would like your comment on this, because I hear this criticism
frequently.

Looking at the figures, for example, California has $54 million plus ;
New York, $48 million ; Illinois, $56 million, and Massachusetts, $35
million plus.

Dr. HAWORTH. Well, 1, dan' discourse on that at some length. I will
.

try to be as brief as possible..
The Foundation"S support of its work of, say, research project

grants,.of traineeships, of any number of, things, is based, of course,
primarily on the qualifications of' the people and, the promise of the
work that, they propose to db. Now,,most of the high-qtalitY people
are, of course, found in, the great universities. These universities are
concentrated. They have' been' Concentrated not because of Federal
Government support. They were concentrated, long before there was
any Federal Government support.

If one analyzes, the sorts of figures that you have given, which are
quite true, of course, one finds theft, for example, the support per
graduate student or the support per Ph. D. produced does not vary
greatly among the States. There are differences, Massachusetts and
California are on the high side. But not by anything like the same .

ratio as the absolute amounts.

ta g4
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Nevertheless, it does concern us just as it concerns yOu, and we
have been taking steps as best we colild to try to improve the situation.
Not, however, by taking funds aviay from the places that will presently
make the best use of them, but by trying to build upon potentialto
strengthen the institutions in other places. And I very firmly believe
that there should be very strong universities in every region of the
country, I believe there should be a strong.university in every State.
I believe there should be a strong university in every metropolitan area.

Now, the reasons are varied:The reason I select State, for example,
is that a great university has a tremendous impact on the entire life
of the State. It has a tremendous influence, for 'maniple, onthe educa-
tional system of the State,:and I do not mean just the higher education,
but from the ground up. . .

Similarly, a great university, has more local impaCk if it is in or
adjacent to, though it is probably better hot to be immersed in the
center of, a greak metropolitan area.' Not only are these the kinds- of
impacts that are statewide in the Sense of influencing the ways ,)f
thinking, the educational system, and so forth, but it also gives op-
portunity for local peOple to make use Of the university, to commute,
either ,for part-time attendance or to Use the 'library facilities or to
confer with the faculties, or things of that sort. So I (10 believe that
we sliOuld strengthen institutions in many parts`of the country and in
many localities.

It is to precisely this end that we have these ProgramS that I spoke
of earlier, that we call the development programs. There are three,
the first, which is now 4 years old, is called the universitY science
development program. In that program we accept, ,proposals from
Ph. D. granting universities only. ThoSe. propoSals must be based On
well-thought-ont 131ans, with'sOnie detairas toJusf how theY propose to

mgo about improvg the qualitY of their science activities, both re-
search and ed.ucational, in some fairly; broad spectrum of their science
activitiee. That iS, not just one department but several departments.
In generalin fact, neveris it the entire science spectitm. But _it
varies from, iay, three to a half dozen or even occasionally eight or
10 departments.

These proposals are made to us. They ire analyzed by our staff.
The universities are visited by teams partly made up of our own
staff, partly Made up, of advisers of other parth of the community
inchistrial people and university people and so on.

Then there is finally a panel of about eight or 10 people who tneet
around a table for a day and having had opportunity to 'study these
proposals they advise us as to which ones of these look really promis-
ing. Within the limit§ of our financial ability We then give grants to
the best ones. They 'have averaged about $4 million.' They cover a
period of 3 'years. airing that period, then, the ,university improves
its' faculty, buys equipment, and in some instances, it builds labora-
tories: 'It helPs graduath students, ikbring,s in postdoctoral people
for a brief tenure; and .50 on: It is, thenlpossible for them .tO apply
for a renewal of years, at the end:of !which theY are' oh their own so
far as those departments are.concermid:,

They' coUld, aftei ithat, apPly for !a development grant for soine
of her part of their kience program.'but that' part 'we ..have taken care.
of: . , ,1
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Now, the universities provide even more support than do we for
these improvement programs. .And it . is up to them to be sure that
their future financial resources are such that they can continue_ this
program once it is underway.

In this first program, we have given grants to 30 universities scat-
tered all over the country, and a few have now, been renewed. We
will give two or three more new grants by the end of this year and
hone to give a few next year.

The second program. is called the departmental science develolunent
program. It has similar aims, but it is .more modest a,nd focuses
attentionAn a single departmentjnstead of a broader spectrmn. The
concept here is that, these grants will be predominantly to-institutions
that are not quite as far along as the ones that, get the .first type of

igrants. Eligibility extends to nstitutions granting masters degrees.
I should have said and I guess it was implicit in what I said that the
very best universitiesand we leave it to them. to define whether they
are among the very bestare not eligible. Harvard, for example, is
not eligible for development grants in either of thr,se categories.

Now, our hope with respect to the department:!, program, which is
only a couple of years old. is that this will enable, institutions to build
up strength in an already potentially strong department and that
this will then not only add strength through the immediate direct
effects on that, department, but it will give an incentive and a target
for the rest of the university as it tries to build itself up to higher
quality. Through fiscal year 1968, 26 grants totaling $14 million have
been made in this program approximately 15 more will be made
this year.

Then fmally, there is a similar proaram that is confined to non-
Ph. D. granting institutions. It is cane% the college science improve-
ment program and is aimed primarily at undergraduate education,
although many of the recipient institutions have master degrees pro-
grams. Almost 100 grants have been made in this. and again, they are
scattered all over the country. We are tryina by this mechanism to
build up strength where there is potential for strength. and where
areater strength is needed.

Senator PROUTY. Well, I hope you will do this as rapidly as possible,
because I think it is most important.

I have one comment thato I feel I must make as a Senator from
Vermont. It is to point out that a State which is smaller than mine,
Wyoming, received double 'the amount of funds which were made
available to Vermont.

Incidentally, the president of the 'University of Vermont subse-
quently become president of the University Of Wyoming. I am sure
in his judgment, the- schools are.two of the finest in the country.

But I just wantecL to make the fact known so my friends from
Vermont will realize that I am standing up for their interests. In
my state we .have some of the !finest universities and colleges., in my
judgment, in the cotmtry, although some of them are small.

I have just two. or three .questions I want' to ask you, because you
have touched on what I had in mind.,

H.R. 10878, while reflecting on.the administration's desire for au-
thorization for general purposes, differs from the legislation I intro-
duced by the inclusion of section 5, which requires that the
Foundation :

4.
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Shall keep the Committee on Science and Astronautics of the Rouse of Rep-

resentatives and the Coimnittee on Labor and Public Welfare of the Senate

fully and currently informed with respect to all of the activities of the National

Science Foundation.
Do you know to what Federal agencies similar language currently

applies?
Dr. HAWORTH. I know of one, SenatOr Proutx ; namely, the Atomic

Energy Comthission. There is a similar section in the Atonik Energy

Act. But it is in almost, if not exactly, the same words. That i the

only One I knowof. There might be others.

Senator PROUTY. Well, what effect would the language contained

in section 5 have on the Foundation's operations?

Dr. HAWORTH. It depends, of course, on interpretation. We believe

that we do keep the committees well informed and especially in view

of the new legislation and the increased interestthe Foundation on

the part of the House committee and of this committee. We are being

and expect to continue to be more and more vigorous about doing this

sort of thing.
I believe that we should keep the. committees informed as to actions

that we have taken. For exampleand this is not confined to these

committeeswe provide on a daily basis a list of all the grints and

contracts that are made. We provid.e that to all Members of Congress.

If properly interpreted, I do not believe that this would result in

many thincrs that we would not expect to do anyway. It would, in my

opinion; hoWever, be 13ossible at some future time for it to go too far.

In the sense of keeping fully and currently informed or the delibera-

tions, the sort of mternal discussions; the factors that we ourselves

are not yet sure of, and so forth. It simply depends on how vigorous,

how detailed the interpretation is.
I believe that the situation will be betterand I will be veryfrank

without that section.
Senator PROUTY. I may find after further study that I do not agree

with you. I am confident the committee will take this matter into

consideration. I have one more question.

LENGTH OF AUTHORIZATION

Would your activities be better served if Congress were at this time

to authorize funds in fiscal 1971 as well as 1970 ? In other words, a

2-year authorization?

Dr. HAWORTH. This is a difficult question, Senator, at this moment ;

as a generil thing, I would be highly in favor of 2-year rather than

1-year authorizations. And I would have been happier had the bill

paSsed last year been a 2-year authorization. However, to attempt to

do a 2-year authorization at this time has some difficulties in the sense

that there has not been the proper planning, thinking through, or

things of that sort, certainly, not 'on lour part and 'as far as I know,

not on the committee's part, to do that. I would suggest that a very

good step would be to authorize '1---year appropriations now and to

change the legislation so that in the future it would be 2 years.

Senator PROUTY. Thank yon:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank yon 9 Senator Prouty.
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Last year at this time I was a little concerned about the treatment
given to the sea grant college progron and I must say in the interven-
ing period, I think you have done it proud, that it has mOved along
and clone really as well as could be expected in view of the tight condi-
tions of the budget. I was interested, in your statement, to notice that
you brought out the immediate rewards from applied research.. The
manganese nodules discovered in Green Bay for exaniple have a value
greater than the cost of the total sea grant college program. I imagine
other projects will add Considerably more to the immediate reward§ we
derive from the program. I wbuld hope that the Foundatien under your
successor will continue to, ekpand the program whiCh returns so many
immediate benefits to -thepublk. .

. What is yOur view with regard to the recommendations of the Presi-
dent's-Commission on Mame Science ? Do you think there should be a
Wet NASA. and if so, how should it be set up ?

Dr. HAWORTH. I have miiect feelin.gs on it, Senator Pell. There cer-
tainlY woUld be many ways in which this could re§ult in more 'con-
certed efforts and so forth.*But I do have sque§tions about it, in particu-
lar questions about the combination of the marine sciences and the at-
mospheric sciences.

Also, as you well know, there is a great deal of discussion about
organization of the executive branch in terms of science as a Whole,
science and education as a whole. I think these two things should be
thought through tocrether. I do not believe that one should proceed to
legislate the speciec recommendations of Dr. Stratton's commission
out of the context of the entire problem. By the way, that is a brilliant
report, in my opinion.

Senator PELL. It is excellent.
Dr. HAWORTH. With011t thinking through all the ramifications with

respect to the other aspects of science, in particular, I queition this
welding together of these two. And of course, it depends in ,large
measure--

Senator PELL. Welding together.what two ?
Dr. HAWORTH. Atmospheric and the marine sciences.
It is true, of courseithat weather is, perhaps in the primary sense,

generated at sea, and there is great interaction between the atmos-
phere and the water and sO 'fOrth. But the Continents are pretty bip:,
too. And the question§ of rainfall, questions of air pollution, and
things of that sort are pretty remote from the majOr interests of the
marine sciences.

In any case, it depends; of cOurge, on ow:all-incluusive sueh an
agency is. I for example, Would not agree that there should be an all-
inclusive science agency, an all-inclusive science and technology
agency. I believe that the agenbies with specific MissiOns should sup-
port research, even ; basic research, for a number of reasons: First,
only they can judge what their own need§ 'are and emphatize- those
areas 'of ;sCience-, even 'down .to fair detail, 'that are 'Most important to
thein: Second, if they are. going:to be effectii,e msers bf science, they
must themselve§:understand. science; and the: opportunities, an'd.unless
they have scientific activities and scientists of theirown,.they cannot
really understand it in full. Third, by llayingiscienct. prograro, of
their own, they have accessi!gtenvitck:thelckuteriworld of the soientific
community. They have people who are interested in their programs

ctig
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who can advise them on their own specific need and so forth. So I am
in eneral fairly cagey about anything that is too all inclusive.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Thank you, Dr. Haworth. I realize in a sense'this is yourvaledictory

appearance here. You have certainly .served our country- and the
Foundation very well.

I would like to direct my next question to Dr. Handler.
In connection with Dr. HaWorth's successor, and I do not Mean to

embarrass you in any way, I am not gohlg to ask you your view with
regard to the pros and cons of the ABM, laut how can we separate, in
your view, this appointment from private and public oph-non, if this
can be done ?

Dr. HANDLER. We have a statement from the President to the effect
that tne problem will not exist on the next go-round of this activity.
I take that statement in good faith, sir.

Senator PELL. I read that statement. I. thought it an excellent one.
It takes a big man to admit an error in his staff organization. I
thought the President was both courageous and Correct in that fine
statement. I would hope that there would be no such requirement made
of his successor. In your job, is it one of your functions to recognize

quality of choices or does this come out of the President ?
Dr. HANDLER. The act asks that the Board recommend to the Presi-

dent.
Senator PELL. So you have the responsibility.?
Dr. HANDLER. That is what has happened in the previous cycle of

this activity and we will 'do it again.
Senator PELL. And you have given one name or several ?
Dr. HANDLER. We have given the President a choice.
Senator PELL. You have given several ?
Dr. HANDLER. Yes.
Senator PELL. All right. I thank you very much for your appearance.
Senator Eagleton.
Senator EAoLwrox. rhave no questions:
Senator PELL. Well, Olen, the subcommittee is adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.
Dr. HAWORTH. Could I say one thing ?
Senator PELL. Yet, sir. .

.

Dr. HAwoirru. I ivonld'like tothank you,-Senator Pell, lOr your Very
kind words to me personally,. 'I certainly enjoyed our relationship. I
am sorry to see that it, to know that it, will diminish. I.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
The hearing, record- *ill be left open for gtatements of, those who'

could not attend this hearing and for other pertinent material sub-
mitted for the record.

(The material referred: to follows :)
QUESTIONS FOR DR. HAWORTH FROM THE SPECIAL SUBCGMM/TTEM ON THE NATIONAL

SOIENQE FOUNDATION. TOGETHER WITH THE RESPONSES 'FROM DR. HAWORTH

(Questions 1 through 14 relate to thevroposed new program of interdisciplinary
research relevant to problems of our sodety)

rr.Questipn ,Witat are same weific ema,mples, of the torts of, pi.ojects which
T4110,103 auPliQr04-bli Ais Program?

'Answer:' D6talled_e.19tIONkt ,9frespaich to, be,suppoxtea Under this program
give since the program has not Yet begun and no formal proposals
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bh.Ye yet been received. Also, one feature desired is the stimulation of unusual
and creative new 'approaches to public problems through the combined, efforts of
scientists with disparate backgrounds. Clearly, it is difficult to forecast with pre-
eision. what these approaches will be. Typical examples of broad probleM areas
might include :

1. Cultural and social' consequencee cit ehangee in teChnology.
2. Structure of the urban environment. ; .

3. Environmental quality in modern society.
, 4. National manpowerneeds and-incentive structUres.

6. Economic and Octal censequences of peace and War.'
6. Technology and econbinie develOpment.
7. Social implications of modern information handling techniques.

It must be stressed that this listing is, meant to be: suggestive, and not all-
inclusive. Research in such areas naturally brings in a host of overlapping
problems of our society that seldom fall readily into neatly separable 'categories.
The web of interrelated aspects Of the probleth of environmental quality has
many pOints of contaet with the general problem of air 'pollution, which might
itself he subdivided as :

physical and chemical- featuree of air pollution
chemical composition of pollutants .

photochemistry and photocatalysis of pollutants .

meteorological effects, miiing and deposition
consequences of pollution in man animals, and plants

disease induced by pollutanis
long-term systemic poisoning
economic costs and physical damage
impact on the "quality of life"

sources of pollutants
automobiles and other transportation systems
power production ,nncl heaty induStiY
municipal sources (including waste disposal)

economic and legal aspects of pollution
efficacy of burning laws
enforcement and air quality standards
balance of costs and benefits of control

Air pollution clearly is a component of the larger topicth of "structure of the
urban environment" and "technolOgy And ' economic developreent" as well as
"environmental quality."

Among problem areas that might :reasonably reeeive special attention are
studies ot the impact of particular -developments ,in science or technology- on
siDelety, and Probleme in which imaginative Use of' the Scientific approach
appears to offer an unusual opportunity to develop new insights or, a path
toward practical solutions. Since oi4 'Of ImPortant anects 'Of 'the Iiirdam
is collaboration between natural scientists and social-scientista,:iStobliams' with
a .substantial .technojogical component ;3Vould he ;particularly jappron.riate for
study,. A'hus case studies "ot,ithe goeaJ Rireets of inIplvngPtIFtg tccbriolclgies and
Tirokra Mk* devo1d tot,the develoument of 'fie* t4io1oçcr in explicit !tespOnSe .tO

perceived social reedS !WOUld) both' 1361 't.

A description of some of the resenrehi topics 'contained .in relIthitiry inforni
PlICIPog4lft ,P1Molv ;reiNliveciibv tle FfnIndSPOn!Atiat7 ithdieftte some OPeeifie ,t'OPics
pick 7hioh iledged:Proppsay: may ,he t , : 7r; i,i;,

Exeinnie 1 'Ong Witelear. Scierie6.A pi,:417

gest sized nuclear physics laboratory and, a, group stui;IVIUO' i.rirainillcigy and
forensic science proposes research: oiir'ParaillCatioliWk PuCletin sitienCé 'tech-
Moues to the characterization of physical evidence." They hope to carry

. out, 9:1T expleratoryi study to learrl'whetherochatreed -ntftticle atte1ean
!beoused. ornuslvAw.the,Itechnique tieUtren ftctiVation ITV inakitig; preeise
faentention of evidence, such 9 8 glues. hair. soils, cloth fibers. etc. The

:.ilio/"Fie 'dant; Iv Awboler new! claks technitmes foi-:-identiilcatiolv of dielderiCe

mirrbt be develotsed:=1-. *Ii;t1 ';,'
11.17nrenle : ST/Items: A ra710:11 of, T7r7KT Trar8ptisrakir.774 maior.sTpkiger-

t4wAtx,d ,,RiMg, e0:00_
enprui-Pir develqnmer! t wlsthes gro li Of a' )440e urbm Area,

i; ;,.1; ti 1.1 rs, r.r.

tra
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The project would involve urban planners, social workers, engineers, and
natural and social scientiits and would rely heavily on computer ,analysis
and systems simulation techniques. The hope is that major improvements in
approaches to urban planning would ensue, new techniques of analysis
would be deVeloped and a substantial body of baseline data would be gath-
ered. The project would involve, extensive cooperation with and some par-
ticipation by public officials in the locality;

Example 3 : Members of a newly instituted interdisciplinary group in a
first-class institution -wish to study the social aspeets of environmental prob-
lems in conjunction with an environmental sciences greup -at the same in-
stitution. Such research problem's require continued and effective collabora-
tion between natural and social scientists.

It must be stressed that projects such as those described above may undergo
considerable change in character or scope as the process of proposal refinement
continues.

Question 2. In what way would the program& encompass both basic and applied
research, and roughly in what proportion? Would certain projects be devoted to
basic and oihers to applied research? Or would single projects include elemen.ts
of both basic and applied research? If the latter, would speciAc projects start
in basic research and over a period of time shift to applied research?

Answer. Much of the work to be supported under this program will be basic
research that could, in principle, have been supported before the recent broaden-
ing of the Foundation's scope. Estimates of the relative proportions of basic And
applied research are, however, difficult to make. The distinction between basic
and applied research that is often made is usually based either on the special
viewpoint of the specific scientific discipline concerned or on the intent or moti-
vation of the individual scientists. Thus "basic research" can be interpreted as
"research basic to that field," and "applied research" may be either the Applica-
tion of that research seen a's basic to the giVen field or research carried out
with a particular practical and imMediate objective in mind. All the research
supported in this program will, to a greater or Iesier extent, be motivated by
practical concernsthe pressing problems of our society, but much of the work
will undoubtedly be "basic" by the standards of some of the disciplines involved
and "'applied" from the standpoint of other disciplines. For example, a thorough
examination of all aspects of air quality in a given airahed may involve some basic
and applied engineering, basic atmospheric-physics, some applied economics, some
basic political science, some appLied epidemiology, etc. Generally, the emphasis
will be upon fundamental scientific researchthe gathering of the underlying
new knowledge -necessary for the understanding and analysis ,of the problems of
societywithout making an artificial distinction between basic and applied areas.
It can be expected that given projects will tend-toward the ,"applied" as times
goes 011in the sense that, ,if. it ,becomes apparent that they, 'do ,not promise to
'shed some light on, a significant.societal problem, they are unlikely to be
continued.. ,

Question 3:, What role ,is en:visioned , for the social sciences inrthis ;program?
Answer. The ,social, scien,ces will undoubtedly .,play,,a, central,role .in.,,much of

the research supported under program; and f thp . direct, participaticm of social
scientists . will,, in, nicT7

,
!caigeflk bean qfilifentiAl,,tingredient:. One , Aspect . of the

program is, the ,expectatim4. X4cit,iPvegtigfltors-PA ot4eP diPOPli)ipp,cap. bring new
skills, insighti, ;and enthusiasm,to,,lipar,,in, xess,arph,on, iprohlems, of society., gow-
ever, it is clearly and explicitly recognized .thAt. :the,understanding of human
society, is .,the principal tresearch goal. of,-, social scientists and, that they, have
access to detailed, p.ctual.4nformatiOn, and an, aver7broadening..,conceptual ,base
. that should .form,, an .integral part of, that, research.-+.Problem -ana.a.ysis., and
proposed solutions baaed upon technological efficiency, or. managerial .neatness

. are often incomplete -,due ,to failure , properly ,. to, assess social .impacts,,. conflicts
--with human ;values, basic; human ,behayiorial;traits,.; or .practical..political ob-
stacles about which socialc, scientists ; phould- be,,best .able ,Provide belpful 'in-
sights. Some projeots: mayr be multidisciplinary, within the social sciences: ( For

,-example, .4: ,WPricnlan.Alce. aPC1+ :E33rstenlatic analypis, , o alternative approaches, to
.urban. poverty,; ,requires;: at .east -the. :talenta; of -, sociologists; ,.economists,, and
political _scientists.) The,, aim toff such) research would, qf kconrse, ; be; to. analyze
and compare available alternatives and develop new knowledge that:bears di-

; rectly ,uppn matters of sqctal, policy, rnot, to recommend; substantiate; or; advocate
.specifie programs of 4004taCtion., :- ; 16 ,1 t! i r ; 7

'it.' 1.4tft.", . r:'
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Question 4. What role is envisioned for engineering in this program?
Answer. Engineers should -play a key role in research in many of the problem

areas that will be included in this program.:The goal of the engineer'is to com-
bine his scientific and engineering knowledge with an understanding Of. 'social
and economic requirements in order to, produce new goods and services that
will meet the changing needs of society. The resolution of social stresses will,
in many instances, depend directly on well-planned technological developments,
practical device design, and a.keen sense of social utility.

In addition, modern engineering now possesses powerful tools such as systems
analysis, statistical decision theory, and 63mputer simulation that promise to
provide signific- nt and largely unexploited new techniques for the study of
society's problems.

Today's problems will require new kinds of engineering skills, and the research
supported by this program should have a salutary effect on engineering educa-
tion. Substantial numbers of committed and able younger faculty have joined
the engineering schools in recent years, and are eager to contribute to solving
the pressing problems of modern society.

Question 5. What role is envisioned for the professions (law, medicine, public
and business administration, etc.) ?

Answer. It is hoped that this program will provide a significant incentive
for cooperative research between university scientists and professional school
faculty, who have traditionally been somewhat aloof from their academic
brethren. This participation is vital since the professional schools train prac-
titioners in law, medicine, public administration, etc. who go on to play key roles
in our society. Further, participation by professionals who are active in public
life will also be encouraged, where appropriate.

Participation by lawyers is important since many problems are circumscribed
by legal constraints and tangles of public procedure that may greatly complicate
the alternative solutions to a given problem: Legal research and the lawyers'
facility for dealing with a variety of broad and complex issues, and with the
practice of resolving individual problems, will undoubtedly be of great value
in many of the projects proposed under this program.

Medical doctors can be expected to make special contributions in dealing
.with social problems iniolving disease and environmental quality. Most partici-
pating M.D.'s will probably be faculty at university medical schools who join
a research group as a part-time activity. In some cases, participation of medical
people will be essential since many important public issues revolve about such
questions as consumer safety; drug efficacy, and the health effects of various
environmental contaminants.

Question 6. 'What, if cmy role, is envisioned for the humanities.? If a role is
anticipated, how would the program relate to, and coordinate with, the activities
of the National Endowment for the Humanities?

AnsWer. This program is de:Signed for the support of scientific research and
Oats the humanities eanPot be eXpected to receive large-scale support:The most
evident way, in which .humanists might be involved .in some projects would be
through -condideration Of such broad topics as "the tualitY Of life" or as among
'the asriects Of "human ecology." Useful insights from nonscientists will not be
ignored due to doctrinaire rigidity, but the major 'emPhasis musit neceissarily'be
on Scientific analysis of the problems at hand. Such involvement of the humani-
ties or" of humanists as does arise 'will '6e coordinated with the*NationS1-113ri-
dowment for the Humanities by the same procedure as described for other fed-

' ersl siwencies in thP response to qu'estion 7.
Ouestion 7. What' measures Inill be taken to coordinate this' program Inith

related activitiei of mission-oriented aovernment (zgencies with resowasibilities
in areas sue& as water 'and air pollution, transportation housfng, etc.,' (bath in
the award of eronoitaks and the administration of grants)?

.Answer. Virtually every maior problem of our society falls within the pur:
view of t one' 'or 'more Other Federal agencies, ; that ma*' haye ei th er leading or
subsidiary responsibilities in dealing with the problem at hand. In* such eases.
the Foundation 'will develop and- maintain clo relationshins With that agencr
and will:consult with, it concerning wOrk .nndertaken Which-`impingewori that
agency's' assigned area 'of 'responsibility. Efforts will be 'made to coordinate

-,rekearch undertaken under the i.program' with the- -needs and interests of 'the
other-akency%

ifs anticipated ; that the Prhielpal mechanism foi effecting this cbordinaliiin
will be the routing of appropriate proposals to icognizant agency officials'for're-
view and elenment. In many- 1.ases officials in other agencies may be the most
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knowledgeable reviewers we might find. Having agency officials participitate
in the review process thus will fulfill two important functions. It ill provide the
Foundation, with reviews from realistic, experienced -professionals whose own
work is -necessarily multidisciplinary, and will keep the key officials with direct
responsibility for work in areas related to the preposal, informed of the'existence
and .interests of the proposer. Such a procedure allows peripheral involvement
of other federal agencies without requiring formal commitments, unwieldy
interagency panels, or joint management agreements 'or arrangements. This
procedure will permit other federal agencies to regulate the extent of their own
participation in particular areas depending on the depth of their interest, and
will facilitate the free flow of information, at the program level, across inter-
agency boundaries. Although no specific organizational or procedural commit-
ments have yet been made, 1.t is expected that Foundation program staff will
participate freely in formal and informal interchanges with other agencies,
particularly as regtrets final grant awards and dissemination -of research results.
An up-to-date degcription, of all active projects will be maintained and made
available, on requer, th other federaLagencies. -

Although participation with other federal agencies in joint support of a given
activity will not be. ruled out, such multiple funding is expected to be relatively
rare, arising primarily in support of conferences and preliminary studies or under
circumstances in which another agency wishes to supplement Foundation sup-
port of an activity already in being. The primary intent is to support research
in appropriate areas which other agencies are unable to provide effective stimula-
tion whether because of limited mission relevancy, limitation of objectives,
restrictive ground rules, inefficient contact or incomplete rapport with' working
scientists or for other practical reasons. As projects 'supported through this
program reach fruition, the Foundation will hope to become an efficient conpling
mechanism bringing other federal agencies in contact with the research 'results
and with the scientists themselves. The success of such aik endeavor depends
strongly upon breadth of knowledge, tact, and professional competence of the
Foundation's program staff.

Question 8. 'Why does NSF believe such. a program can best be carried out by
support of projects at universities? Has NSF considered foundations an.d other
similar non-profit organizations?

Answer. There are several reasons why the principal emphasis in this program
will be on support of research in universities.

The universities constitute the principal reservoir of the' nation's high'-grade
scientific talent It is essential that the best 'minds possible be engaged in
considering society's alternatives' and in developing the fundamental understand-
ing that is needed for wise public choice. It is no accident that so, Many able
people have chosen careers as university scholar& They' are there, because the
university offers the most fruitful' environment in which to think and work;
and the special benefits "aSsociated with free=and. open inquiry.' By. IOCuslng this
program on universities, the Foundation is Simply making' explicit the' reccigni-
tion of this source Of expertise that 'has been largely-untapped' for sodal pro-
gram solving. '` / .

More than any' other federal' agenCy, the' Foundation hag evolved 'ten intiniate-
and mutually appreciative relationShip with' university: researcheis and with
the 'total national effort in graduate eduCatiOn. Further; clear and direct' lines
of comMunication already exist betvOeen' our'program staff and:university faculty
members and administrative officers. The FoUndatien is thus' alreadY equipped,'
by structure and tradition, to' bring a new rorogtam ef this sort into being with-,
out distortion, of .institutional priorities. ThiS.Ifi one' of the principal reasona
for establishing this sPecifIc program in th&FoUndation.'

The -problems 'of society, also, are- long=term in' character, and' are unlikely 'to
be susceptible to easy resolution; It Is thus important -that significant numbers
of younger scientists and studentit' at rer leirels of 'higher educatiOn be' exPoSed
to the nature' 'of the PrOhelms of the 'real World; and- that mink A-admits cleVelop
a taste for interdisciplinary, problehiloriented research:' On leaving the* unive-
sity they can then make immediate' and eenstructiVeContributions' to the resolu-
tion of Our Secial- ills.- 'The re:March' suPtiOrtedi Under this Prograni' will '3:11ow
the involveinent of graduate students' and:'peatdectoral research associates' who,
it is honed;'Will go 'on to be an Important addit1on totlienation'A peel 'of resource-
ful' and' cominitted Scientists, and' *ill' be 'airiiilable to 'kale Publie ageheieg aud
private firms that are actively bringing about the implementation of ConstrUctivé
new programs.
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Universities play a special role in society since, .in principle, they provide a
forum where7ideas are analyzed on their own merits and the free search for truth
is the controlling ethic. At the same time, the development of an understanding
of problems of our society, must:be communicated openly and discussed freely,
since the resolution of these problems -will lie, in part, upon the exii,tence of 'an
informed electorate. Open publication and analysis of research resp.lts 'is a :vital
feature of the academic process, and, forms a necessary element In the system
of: incentives and rewards .to which .university,-scienOsts respond. University
researchers supported under this program will thus feel a special V need to
publish and discuss their, results openly...and expose their conclusions to detailed
and searching criticism-by their, colleagues. V ' .

There are strong indications that both faculty and students in our universities
are eager to deyote their: talents to multidisciplinary .research of the sort con-
tenAplated here. This program will provide a. specific and identifiable locus for the
constructive mobilization of such academic impulses toward "social relevance."
The universities are now .experiencing yery severe stresses as they seek to ac-
commodate themselves to a changing social environment that they, heretofore,
have been relatively slow to recognize. This program will assist the universities
in encouraging a reorientation: of their research effort V that many of the faculty
and students desire and that is not adequately responded to by other federal
agencies. .

It must be stressed, hoWever, :that the nation's probleths will Vb y no means be
entirely solved in the universities. While our *academic institutions can make im-
portant contributions:in broadening the base of knowledge and manpower, that
are ilkequipped for important tasks such as engineering development, produc-
tion, social implementation, and the organization and management V of major
social programs. Indeed, all these activities are the natural domain of other en-
tities in our society. In particular, the federal laboratories may come to play a
special role in the, development and. implementation .stage of new programs, and
the Foundation will cooperate,where appropriate, with these efforts.

It is recognized also that a prototype for multidisciplinary research on specific
problems already exists in the form of various nonprofit research laboratories,
some of which are .closely related.to ,the university environment. Many of these
organizations already have a substantial on-board competence in multidiscipli-
nary research .and have made significant contributions in such civilian areas as
urban mass transport, aviation traffic control systems, and housing technology.
Support of specific research projects in such nonprofit organizations will not be
excluded under this program, :but it is not anticipated initially that the Founda-
tion under this program will serve,as a founder or the principal supporter of such
an institution.

que4tion R. :Would. grantees _be able ,to subcontract portions :of .their grant, to
non-acadetnic organizations:that possessed important, interdisciplinary skills?

AnsWer. The subcontracting. of ,major portions of grants to non-academic or-
gstriv;ations w111 not norinallY be . expected to play :a major part in projects sup"
pOrted;pnder. this,program.i There rinay, however, be special instances in which
the InYolYement of specific nonprofit or coinmercial concerns is neCessary kor ade-
quate ,performance-pf the research, such as the construction, of model or,prototype
devices, falgi-eatiPP: sPeeialE PgniPment, :Or. Per-romance of statititical or data
gathering zler0.ces,,Such .lnyol7ement will be icloSely monitored bY: Foundation
staff and, twill he; parried Out acCOrding to procedures already ;Well established
for other substantive researCh programs.- . . ; . .

,sOlne,grafnts: b,e Made (greatly: tO non-aCadetnic organiza-
tio?:14, ?WO 00 kizOlkerfrit r.P860:01k**40 V

, ;
V V

.

Answer. Proposals krom.,-ponnwreiat ,4rnis :nOt,; ordinarily , be supported...
S ince. the .purpose ,of. this program is,tadeyelop scientific kno7ledge that ; will have -
wide epplicoatty and 4eifreglyf.ayailable,- it unliely, that most ,industrial :firms
would .1:00, 1;14)112,40d: :c.gtatUtory reptriCtions, also,,;limik,FoUndation..support of
appliedi;pOrtions ;of. PyOgrara to7-gteadepaie and nonprofit: institutions,..except

specific. 3instances where,.the.,.President direets, pthewise: E*geptiona Will be
considered in. Instances-in. which a. Specific: taSk, or service is to: be contracted f9r,
in a: :manner, po.nO_Atenti Rith, ;the operation;Ot other,,ponndation rprograms., Inter-
mediate situationsvAlsicillvftSiarrangenlants, whIch part of, a .research program ,is
performed ;Within; a.,unlyersityunder, Foundation,- ,PPix.)rt .*hife -.another part is
performed outside 4n aliinchistriaprro, wil!!, he (topsiclore0 ;on a (II 1±0)y,;(1:114p, basis
as Pec*lary, :I% ' '"
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Question 11. "Would this proffram impuir 'in any way the quality of -education
at 'our universities by increasing .the, emphasis on reSeafroh at the expense. of

Answer. 'It is expected that-this; program- will be:compatible With, and 'an' in-
tegral part of, the -academie program of the institution,. ,'particularly 'at the
graduate level. Thus there will often be related efforts that will iprovide for
the participation or training of students in techniques approPriate to applying
science to the problems of modern society. Further, studying the relation 'of
science and technology to broad 'social-imperatives may provide the appropriate
mechanism for making the natural seiences and engineering More relevant to
nonspecialists; stinaulating both interest and involvement in what otherwise
might simply be a part of the formal. curriculum. Conversely,:,-Sach prOgrams
may contribute to the developing 'of a healthy 'interest in publit problems And
a responsiveness to the public interest on the part Of students 'specializing in
natural science and engineering. It is thus anticipated that: this new- effort in
research will have a directly beneficial 'influence' on .the' teaching' prograins in
colleges and universities.

New courses and seminars in areas corresponding to the anticipated research
efforts already are springing up 'On many UniversitY 'campuSes and it is ex-
pected that a major effort in the planning stages of these 'problem-oriented
research projects will be devoted to seminars, conferences,' and experimental
courses designed to test the dimensions of faculty* *and student interest. It is
hciped that broadening of the reaearch involvethent of *the faculty will lead
to fruitful and stimulating interchanges with students and faculty in other
disciplines, and ',!Onaequently, a marked inyprotvement in university teaching.

Question le. What: does SF .ewPect this progriam.tO'dentribute' wkich can-
not be obtained from emistfng pragi'aMs in YELF" and other agenciesli

Answer. Some asPects of the Proposed' Prograni are touChed upon- by projects
already supported by the Foundation and by other federal agencies. Howeirer,
the existing Foundation program offices' are organized _along disciplinark lines,
just .as are'the acadeinie institutions.:The disciplin.ary Stracture*of the Fbunda-
tion thns _tends , somewhat' to inhibit* 'support Of. multidisciplinary .research.
NunierOus mUltidisciPlinary'prOgrainS have fOtind a plaCe: within. the. Founda-
tion under circumstances in whiCh the disciplines were Closely related,: for
example, Multidisciplinary engineering projects :are supported in the. Engineer-
ing SyStenis prograni. But- 'when the diaciplinei *Inliolved are quite far Apart
it has proven quite difileult to provide adequate re:view and. support., 'EStablish-
ment of this program will* provide . a specific focus within 'the Foundation 'for
research relevant to, Problems of _society, with a. clearly. recognizable .function
and a staff particularlk.iensitive to the problems.,Associated..with' doing ,multi-
disciplinary researCh. It thin will, fill. a ,signillcant: gap in the present -array -.0f
Foundation programs. . _

.

In addition" the.,eStabliShinent Of this rograniivilf to,,denionstrate, the
existence, of a senkitiVe-,and,:reSpOnsive;:attitude, wigibri-, the Federal ,Govern-
merit, towards the speCiat firOblenisofthiiversities,andtheli long-range Objectives
of , service tO society.It, would' be ;linfOrttniate' if the: Eitiongly exPressol desires
of UniVersity:scientista tixin` their' efforts'toWardtsocially,,constructi*e research
and teaChirig were not Met by an appropriately, designed,Feder4Program.

An ancillary advan.Age to, the ,roundation will lbe the, regular_crosiing of dis-
Ciplinary bdnndarlesi ,,Within";Onr,,oWn,Oginization. ,In order for the,program to
draw effectiYel'k .on tbe till,range ofttalents represented :On,the Roundatiou,staff
it willbe essential to,establiSh coMmunication and,,eboperation-,betWeen-plements
,of the. staff with ,disParate Tprofessional backgrounds iwhO.zwould not; normally
.come into contact: ,It is expectea that, suggestions-and aid :in,-the execution of
the program will, come rfrom,:all leveJs. and specialties represented=on,,the:,staff,
and fzom other Major, organizational subdivisionp as well .asrResearch..,-Signifi-
,cantly,,increased internalccoherencemay very likely result.: k-

Many programs in other agencies have begun important research efforts 4n
,sociallyr.relevant,-,areas, iHowever,.,the style of. ,university research fis often .rnis-
uncirsto9d...-and many t mission lagencies . have cfound, a close coupling, with aca-
dernic institution s quite. 4ffneult f to; _achieve. 1Moreover. since our :; goal, is fund a-
imental research,,.we can afford to take a7rauch longerrange viewfthanf tan ,agen-
. cies that W40' be respQnstve,to Aramediate; lend . Anew -ln the course of, develop-
4ng ,this..progra. /the( -Foundation naturally Imake)anany rcontarts With-nro-
, grams . iwithinEcother .agencies ;and, develop,-an ienbanced fappreCiation,., of thir
program, objectives:An 'Important side,benefit,will, therefore, be Argrowing ability
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,to serve as a communications link, between university, scientists and other fed-
eral agencies. The Foundation staff can then perform the vital, task of bringing
together agencies and researchers that possess a strong common interest.

_Apart :from these functions, the -research- itself should, produce e,xciting. , new
Insights that will come to. be increasingly lmportant in the, detreloPment of public
policy and the realistic resolution, of many. of, societes. problems. ,

Question 13. What does NSF anticipate -with riegard Ao.the luture'grolpth and
development of this progranir . , .Answer. The future growth and 'development cif, this .brogram Will :depend
large measure, on the degree to which its objectives are being, met. It is quite
conceivable that -multidisciplinary, research efforts will not: flourish sufficiently
in the university environment, to make major expansion; of this program desir-
able. It is also-possible that the breadth of response anticipated from the aca-
.demic community-will not, in fact, materialize. Obvious hazards exist in mount-ing new programs that are not organized along the same lines as the universities,
,and these hazards must not be discounted. If the program cannot make reason-
able prOgress toward its objectives it will be reduced or terminated.

It is -expected,- however, that the response, will be strong and that once the
scientific community becomes- aware of. the program there will be a healthy surge
of promising and innovative proposals. The growth of the program must then bedependqat -upon the number of truly high quality proposals received. Indefi-nite growth is not:anticipated, hOwever, both since the multidisciplinary style ofresearch will not appeal to all scientists ,and beCause the resources of the institu-tions also are limited.

-As projects develop it can be anticipated that some_may become very sizeablein conception, or execution, or that a- group of projects may gradually Coalesceinto a clearly definable effort directed-toward a single:goal. In such cases it may
. be appropihtte to separate out such efforts for special programmatic treatment.
Some Projects may gradually tend in content toward a single discipline. Their
support may then be, manifestlY more'Suited to one of the disciplinary programs,'so that a transfer will be appropriate. Finally, Many, efforts will lead naturally,to iinplementation within a .g.bien sOcial framework: ,In.theie cases, transfer toaupport by the cognizant Mission agency may be a:nticiPated. All these Processes.Will tend to Unlit the oirer,all groWth Of the prograni.
.. It mist be streased that thid is a frankly,experimental Program and muChwill dePend: upon the tspOnse of acadeinic Scient,iSts .and the, development of an_effective . and experienced ,prograM, 'staff Within, the FOUndatiOn: Until suCh ex-perience is gained- it rWill he difficult.to fbrecast-the future course of the progrank.QUesti on 14. What, effect,vould.the red.06tiPn.,Of $4,000o0 reconigienao by theFrouse .Subee4nitnittee have on the launehing of the prograniz!?AnsWer: 'The PrincIpal effect Of ,the budget: rednetion recommended, by thellonse SUbcommittee. Will be a diminution in the scale of ,the ,Anitial prograM.,T..his reduction would !probably, unottbe number of initial ajór granta 'to ,eXiatinggroupS, While, ,An ,atteMpt;ytbuld.,prObahly.:be Made' to PreSerVe moSt of the* Sup-poit Intended for' Planning( ,grants. This Tchdiée wOUIcl, be made beet:Lurie of theeXtreine IMportinee N::r encouraging. -and, initiating considerable, Timber ..ofiirojeCta''Siace Can; be e$,Peeted tO *ante intO prOdueti*e!groups. cOni-.sequezie,"10eis.rsiipii*t*Outcl hea*Ailable to strengthen Ongoing' activities that areripe for- eXpanSien or Or IS:tither zupPort.'

The recorainended' reddetiOn 'WoUld alio' Make' nnich*Ore difficult the Support'Of 'A 'Sign-Meant arnonnt ,Of; research' iri lionPrOfit;:noii=aCadeinic liistitirtiOrts; -evenMonth 'rainy "haVe 'stirOng :PrOgrains : in related" 'areas -already ,in .ekiatence.
DesPite the rednetiOri= In fundi reCOMMended bY the" Mouse SubcoMmittee, no,redtiction in seal*: i antreiPtitede ainee the, prOblenis of goeiety -are urgent and'attempts- to stimnlate aPprOPriate, :'broadly-baSed ' research needed for theirsolution ahOuld net 'be narreWed'due.to teiriPorafrfisCal
QUeStion15:What effebt ialrthe HOUSe SubCoinsnOtee's recOnfinended deferralof $3,800,000 for resurfaeing :th,d "reflector' at Aredibb haVe' on; progrees` in, radii)

: Answer. In 1967 the -Foundation Appointed' an: ad'hOC pariel to 'Consider the ,pro-posals1; for-- Major radio astrendmt :ficilities: The 3, grotni: *MS Chosen tO'i bringtogether seientitts and'engineeraWliolinderstand; the probleMs of radio aStrohOthyandqta Instrtiments, :represent ti wide Variety Of field* and specifiCally Could not-themselves expect t6 beriefit froin their kfrwri recoinmendationsilf la ;already-two-years lance the panel! recoMmendedi Moting ahead 'with' the' ArecibO=.resurfkoing-as A first priority !step- toward-)Improvinwradio-,astronomy instrtnnentation." TheMost sett bus -effect et. WdelaY. Of swieral liedra in tgetting on 'with' the urgent 'needs

tlaEti*
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of radio astronomy will be to lower the effectiveness of the country'S riresent radio
astronomers for a period of time equivalent to between 5 and 10 percent of their
normal working life. This could result in sufficient discouragementthat-the better
people would- start leaving the field and the,betterigraduate Students woUld fail
to enter it. It is very hard to measure these considerations but they are nonethe-
less' real.

'Once the new surface Is completed, a number' of advances in radio .and -radar
astronomy -will follow. One of the important discoveries of the last few 'years
is the existence of interstellar molecules, particularly water vapor, formaldehyde;
ammonia and the hydroxyl radical. These' basic' combinationer of atoms have a
strong bearing on our understanding of the origin- of life in the- universe.
Molecular radiations falling in the newly available region of the spectrum will
be observed with unsurpassed sensitivity.

Another important use for the new surface is the study of radio sources. Some-
thing like a hundred thousand. radio sources at short wavelengths are 'within
the sensitivity range of the Arecibo reflector ; polarization of these sources can
be studied at these wavelengths, and this is not possible under the present wave-
length limitations.

A- delay 'will inevitably mean cost escalation. Estimates have already 'risen.
to $3.8 million since the Original proposal was submitted.

New very large facilities for radio astronomy are now being' built-in Great
Britain, the NetherlandS,' West Germany, and India, any one of which will
exceed in size corresponding facilities now available here. Existing facilities in
England, France, Italy, Australia, and Canada are- larger than facilities other
than 'Arecibo available to astronomers in the United States.' The 'new surface
will place the United States in a leading position at short wavelengths, enabling
U.S. astronomers to take the lead on the problems mentioned above.

Question 16. Are' there any other areas or projects in aatronomy into which
such funds could be more usefulty put at this -time?

Answer. In addition to those items already in the budget and authorized by
the tiouse Subcommittee, the Arecibo re-surfacing is the most urgent item in
astronomy. Others Which have been considered but postponed- to future years are
additional optical telescopes' and aujiliary instrumentation, and' the' following
radio astronomy instruments : a Large (440-foot) steerable reflector enclosed in a
radome, a "homology" principle steerable reflector, the completion of the OWens
Valley (California Institute of Technology). array of reflectors, and the Very
Large' Array planned by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory. The new
Arecibo surface is the outstanding major improvement -in U.S. radici astronomy
caliability which cap be done at the lowest cost and earliest completion date.

Question 17. Do you consider it healthy for the American- scientific and* educa.:
tional enterprise for the Department of 'Defense to aupport basic research at nni-
veraities .or university-operated faollities? r

-Answer. We'believe it to be healthy for both the American Scientifie and edu-
cational enterprise and the Department of Defense for the-Department of De-
fense or any mission-oriented agendy to support basic researph at Universities
or" university-loperated facilities. The Department 'of .Defensie must maintain
rekresentative set Of ties to' the beSt science and technOlOgy:in the Universities.-
The universities should be aware of the 'importance of the 'role that science and"
technology play in the defense -of our country. In addition, 'the NSF sUpPOrt of
Wide 'research at universities should be .tif Bitch a magnitude that-changing \ em-
PhaSis 'of DOD support,as can be expected 'as -both' _problema and technology
e*Olve, will not threaten the vigor and the growth Of American' sCience:

'QUestion 18. Haa NSF' aasumPtion of support for ProjectaprevioUsly .funded
bit the Defenae DePartment iMpailred the overall balance .of its- research suPport
by reducing the limited funds avalable for other prOjecta?

AnsWer.' The concebt Of a balanced 'busk research 'program IS' a:iery 'difficult
one 'to assess. Different nread of science areln different stages of evolntioUlit-any.
given. time As a Minimum; balance means1thEit" in each -field 'the verylbest peokle
are Working' on Wbat are deeined to be :the 'Most' iniportant problems with 'the'
best'iliStmmentation currently -a*ailabIe: The .NSFc feels 'that it must )reView
bä1àñO'On '_ a ,truly" -national Scale% rather than on nario*; intra-Foundationr
setile,.' 'Consequently, NSF .assUmption of -Support for Such-projects 'hag
td ,preServe olieralFbalance on, a' national- scale..-- Limited .fUndsi the 'Tate:

proktess'in all area's.. .; ' . r..,

'Queation. 19. What- would be -the consequences if NSF, did not assuMe suivort:
or such pro:fectst '

:
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:Answer: NSF has not assumed support. for all projects .or programs formerly
supported by the 'DOD.. In the instances in which the Foundation has decided
to,continue support, a failure. to. do by -the ,Foundation Would have,,resulted
in !a :disastrous imbalance within: the mational: scientific; and graduate: education
enterprise. Our largest radio telescope (Arecibo) would have, been retired .from
research in radio and radar astronomy. That instrument is not ready for retire-
ment butrather is ready for, a. more, precise surface in ,order, to enhance further
its potentialities,. as .proposed .in bur. -1970:1budget. ,Radio, astronomy: research
would have almost ;ceased at three, omt.of a itotal of. only twelve universities with
roughly ;comparable : programsL an d. A program. ot ;research in: nuclear
astrophysics whichis widely:acknowledged, as ,being the best in . the world would
have stopped. Such an :effect:would:have had even-_wider repercussions: within
the particular institution, and indeed within:the whole-national enterprise, be-
cause the institution had, other commitments to the general area of ,astrophysics
through programs in optical and radio 'astronomy and. theory, which have macle
it an international leader in .this general research area: The loss of the nuclear
component would have been a crippling blow.,In the fields.of nuclear, anct particle
physics several of the nation's most competent groups would have beew forced
either to cease research or seek a new field ; and programs involving some of
our most versatile instruments either operating . or: under construction would
have terminated. Finally, some of the world's finest superconductivity research,
pointing in the direction of opening an entire: new field of cryogenic technology;
would have been severely hampered, if not halted altogether. .

Question 20. What further demands for .NSF support of DOD originated. prop
eets do you anticipate in the future? Please indicate, both prnjects and dollar
amount& if possible.

Answer. In responding to a similar question from the House we estimated that
we were supporting during fiscal year 1969, at a current annual rate . of nearly
$12 million, 19 major projects formerly sponsored by the DOD. Initiation of
NSF support of these projects has ranged over the. period of time since 1965.
Proposals from these projects must compete with all other proposals, and we
must be continuously aware of the risk of underfunding individual projects
when the availability of funding is limited and the competition is so keen.

DOD continues to support a large number of excellent university research
projects and facilities whose caliber is such that their continued productivity
is of extreme importance to the ,health of the American Scientific .and educa-
tional enterprise. If that DOD support were to falter, by any significant amount,
the Foundation would have to give very serious, and almost certainly favorable,
consideration to the question of ensuring continuity of support and perhaps even
improving or exPanding the capabilities of certain.programs in the best interests
of American science. We are not at:this timenegotiating with the DOD regard-7
ing future NSF support for any of these major, enterprises. However, in view
of recent history it, would not .be,.surprising if one or-more such, problems did
arise once the fiscalyear 1970 appropriations areknown.,

In addition ..to these. -major prOects, roany.:investigators, whose support by
other ;agencies .had been ,terminated, as a reault ,the.shiftin.agencY,prograras,
have submitted to; NSF research = proposals of ,such: high quality,.that , they cora,
peted su.ccessfullywith Ather proposals.; Many, of these investigators ihave changed
the cligectiw of their work: prior; to sabmitting a Troposal, to the. Found ation,. and
the ,resulting ,pressure,,oprthe Foundation's resourcesi cannot, be related directly
to.zactions by, :Ober , agencies:, However,- tic number; of smaller, projectsi for which
NSF funding totaled $3,70%00014,11.sca1: year: 19q9,,can be identified ashaving.

ithe,,last few ,years,been sponsored;by. other .agencies. Additionai,sUpport
required for projeCts for which-theFoundation mayassume supportin,fiscal, year,
1970 is estimated to be about $3,raillion,

'Question ,21.Do vou antioipate:similar 4ento1,ds, tlbe t future ior,support of
researchlprojects curretitly supported-brother agenciessuch as..ZWA AEC? .

:Ammer. Is an .inherent ;aspect of ouri,present,system: of . multiple e agewy,
Federal supPort)of research:at ,universities:that ,the: pattern of support will be
continuously, changing as t1iemission -oriented lagencies re-evaluate ,:t.40T, prob-;
lems . and .reorient their, programs:to concentrate,theirlyesources, in greaS.,which,
they believe to be mostzelevant to:their missions.!Consequently;,the,FOundatian.
will always (be receiving prop:malt; for; continuation ot research ac tivities Whose:
prior support has been terminated by a mission-oriented agency as, a7result .of a
judgment based solely oh -Mission relevance rather 'than ,scientific \ merit. The
National Science Foundation cannot ignore such proposals because their rscien-
tific merit may be very high indeed. In addition, under present circumstances

VVr
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level funding .means less research, and we receive proposals to'augment mission-
oriented support: We must receive slid judge these on their merit. We also feel
that in a period of tight budgets mission-oriented agencies tend to narrow their
definition of relevance; and. that Such' action further increases' the fiow of .pro-
posals to 'the Foundation. We regard the,AEC ,sUpPort- situation _as%being.quite
stable generally,' but we have recently been informed of AEC intent to allow 25
research grants in chemistry,involvinga total:annual rate,of aetivityof approxi-
mately $400,000, to expire. There is alse. some causetor doncern that some major
AEC -facilities May be',under utilized.. Sarly, th'e diminution. of:the. NASA
University Grants* Program,' as well, aS the decrease.of the ,NASk fellowship -oro-
gram have been matters of grave concern to us. ,

In response to an earlier but similar question from the House we noted that
while we can have no final information on the details of- other agency programs
in fiscal year 1970 until after action is complete on their appropriation requests,
an estimate of the additional pressure of high quality proposals resulting from
shifts of emphasis in other agencies, including DOD, NASA, and AEC, ,is given
in the following table :

[Dollar amounts in thousands]

Field of science Number Amount

Mathematics
Physics 10 $900

Chemistry 10 450

Biology
,

Astronomy 10 900

Atmospheric sciences
Oceanography
Earth 3ciences

. ,

Engineering 15 600

Social tciences 3'

Toi al 48 2,900

Questlon 22. What decision-making structure and criteria are involved. in
determinutions bY NSF to support projects previously supported by other agencies
such as DOD?

Answer. Applications for the support of projects previously supported by an-
other agency are considered in competition with all other applications through
the usual Foundation internal and external review, process. In addition, proj-
ects large enough to-cause a significant perturbation of the Foundation's sup-
port of a field.are the subject of exPlicit discussion between high level officials
of the Foundation and those of the other agency concerned. Representatives of
OST and the Bureau of the Budget:dre sometimes invited tO these discussions in
order to insure that' the implicationS for subsequent-NSZ.budget submissions are
fully understood and anticipated' in those quarters: Such projects are also re-
viewed individually by the Director and, as appropriate, by the National Science
Board. At all levels of review, the evaluations-are based-on' the 'Importance to
the advancement of science of continued support of the particular project con-
cerned. This competitive evaluatiOn 'takes' into 'account the'yeal. alternative's and
is made in the light of the competition of other projects, large Ana sinall, for the
limited hudgetaryresources: .

QieofstiOn 29. What the eVeci otpieAotis`e:Sib-doWknyittee's ree'OMinIOndecl
deferral- of $2;06000 for' coitystiiidtioi'ofdtibehel:'o&eciniotirOltio.tp`gedien.408,§ez1

Answer. Deferral of_ $2,000,000 for construction Of "'an intermediate'SIZe;re-
Search Ve'sgerwilliniea*thaend'Feder,ai:iiiallies Wilt toe' arailii,ble In p'Y'i970 tor
earryine,tOrWard 'a iiruCI, Veghect reikacerenieilt4roirai*,±O*Oe'UniVerSitir;priii,te

eeeindiriOle;f1'04.. TO4*.rig**it ig13,1PeP*0ip:vieli`b,04414 iefied-
ule aireadY 'OvVing,iO -repeated' cidertials of binding Tilansliy both Nar

Most basic research in the marine sciences is done by the academic and closely
related private research institutions of this Nation as is the training of future
Practitioners of marine science and industry. Regardless of how the Federal
structure may be reorganized to support marine, science in the coming years,
these institutions will need to continue operating their collective fleet of ships
in order to carry out these two functions on which our national program depends.
The condition of this Beet must, therefore, be considered in all future planning
related to this sector of the oceanographic community.
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In 1FiscalYear .] 970;:17; :institutions ,-noW:: supported. by Ahe,FoundatiOn
erate: 33 mesearck ships Tanginr in length from ZO,.,feet to 246 feet-406e Attached

.list):.,Fourteen Of. the :33 ishipglavec been:constr,ucted.isincei19611,0The. remaining
range In .age -from! -17i to.).454ears4:011(but- one( Ar.* 2Oormore. years s, OId iand

-14 . are 25 :or more: yearssrold.,TheTtundation4funcrtheOffiCelot, NavAl.ReSearch
:are currently: considering planslor the.iconetrimtionT Of replaceinenterforallf 19 of
these ships: :Such: replacenienteimr*reqUirethif-theniftersitylirivateAnktitution

'fleet merely: to:hold its.:OWn:in,,sineand,typport . current ileveliOri.netivity4; If
;Any: expansion: of effOrtis to be !expected .brthese Inkititutions;:either ;in)reseAteh
or training,: Of manpower for marineactivitietio additions toth1s4teet =nettle 'ago
considered during the same time period. ; , ..

'.. 1.

SOURC ES OF VESSECCO NSTRUCTION 'WOO N V ERSI ON SUPPORT;

.` ". ..

Institution . Vessel
Length H Amount
in feet Year-built ': z :Year converted '; (milliOns)

University of Alaska Acona
University of California _ -Agassiz

Alpha Helix I
Argo
Melville
Oconostota
Scripps-.
Washington

Columbia Univeisity Conrad
Vema

Duke University Eastward
University of Georgia Kit Jones
University of Hawaii Teritu

Mahi
Johns Hopkins Ueiversity__ Warfield

;University of Miami Gerda
Pillsbury

University of Michigan Inland Seas
Mysis

Nova University Gulfstream,
,Oregon State.Uniyersity..... Cayuse

"Yaquida
University of Rhode Island_ Trident
Universit of Southern . . Veler0 IV.

California. , . .

Stanford' , ' 4eelf 2
Texas A.4 M ' , - Alaminosr
University otWashington_ ,Hoh 65 1943

. 80 '1961.NaVy
180 -1944 ,
133 1965 NSF
213 1944
246 1969 Navy
102 1944

95 1965
211 1965 Navy
209 1962 Navy
202 1923
118 1964 NSF
65 1938
90 1952

186 1944
106 1967 NSF

75 1949
177 1943
114 1943
50 1963 NSF

, 54 .19631' . _ . ,

80 ..1968,NSF anci othef...
180' '1944-'
180 1944

:110; 1948

'134 1930
180 1945' !! '

Total.

, 65, 1943 (Circa)
Thithipson 211' 1965 Navy

Agor:7715_ '246' :1969 or 1970, Navy.
Atlantis II 210 ,1962 , NSF
Chein 213 1944
Crawford r 125 '1927

99- 1941_ _

1961 and-1968 NSF__ -- -$0.33
_7 1.54

1960

1953 and 1968 NSF__ ,,, , .ao
1.14

1959 NSF , .02
1964 NSF
1968 (Leased vessel)

(Acquired in 1954)
1964 NSF
1961 NSF

1967 NSF.. .7 08

, .17
1964 NSF.......,....- .__ .77
1962 Navy ' C

, ,..

19762 -:

1962 NSF
1963-NSF !

,,1963 NSF
462_ Navy

1959 Navy
1956_

1.57

.85
.15
. 09

.70
98

.07

.0

1962

14.43

TemUOrariliout of service because of,FoundatiOn.e4endithiP ceiling
.

's Being repladed with smaller vesseL

iQue.849/i 24.* 4. it 12980140 to ,Make \Nlier,tAtil:00.012,... of ,t11,&' exiftfng AO, of
;oceoiliiViShip reseikdg Nq;9808, through cooperative 87&#7:itig, of yesseis bitpar-
lieiPatfag! raiear.Ok .g.r°118?.

!Answer.:1ThiS,-;fleet is alreadY!,eyer-uinimed, ana nOt! Only needi uPdating :With
newly Constricted 'replacement I'reSeliiint, additien4 neW, yessels, as :well.: The 33
ahipa liateij._14tt4e kereflajOg:attighli16371t,,Oirkes:Oly E!.01111AunitY. et 4ProSi-
initteIy %Wu individuals within thelnrifitittiOnki Whieh !operate , them This Cora-
iawilty is eoritilseit of atproichitatelif,000'reSearch fitaff;'1;150 gradUate

. ; :!I H
'fr.)
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dents and 850 technicians. In addition, approximately 950 research and graduate
student personnel from other institutions utilize these research platforms in anygiven- year. (Two of the 33 ships, Eastward and Alpha Helix, are oper--ated as "national facilities"-primarily for users from other institutions.) To
,Serive, a group of this size, these ships must be heavily scheduled. The number
Lof-daYs utilized per year varies as a function of several factors."Por instance, the
smaller ships are not able to operate under sever e. weather, conditions and there-
-tore in some geographical regions may log Only 180 Sea'daYs per year. 3E.,arger
S-hips used for long-range cruises may operate as much as 320 days per- year. The
material condition of any ship will affect the utilization 'rate since the time re-
'quired for maintenance snd emergency repairs increases with age. Given the,mix
of sizes and the preponderance of old ships in the academic fleet the average
utilization rate of nearly 250 days per year per ship represents a remarkablY high
usage level.

With increasing numbers of institutions developing programs in the marine
sciences, the need for ship time is increasing at non-vessel-operating institutions.
Some of these institutions are already seeking to become vessel operators on
their own. Aside from the obvious consideration of limitations imposed by lack
of funds for construction of new vessels and stringent budgets for operating the
existing' fleet, it probablk would be prudent not to allow much further increase
in the number of individual vessel-operating institutions. Instead, these institu-
tions should be encouraged to form "user groups" which would either operate
their own pool ships or arrange with present vessel-operating institutions to
operate pool ships as a service function. The-latter alternative would permit more
efficient utilization of shore facilities and supporting staff.

Question 25. 'What steps has NSF taken, or does it intend to take, to assure the
most effective utilization of the existing fleet?

Answer. Through its system of "bloek support" of ship operations NSF has
eVolved a system of close review of the operations of the academie, fleet. TheFoundation's support of ship operations began with the inclusion of funds for
this purpose in individual research grants. When vessels were small and costs
were comparatively low this piecemeal approach to funding was -possible if not
entirely satisfactory. As early as 1959, however, research vessel operators were
urging some form of block funding for at least half the annual costs of oper-
ation of the fleet in order to make possible effiCient and orderly planning of both
operating and maintenance schedules. In recognition of this problem the Founda-
tion-began in the early 1960s to make some grants solely for support of the oper-ation of ships separate and distinct from research support. This was termed
"block support" since each such grant provided a block of funds toward the totalcost of operating one or several vessels at a given institution. Grants of this
type became Foundation policy for all ship operations support in FY 1966, In
addition to aiding institutions in planning their annual ship operating schedules,
this, block support program has, made it possible for the Foundation to monitor
itei suppOrt much more carefully. 'Uniform requirements have been established
tOr preparation of proposals in suffiCient detail to provide both current and pro-jected 'costs and reports on past use and future plans for eaCh individual vessel
in the fleet: Sonrees of funding, both' curient and projected, azie included' so that
the Foundation may determine yearly its role -with respect to other agencies in
this support effort Decisions concerning annual support levels can therefore be
made 'with a solid background 'of information concerning -v'esSel management,
maintenance, scheduling and comparative' costs.' Information' lig required concern-
ing intensity and effectiveness of use of each vessel (see attached Table entitled
"V4ssel Usage-1967") and-II:its of users-from 'other instiehtimii'are obtained,

A Ship Operations Review Panel consisting'oT two'NSP staff Members and four
oUtside consultants visit approXimately one third of the vessel operating insti-
tutions each year and hold an annual Meeting to-review all .ship operations re-
newal proposals. 'The intent of'this entire review- process' Is _to assure that the
fleet is used effectively and' Operated 'efficiently. Comparative operating Coste be-
tWeen institutions are watched closely,s for-example, as one means of determining
efficiency. The attached Table entitled- "SamPle Operating-BUdgeth for Three
Sizes of,Vessels (PY 1968 Budgets) illiaqtrates the'kind of,information obtainedas a basis for -such comparative'evaluations:
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,VESSELUSAGE 1967 ; y

!Based on 9 vesse1svperated:bY4 najqr4oeanographicinstitutioiisJ - i,-- -; 1; r;.:-.;; try.
. t

r-. .

: ,,, 7.- ,. ,: . ;;') / ;Total, daYs.:4 :Mocking is"..9'',.').ai, \'' ',-;,1' liMan-
,

-, ...outof days at, -Number-of. ,working
Institution vessel (maximum seientific complement) home *tit 'sea'. civisea dayslat tea

t:; ; , . :CF '1'f! f?!...k.N13 1 7,1

, ; l C+i,,i1
Columbia Uiiiiieraity=LaMilni-DobertY GeOlogiCill401/seryetorY: ,

Conrad (15) ; -* =

Nema.(17)*
University of Miami-institute of Marina Sciences:

Pilltbury (13)
Gerda:(8)".

Oregon State University:' Yaquina (19)_
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution:

Atlantis'll (24)
Chain (26)
Crawford 1(7)
Gosnold (7)

; )

""
'245

215'
; --";250*

286
231
187,-;
123

f

":'

.

.

".

' '
"

: ;

':,.
0ii

199
.;

267:
218
'183- '-*;

117; ;

';""'"1"1

"'' ';* : 1;055
-4=. ;44: 064

978
13' "p -1;655

: 13'; 875,...1..,,4i.572
I Now out of service because of expenditure ceiling. . ,

saiyukEfCIPERATINa . BUDGETS ,FOR ,3 84E8 ,0,,;E:88Ei..:s ,(FISCAl..iy,043 1808 ;066400 .

..1-.80-foot vessel ,;, 180-foot vessel ; 21.3400t vestel
,

A. Salaries and wages (crew, technicians, marine' operations -

staff)
B.: Repair, overhaul, and alterations:

';;

$141: 300. .. -$212; 000, i f.$391; 000

Maintenance, repair and overhaul_ :17'; 500 .5 84; am, v.

Capital equipment and improvements _to 000

Subtatal 17, 500 ' 127; obo 188080

C. Other:
Fuel
Steward's supplies
Spares and stores
Fees, insurance, and travel
Distributed charges, miscellaneous expenses and indirect,

costs
.1 ,

.'

. : 8;600
1,400

:y 5, 000

25,,000
29, 0001
20; 000'
34, 000

Ood 48, 000

50; doe
' -7, 000
30; 000
11;000

!69;900

Subtetal ,11 ;55; 900 _157, 000. 267, 000

Total 214700 496, 000' 791', 000

Vesiel new. These items wiil begin to appear in next :jeer's budget:

QUestion -26 ., _71..qpiggresit 'f0110tii8 the reeontlnendaticino.,of the COrnmiistion,on
garine Seleneep: Eniiine&ring ,and Resourcee and , WaNishfs. a 'IN.4$A41,kelogency
for the ocean . envtonment,;. 'what' :97,touict, be t4e1iolcioOn8h4prOf.suohialrik ggency :to
NSF's ,pregrain-; for bonifttrUetfng,.O0eartogrOPkio rOsearck -rve.88el8; and4 does the
POedibilit# of':Oatonclkow,006.,.0,nt,agerkpy,!providelprounde for:delcrring.cone-
ritruatpn of .:01,4, prO0040 .0:p8spzt ?,)1 1-1';',",

AnsWer.'. ';Tlie:COmralsSiOn:repOrt Ae0e0: pOen tg , question :the number; of (existing
oCeEinggriphie41.10.tittitions; ,yooch,,:w.114;J:P. i'PoAverted'ilo ,so-caue4,,"Milyersityr
TN-401.)A41;7,4i1pilit§}10:'AOtes ;#ka..,foupwing.tqwtations fronrELthe..reporttpertain-

-to
"Ragft P7*; `,T,Ael.Conlmvssl9n.ppitvlimsth0 a SmRfl groxip iof -Institutions,

thepresent. ,leatleradn-oCean-00.4.Tak-Iliq dgaignatedlby ;the :Federal! Govern-
Anent as viii:OfrEitt34049iii4 1409,raPries pl4c151z!PtcliOroped tp,Atiglettakel linaj or

it,i191**,17Pgio40.11PatAre.!ii .4; ;:
Page. 27,..-4,The numbe#,.,aze,:, and 8cope,0 such majpr centers:depend omthe

tiriorities altithaiOlki.assi0,44.to viii1494§,*PlIclei#8:01 tibe :national Deetweifort 'the
4in,c1t8 #1. 03*-iigt4:104.*1412 -Cktfavg!Aee.d8; sihe -willingner8sp.of major

Uni+erOitiea .:t01-,.994unit;itben*elFea. slic44 Lurpagms, Axia.,9ther4lactorw The
106i4eoriefttely0u1.0., itieNcl.e,b14inbt,-11/fri,..gestrieted40.,-Ith.e.)Presentir ;acktiOwledged
leader:S. Certainly; triiiversft-NationalitLaboLratorles 1wjll be, needed: 'tii
lantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts, the Great Lakes, in the Arctic, and in the mid-
Pacific."

Page 205."A basic need is to provide adequate institutional support to Meet
basic operating expenses of the proposed 'University-National Laboratories, which
will have a key role in research and exploration. The Commission has not at-
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tempted to speCify`howinany-laboratories should be!broughtiwithin thistsysteml
for pnrPbses of the- funding estimate; dozen: 'such' laboratories have,:lbeen
assunied." }.- :-t

From' thia it May- be conellided:*thatinot allr.seventhen vessel-operating, iintitu-
tions now supported by.NSF would be included under the proposed-umbrella.rtype
support "for the -:UriiversityiNfitional 1.:*,aboratories. 1Whether ithefacility needs
of other 'university oceanographic labOratories wbuldbeiconsidered by NOAA in
somei3Other fashion Is :also' inot clear. _Certainly Until am;agencyrauchias.-NOAA
comes into existence,-all Of i the' uriiirersityi and; private: research; institute flabora-
tOries continne to lOok-toNSF an& theNavYito-ftuid7fleetpeplacements and
additions.' Our answer 'to question r#23 attempted-- to -convey- the urgency of need
for funding, reDlacement vessels for the,acadeniic,-fieet now; regardless,of -what
agency funds operations, replacements and addition&-in: the future.. Even,alter
such a' new agency is established the-needs of some labOratories May still be the
responSibility of NSF. 'Thula there appear to-be no grounds for deferring, or dis-
continuing the NSF program -for-Support of-oceamographic facilities. Y

Question 27. What will be the effect of House -Subcommittee's .reduction of
$245,000 for National Register activities?: . ,; ,

AnsWer. The' prime result of. the -House Subcommittee's:action, in regard to
the NationalRegister program for FY 1970 will be an effect on the program-for
the Registration, of Engineers; "revising its.budget downward frem -$315,000 to
$100,000:. The" rethainder -of the reduction will be -absorbed within:the program
for the Registrati9n Scientists;.making necessary reductionS'in the contracts
to cooperating scientific' societies 'and 'in' the services.eXpected Of them.

The iMportant Change that 'will' result from' theSubcOmmittee's" redaction is
caneellation of plans to eXpand the Coverage and sample' for the registration of
engineer& It is estimated' that there are:at present nearly I.1Million engineers
in the United* States.' The' 1969 'registration of engineers is' based on a sample
of 100,000 nameS: draWn firoin 'an unduplicated -list' of aPproximately 400,000
engineers belonging to 19 profesaional organizations: In asking' for $315,000 for
FY 1970 for the'Regstration of Engineers, NSF had expected ;to finance 'expan-
sion of the unduplicated list of engineers td about 600;000 names of members
belonging to about 40 societies. It .Was also planned to canvas a sample of
approximately 200,000 names from the' expanded list; With these expansion
plans caneelled, our budget as revised for FY 1970 will only permit the next
regiitration of engineers to be on the sante scale aS the 1969 sainple registration.

Failure to expand the Coverage' and saMple of the'Registration' of Engineers
means that the analysla of engineering manpower will continue to be restricted.
The present Sample is too limited=both in coverage sof societies and in size of
samplefor many ,problenis with, which the, country." will 'be, inereasingly con-
cerned in the _area ,,of engineering manpoiver. Indeed;, the expansion planned for
the next regiStration was:only a, first steto' fop improving engineering manpower
coverage. In suhsequent ieg4tiatibns it, was planned to einbrace more Societies
in the re4stration and to inelude engineers who are mot members Of professional
organizations. , . ;,. -

Question-24 In, View ,Of ,recent developmentsfrelated to the,State Science Policy
Program, do yoU believe the .FoUndation could make effective Use of an additional
increase bc,y,424,1 the $150,000 increase repomMenfted ,by the House,Subcommitteer
If So, how much additional funds could b'e utilized effectively?

Answer. ,13e.c4-psp, ithe4:program; is, essKiti-aAly; :new, ,and,in -still someWhart of an
exper4neAitai stagetit wil,lihaVe to _gkow relativelk,sloWly ta gilo*.for an assess-
ment of presently sponsored efforts,,Thns,Jthel$360,009,1eveli for the Prograra, as
recommended, by, theHouse, ;Subcommittee; .Would , be an aPproPriate amount for
continued and effective growth in, the 'program for ,FY Beyond,,FY, 1970
program- growth- -will! depend; on : availability of qualified ;investigators ;
(2) evaluation:of. the -effectiveness and utility-of:presently supported ,activities
in the program ;, and)..the extent to which )governments at the state-and local
levels feel that the program contributestto. their own ;efforts. --

'Question t29.; Do you f beliete it ;would-be constructive for :Congress to conduct
hearings ,this:year;loriA theINSB I reconvnvendations, _ and ,related issues, regarding
gracluate,education inIthe sciences r. ,

Answer. During-the past year-Many important studies;:in- addition to,that of
the National- Science-Board;haVe.'been reported. These:studies serve to document
a; rapidly) growing/concern across1the t Nation over:the-appropriate Federal pole
in the. financial .support of higher. educationand 'especially , of its ,most expen-
sive component, graduate educationand. the Most effective means for making
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thisistipport available to onr colleges and universities.,7These studies, have Iren
-conducted both within: the.Federal Government andl;b3r( private organizationS.
Together they represent the best thinking of the Most experienced and'AnoWl-
cdgeablei individuals inithia Important ,.areitiofrpublic Tpolicy.-.TJAPS'i ,e , several
coniniiin'conchisions:1. 1:1

The -nextldecade ,*ill pre sent:an, ,,tinprecedenteitxliallenge tO ,putr.insti,tu7
tithfs 'of higher educationdn terms :,ofithe ,nambeis-l'of students, ; both,,.underr
igraduate: 'and gra duate; who !will- seek the ) opportunity ..for :advanced! training
both blithe seiences-Anct engineering:and:in: alli-other fields ,

.The coat: of prOvidingtthia'ropportunity will escalate At :an; even raore.:rapid
; Pace. .This trend cannot ; be avoided :if .'America: is;;to) retain -its ; longrestab-
'-liehed goal of enabling: eadh citizen, to .pursue an, education to the limits ; of
;-his' ability and interests.- : .;:. s ,;- = .

While important financial support, of higher education -will ,continue fo.'be
provided by State .and local ,governments . and byr private sources,- the ,sub:-
stantial and groWhig participation of the Federal. Government, is-,absolutely
essential to Meeting the needs of the' 1970's. .

At the same time, these studies differ hi their,emphisis and intheir priorities.
The NSB report is ,unique'in that it is addressed .to graduate: education, that is,
education at the frontiers of knowledge, an experience basic tOl those .who.must
lead our: Nation's .continued progress on . scientific, ,.teChnological_ and aocial
fronts. The polarity among these reports; although they are, really. Complemen-
tary in that -they emphasize two separate . aspects of the comman, problem; nbe
summarized by the two types of mechanisms,. proposed.for, Federal

, The first is the expanded :use of individual,student supends, together with
"cost of education". , allowances to institutiOns,, to provide for equality of
educational opportunity among,alkgroups of citizens. . , . ,

The second is the expanded use of unreStrieted, grants tO, the Odieget;; and
universities themselves to ,retain for theSe institUtions' their .antOnoMy tO
maintain themselves, to provide. fOr ;the, -continuity' of :their facilities, And
essential services, and to permit them 'the flexibility Of plannihk theirs pro,-
grams and their directions.for the fUture..

I believe very strongly that it is both imbortant and urgent' for the' CongresS
to examine these matters, to attempt to resolVe: possible points' Of differenee, and
to formulate a public- policy--particularlY -as 'it affects . the' Federal role with
respect to graduate .eduCationthat, will SerVe:" the Nation during the 3*tri3
ahead I wonld CertainlY endorse hearingS,by the ,dOligresathii; Year on thi'S Vital
snbject. , ,

QUeStion, 80. HaW would,0,posSible,biWidaSed:on;the'N8.13.reconvrdendatiOnS;
relate tolhe Miller-Harris bills (H.R. 4,0in-ended by H 12 11542, and 8.'1568)
which, would establish, 0 National Inititutional Granits,Prograpnt

Answer. The N$B report has reconiniended, the adOptieh -of :At types of grant
instruments to be usecl for the ',Federal support et- graduate ediication in the
sciences and engineering and for poasible ektension-tO the SUPPOrt Of gradaate
education in all disciplines. These grant inStrumentS'are :

Institutional Sustaining; Grants identified with faculty salaries;' a rela-
itively small nuMber'. Of student stipends for flexible disposition 'VY 'the
inStitUtion, and general Initittitional eipenditiareS, Ciirrently'constrtied as
the "indirect costs" of research grants and' ContractS, related to 'graduate
education.

1' Departmental Snstaining Grant§ to-proVide fOr graduate stildent'atipends,
the reEjearch- needs of 'young inVetitigatOrS,' and the 'operating eiipenditures
Of disCiplinary dePartments and prOgrams.' '

DeVelOPMental Grants to 'aSsist 1.iistitntioliscln- the forination, 'expansion;
or improveraent of their graduate'prOgrains.

' Graduate 'Facilities Grants 'to , asSist proiriding the 'general and 'ape-
cialized facilities and librarieg : needed for: graduate education;

Graduate Fellowships' awarded On a' CoMPetithe 'basis to assist :in estab-
lishing and maintaining qualitYatandardi: :r ;

Regearch,- Project Granta to' aisist with the dfrect expenditures for
academic research that are tnöt Included,-in, the' five tbiechanisms, above.

These proposed grant instruments are not new,4but theirAefinition 'implies
a fundamental :redistribution Of ,the44nititutional expenditures: that have :been
identified 'With' 'each, during; 'recent decades: :The=NSB orecomMendations 'thus
represent' a 'baste 'restructuring' of the )Federal ;grant mechanisma; 'step i that is
believed -to: be 'necessary to :ensure thelintegritY;Of the institutions themselveS
and:a 'sound :relationship to the.FederaI Governingoit:1-, ; , I
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The -Pendin.y, legislation is' of= 'a ',different: character. ; These..bills propose the
establishinene of an institntional grant instrument 7that wonld 7provide suPple-
Mental AN.indssoYer and above that provided ;.current Federal. ,prOgrams.
These grants -would be reSPonsive tb -both, the ; undergraduate , and grOli.ate ;ele-
inente of ';c011eges and univerSities. r There .18,0,however, no f1fundamental. .Con-
tradiction between this type of grant and the InstitutionaL Sustaining Grant,
redoinmended- by the National Science Beard-. Both:would: represent important
reStrieted fundhigfOr use by. the college or uniyersity ;. both contemplate the use
Of a formula involving factorS that are, in-fact correlates of inatitutional quality ;
and 'both could be extended to endompass the; arts- and: humanities, as :well as
the sciences and engineering. .

QueStion 31:- Does the NSF plan to ask Ike Administration to submit a bin,
based on the NSB recomniendationst

Answer. In his transmittal message td the Congress, dated February 18, 1989,
which accompanlekt the submission 'of the NSB report,: President Nixon stated:

"Graduate education' is .a critically important element .the: educational proc-
ess and one which is entering a particularly. difficult -period .* .* *. Thus. it is
moSt important that colleges and . univerSities, state; and, local authorities and
the interested: branches of the Federal-Government all re-examine 'their role
witli'respeet to graduate education * * * I hare recently instructed the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare to establish, -an interdepartmental study
group to make an: overall review of the Federal role in -education, including
higher education.' .The' Report of the, National Science :Board will provide a
useful resource for that revietv."

Pending the completion of this -review it would be premature to ask the
Administration to draftproposed legislation.

Question 32. How i8 NSF communicatinY its authority to support applied re-
search at unkversities to the Scientific oomniunityt -

Answer. Under its riew legislation- the: Foundation is authorized to support
"scientific research, -including applied researCh at academic and other non-
profit institutions." Under this iiew authority- it fis: planned, -beginning in 'fiscal
year 1970; to broaden 'the competition. for: research support' to include applied
research.' ! '

When the booklet,. Or:was for Zoientifle Research,' is re-issued this summer,
the words "scientific research" will be subatituted ;for "basic research" through-
out. It is not planned, however, to broaden the eligibility:requirements Which at
present restrict the 'bulk of funds to academie awl academically related non-
profit institution&

Qitestion 88. "What kind of response Vs anticipated?
Anaiver. We do not 'expect our new anthoritY to; support "seientific research,

including appliedresearch, at academic and Other nonprofit institutions" to reran
in a finod of new and expanded proposal& One reason:1S 'that 'many -types: of
applied* research Canna effeCtively be:carried ant as ;part of an acsdoinie pro-
gram; but are more 'Suited. to an- industrial type Of. apprOach.; Another reaSon. is
that We' have alwaYs nsed a bidad definition of -basis research. -For' example, in
engineering tve 'Use' the col:wet& bask' for engineering; 'rather than basic from. the
pointof view=of; _say; a theoretical physieist,

Likewise; in every field; We 'have used the cc:incept "basic to 'that fleld-;" and
have avoided imposing an. abstract,- external: criterion, of scientific "purity." This
is true in the social sciences, for example, where many of the problemi studied
have been based'on Teal scicietal situations.
'7 The line' betWeen basic and aPPlied research is a 'Very difficult 'one to draw
sharply. One can- say that a piece of scientific research is more' basic or more
applied, but there is no general rule which Can be used which neatly separates
alrreiearch Projects into two- &chip& In.fact; a given project' May be considered
that We haiie always used & broad definition of basic research,' For example, in
understanding -nature, and applied -by another, who' is priinarily ,concerned with
possible applications. ;

-; -Proposals received 'wilFbe)handled by our existing Organization. However, some
eicpanSion of stiff will be necessary because of the greater Coordination and fol-
lowznp efforts required for!regearch a!More applied nature. Most proposals are
expected to. lie within 'a single -discipline, and may. result from prior basic re-
search. For example, an atmospheric sciences 'group may propose an applied
research project to stifdr the' distribution of' Sulfur dioicide pollutant as a 'func-
tion micro.; and anegoecale atmoipheric :phenoinena in an urban area. Stich a
proposal iwould. be 'assigned for! reidew :to !the rProgrim 'Director fin. MeteorolOgy
in the Atmospheric Sciences Section of the Environmental Sciences Division. In

tJ
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the reVieW :process,' both its merit as, a -.sdentiiic progralnian.d: its PC0Psiple;§,ig-
nilleance for 'solVing -our , practical air; pollution.problems; would be, considered.
Where' tipproptiaté, ouviPrograM !Director wonithdisellss)the prePosal'fwith,other
Federal' agencies having a mission/resPonsibility- related to the; proposal! .

l'Queaticini'34;- 'What- effects wtfl such aUpport; ihavei oh NAF's ,pipPorti3Of. b,aac
; : ; -

AnsWer: It is t planned to I support applied research: through incremental fund,-
ing rather than; by: reducingi supPort of ,baSic. science. ,TheiFoundation, wIlltgive
Preference to proposals for !research: activities ,which, constitute an integral part
of the normal academic program of the: institution.; ,Applied research is, a valid
part of the research experience of graduate students in!many .disciplines. Perhaps
the moat iniportant AsPeCt "'of' Our Move,to 'broaden Abe tgeneral competition ;for
research support to include applied research lies in the fact that universities can
now' plan' their research programs without having to. icut ;off the more, applied
aSpects in Order ; tO fit NSF's authority:. Thus, our . span of authority now more
nearlY coincides with the !span -.of ,research activities ;which: a uniVersity should
undertake as part Of its graduate program..., _: : r: . ,

.Question, 35. (a). What, steps is '37'SY:taking 'to( prepare itself; to respond effec-
tively td future White House assignments to support national applied research
programs releVant- to social: problems or goals? 114-1-sempanded planniing activity
in, this- area, advisable at this time? : : ,

_ =Answer. 7 ( a) Several stepsi mow ,being taken,- iby , NSF, will : help, prepare for
future presidental -asSignments. Iii the applied research 'area, these. include::

(1) Broadening the competition for research :support, to :include .applied
research :at academic; and closely related nonprofit Institutions, ; beginning. in
fiscal year 1970, as discussed in questiona$2,133,(and 34:above. : .

(2) Studies aimed. at Identifying spccific -areas for programmatic support
to be included in fiscal year 1971:and laterbudgets: . !

It should be ;noted that the Foundation has already had substantial experience
in the; support lof applieclresearch:i As-part Of, our Weather Modification Program;
applied research has ) been supportedIsince -i 1958 under, , , the special, legislative
authority 'which was , repealed ?in, 1968. ;Research , under ; the ;Sea ; Grant Program
is almost entirely applied research in the marine resources area. Other areaa
in which the Foundation' has. ;supported appliedresearch include:: research :on
storage ,and -retrieval of scientific information; and:research ;related -to develop-
ment of a national science policy.,

Also important in this connection,is the new Interdisciplinary Program. of Re-
search Relevant to Problems of our Society, for which funds have been, requested
in the Foundation's fiscal year 1970 .,budget (see questions 1-14 above) , This
multi-disciplinary, program could have been initiated under our previous limita-
tion to basic research,..but! a -more flexible program' with, enhanced scope is -pos-
sible under .the. new authority. , .

(b) FExpanded planning :activity is ;not required in connection with possible
presidential -assignments. :The, Foundation plans. to take some programmatic ini-
tiatives -on , its own authority- in; selected areas of Importance to society beginning
in fiscal year 19714.A- presidential assignment would-remove the limitation to ,non,
profit institutions for research in the assigned area: OtherWise, program, manage-
ment would' be -the same as for NSF7generated programmatic ,initiatives. ,

Question 36. _if so, are additional funds require& ta carry out such:planning

Answer. As indicated above, it is not felt -that added,.planning activity, is nee-
essary for thiS, purpose in fiscal year 1970. -What is essential is, experience in
managing -applied research .programs; and this will be, acquired as we take the
steps outlined,in theianswer to question 35.-
; Question 37. If ithe Senate were to pass ;S. 1856, -which provides N.31' with,
greater, flexibility in:the use of -its fwnds, -does the :Foundation currently 'intend to
alter in any -wail ;the allocation:of funds amongprogranwas set. forth in S. 1857,?

Answer. The Foundatibn does not presently plan to change the , proposea pro-
gram allocations , contained In, ,S.- 1857-0, the full ;amount authorized is, appropri-
.ated: However, :an ;important 'advantage of the ,flexibilityiprovided by S..1853 Is
that it -permits .the Foundationito continuallY- evaluate ,research, science educa-
tion, ;and inatitutionali 13cience, needs and tto .adjust program allocations: to meet
changing ,conditions and priorities..., ; ,. ;

:Xi !has 'been .the.policy of the r Foundation; to conform; In -general, to the:pro-
gram . plans as; presented -to. the -Congress, In. the budgetarty: process: ,In cases
where circumstances have ,dictated :a mador ,change ;in the :-program structure ,or

,
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a reellocation;of funds to prograraS 'or projeet§ that .Were' 'net included_ in thebudget, such action has been-disciissed)with the aPpropriate Cougres§ional coni-
itittêes'befôrësuch aCtion has.' beenotaken.' For = exaniple,'; the. FOUndation re-cently discussed with the Congressional CoMmitteesthe need` tO prOvide for theconstruction of r a ; prefabricated' hangar fOr 'research aircraft' operated by the
Foundation-sponsdred; National: Center' ;for ;AtnitiSpherie Research:' Also, in 'the
fairly recent' past, the .FOundation, discussed in ,sOme detail with the' appropriate
congressional -committeesia. prOject Proposal; ;Which invelved,' the' jOint .supportby the National Science Foundation and ,by the 'Ford' FOundation of a 1504nchoptical telescope for the Cerro Tololo Inter-American-Observatory. After obtain-ing committee concurrence; the Foundation provided an initial 'increment of
funding and Included requeSts for the-remainder of Its share of the project cOstkin subsequent Midget submissions: This prodedure of cOnferring with the various
interested Congressional committees would be continued ,if the Congress wereto enact the broader authority; contained in 5 1856:

Question 38. If such alterations were to be made what cii.rcumstances would
obtain:leading ,to them?

Answer.- FY 1970 Will 'be the first' year that the National SCience Foundationhas bad both an AuthOrization' and an Appropriation: At the moment; the prin-
cipal reasOn for altering-the distribution proposed in ;the budget ;would; be thepriority, -requirements of. the Foundation prograins 'under the' conditions of pos-sible appropriations which are substantially lessithan the authorization. A sig-nificant part ;of the total funds; made ,available' to the-Foundation in any given
year represents relatively' firm commitnientS which would have t: ;be substan-tially' funded in 'the amounts 'budgeted, 'regardless 'of,- the 'amount Of ; theappropriation. ; -

For example, the Foundation' his a large in*estment in physieal ',facilities atthe National' Research ',Centers: The Centers serve ;broad groups Of scientistslocated in a relatively large' number of univerSitiei 0, well as :those eniployed
directly by the Centers. Generally , the ;National ReSearch .Centers' 'are 'affordeda rather high priority in funding'in order thattheY canixtilize the co".stly invest=
ment in equipment' effectively; to bOt serve-the need§ of the scientifie'Cominunity.

Similarly, there; are' other NSF program ;areaa where there 16 a; definite heed
for continued support Athol* these are certain'continuing researeh projectS, the
Antarctic Ttesearch 'program; the Oeean Sediment: Coring pro*riun 'and Other
national re gearch, programs knchfasthese.-In addition Continued sUpportis needed
for continuation grantw, for the UniverSity Science, DeveloPnientprogram where
substantial investments have already :been made from', both 'National Science
Foundation fundw and 'uniirersity funds. ,It 'would' be detrithentil td the- interest
of the university mit tO Meet onrcOmmitments fOr continued 'support as necessaryin these areas. ; . ; ,

In another context, it 'is evident that the operatinecosts ofthe National Science
Foundation which' provide-,for: the' salaries of Permanent ,eMploYees and Con-` sultants and travel costs of these einployees,Plns' all neCessary expense§ such as
purchases and equipnient;' supplies,' compnter rentals; etc, Must ' be: funded Sub;-
stantiallY as bUdgeted'.regardless of the total amount; or the approPriation.

Question 39; Could sueh-Flteration.V also'be Made- effeetiOelY ;under S. 1857
through appropriate consultation With Congress?when necessare

Answer.Although. S'1857 is generally"More restrictite legiSlation than S. 1856,the provisions of Sec..3 wbuld providea mechanism: for'adjusting trogramSafter
consultation With apPrOpriate Committees 'of 'CongresS. , The ii.Monnt' bY which
the Foundation. could -adjust 'the funding 'Of any progranf of the Foundation is
limited by 5 1857 to' not more than'5 pereent in; excess of the amount' actually
authorized for that' particular prograinas spedified in the anthoripition.

Question,40., Is it desirable. fer. Congress to determine priorities bV allocating
funds aon,ong broad program categories as it does in 5.1857? IS thiS not One of
the major purposes of ,the' alithorization process?. ' "

Answer., 'The: FoundatiOn regards' as Major 'PurpoSer of, the" .authorizaticin
process the full :presentation 'of itgrprOgranis fOr 'consideration by-the CongreSs.'
Since 'the authorization' is au annual-Process; the CongresS Can Work- its will
by a:',variety Of meChaniSm8 Other tharibY antifOriation On a. line Rein 'basis. The
committees rePOrta Which accompanY a general' anthOrization iniCkas 5 1856.Can
be effective ;as & mechani§m;for eXpresi§ing. Congressional intent-as-to various
priorities Of 'program§. - The; ,FOUndation 'ban 'then "be held accountable by' 'the
committee :Or its Perforthanee 'Within' the "Constraints' exPresbed-ln the ;cOrdraittee
reports.' This rdechanigni hair been inexistence in 'the apprOpriation.Precess sinee; .:.; :4, , ,;:. ; :
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the beginning. of the National Science _Foundation and might thus continue :to
serve -the interests: of the authorikation committees. . ;

Question 41. What impact would Section IV have on,the availability offund,
ing for IMF's ;programs in the futuret , : . . : ,

. Answer. Section IV of:S. 1857 would have the, effect of, limiting the accurnula-
tion of authorizations in amounts 'substantially: in excess of -the amounts appro-
priated : over a three year period. The , application of -this section , would ,not
adversely . affect the future availability, of funding for Foundation _programs,-
since there will presumably be an annual authorization at lewit. equal to the
amount of an appropriation., . . . ;

Question 42. A recent repOrt of the New York Academy .of Sciences entitled
"The Crisis Facing; American Science'? recommends the establishment of "guide-
lines for the annual growth rate of federal spending on scientific research.," and
asserts that a rate of 15 to 20 percent per yearls reasonable. :Do you believe such
guidelines are desirablef If so, do. you believe the .rate -of 15 to 20 percent. is

Answer. A guideline is desirable for several reasons : it ;provides a -rationale
for Federal research support ; this, rationale can, be examined by all pertinent
groups ;. on the basis -of such reviews a generally acceptable guideline may be
developed which can; then .be ,used ,as the :basis -for Federal:funding of research ;
if the funding pattern adheres to such guidelines long-range national and insti-
tutional planning can becarried out more,effectively. .

In order to establsh a guideline , for:growth rates, of national funding of. scien-
tific re:Search, one has to face inevitably, fIrst.the question of how much_research
should be supported in any given year. This question:is not- easily susceptible to
quantitative analysis. However, it seems valid to assume that national research
funding patterns established; during periods which di& not include:unusual finan-
cial national obligations such -as those due to, the Vietnamese war, represent a
national. determination of , the. relative: amount, ,of GNP :which : should generally
be, allocated to research. This is the:case because .our national:utilization of GNP
is the produdt of a complex and,multiple systern of: checks and.balances with the
end result ,representing a national consensuslotfunding :priorities. Thus, it seems
valid to assume that the 1966-67 levels-of national or-Federal funding of,research
are representative .products of -this complex,:mational allocation process:-

, -Having. - established this base, , one can. tb en deal - with the question of. future
growth rates... Studiei c and available ; statistical.' data have shown the :cost :of
research to inerease- in.recent -years approximately -7:percent per, year. due-to
inflationary fadtors and .factors , related to the, increasing complexity of science
and technology4.Thus,, to. imaintain .even = a , constant level of scientific, research
activity a 7 percent annual growth in, funding Is required. In the case of academic
research, one has' to add another factor proportional to the expected-growth in
the. _number of. :graduate students.- . This )is the -.case because; academic research
perfOrms a dual function; of enlarging pur basic knowledge:pool and at -the same
tfine. provides training _for our futurecscientists :and-engineers. Thus research
activity: ,is, required; in universities to proVifie ;research. train'Ang; for graduate
students- and , to -maintain 4.4e.,faculty'r4 knowledge. at - thern. forefront .of science.
On this basis ,the <magnitude of academic research -activities, should be: propor-
tional to the enrolled number of graduate students' since this represents an index
of both students and faculty ,(assuming,a constant student- to faculty ratio).
Graduate stildent enr011nients. are:increasing at an annual rate:of approximately
9, percent. Conseqnently, if one-wants to maintain the,level of academic research
activity on a basis of constant proportionality to. thegraduate,student body; both
of :the abOve factors have to be: taken.into:consideration thusindicating an overall.
16 percent growth rate.: This rate lies -wIthin the; 15-20- percent range -recom,
mended in the New. York Academy of Sdences report which- dealt primarily, with
academic science research. . ;-

In the case of non-academic research, the, 7.,-percent intlationary-complexity
factor -is again required.to maintain constant: levels of :research activity. A firm
guideline to groWth; of- research activity. Is_ more: difficult to. define; It :could be
establshed ,on various ,bases such ,as :growth; proportional to :that of the GNP
(in ,constint dollars), <growth. proportional; to that of industrial - technological
delielopment. funding,, _grOwth. proportional to- changes in industrial, sales or .a
combination of-these factors. No clearcut,recommendations as to which of these
growth factors should ;be used aS ,ft cguideline basis have as yet evolved. .

It must be, noted that the factors which ,defterMine the, magnitude of -the animal
growth rate guidelines,. as .outlined above, are keyed ,to : ;rate at which- inflation
occurs, the rate of indreaSe of scientific and technological complexity, the rate of

RM.
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grsduate science student enrollment and. the rates of growth of ,G-NP, industrial
, development, industrial sales, etc. The magnitude of any of these factors can
'change as a function of time. Thus .the:calculations of these numerical factors
.11-aye to be revised periodically. It should also be emphasized that the above-stated
. gen:Aral; guidelines do not cover cost:increases -produced by large science experi-
_ments with their associated high equipment and. facility costs.

Question 48. What is your view_ of Dr_ Brim's ,recommendation before the
_House Subcommittee to establish new. kind- ,of institute with ,the clearly de-
- fined.purpose of .carrying on applied social.science-research on problems of public
significance"? , _ -, _ .Answer- Dr. Brim's testimony was based:;on his work with the Special Com-
mission on Social Sciences, appointed by the ,National Science Board, of which
-he is chairman. The Commission explored a number of proposals relating to pos-
Bible new organizations which might be established. These ranged- from entirely
separate organizations such as_ the .National -Center for Atmospheric Research
-and _the Brookings Institution,to strong groups within a university, gathered to-
gether from several disciplines and . oriented around a set ,of special problems.
, The Foundation has been following the work, of ,the Commibsion and will give
serious consideration to its recommendations, which soon will be published. The
new program of Interdisciplinary Research -Relevaat to Problems of our Society,for which funds are -requested, relates to these discussions and represents a
planned effort .to encourage multi-disclplinary groups of scientists working to-

. gether on important societal problems. It is not expected that NSF will initiate
any new institutes under this program, at least in FY 1970. However, if a uni-
versity has an existing institute or wishes to set one up, we will consider pro-
posals originating from that institute.

Question 44. What steps is NSF taking to improve the,methodology for allocat-
limited resources between competing areas of basic ,and applied reSearch:

;between research and education?
Answer. .Methodolagy for the allocation. of .resources for scientific research

must consider a number of factors.,Allocation choices among a number of broad
fields or problem areas in science are Influenced by factors such as the number
of-qualified scientists,: the, number and distribution, of quality institutions capable
of supporting research,,readiness or need of the field. in -view.of.recent theoretical
or instrumentation advances, special instrumentation -requirements, degree to

...which the field contributes to identified .social..needs, special oPportunities of-
fered, and degree of contribution by a given field to,other fields., These,plus other
considerations are all elements of the decision matrix.

,The Foundation has taken an active interest in:the develok_nent of formal
methodologies which could be used as toolsiby:those making 'allocation decisions.
Staff members have .devoted time. to. such. studies rand:external-support .has been
given to allocation study projects to provide added insight. Examples of studies
supported by NSF are : `!An Exploratory, StudY of_ Science Resource Allocation"
carried out by the RAND.Corporation and studies of science alloCation processes
underway at.MIT.an,d _George Washington UnitersitY. The studies of the status

:snd needs of various, fields ofisCience, which ,are carried 'out ,under the auspices
of, the Committee on, .Sciertee and.,Public policY, of the National Acaf...emy of Sci-
ences, with -NSF :support, also provide.Useful' input§ to,the, allocation process.

,' With, respect to the methodology used for the NS-F.choicee between basic and
applied research, the aboVe considerations.;apPlY:Plutisie*eral additional factors.
One , involves -the Nsr, ,decision not. to -fund applied areas 'of research at tb_:.,--
,expende of existirg landing leVels, for basic, research ; another involves considers-
tion of support previded.,by .other_ Federal ,and non:LFedersl sources. Extra em-
phasis is placed on ,meeting ific!ntIAled social or, technological needs and on the
exploitation of special, opporrtunities Offered by specific' areas. Other criteria for
choosing _special applied research, are"s for Programmatic _development by
NSF have been developed. Such areas should meet ,several of the following
requirements : . r .(1) Takes advantage of the close relationship of NSF to the academic

community;
(2) Undergirds the Miseicins of more than one agency ;
(3) Has long-range' goals 'beyond the nermal program plans of mission

ageneles .

(4)* Siems from scientifiC. re:Search 'prograMS'sUpported by NSF, including
interd iplinary pro _am , .

(5) Haslio assigned '"hoiine" ti misSiOn,Sgeney..
.,.
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In supporting fields chosen thrOugh'the'u§e ofthese guidelines; hoth ba§ic and
applied studies Will be accOmmOdated,.. espeCially, since there isfrequently nci Sharp
demarcation 'between'hasie and aPPlied re§eareh: '

Development of fOrmal methodolOgy for alloCating'suPPort between, researeh
and education is .at present inhibited byPthe complexity of.'the 'interdependence
between the two activities.iResearch partiCiPation 'is, a strOng edneatiOnar com-
ponent at the graduate,level of science education 'and, in turn; one Ofrtlie Chief
end ,product§ and objectives'of thelatter is the Maintenance ofthe national Scien-
tific and engineering manpower' pool.' Quantifiable allOcation methodologies for
decisions within research or among science education programs must be better
understood. before formal allocation strategies involving bcitli can he'developed.
Nevertheless, better einPirical golutiona 'to: the Teal probleni: of prOgrani and
budget construction are sought by the FoUndatiOn-through internal staff studies
particularly represented-in the annual Planning;''Programthing and Budgeting
exercises. These require -a Careful examinatiOn of overall',prograM. goals, .the
effectiveness of programs underway and the consideration of alternative ap-
proaches. The Telative contriblitions,, OpportunitieSind need§ Of research and ed-
ucation are annually .eXamilied in! this ;context 'and in' the :budget iConstruction
phase whiCh follows. Finally the assignment 'of resoUrcas betWeen the primary
programs of the Foundation is 'periodicallY' reviewed bY' the: National- Science
Board. ' "

Question 45. What steps oan.be taken to Makeit posSible. for:promising young
postdoctoral tscientiits tO compete effeetively 'for:research grantsf of their own,
aa. 'opposed to serving as research.associateslon projects' directed'btf .morasenior
scientists?

Answer. The situation for promising young postdoctoral 'scientlits varies
widely from field 'to field. In,some areas," Such as biochemistrY; it is normal 'for
the best Young men to 'be recruited into grolips Which are under the leadership
of a senior man and are funded under a broad- Federal grant or contract. Such
men are normally giVen'gleat freedoin te`dotheir own research, and may super-
vise a group of graduate stticlents. The'poitdObtOral Scientistlin :stich,cases Often
serves to bring new ideas and' techniques' from"' his doctoral institution taithe
group he has joined. 'Under' thia'reginie, the beat Young' Men 'are .generilly not
antious to applY for 'grants of 'their tow*, anclloOk-foictrard to iiiaking .such
applications later in their ' '

In' other fields,' '§ucli oPPortunities are .innett- more reatticted.. In engineering,
for exaniPle,' the FOundation has establl§hed a "special.' prograth of '"ReSearch
Initiation Grants" to. help_ YOUng 'reiSearchorleritted 'engineer§ get Statte& These
nOn-renetvable-granta 'provide support for 15, anct'are available tO Men
within tWO' years 'after receiVing their doetoritte-This'prOgrani h§.0 been very
sneee§§ful; and MOSt 'of 'the.:Meif'SiipPOrted'haVe foUnd 'assifitanee from Other
sOurces,atthe'COMPletiOnlif theirolteSeareh InitiatiOn Prant:

-revieWing Propd§a1§,' Our' italy and' adViiera are ,:iro* Well itivare 'Of the
importance ''OR iconiagineproiniih* took ,and 'their, propesats alWays
receive, 'Careful 'attOOlion. 'It- *ad be,.!PtOint6d'oiit,' holOvier, that.,Maiik 'young
Ph.D's /A641. 'Om profit by a period "ort'apiii2ehtieeshIP:"tO a .SemOr 'Mali. after
COMpiefing.:their :doeicitate: ',FUrtherincire, the'. neceiaitY'1O' Write; and r64rite
proposals 164 .'fo: liuidrtake; the adininiStratiVe ,ireSponsibillties of tal,PrinOpal
'InyestigatOr is ,"noCalWay§ C..O#iPatible"Vvit.11,::the 'IntenSe"O§ire,'Oe" the':yOung
OeikitAat, to d6*3te hiMSelf fully tb his research 1

: .". ' '2(
:inpi;e0tiig;oosei,cidixistitatrO haVe `4enXbie

to enable: young faculty, to get started kh."'re§earch. Some Ot pur
01.nt tnAdi 4rf?."100,:,ptitta*`P*PoSe`?,itncl, a;itmajoi: 00 ahy ..n*''Oyifein 'Of

,AnstitivaliA0 or, departmental :'grantS. woad. '1*. tor 91,14p1,, piAq.01,6014w,to Otit
their milgk iwithOut :reOnrsep:the Federal, granting Osten*.

iquostio4, 46 , What teØ8 can be taken to make 8rience education 17nore,-iel eKant
to the yeah, of th'e'izdtiOn?

Ansyfgr. ;Making, education releyant, mo4f important!, iuid,,vithiti,
the Moat difliCUlt` problem: 'hieing 'the SChOols and college§ today,,,The:clithculty,
stems from the fact that what tone, segule0,0,;,011,d,ent,q-, (pri, POOAstrator *pii0g1F§,1 fo:,0ep1,exant is , ggeffent:Trom, Tiew of
another -Segment. Some 'ancients believe tourges in the SiVithili:langUage are
Iiinportq,p14 ..relgrgt,t,;,:numtt,c1p.,., not. :,§ow,e,..stut, de,nts,( apille4110-050),'believe
Coiirses in Latin' to he 'ImPortant ; others consids Latin.. to,i)q, 44 Areiennt as
Swahili. The student heacling4orrA?refitargh efOlegA.:-00:?r,0141,t4ilik:ftier knowsthat the calculus is releVanti the PrOspective business. man aas dbubts. More-
over, students with quite different concepts of relevance are almost invariably
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to be found in one classroom until at least the; upper Years of'c011ege.-
achieving relevance must, in the last analysis, rest upon the flexibility Of the
teacher and: of the: curritulum and -.upon the availability of a variety;Of teaChing

The. ,Foundation's edUcatiOn.; program8 '. inClude activities ':directed"ekpreislY
these;ends. .

,; :.; ; ;: 1::

The inflexibility of teachers stems in large part from their reluctance tOctiirt
from . a ;highly structured; predetermined: t approach 'lest they', find ' theniselves
beyond; their subject-matter depthv- The Foundation* seVeral j:irogi'aniS'degigned
to increase: the teachere knowledge. of theit 'snhjects ;and. 'of 'the' VarietY b WaYs
in. ;which a' topic: eat be.,taught -are based' on, ;a' contrietiOn 'that 'the"teaeliers'
mastery of the material tenth§ to: assure', not only improVerrient 'in the nature Of
the content taught but that subject matter masterY develOps,hi; the' teaChers
the kind of self-confidence that freeS thenu of exCeSsive rigidity. '

.. Second, the teachers!. competenCe-and attitudes alone 'are'not enough: They
must have: a. variety' of' teaching 'materials from Which theY may' cheOse those
most suitable to their. particular :stUdents.; In naditiOn; those nitsterialS Should
be :such, as to emphasize the' learning' rather' than' the 'teaching' proCeSa;' theY
should require active participation on the; fwart of :the itudenta gnidance
from the teacher. ``Lectming!'; 'the.'stndents .shouldlbe. minimized:' 'Casting 'the
Student in- the ; active =role -and; affOrding him a iratiety of toPieSt to ' Andy 'and
modes .of doing so,:iis basic ;to;:meeting the prOblein Of' releVance.as the Student
sees reletanCe. The! Foundation's 'sUpport of the,'deYelOpnieU 'Of new 'and 'better
courses, instructional .units,, and learning itida (films; 'book-a, laborafory deidcea)
emphasizes contemporary content,' ,VaidetY, student invOlvement; and dilTerenees
in- learning: styles.' ;. . ;; :. z , .;. ; ;,,

Lastly, it is important that 'science betaught-Hother than iniCOfirieifOr SPeCial-
istsas a part of the -total1exPerienceiof 'Man rather .than'ita an enteriniae amid
for scientists ; scientists have no more, Ownership Of Seiened than' hiStOrianS' haYe
of historY. This 'point of vieW ninst be iniplieit ln: both the teaChers' attitUdea'and
the instructional Materiali. Stated'idinPly; selenCeliti Content:Y*0e
relevant to mankind's condition and can easily be allown to i!e'riO;

In partieular It Is 'impOrtant that 'the -eottial deSCribe,the'itrue-
ture, and functioning 'cif peoplete relationShiPt tb erieh'iither-L4hOUld be realistiC.
The: moat salient fact Ot'AnieriCa. tdday iathe peasiiie6neSS VitseiCiallssnea..ThOise
issues ..:have .beeir, Much neglected ; eddeationar progri ins beCauSe their ' are
uneomfOrtable to deaFwith. TrobablY' the' Single' nidat'llitiOitant stePT to' iiierease
the relevance of science education to today's youth la, the -±1.--'shaigng of the conient
'of the social seience cOurseS.'Thiengh thisniechatismStUdents can be ShOW-iil flat
the knowledge available to them through their, schools can be, usefUl:in'the"real
world" from Which they belie*e the, Schools-are* &Oche&

gue8tibit',47.. To %lokattethtent lite it yeaSible 'to icae','Soie ndeeditceition'-ibro'gtalns
Tts a. nteans'yO: ficitheting natiOnat Sodiat'Olifeatibei"(6:ik;;'6Oinliinilit'g,Yhe heeit
for *n&te' fechniriicins m the: Solent* enterprise with the gOat
.'ditadmclintaged'ivith' eniNOildN,a'alcily)? ''"' !'

AnsWer: There-are ;ir nunber 'of"Wayii ansWerine the OU'estiOndepending
upo'a hoW one definea sciehee eancatidii ''(and the ettent bi'WhiCh it' differs.`fibm
*436i:tit:ma ediicatiOn)' 'arid technieal''skill: For 'the'ltiieent f,niliOs4;.6denceeibi

'CbiiSidered' to ' be eduatiOd 'in iseientifle ..Prificiiilesttha,-metiloo a§ dis-
tinguished from manual skiHs. The scientific (or engineering): teblifilelan
considered to be an individual who peifaiiii tasks that require both manual skills
and_a,non4rivial understandingpf the reasons tor ancl importof; his :procedures.
Althengh bOth'deilnitiOnS,coiddavalidlifi4,4reatlY:bioadenedWithin the Context
of the aboVe defliiiWni, 'Science edneationand' 'not necessarily of a highly
specialized sort=rgan,be a-powerful- instrument in enabling,the disadvantaged to
Pbt4in,technical enployInen. !.1:11 6 ; .$

As we ;pointed out in; background; doCuments, Or,the NSF. t authorization', hear?
ings, technical employment has' certain Characteristics that must be:recognized
when large technician-training, prograMaare being !considered. Briefly; these are
the highly localig4 ,nature (of employment opportunities; the non-mobilitt of the
technicjan; component lot the ilabor -forcei'landithe short, lifespan of specific technif-
cal tasks andwithlt theliglrobsolescente,rate of the narrowlytrainedtechnician.
, 1%: 'good, technician I training program isJonei which finds, the: best: Icompromise
between souncVeducntiom AnadeptIr and6early employability, betwee:n the s eduea-
tIonal aims otthe programiand thel:educational attainmentiand:competencel level
4,f,the entering rstudent i between programs; thalCould'enable theistudentto'con-
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dune: his schooling along more academic lines in.:the : future; and: job4peeificskill& : t.;.; , ; , ::In the optinial , program,: the science educatiomprovides, the: student with anunderstanding of the phenomena with which he will deal as a techniCiam' Thegreater his knowledge,., the: lesailikely he as to be displaced WtechnologiCaladvances and the more likely he will be able to advance or undertake,turther
Eitu_dies1 : : : ;1MUch more can be done to :provide:many Of the disadvantaged; With employ-able technical skills than: is: being :done:t.. TWO approaches faro necessary.;First; theregtilar elementary and high school, instructionalprograma %should t make betterproitision for such student& -This: can,'be done-,-and to a Ihnited: extent IS ;beingdoneby the development of some curricular, materials iWith :a more "practical"orientation than customary.

Second, separate and, special instructional Unitki and even courses need to bedeveloped that have a more specific- orientation to technological skills. The unitmaterials would give a teacher a mechanism for providing 'suitable technicalunderstandings ( and motivation) to individuals in a class ; :complete coursematerials, a mechanism for teaching a technological approach to entire classesof students when that is appropriate.
The Foundation's support of science education..explicitly to aid the disad-vantaged to becoMe employable has been of small scale and mainly of an experi-mental nature. Although far from complete, these experiments have already. disclosed a number of wieful, guidelines for a .greatly:expanded effort. In viewof its primary statutory mission and financial resonrces, :the National ScienceFoundation has no plans to markedly expand its activities .with respect to thedisadvantaged. A shift from an experimental to an operational level wouldrequire a substantial increase In Foundation resources, -and: would tend to shiftthe focus of the Foundtion's emphasis from strengthening the scientific capabilitYOf the Nation to One of social action.

:Question 48. Does NSF consider -existing . mechanisms adequate for ;trans-ferring funds from other agencies to the Fowndation for use in the InternationalBiological Program?; . ;

Answer. Adequate mechanisras do exist, and :such transfers have been made.Admittedly, there are problems with the lead-time required if funds from other,agencies must be re-.programmed, and if their staffs .are.to ,have thne to makeindePendent judgments concerning individnal proposals. Much of the supportprovided by other agencies for, IBP will continue to ,be by direct funding ratherthan by transfer to NSF. ,

Question 49. If not, does NSF require additional funds in, its authorization forthis proposal?
.Answer. The NSF Specials StudY on the IBP has- projected legitimate requests

for *15 million in neW funding for IBP in FY1970, and estimated at t.hat timethat NSF could appropriately support approximately $8 million of this total:Thedecision to request 85 million rather than $8 million in the NSF FY 1970 budgetwas dictated by an appreciation of the fact that 'support for scientific researchgenerally will -have to be held to a figure which -is less than projections of legiti-mate need for all fields of science.'The figure of $5 million represents, in a. sense,a judgment as to a reasonable level for a high-priority, activity in a year of ex-pected budget stringency and a :revised estimate of, the rate at which variousprojects.would be ready to start.
)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WII,LIAM T. KNOX, PRESIDENT, INFORMATION INDUSTRY.
ASSOCIATION AND VICE PRESIDENT, SCGRAW-HILL,' INC

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee: I welcome this opportunity topresent to you my views with respect to the budget proposal tor Fiscal Year 1970submitted by the Office of Science Information 'Service of the National ScienceFoundation. . .

I have had considerable difficulty deciding'from which viewpoint I should testifysince I have been involved with scientific information in so many different 'capac-ities. In 1959, for example,I testified before the HouSe Committee on Science andAstronautics, on the basis of my experience as a professional researcher, researchmanager, and director of an industrial research technical information service.Since that time I testified before the House SUbcomthittee on Science, Researchand 'Development in my capacity as Chairman of the Committee on Scientific andTechnical Information (of 'the Federal Council for Science and Technology) and
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chairman of its National Systems Task Force, in addition to serving Dr. Hornig
as his assistant on these matters. I was alsora charter member and for tWe years
chairman of the Science Information Council, which was created by the Congreis-
in.1958 to advise the Office of Science Information Service; Currently and for the
past two. years. I have been employed by McGraw4Iill, Inc., a publisher of Scien7
tific and technical information in various forms and media..Most recentlY I haVe
been an instigator in establishing a non-profit trade' association, of comntercial in-
formation purveyors, which is called-the Information Industry Association.' I am
currently serving as' its president. . , ,

Perhaps I can best characterize my viewpoint this morning as being that of a
deeply-interested citizen, with my current biases emphasizing the role of the
comMercia1 information industry and the importance of the industrial research
community. .It is now ten years since the Office of Science Information Service was created.
As you; are well aware, it,was created by the National Defense Edutation Act of
1958,, and was not a part of the original enabling legislation ,for NSF. From its'
beginning OSIS has been an' unusual operation within NSF. OSIS 'was reqtiestedl
by, the Congress "to provide, or.,arrange for the,Provision' of" better information
ser-Ylces for the scientific and technical community..In 'a functional sense, Om-
was thus asked to provide or' arrange 'for the -proviiion of orr-going inforthation'
operationsnot research, but development and operation of services. ThiSis quite'
a different ballgame, than the dominant one played by. the -NSF ; namely;' support-.
ing basic research and education in the scientific' diseiplines in our colleges -and
universities

have stressed the unusual character of the OSIS inandate because some of the
characteristics of Its program may be:largely due to the difficulties of operating
a program' which directly affects large', long-established information services serv-
ing the, general scientific and technical coinniunity; when the deminant tone of
the overall NSF organization and its administrative guidelines and' regulations
respond to the needs of.university-based research and education.

You are aware I feel surer that the great bulk-71%--Of "U.S. scientists and
engineers engaged in -research and development are employed in private industry.
and only 15% in universities: Thus the greater Part of the usage of scientific and
technical information takes place within industrial research.

OSIS was established us a direct outgrowth of the Congressional concern over
the launching of Rusaia's Sputnik I, and some highly' publicized statements that
had-this country had bctter access to.Russian literature in scienice and technology
it Would not have been cagght napping:

The basic premise on wh:ch OSIS' was established and which has guided many
Of its-programs was that ali the worldwide literature in science and technology
should be widely disseminated across the nation. The underlying theory was that
there was a scarcity of aVitilable information, and the remedy was to translate a
lqt of foreign literature and publish more of our own.

So much for the background_ If I were asked to characterize-the OSIS opera-
tions over its first ten year's operation' I would Say that it had valiantly tried: to
live -up to its responsibilities. However, because of the general NSF atmosphere
and the stress placed by the university-dominated President's Science Advisory
Committee on the profesSional scientific societies' role in' scientific. information,
OSIS has given little attention and less support to the vital role played by com-mercial publishers and other types of- information entrepreneurs, especially in
relation to industrial research and the technological community.

Let me quote from the Nsr Frro Budget proposal. "The System Developmer
and Improvement program ($7.611) assists profesSional societies. In development
of systems, the Foundation works with the most representative -scientific societies
since the scientific community in each discipline should be responsible for the
deSign, implementation, and operation of the information Eurstem that will serve
its requirements." .;

The tens of millions of dollars granted ,by NSF for the develdpment and opera-
tion, of more adequate informatiPn services in the scientific and technical informa-
tion' comninnity have almost! without exception' been placed with' not-for-profit
enterpris4s, especially the-professional societies.

In addition, other support.prqgxanis have been restricted to the not-for-profits.
AS an. example, -let.me eite the, f`page Rharge ,policy which:was initiated-by OSIS,
140- after endorsement by the ,-Fpderal Council, followed, by, all Federal agencies.
Under this,polic-7,, a large fraction otthe, costs for publishing research results are.
paid, iby :Federal agenetePA Vrtovi4P4 Ake Pilblisher, is alto f-for-profit organization..

FO
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This not ;only penalizes existing comnierCiaL*publisherd :but 'effedtivelynew ,-commercial -ventures and, ensures . the ; Continning .gro:Virth, Of
Profit*r; . -,; ; 7 i .7 1..

The,reliance. placed. by, 0 SIS on the-professionaUseientifie soeletieg hassnited in OSIS taking a traditional approach tothe scientific infOrmatiWprobleM.
Professional societies, operating as 'they, AO' throUgh% *oluntAryl efteirts and dile§paid by :their :members, are generally very conservati*e organizatiOnS:' 'In addition, they are relatively.weakly Managed; with,ajoutnbetSônie:ceniiinitteand administrative structure. A good deal of effort by Dr. Adlrinson,:the' headro
OSIS since its inception,, has been spent, therefore; trying 'to eonvinee the VariOussaentific ,societies that they should do something abOnt thescientific -informatiOnsituation in their discipline, and that they :would be Willing to;aecePt. his' help.'This was not easy.

How different the situation :might haVe been, had: equal effort been placed toawaken the commercial informatiOn industry to the importance, of providing bet-ter scientific and teehnical information syStems and services, -svith-gOVerimientfunding Ithiilable to cover the market research; development, 'and syStemSand implementation costs. In.spite of the repeated, limn denial Of such encOurage-meat from OSIS, a few commercial firms,: at great finaneial 'have enteredsome areas of the_ scientific information, field: Their !courage 'deserves praiSe andmore support.
The Congress would do well to ask ,OSIS to justify its stated 'objeCtiVe to create"one principal source for all -pertinent 'scientific informatien ,for ajordis-cipline."ipline." This sounds like a set of monopoly operations created within profesSionalsocieties by Federal administrative action. What criteria will determine the selec-tion of the one source? What criteria will,govern the-scope of its CoVerage' and'the number and type of services it renders? What agency will regulate the Inónoto-oly in the poblic interest? What will be the regulatory 'procedures and criteria?Let me now turn to some pressing operational problenis., A plot of efforttens'of millions of dollars each yeargoes into publishing researeh 'results 'and sub.sequently abstracting and indexing .the original publication& This is the tradi-tional area of operations for the professional Societies. It is a library-oriented,

archival. approach. Each original' article gets the Same treatment,- although it isfreely admitted that the great bulk of these articles are never referred to by otherscientists. Part of the problem is caused by the "publish Or Perish" syndronie inthe universities. Part of it is simply the inertia of tradition, The more innovativepeople concerned with information services in the profesSional societies 'agreethat primary journal publication has long. since:pasSed-its' peak of usefulneei,and that it now primarily serves the author'S purposes 'rather than the user.The user needs to have access to a Variety of information 'services tailored to
his specific needS. These services must also be ileXible. ilehange with the uSer'schanging needs. This is the type of function best 'served by the commercial in-formation industry. The commercial-information induStry serves its users well, orit goes out of business.' ,

What should OSIS do about thiS? Is OSIS, thrOugh its page charge policy,and through its exclusive reliance on professional society publication, abstract-.ing and indexing policies, perpetuating an obsolescent practice? IS this in thebest interests of the users? Why is OSIS still budgeting substantial sumei forsupport of primary journal publication.?
'As :an example of alternatives; the Weinberg 'panel reported, as others before

had suggested, "An attractive technical solwtion tO: the problem of the dissemina-tion and retrieval of documents is the centralized dePOsitery. Perhaps the Mainobstacles to its adoption may come from the attitudes ,of senie eleinents of thetechnical community itself."
NSF- has provided massive financial support to encourage several professionalsocieties to :computerize their abstracting' an& indexing efforts. I. think fairquestions for this subcommittee to ask are the following: If Federal supportpredominates in the establishnient of these new CoMputer-based abstracting andindexing' services, what assurance IS there that the various services dO not dupli-cate each other'S effort? 'Should: OSIS anticipate the-PoSsible desirability of acomplete Federal subsidy of these operations?
In a very real sense, a complete Federal underWriting of the abstracting andindexing operations would be analogous to Federal underwriting Of the com-pilation of inforMation by the U.S. Geological Survey. In both cases a Service ofgeneral, non-specific interest is rendered. No, one knoWs in advance whether

certain geological survey data will be useful ; neither does one kno* about an
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abstract or, an index to a journal article. Such subsidized /abstracting and index-
ing ,Operapons, cpuid, of .courser,be under-the onanagVrial control; of professional;
scientific ,societies. ; Y ' k , , ,

One major; prefssionali scientific society, has, alreadyr,begun to view its rOle, as
a wholeSaler, of abstracts and.indexes.,Thisds/ a .Step forward. It recognizes the,
relative .infiexibility, of professional .Nocieties, to respond, with ,different informa-
tiou- products and .servicefic,te the raPi413r, chfulging) fuser requirements. .-It alSo
recognizes that the management of a very large information operation ,demands
full-time, high quality talent, and may overwhelm the other functions which
only a professional society can serve for Its members.

I wonder, therefore, whether OSIS in the next ten years should not be as
aggressive in underwriting the attempts of conimercial enterprises endeavoring
to develop better information systems and services for scientists as it has been
in the past ten years with the professional societies and-other not for profits.
Amending legislation or Committee recommendations may be required,. but I have
never found the Congress unreceptive to suggestions from the taxpayers.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF W. 1(RANIC BLA/R, CHAIRMAN; U.S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
INTERNATIONAL BIOLOGICAL ComirrrEE, NATIONAL RESEAROR COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) /program for FY/70 includes a ."line item" of $5 million for the
International Biological Program (IBP). S:Taice I am Chairman of the U.& Na-
tional Committee for the IBP, . I submit the following statement as added back-
ground for your analyais in context with your review of the NSF Program for
the coming fiscal year.

WHAT IS THE INTERNATIONAL BIOLOGICAL PROGRAM (IBP) ?

The IBP is an international program of research on biological productivity
and the biological basis of human welfare. Fifty-seven nations now participate
under sponsorship of the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSIJ). All
major nations with the exception of Red China are participants. The latest
to join are Malawi and Panama.

International management of the IBP is effected by a Special Committee for the
IBP ( SCIBP ) with offices and secretariat in London. The SCIBP secretariat is
supported financially by national dues that range from $25,000 annually down
to only $500 for undeveloped countries. Some of the latter pay no national dues,
but for the overall benefit of all participants, they are included.

In the United States, the planning and management of the national partici-
pation in the IBP is the charge of a committee of the National Academy of
Sciences. The coordinating agency for Federal participation in the IBP is the
National Science Foundation. An Interagency Coordinating Committee (ICC)
is chaired by the Director of the Division of Biology and Medicine of NSF ; it
was established as a result of a request from the Chairman of the Federal
Council for Science and Technology asking NSF to "move expeditiously to explore
the optimum nature and extent of federal agencies' involvement with this
Program".

National programs range in sophistication from such programs as that of the
United States. and the relatively.,sophisticated program of the U.S.S.R. down
to very simple programs in some of the developing countries. Nevertheless, there
is international cooperation and coordination among 57 countries to solve prob-
lems of man's welfare in a deteriorating global ,environment. Furthermore, coop-
erative projects involving the technologically advanced countries and the develop-
ing countries are providing a stimulus for scientific advance in the latter.

WHERE ARE WE TIME-WISE

The second of the 5 years of the so-called action phase of the IBP will end
on July 1 of this year. 'Even so, the U.S. effort has not reached full activation
of the program of participation in the IBP Planned by the U.S. National
Committee.

The reasons for this delay are twofold : (1) There has been inadequate financial
support, and (2) the development of the U.S. program has involved the emergence
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of a novel a.nd sophisticated' aPproach in environmental 'biology. Several Inte-
grated Research Programs (IRP's) form' the heart 'of the' ILS: participation In'
the IEP. Since there has been essentially no precedent for this kind of biological
research, the planning and implementation of theSe 1RP's 'has been-slow. Hew-
ever, we have full confidence that we have -now reached the Stage where the only
possible obstacle to the success of the U.S. program might be inadequate funding.
The U.S. program is described in the' recentrY published Report No. 3, Part 2, of
the U.S. National Committee.

WHERE ARE WE l'INANOIALLY?
. .

The U.S. participation in the IBP has,not received adequate financial support to
mount the imaginative.and timely; (with respect-to environmental problems) pro-
gram of research that has been generated by the U.S. National Committee and. its _

Financial support for planning,o4he, ILS. participation- in the IBP andIfor the
central office has been provided-ItPasaing . the bat". among .interested Federal
agencies. This support has been quite adequate. Research funds have been another
matter. Through Fiscal Year 1968, all-research done under the IBP in the United
States was done through reorientation of existing research programs or through
reprogramming In agency budgets that provided 'an estithated $689 thousand of
"new money." In riscal1969 thereas a "line item" ,of $500 thousand in the NSF
budget ; and NSF and some othen'agencies'have reprogrammed additional amorints
hito IBP - interdisciplinary studies"; the 'total-- this 'year is approXimately' $1.8
million. '

A joint resolution was introduced into' the 90th Congress by CongresSman
George Miller of California and' Senator Fred Harris of Oklahema authoriting
$3 to $5 million of new money for the IBP in FY/69. In hearings in the House
Subcommittee on Science, Research, and .Development, on May 1 and 2, 1968; the
Deputy Director of OST presented the Adininistration's stringent financial policy
and opposed the funding provisions, of this resolution ; ,however, fully supported
the subjective goals of IBP and U.S. participation'.

In the summer of last year, a budget study of the IBP was made by NSF at the
request of the BOB. As P restilt of this study, there is a "line item" of $5 million
for the IBP now in the NSF budgetand under consideration by your subcom-
mittee. The NSF position was that approxiMately. $15 million would be needed in
FY/70, and that the remaining '$10 Million Should" be found in the budgets of
other interested agencies.

The figure of $15 million new money represents a hard estimate of the needs
of the U.S. participation in the IBP that was arrived at 'after much consideration
by the_ U.S. National Committee for the 1BP and 'by NSF: Attachment 2 indicates
the apProximate planned 'distribntiori of this $15 Million among the IRP's that
Make up the U.S. participation,in the IBP.' The cUrrent snd_previous year's sup-
port is shown in Attachment 1.

In an attempt to facilitate the partiCipation of various' intereSted; Federal agen-
cieS in the funding of IBP research,' joint resolutions "Were' introduced-.--S.J.. Res.
89 by Senator Edmund Muskie and, several'cosponsors' in the 'Senate and J Res.
589 by CongreSsmen Miller and Daddario in the House. AMong -other things; this
resolution "authorizes and requests all Federal departments and agencies having
functions or objectives which coincide with or are related to those of the internit-'
tional biological program to obligate or make appropriate "transfers 'of funds to
the program from moneys available for 'such functions "or objecti*es and provide
such support as may be appropriate."

As I have already testified' in House Committee hearings on this resolution, I
am: 'strongly In faVor Of its provision& Section 2; vigorously ,applied,.should result
in an IBP budget program' including. participation' of Eigenbies! which have not
previously budgeted for theIBP: -"

WHAT ARE THE POTENTIAL AdCOMPLISH-MENTS OF THE IEP ?

The IBP is not Just another program:1 in science., It represents the first massive
international effort to ,understand the functioning of the ecosphere, ,the whole .

global system of physical environment and organisms of which man is a part. - .

!The IpE! will provide baseline, data pertinent ,to .the. -functioning,.of -World
environments. It .will,providelmowledge needed for ,environmental: mana.ge.ment
and for credible approaches on many of our problems on pollution and environ-
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ment. It will not solve those problems ; but essential understanding gained will
allow others to plan more adequately.

The IBP has already generated the kind of new approach in environmental
and human ecology that is needed if we are ever to understand the functioning of
the earth's ecosystems and hence be able to manage them to man's advantage.
This is the interdisciplinary team approach involving large national and interna-
tional groups of scientists working cooperatively on various components 'of the
same major problem and collating their results centrally with the ultimate
purpose of treatment of the whole ecosystem by the methods of systems 'analysis.

The U.S. participants in the IBP have been responsible for the developMent of
thir new approazh, and our Grasslands Biome study at the Pawnee site in Colo-
rado has progressed at a rate and in a manner far exceeding the most :optimistic
original expectations. With the Grasslands Biome study as a successful proto-
type, the 5 other projected biome studies (desert, deeiduous forest, coniferous
forest, arctic and alpine tundra, _tropical forest) representing major geographic
areas of the United States and the internationally important tropical forest,
have developed through the planning .stage at a much more rapid rate than we
had anticipated. The planning has thus outrun the visible funding for these
important studies.

The IBP research, in conjunction with the mounting concern about environ-
mental quality, has already .stlInkaatYl an increase in the production of the sci-
entifically trained ecolcgif0,9 who tA re aoing to be essential to the environmental
management that must c ky.P.san 'very sooL if we are to halt the accelerating deterio-
ration of global enviromr,,uts.

Finally, the IBP has generated a spirit of international cooperation in scientific
inquiry that has never existed before in any aspect of biological science. Scientists
of 57 countries participate and cooperate in the exchange of information and in
the standardization of methods so that their results can be compared. In addition,
there are numerous multinational teams in the IBP. In the U.S. program, this
international effort is central in the organization of several IRP's, especially : (1)
Biological Production in Upwelling Systems, (2) International Study of Eskimos,
(3) Population Genetics of the American Indians, (4) Biology of Human Popula-
tions at High Altitudes, (5) Nutritional Adaptation to the Environment, and (6)
Convergent and Divergent Evolution. The main component of the last has aleam
made up of scientists from 7 South American countries. Panama, Mexico, Aus-
tralia, Puerto Rico, and 12 U.S. states. The Hawaiian component of this IRP
has participants from Hawaii, The Philippines, Japan, India, Scotland, and
from 9 states in the continental United Statea

These cooperative international projects, where they involve the technologi-
cally advanced and the developing countries, promise to pay large dividends in
upgrading enVironmental science in the latter countries. As might be expected,
the international participation by the United States is weighed heavily toward
Latin America. Environmental problems are to a large extent _global problems,
so we have a vested interest In establishing and acquiring environmental know-
how in the underdeveloped countries of the world, and especially in those of
neighboring Latin America. In addition, we can expect that the growth of basic
science and of improved resource management in the underdeveloped countries
will contribute to their political stability.

AFTNR 113P, virnAT?

The IBP is administratively scheduled to end in 1972. However all closely
involved in the IBP -belieye that the maior international arid the highly pro-
grammatic studies (e.g., ,ec'osystein analysis) will continue. The biome studies,
which form such a major part of the U.S. Participation, t may well be continued
under some slid' umbrella as that of a national' Institute 'of ecology. which has
been recommended by the Ecological Society of America and which has received
the attention of committees of Congress. Sonie of the highly international pro-
grams may proceed under the umbrella of intergovernmental agencies such as
UNESCO and FAO. both which have expressed ibterests. Others may proceed
under a non-governmental umbrella such BS ICSU. The interdimflplinary studies
begun with IBP will form the baals 'kor interagency and multinational efforts
needed so'that we may better understand the environment, its quality, ind the
effects on man.

30-553 0-69-7
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, ATTAcHMENT,1 :

ELEMENTS AND SCHEDULE% US/I BP; FISCAL TEAR 1970 '

IDollars in millions]

IRP
To be submitted
(Quarter and years) .

. ,

Environment component: ,

Grasslands
Racal year 1969_ _Analysis of ecosystems 4th,
do

- Deciduous forests , , 3d, fiscal year 1970
, Desert - .. , 4th, fiscal year. 1969_

Coniferous forest _ ,3d, fiscal year 1970_ _
Tropical do
Tundra ' . 2d, fiscal year 1970_ _

Convergent/divergent evolution (including Hawaii) ' . 4th1 fiscal year 1969 I
. , and 1st, fiscal year

' .it . 1970. ,

Aembiology '1st 'fiscal year 1970_
Mat ism mammals 1 do
Biological controls do
Conservation of genetic materials 3 do
Biogeography of the sea 4 4th, fiscal year MO__
Phersolov 2d, fiscal year 1970_ _
Psyssology oc colonizing species 1st, fiscal year 1970__
Upwelling ' ' 3d, fiscal year 1970_ _

Human adaptabilsty component:
Urban and migrant peoples 53 .._do
American Indians 6 lst, fiscal year 1970_,

, Nutrition ?
Eskimos Continuation
High altitude people,8 4th, fiscal year 1969 _

- and lst, fiscal year
.. 1970.,

Chr0n0bi010gy 9 x - 2d, fiscal year 1970_ _

Total
. , .

1 Marine mammals'is' novi identified as a "potentlar IRP" and the USEC/1BP his encOuraged th. ori
develOp the program. A 'draft Proposal has beensubmitted. Fending needs and approxiMate date for prop-
have.been verified. - .

RiolOgical 'central is noW identified ai a "potential litr! and the USEC/IBP has encouraged the 'origina
vilog the-program. Proposit has been sabasitted.. Funding needs add apptoxlmate 'date for proposal Submis

.. 3 Above notes also apply to conservation of genetic..materials. Thls:proposal will originate from ARS-USI
hit been Sublnitted. It will involve both in-house and nonGovernment effort. It is not budgeted in ARS-If
by SCIBP circa 1964 as an essential !BP effort. With USEC/IBP OndorseMent propoeal :Will Seek support a
agency transfer from' NSF to. USDA, or by reprograming-within USDA.-.:.' - : .

:4 Central program proposal on .biogeography of the sea.has been shelved (rejected) by .NSF. There is:a 'I-
that a program proposal on eitearine ecosystem analysis will develop tinder the guidance. of PROCOM. If
i RP' develops. projectrii,ficrw identified 'with blogadgraphy of-the sea may bir Stibstimed u War the reorien-

-31Central program proposalthr urban and: migrant peoples:is not yet satisfactorily developed: Retearch:
Orogrem are .developing: _sig., the, "Holmes County' project is. supported: at. $180.000 per year, the "Chi.
now' Under review in HEW requests apilmiitimately $100,000 Mi.-fiscal:year' 1970..The; "Miami River. Projec
aPprOiciMatify 4600.000,fcir -fiscal. year 1970; Plans are undorway'for central lirogram 'coordination and st
plans, should preclude a mentral proposal by the 3d quarter:of fiscal year.1970.=.:' ' 7 t17: =

6 The current..1 BP, identified, portion of. the AEC ,su pported, research ,on genetics of- Americasil ndians i
year in ithtal AEC program' of $358,000 in 'fiscal' year 1969.The total !BP. effort rekuired on this IRP is Ta!
year 1970.i Theoriglnator will beleeuest $240,000 additional for fiscatyear 1970. Requeit will he addressed
suggest that AEC seek interagency transfer from NSF since MIS latteraMou fit ist not budgeted' inAEC:

7 The fiscni year 1970 amount shown on the Nutrition IRP assumes that the $40,000 initiating prbposal
fiscal year 1969. The $290,000 fiscal year 1970 program includes,continuation-of the central coliclinatior
year plus $250,000 of new research.

The high altitude IRP proposes coordination at no cost between principal investigators at Pennsylvania E
.Univeriity of.;Colorado.and University of.Wisconsin. The: Penniylvania State proposal-at:approximately .3
.sibrisitted during the last quarter,ot fiscal year.1969. The,University of Wisconsin proposal was submitted
Ma:tidy 'it'months ago:The.t.lniverSity Of ColOradci promise! Will be submitted lit qUarter, of fisdal year19:

O'CitroliobiolOgy has been identified; bythe USEC/I BP Is a "pOtential IRP" end the originator hai bee-
developend submit this IRP,:proposal,firitto; the USEC/IBP for internal evaluation and then to NSF .for sup
laquired -and tiMe.of.subrnission haveheen.verified.. : . .

P ATTAOILMENT 2 ,

:; '

.STUIPPOILT-FISCAL:. 'YEARS 1966 1969: .!

The following ,:table lista Integrated Research ,programs of the In
BiolOgical Piograni supPorted in FY 68 and .69 ,and the agencies pro-
port In the Column headed "Origin," we attempe tO differentiate betwee
on IRPs (1) that existed prior to IBP, and (2) that was initiated
IBP. Likewise in the subtotals under FY 68 and FY 69, we differentia
these amounts. These subtotals provide some indication of funds prep:
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within agency budgets s.s..distinguished from -rePregrammed funds made avail-
able because of IBP. may--be said-to be mission-funds; and all may be sad to
directly support IBIPIRPs. This table shower $3.8: million granted in FY 69 in
support of IBPIRPs of which OS. gralAted-as , a -result :of IBP
initiation. . . -

, MAJOR 113f17STUD1ES SUPPORTED 7'

[Dollars in thouiandij

Major study

Ormitid Giantecr 'Requested
fiscal fiscal fiscal year
year year 1969,

Supported by Origin 1968 1969 pending

Environment:
Analysis of ecosystems
Grasslands
Desert
Deciduous forest
Coniferous forest 4--
Convergent/divergent
Evolution
Aerobiology
Biogeology of the sea

Upwelling ecosystems
Human adaptability:

Internal study/Eskimos

Migrant peoples:
Chicago
Mississippi HEW 180. 5

Biological human population/high altitude
Population genetics/American Indian AEC

Nutrition:
Central

Research_

NSF I BP
NSF, AEC, USDA IBP
NSF IBP

IBP
IBP

NSF, HEW Pre- IBP
USAF 1BP
NSF IBP
NSF, USD I Pre- IBP__
SI IBP
NSF IBP

I $224. 3
2 424.2 $451. 0 3 $2, 209

20.2

162. 5

3 230
1 30. 0 3 31
105.2
126.1
51.7

50. 0 45. 0 3 66
67. 4
94.2

HEW, S I, USAF IBP 40.6 4 312. 5
Wenner-Gren.

I BP
IBP
IBP
Pre- IBP
!Br

Armi &USDA, A ID, 1BP .?

Universitiee and
private 'sources.

599

3140
150. 0 150. 0 6 358

6 240

3, 452. 0 2,203. 0

3 39

Subtotal IBP originated
Subtotal pre-I BP

689. 1 1, 333.6 3, 054
3, 814. 5 2, 503. 2 358

Total 4, 503.6 3, 836. 8 3, 412

'1 2 years. 4 3 years._ _,'
:2 7 months. . 3 Health, Education, and Welfare.
3 National Science Foundation. . 3 Atomic Energy Comraiesion. _- : .

. . .

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS 'CII. Fox, Sinkisrcz ADVISER TO THE-UOVERNOR
OF PENNSYLVANIA, CHAIRMAN OF THE GOVERNOR'S SCIENCE .ADVISORY COMMIT-
TEE, AND. CHAIRMAN .OF TiiE BOAEDOF THE PENNSYLVANIA. SC/ENCE AND ENGINEER-
ING 17OVNDATION .. -, :: - . :: '.. _

The N8F anthorization and apPropriatiOnS doeignent in-COngresS has prOPOsed
to Proceed in lino gear on studies Of hoW statei`ean'Monnt effective Programs for-
use of science and technology to benefit their eCOnomiee and to Solve' their' urban
and environmental problems ; in high gear to fund in, the mniversities long-range
social and engineering, studies on the roots of our urban problems. .

,In the CommOnWegith: of PennsylVania We; have in the past; sik iearg Conibined
these two objectives. I 1.. .

Our Program 1)11n1i., together sophisticated people from our uni7ersities from
industry, from, the: professions, and from goirernmenti to foster; creative engineer-
ing of neW .coneepts and-new approaches to onr problems. ,

,We .are thus, led eci propose to COngrPss P.1.14 the, NSF ths.t.these ,t*o wsr
combined tO Provide pile, of the; approaches of iigr: to the interdisciplinary

Sindies
. given there bY 14. mere innoiatiie, problem solving, engineering slant, -with

emPijasik en: Ile,. concepts . ,;- . ,

deSigned thug tO bring together uniVertaity:ihinkers and as ellent-sponsors
Praetic4,1, People from induStry and :government, who know the problems and

, can impleMent the, solutions.,
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The Proposal.would multiply NSF funding by requiring matching funds from
each state. The joint interest and involvement of NSF and state agencies should
provide means of multiplying the effectiveness of both the state and' Federal
efforts. The involvement: of NSF should maximize the opportunity to export the
lessons learned in one state to early application (when appropriate) in other
states isolated geographically .or otherwise from each other.

Of course, direct NSF funding of , universities on interdisciplinary programs on
engineering-social problems is not precluded bYr this proposal.

Our proposal is presented under the following headings :
Page

Proposed Policy 2
Proposed Program 3
Proposed Criteria for the NSF-State Demonstration Program 6
Specific Actions 7
NSF Funding 8
A Proposed Amendment 8
As background material we have included the following appendices :

Appendix I : NSF Interstate Nuclear. Board Conference Program Proposal,
September 20, 1968 =

9
Appendix II : Quotes from National Leaders 10
Appendix III : Remarks on Proposed Policy 14
Appendix IV :* A descriPtion of Pennsylvania's State Science Activities 16
Appendix V :* An Example of a. Federal-State Partnership : The Institute

for the Development of Riverine and Estuarine Systems (IDRES)
These two appendixes are held in the files of the subcommittee.

BACKGROUND

Measures of the nation's scientific and engineering programs include (1) their
intellectual quaiity in advancing knowledge and (2) the vigor with which they
apply this knowledge to meet human needs. It has been demonstrated that the
nation will support the scientific `Community fully if the public understands that
the latter goal in particular is met.

Speaking 'broadly on the application of science, the U.S. experience in this
century may, perhaps, be categorized under three main headings :
First PeriodScience for Industry

In the first third of the century we learned how to organize research and
development undertakings in industry to speed technological progress in selected
areas. The universities grew' mid adapted to support this effort through basic
research and training of scientists and engineers-
Second Period--Science for Defense.

In the middle third of the century we learned to mount mass:Lve national under-
taklugs to action technological progress in areas vital to our national defense
Congress, Federal agencies, our university communities, and the new aerospace
industry which had to be established to meet these national goals, learned to work
together td supplY the basic knowledge and developmencal aPparatus on a systems
scale required to do the job effectively.
Third PeriodScience for Society

In the last third of this .century our nation is faced with critical urban and
environmental problenis whose solutions inirolve both technOlogical and social
factors. We are challenged to learn how to use our knowledge and resourceS effed-
tively to insure technological and social progress. There needs to be a reirival Of
engineering selmlarshipin the broadeat senge With chose particiPation .by federal,
state and local governments In'indnittry and in new partnershiPsworking to-
gether or- in CoordinatedlaShion With Joint resPonsihility in wayS'as yet undefined.

It must be emphasized plat unlike defense and space technology appliCatiOns
of 'science and engineering -to environmental and ;Urban engineering Problems re-
quires leadership not by the Federal government and its agencies alone but also
necessarily; by=state and loCal governments. These neeessarily Must Mobilize local
talent and will adapt to local circumstances and deiiires the technologY and con-
cepts Which éinerge fronithe natiOnal progranis. Thus' it la essential that EVERY
STATE DEVELOP STATE SCIENCE POLICIES AND PROGRAMS marShalling
local resources to engineer solutions to local problems and'Zurther that FEDERAL
AND STATE SCIENCE PROGRAMS BE CLOSELY COORDINATED SO AS TO
REINFORCE EACH OTHER.
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PENNSYLVANIA ,SCIENCES PROGRAMS

We in Pennsylvania are concerned with both the generation of new scientific
knowledge and the effective use of scientific knoWledge and technology to solve
our urban and environmental problems and to keep our state's economy strong.
To this end we have the past six years forged strong lines of communicatiOn'and
effective partnerships among state and local governmental units and the engineer-
ing and scientific communities in univeriities and in industry in. Pennsylvania

The Governor's Science Advisory Committee (G&W) has for six years advised
on state science policy. The Pennsylvania Science ard Engineering Foundation
has for two years, with Commonwealth funds of 1.4 million dollars annUally,
initiated engineering programs within Pennsylvania's universities and other
research organizations to solve our local problems and to advance our economy.

Material describing the Pennsylvania Science Program is given in Appendix IV
and a report on a specific example of Federal-State funding of a consortium of
universities and research institutions to engineer new approaches to preserve and
utilize more effectively the Delaware River and Estuary as an important natural
resource is given in Appendix V.

Consideration of this evidence will show that we have succeeded in Pennsyl-
vania in generating a state science policy and a state-oriented program in science
and technology which, through investment of state funds, and participation of
some of the best minds in our universities, in industry, in government, and in the
professional community, is making a strong beginning in focusing our resources
on programs aimed at solving urgent problems. The solutions necessarily, involve
new engineering, new technology and considerations of cost, economic impact, of
law and government, and of what the people desire.

We believe we are generating a partnership between government, universities,
industry, and the local communities and professions to work together on accept-
able and effeetive solutions.

The flexibility and broad scope of NSF involvement in science and engineering
in the university combined with our state's interest in the needs of the Delaware
greatly aided us in establishing 11. Center of the scope and nature required to
engineer new approaches to the Delaware problem. Involvement on the Center's
policy and technical advisory committees of representatives of Federal, State
and interstate governmental agencies and of industries all having practical
interests in the Delaware insured the necessary communication between the
imversity innovators and the ultimate users required to promote both product-
bility and effective use of the results. The growing interest in aud .support of
specific projects at the Center by many Federal and state falssion-oriented
agencies indicates the value of such Centers once established.

In recent years, Connecticut, New York, Georgia, lUlnois and other states
have generated state science policies and state-oriented programs similar to those
of Pennsylvania. Many of the states are now aware of the value and necessity
of such programs and are searching for ways to structure them in their own
circumstances.

PENNSYLVANIA PROPOSALS TO NSF

The NSF has proposed to Congress separate programs
to study how state science programs can be formulated to Serve the

specific needs of the individual states.
to mount university interdisciplinary studies on social problems.

Our experience in Pennsylvania in the past six years in the use Of states
science programs to marshall our resources to meet our problems and opportuni-
ties convinces us that there must be more effective coupling among universities
and the local government units and industries who have the problems and have
the responsibility for the programs aimed at their solutions.

Thus, we are led to suggest to NSF, as one approach.at least, they look into
the desirability of giving greater support to state-oriented interdiaciplinary en-
gineering programs on secial problems to establish new patterns of conimUnica-
tion and cooperation that should play a vital role with Various Federal agencies
and programs in effectively bringing modern engineering scholarship to bear on
Science for Society.

This shoUld also strengthen the research capabilities of state governments
and enable this level of goyernment to play a greater and proper role in the
utilization, and the shaping of science policies. As yet very few, it any, state
governments have realized the full potential of using available resources and
scientific knowledge in coping Viith public prOblems. They are faced with the
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difficulty of working with highly differentiated (and fragmented) Federal pro-
grams which often impede efficient and effective handling of problem situations.
In large . measure, the difficulties arise from inadequate state activities and
rePresentation in national policy-making' processes. Onr.proposal represents an
effective path toward correcting these criticardeficiences in our national' effor,t.

PROPOii*D'

The following propositions'are,,I -believe 'consistent with the' above ideas and
furnish the basis for the proposal whichitolloWs: (`

Science and Technology can and indeed 'Must contribute to the solution of
urban and enviromnental problems.

There exists both need and opportunity to focus present knowledge and
skills in diverse disciplines upon innovative approaches to our problems. This
amounts to advancing new engineering conceptsa proper function both for
universities charged with engineering scholarship for industry which supplies
technology.

Applied science develops best when there exists a strong interaction between
the innovator and the cOmmunit7 for which the developments are intended.
This is especially true when political,' economic and social factors, as well as
technological factors, determine the acceptability of the new development.

Problems of housing, transportation, environment, education, health services
and others are necessarily a responsibility of state and local, as well as Federal
government. Local approaches to these problems are dependent on the resources
and needs of the state or region involved. Consequently, it is not only desirable
but necessary that there be mounted in each state determined state-oriented
programs.The National Science Foundation with a broad involvement in supporting
science and engineering, and university education, is an appropriate agency to
foster innovative engineering to meet the problems' of the communities. Thus,
it is positioned to initiate programs that avoid both isolation of efforts (of
universities, industry and governmental units) and fragmentation of problems
(e.g., transportation, housing, environmental:control, health services), enabling
other single-mission agencies to support appropriate aspects of the new pro-
grams as they develop. The communication, through NSF, of successful ideas
from one state or region to another should also be expedited.

It follows that National Science Foundation support is desirable (a) for the
development of state-oriented science' programs in each state and (b) for pro-
grains structured by the state agency in each state so as'to involve in concerted
fashion its ertgineering regources in attacking state problems and to promote
continuing communication' with the appropriate government, professional, and
industrial communities. (See Appendix III for Remarks.)

PROPOSED PROGRAM
It is desirable:
1. To encourage a sophisticated examination at the state (or regional) level

of the scientific and technological resources and needs of the state and of
effective means of harnessing theSe resources 'to &Aire the environmental and
social probleina of the state including economic growth:

2. To encourage university and other grouPs' 'attention to the urgent state
and local- problem's, with a vieW' to promoting interdisciPlinary innovative ap-
proaches to solntions.

& To inaure that uni,iersity involvement is coordinated with these govern-
Ment, professibnal and industrial elements of the cOmmunity that' will hive to
act in' adopting or deliveriilg the new solutions. .

4. To insure that the broad' Federal' prograini, aS represented, for example,
by N,Sr.support Of sctence, in tbe universities, strengthen the needed state efforts
and faeilitate Coopert4tion between state and federal miasion-oriented science
and technelegY Programs:

TO thia'eo we propcise
That the NSF ImtnediatelY -take 'stePs to asSist the states (Or :regions) in

the creation of State Science Councils,s_ charged, with develOping- prOgraMs of
Using State resenices te Meet State needs. ;

The '14gr cOU1.1 Provide fOr the t3urPose of 'Promoting' the SCienee dOunciis
matching fundri to each state af ratios for' examPle,. Of $75,000/25.000, Fkleral/
state the first 'Year:- .$50.000/50,000, Federal/state the second year, ; $25,000/

, -75,000, Federal/state the third year.
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(In implementation, the NSF would need to draw up statements of goals and
suggested structures of these state organizations, and criteria for acceptability.
NSF should plan in-depth briefing OD a continuing basis as needed to adviie state
representatives as to nseful approaches.)

2. That the NSF in:Atute demonstration projects with matching federarstate
support, of interdisciplinary applied programs in universities and nonprofit in-
stitutions with appropriate governmental and industrial participation. Eaeh
prograin would be initiated by the state as an effort to meet environmental and
social problems. Such support should be sufficient to represent an appreciable
impact on the-use of state resourceshence it might have an upper limit of per-
haps $1,000,000 Per state. Obviously, only a few states will be able to meet these
in the early years. Thus, the total eost is not likely to exceed $5,000,000 per year
for the first few years. .

3. That the NSF on the basis of experience gained in the demonstration
projects institute programs of this type with each of the states offering matching
funding. Obviously, the formula for matching state funding should be related
to needs and capability. Perhaps formulas for maximum matching funding
based on population, say perhaps $100,000 for each million in population in the
state would be equitable.

REMARKS

This proposal is similar tO 'the program plan advanced at the NSF-Southern
Interstate Nuclear Board Conference (involving , 32 states) on Science, Tech-
nology and State Government in Louisville, Kentucky, September 19-20, 1968.
( See Appendix I)

PROPOSED CRITERIA FOR THE NSF-STATE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS

1. Programs submited by the state science beard are designed to meet the
state's environmental and social needs and utilize more effectively the resources
of the state.

2. Individual projects are directed at the problems or opportunities within
the state, with promise of applicability in other states generally.

3. Individual projects should be preferably interdisciplinary Wnd inter-
institutional.

4. Projects are to be conducted with effective communication among the ap-
propriate government, professional, and industrial agencies and institutions,
acting as advisory bodies or as joint client-sponsors or in other arrangements to
couple development with potential users.

5. Projects can be funded by grants or contracts with universities or nonprofit
institutions, including state or local government agencies, or 'by contraCt With
industry.

6. In general, the project should better mobilize the state's scientific and tech-
nological resources in 'concentrated effort to innovate, demonstrate, or promote
new conceptual and/or technological approaches to 'local prohlems or oppor-
tunities and to train professionals and students in the -diaciplines required for
their implementation. Ideally, the project provides a focal point for input from
all appropriate elements of the community le define the problem and find new
solutions.

SPECIFIC ACTIONS
NSF should Consider':
1. Establishing a commission tO' make recommendations on specific polieies,

programs, criteria, etc. Such a comMission should file a final report in no more
than six months, and sooner if

The commission may consist of ten to twenty members, representative of Uni-
versities, industry and State and federal governifiefit. -If individuars such as
Drs Hollomon, Hornig and others, whO are partictilarly familiar With the prob-
lems at the state level, are selected, it is conceivable that recommendations
could be forthcominginthree or four months.

2. In operation, an AssistaneDirector of lsiSr could be given responsibiiity-
for these State Interdisciplinary Science Programs. In. general, he would, deter-
mine whether prograths subMitted by the state meet the NSF criteria. Difficult
cases could be referred to a special advisory board siniilar in conipimition to the
aforementioned commisSion. '

103 k L
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NSF FUNDING

The following estimate of appropriate NSF funding
grams proposed here are presented for consideration.
State Science Council

levels of the three pro-,

First year 33 X $75, 000=$2, 425, 000
Second year 33 X $50, 000=$2, 925, 000

17 X $75, 000
Third year 33 X $25, 000=$1, 675, 000

17 X $50, 000
Fourth year 17 X $25, 000= $425, 000
State-Engineering Demonstration Projects
First year $5, 000, 000
Second year 6, 000, 000
Ongoing State Engineering Projects
Fifth year $20, 000, 000 to $25, 000, 000 per year.

A PROPOSED AMENDMENT : TO GIVE SUPPORT TO THESE PROGRAMS WE HAVE RECOM-
MENDED EARLIER THE FOLLOWING DRAFT OF AMENDMENT TO H.R. 4233

To Be Inserted in H.R. 4283 as Section 3 (d)
(d) Not more than $5 million of the amount authorized for support of scien-

tific research may be used for interdisciplinary research relevant to the problems
of our society : and of this amount no less than $3.5 million shall be used
to establish a national program in booperation with State Governments for the
support of scientific research relating to the problems of state and local govern-
ments, and the strengthening of scientific research potential in the several
state governments. Of the amount authorized for planning and policy studies,
no less than $750,000.00 shall be used for planning activities directed to this
national program.

Note: The amount for planning and policy studies in Section (1) (7) should
.be authorized at $3,500,000 to provide for this increase. ..,:nte planning activity.

APPENDIX I

NSF-SINB CONFERENCE PROGRAM PROPOSAL

(1) Science and technology is an essential ingredient of social and economic
progress, and is providing new tools for the solution of today's complex prob-
lemssuch as in crime control, transportation, use of information for decision
making, planning and measurement of progress, to mention a few.

(2) The federal government has, over the years, invested heavily in the
creation of new knowledge end more recently in information systems for the dis-
semination of knowledge.

(3) The use of new knowledge being created by the great science effort of the
federal government requires a significant state and local involvement.

(4) At the present time only a few states have an organizational mechanism
for integrating science and technology into the processes of state and local
governments and the few states that have such mechanisms are not supporting
activities necessary for a long-term accomplishment. A relevant federal pro-
gram and an effective organizational mechanism in every state is essential
to national progress.

(5) It is, therefore, proposed that a federal-state partnership be established,
Ehrough an appropriate federal agency, to develop policy, provide counsel, and
support :

(a) Block grants on the order of hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) per
year for each state to science and technology agencies on a fifty-fifty, matching

- funds basis.
(b) Project grants, which ultimately might total as much as a million dol-

lars a year, per state, through the, state science and technology agencies with
guidelines to be established by the federal-state partnership.
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APPENDIX II

QUOTES Pam& NATIONAL LEADERS

BACKGROUND

The state and role of applied science and technology in the nation, in in-dividual states, and in the university has been scrutinized recently by variouscommittees, conferences, and articles. Here are excerpted quotations taken fromthe records of some of these, as pertinent background to the present proposal.Dr. DONALD F. HORNIG, special assistant to the President for science andtechnology : "It is commonly recognized that the economic level of the stateor community depends on the technological level of its industry or agriculture."It is generally recognized that new technological input is one of the majoringredients of economic advance, and it is becoming recognized that technologi-cal expertise, properly used, and social science expertise, properly used, are im-portant ingredients in approaching, if not solving, some of our deep-seatedsocial problems."
Dr. HeavEr BRoolcs, dean of engineering and applied physics, Harvard Uni-versity :2 "When the Government supports apPlied research in an environ-ment that is not organizationally coupled to an end-use, it is likely to stray fromthe mark, and this becomes more of a hazard 'the closer the research is to-application."
"Historically the universities have been the major centers of applied researchin both agriculture and medicine, although in both these cases a large corollarydevelopment activity has also grown up in industry. The university research ac-tivity has been well coupled to the operational use of the results."Dr. J. HERBERT HOLLOMON, president, University of Oklahoma :* "The con-cern of the Congress and the people in this country is now beginning to be whathappens in Cleveland or Harlem or in Columfius or Chicago or Watts. * * * Theproblems of this country are essentially local problems. The initiative and thebrilliance must be taken not from a small group of people brought together inWashington to 'attack a national problem, but through small groups of peoplebrought together locally to takc the initiative to do those things that are neces-sary to the survival of our system * * *"
"We need to recognize that the technology that is going to deal with the prob-biems of crime, education, medical services, or urban blight has to be supportedlocally. Then, if there is additional federal money for general purposes, it canbe attracted only by beginning with local support."
HORNIG : "The federal governments funds in excess of eighty percent of theuniversity research, and it supports graduate school scholarships and researchas.gistantships for something like a third of all graduate students. I believe this in-volvement will grow in the future. Nevertheless, it is fundamentally a stateresponsibility to support universities, develop their quality, and make them rele-vant to the needs and problems of the state."
"What is germane to governments at all levels is that science applications areeither part of or relevant to almost everything we do in the modern world. Inputting science at the service of society there are different tasks for differentpeople. Research and development, for example, are only effective when they aredone in the right relation to the user. I don't believe they can effectively be donein the abstract."
"If a truly constructive state-federal partnership is ,to be our future pattern,as I believe it must, there is going to be a critical need to have people at thestate and local level with adequate responsibility and authority and knowledgeto get things done. There can be no effective communication unless there is some-one talking at both ends of the communication channel."

Proceedings, NSF-SINE Conference on Science, Technology, and State Government,Louisville, Kentucky, September 19-20. 1968, pp. 188-189.
2 Applied Science and Technological Progress, National Academy of Sciences Reriort tothe Committee of Science and Astronautics, U.S. Rout* of Representatives, June, 1967, p. 32and p. 34.
3 Ref. 1, p. 133 and p. 184.
4 Ref. 1, p. 190, IAA, 193.
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Dr. DON E. KASH, associate professor of pOlitical science, Purdue University : 5
"Although Congressmen believe that the universities have the intellectual re-
sources, they wonder If the universities can organize themselves to respond. One
problem is the tradition of autonomy * * * another problem is that of the 'wall
of separation between disciplines * * * Dr. Haworth has indicated, many of our
most compelling problems will require experts from several universities. An inter-
disciplinary 'research program handled by a single university is unlikely:to Le
able to tap the best combination of talents."

HOLLOMON "Every state needs an ageney at the .highest level of its govern-
ment reporting to the governor, having to do with the applications of, science
and technology to the welfare of that state."

"This agency should have three functions : One is to see to it that science and
technology and its beneficial ,effects can be brought to the affairs of the state
and to make state governments and local governments more effective and more
efficient, realizing the political hazards and difficulties along the way. It should,
secondly, examine what sort of economic, social and industrial development
should take place in the state and recommend to the governor and to the legisla-
ture technological programs that will support that state's growth, not what pro-
grams will support the national effort. It should also be concerned with the
nature of the resources of the state which would permit it in , the future to have
a more effective state and local goVernment and' a more effeetive source of trained
and technical manpower ; that is to say, it should give guidance to the colleges
and universities and high schools of the state with respect to the development
of technolOgy."

"I believe that every state legislature needs an oversight committee, or, if
you will, a substantive committee that deals with the question of how and when
and if technology and science should be applied to the problems.of the state and
region and under what conditions. It should authorize the expenditures of money
for these purposes."

"I believe that every state government should have an executive officer re-
porting to the governor, appointed from outside of the government as do the
executive offices of the Federal establiihment. I was such an officer for six years
as was Jerry Weisner and Don. Hornig, whom we will hear today. This officer
would bring to the state government the differing point of view. of private peo-
ple to the affairs in the state."

HORNIG. : 7 "I would propose for my suecessor, and I think it is a most impor-
tant thing, that he :

"First, initiate a set of conferences, with the states to begin to develop a
working relationship ;

"Second, establish within the Office of Science and Technology at least
cne ma n, and possibly a full staff, to maintain constant and continuing con-
tacts between the Office of Science and Technology and its mechanismsthe
Federal Council for Science and Technology and the, President's Science Ad-
visory Committeeand the corresponding elements in the states."

"This would provide for the mutual flow of information, and also in the longer
term would give hope of developing a more coherent system of action."

APPENDIX HI

REMARKS ON PROPOSED POLICY

It is necessary; of course, that state and federal programs bringing scientific
resources to bear on urban and environmental problems be coordinated to rein-
force one another.

The states are confronted with problems of -such magnitude that it is impera-
tive that all Federal agencies render such assistance as may be required to
strengthen state scientific institutions. It is no longer defensible to conduct the
bulk- of scientific research solely without consideration of state and local inter-
ests to meet Federal interests and, requiremente.

NSF suPport of the programa proposed here may be highly advantageous since
(a ) The NSF state-science program is unique in Federal Government in

that it can support development of state and local strringth..

5 Science, 160, 13181 (1968).
Ref. 1, pp. 133-134.

7 Ref. 1, P. 195.
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( b) 111SF's strong ties to the academic and scientific communities enable
tit to mount a. state assistance program more effectively than other Pederal
agencies;

(o) An NSF program, can span a wider range of interests than mission-
oriented programs of other-Federal agencies. Frequently, state problems are
not easily fitted within the terms of Federal agency mission responsibilities ;

(d) It is often easier for NSF to fund programs :1r' " v with other agen-
cies than it is for operational agencies to collaborate :

(e) NSF relationships with states are mandator -F is to program
effectively its new "applied research" authority, in problem areas.

The opportunity to bring scientific knowledge and technological skills in diverse
disciplines into new innovative approaches which can contribute to the solutions
of our urban and environmental problems amounts to advancing new concepts
of an engineering nature..

The fmictions of the university, government, and industry in finding effective
rontes to the use of mew knowledge to solve our urban and enviromnental problems
and the nature of the partnership among those 'which may be effective are, per-
haps, illustrated by ,consideration of the several steps involved in new technologi-
cal developments.

NEW KNOWLEDGENEW TECHNOLOGY AND CONCEPTSNEW SERVICE TO HUMAN NEEDS

These, and the relative involvement we may expect from elements of society may be visualized as follows-

State State of development of new solutions

Relative involvement

Client-sponsors

Univer-
sity

Commu-
fifty Industry

1 Definition of problems 4.4. ***
2 Innovative conceptual solutions
3 _ Explore and develop basic features of solutions in.*
4 Feasibility demonstration *
5 Development
6 Installation
7 Use

Note: The times demand major attention in the immediate future to stages 1, 2, and 3. What are the new innovative engi-
neering-social concepts for marshaling our resources to provide more efficient and effective health care, environmental
control, urban regeneration, transportation and the like? We must advance such new concepts, examine them critically
and perfectthem, and move to demonstration projects quickly. This requires intellectual leadership with university, in-
dustry, and governmental leaders and close collaboration among innovator, user, and ultimate supplier.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY,
CENTER FOR RADIOPHYSICS AND 'SPACE RESEARCH,

Itkaca, N.Y., June 6, 1969.
Senator EDWARD M KENNEDY,
Senator Ofitce Building,
Waslvington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY : As you know, we have been deeply concerned with
the possibility that the project to improve, the large radio telescope at Arecibo,
Puerto Rico may be deferred. It has been suggested that we provide a summary
of the situation surrounding this project as an aid to your subcommittee in con-
sidering it. I enclose such a summary which was prepared today.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure.
F. D. DRAKE, Associate Director.

. .INFORMATION ON THE PROJECT To IMPROVE GREATLY THE 1000-FOOT RADIO
TELESCOVE AT ARECIBO, PUERTO RICO, 'AND RELATED CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

The 10004oat radio telescope at Arecibo, puerto Rico, is the world's largest
radio telescorie..' ft-is operated by Cornell -Unitrersity with supportby the WatiOnal
Science Foundation and the Advanced Research Projects-Agency, and iSo Mied for
research in ionospheric physics, radar astronomy, and:radio 'astronomy by SCien-
Nets from all Over the U.S. and 'some foreign instituitiOns. It has had an outstand-
ing record- of scientific achievements in ite five years of operation.

107 801.
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It is.of very great importance scientifically and nationally to improve the tele-
scope reflector surface so as to enable the reception of much shorter radio wave-
lengths than at present. This would permit the study of many radio spectral
lines of great importance, but now unobservable. These include some of t he newly-
discovered lines of organic and perhaps biologically important molecules recently
discovered in interstellar space. It would permit the measurement of polariza-
tions, intensities, and positions in the sky of tens of thousands of cosmic radio
sources. Of very great potential would be the ability gto produce a radar picture of
he surface of the planet Venus with a resolution of about one mile, equal in
quality bo the best photographs of the moon taken from earth based telescopes.
This will not be possible with any other instrument, and would be of prime
importance scientifically and to the space program. This latter accomplishment
is possible in 1972, and then not again until 1975. The improved telescope would
have a radar sensitivity some 500 times greater than any other existing radar
telescope.

Other major instruments which could achieve these goals could not be con-
structed in less than five years. The proposed Arecibo upgrading will take two
years. In Germany, a 330-foot fully steerable radio telescope with short wave-
length capability is far along towards completion, and will probably go into full
operation in the middle of 1970. The completion of this German telescope will
to a large extent relegate the U.S. to second class status in radio astronomy, a
situation which can be reversed quickly only through the Arecibo upgrading.

It has been amply demonstrated that the upgrading of the Arecibo telescope
is feasible at relatively modest cost. In 1966 it was recognized that the basic
mechanical structure of the antenna was suitable for operation at much shorter
radio wavelengths, but that telescope performance was limited by imperfections
in the reflector surface. With support from the National Science Foundation, a
study has been completed of a new reflector surface by the Rohr Corporation.
the most experienced company in the world in large radio telescope construction.
This study has shown that a new reflector surface can be constructed with a
quality matching that of the rest of the structure, and allowing short wavelength
operation. The .new surface would be built in quite a straightforward way, re-
quiring no new concepts or untried engineering principles and techniques. Full
operation of the telescope would be maintained throughout the upgrading.

The cost of the upgraded surface would be $3.8 million, including $3.5 million
to go to a firm for the upgrading, and the remainder to be used for management
and contingencies. The expenditure of this sum would provide full radio astron-
omy capability at the short wavelengths. To achieve the full radar capability,
including the Venus mapping capability, an addition-1 sum of about $2.5 million
is required. This woUld be used primarily to procure a short wavelength radar
transmitter of very high power, with the rest being used for other telescope
improvements.

The Arecibo upgrading was given the highest priority by the Dicke Committee,
a special committee of eminent physicists, electronics engineers, and radio as-
tronomers, which was conVened in 1967 by the NSF to review needs in American
radio astronomy. The NSF has requested funding of the project in fiscal 1970,
and has also placed great emphasis on the project.

Congressional action to date has consisted of a recommendation that the project
be deferred by the House Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development,
whose chairman is Rep. Emilio Q. Daddario. The reasons for this deferral are
in no way related to the great scientific merits of the project, but rather derive
from the fact that the sponsorship of the .4-recibo Observatory is being trans-
ferred from ARPA to NSF as of October 1, 1969, and there is a critical attitude
in the Daddario subcommittee towards transfers of this nature. Deferral of
the Arecibo upgrading is an expression of the Committee's desire that an improved
governmental procedure for such transfers 1:ge developed.

The NSF authorization, including the Arecibo upgrading, is still being con-
sidered br the Senate Subcommittee dealing with the NSF, which is headed by
Senator Edward M. Kennedy. Every effort is being made, particularly by the
NSF, to convince this subcommittee that restoration of the funds for upgrading
is desirable.

Deferral of this funding will delay by at least a year the completion of the
upgraded telescope. This will result in the loss of important scientific activities,
and the prolongation by at least a year of second-class status by the U.S. in
some of the most significant lines of scientific inquiry. Very likely the present
losses of scientific personnel, due to the existing austerity situation, will be
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worsened by a further demonstration of lack of support for U.S. science. Theopportunity to map Venus in 1972 will be lost.(Prepared by F. D. Drake, Associate Director, Center for Radiophysics andSpace Research and Chairman, Astronomy Department.)

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY,
Boston, Masa., May.8, 1969.Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,Senator front Massachusetts,U.S. Senate, Waslangton, D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR : It has been brought to my attention as Chairman of theGovernor's Advisory Committee on Science and Technology in the Commonwealthof alassachusetts that the Subcommittee on the National Science Foundation ofthe Committee on Labor and Public Welfare is meeting to hear testimony relativeto the funding of joint federal-state programs involving the application of scienceand technology to the solution of today's critical social problems.The Governor's Advisory Committee on Science and Technology, now in thefourth year of its existence, has as its major present project the establishmentof a Massachusetts Research Foundation. This Foundation would monitor re-search and advanced development projects such as those that are the centraltopic of your hearings. The Foundation is the subject of House Bill Forty-sixwhich is currently before the House Committee on Ways and Means of theGeneral Court of Massachusetts.The major obstacle which we now face is adequate funding for our projects.State funds available to us are limited due to the heavy tax burden already im-posed upon our citizens. We fear that House Bill Forty-six will fail of enactmentunless federal funds are made available to share in the costs of operating ourprogram. The provisions within the proposed N.S.F. budget would provide thismuch-needed support.
, We feel strongly that effective gains against the problems of pollution, housing,transportation, health, etc. are going to be made only with the kind of all-outattack which requires a lot of money. Since these are national problems, aswell as local and regional ones, it is reasonable to expect that the federal gov-ernment would contribute substantially to the total cost of their solution. Also,
it seems evident that federal support would insure that developments foundedin one state would be shared with the other states to the economic bettermentof the whole nation.In summary, the envernor's Advisory Committee on Science and Technology
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts with great enthusiasm wishes to addits support to that of those favoring the proposed legislative action wherebythe National Science Foundation, or any similar federal agency, is empowered tocontribute to the total costs of operating state research and development pro-grams in the public sector interest area. Please feel free to call on us for anyhelp which you feel we may be able to give to your program.Sincerely yours,

MARTIN W. ESSIGMANN,Dean of Research, and Chairman,Governor's Advisory Committee on Science and Technology.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,Washington, D.C., February 27, 1969.Hon. RALPH YARBOROUGH,Chairman, Comnattee on. Labor and Public Welfare,U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN. In Senate Report No. 1137, 90th Congress, 2nd Session,on May 21, 1968, the ComMittee on Labor and Public Welfare requested (on page20) :

. the National Science Foundation to give high priority to equalizethrough administrative action the terms and amounts of individual and institu-tional support programs similar to programs adminiitered by the U.S. Office ofEducation and other Federal agencies. If this equalization cannot be accom-plished by the administrative means suggested within 6 months of the date of Ws
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*Dort, then :the committee requests the Foundation to submit to this committee a
report on the reasons therefor together with appropriate legislative recommen-
dationis to accoplish the equalization." .

A

By letter of November. 22, 1968 (copy attached), Lreported to your committee'
hat progress was being made in those areas of concern to the Committee, and I
indicated that I would provide you with a more detailed report in the near future.
At that time, it was pointed out that for some time the Committee on Academic
Science and Engineering of the Federal Cduncil on Science and Technology had
been working to promote greater uniformity in policies, procedures, and forms
for various Federal Government programs supporting the constrUction of aca-
demic facilities.

HEW and NSF Programs to Support Construction of Academic Facilities. In
my letter of November 22, 1968, it was stated, "With respect to HEW and NSF
defferences in. the Federal contribution available through programs to support
construction ef academic facilities, the recent action of the Congress in raising
the Maximum Federal contribution of the Office of Education's Academic Facili-
ties Ekrograms from 333k percent to 50 percent equalizes the matching contri-
bution of the various academic facilities programs. In practice, the majority
of such grants are -negotiated so that the Federal share is considerably less than
50 percent. Some of these programs have authority by law to go above the 50
Oercent level in specific instances, but since these exceptions are expected to be
minimal in number, this is not considered a significant difference."

Representatives of the Foundation and of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare have been meeting in an attempt to resolve other major differences
among their various comparable academic facilities construction programs. As a
result of these meetings, the Foundation and the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare have agreed :to equalize the following procedures and
allowances :

1. Egwipment.Equipment previously has been defined differently among the
several, programs as fixed, 'movable, program equipment, furnishings, appara-
tus, etc. The policy which both agencies have adopted now will minimize the im-
portance of categorizing equipment by providing.that any equipment is an allow-
able project cost provided it is necessary for the functioning of the building
and consistent with the purposes of the program under which the application was
filed.

2. Space.The ;program staffs of each agency formerly .had determined the
kinds of space allowable for financial participation en an individul program-by-
program basis. This resulted in disparities between programs with respect to sup-
port for space for postdoctoral students, classrooms, graduate laboratories, and
office space. The policy now, adopted is to allow that space which is necessary
to make the building functional and which is consistent with the program
mission.

3. Parking space.Under some programs of both agencies funds have been
allotted fOr building. construction without provision for adequate parking spaces
for buildings. Parking space often is necessary and at times vital for the effec-
tive use of buildings, particularly in urban areas. Further, local codes often
require provision for adequate parking for the users of buildings. Therefore,
in computations of the amount or portion of the Federal grant, costs for ade-
quate parking space will be allowed.

4- Works of art.In order to encourage high standards of design and to en-
hance the aesthetic value of buildings, costs for works or art now will be allow-
ed by both HEW and NSF up to one percent of the grant funds.

5. Land or land and buildings.HEW and NSF have agreed to allow costs
for acquisition of necessary new land or land and buildings. We understand that
necessary legislative changes will be requested by HEW .for appropriate pro-
grams.

6. Off-site improvements.Although off-site utility line; walkways, and
other improvements are at times necessary for the functioning of buildings,
some. HEW programs are prohibited by statute from' allowing the cost for these
improvements in computing the amount of the grant..NSF has.heretofore consid-
ered these costs eligible and we understand that legislative changes will be re-
quested by HEW for affected programs so that necessary off-site improvements
will be uniformly allowable.

, Progress had been made toward developing a !uniform- proposal format (or
form) suitable for comparable .academic facilities programs. Tht? CASE Task
Force on Facilities recommended such a form in December' 1966. However, the
desire of HEW to bring all of its 28 construction programs under one application
form necessitated a drastic change that made the form no longer advantageous
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for use by the Foundation's graduate facilities program. While the advantages
of having one form for all of its 28 construction programs outweighs the disadvan-
tages for HEW, the same does not hold true for the comparable program of the
NSF, since no accommodations have to be made by NSF for requesting infor-
mation for as great a diversity of programs, including non-academic programs,
as is the case for HEW. However, to obtain as much uniformity as possible,
NSF and HEW are developing uniform procedures for requesting certain
information (e.g., budgvt information).
HEW and NSF progmms for predoctoral student support

In my letter of November 2Z 1968, I indicated that the Federal Interagency
Committee on Education (FICE) was then engaged in a study of predoctoral
student stipends and allowances. The study was reviewed and accepted by
FIOE on December 18, 1968, and I am attaching a copy for your, information: It
should be noted that FICE, while agreeing generally to the recommendations
of the study concluded that for reasons related to the budget and the budget
cycle the adoption of changes in stipends ancV allowances appearing in the
summary on page V of the report should be postponed for at .least a year.

Implementation of the FICE recommendationsleading to greater consist-
ency in the payment of stipends and allowancesmust be given further con-
sideration in the development of the budgetary and legislative proposals of the
Adniinistration. Further discussion and negotiation by FICE may also result
in modification of the current recoonnendatkons as additional information
becomes available or as conditions change.

I should also point out that even without the changes recommended by FICE,
there is already a high degree of consistency between the NSF-predoctoral
programs and .related programs of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare with regard to stipends and allowances. This has been true ,for many
years particularly in the case of the predootoral Programs of the National
Institutes of Health and the Foundation where a determined effort has been
made to follow consistent policies and practices. Lack of standard policies and
practices only arose with the advent of newer programs such as the NDEA
fellowships (where differing stipends were written into the legislation) and
such as the NASA fellowships.

Please be assured, Mr. Chairman, that the National Science Foundation will
continue to work actively with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
and with other Federal agencies to achieve the maximum uniformity, con-
sistent with the purposes of the various programs, in the "terms and &mounts"
of Federal grants among comparable programs for Student support and .for
academic facilities construction.

Sincerely yours,
LELAND J. HAWORTH, Director.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
Washington, D.C., November 22, 1968.

Hon. LISTER HILL,
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : In Senate Report No. 1137, 90th Congress, 2nd Session,
on May 21, 1968, the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare requested (on
page 20) :

gt. . the National Science Foundation to give high priority to equalize
through administrative action the terms and amounts of individual and institu-
tional support programs similar to programs administered by the U.S. Office of
Education and other Federal agencies. If this equalization camlot be accom-
plished by the administrative means suggeSted within 6 months of the date of
this report, then the committee requests the Foundaton to submit to this
committee a repoit on the reasons herefor together with appropriate legislative
recommendations to accomplish the equalization."

I wish to report to you that progress is being made in those areas of concern
to the Committee.

Certain problems in the adminiStration of Federal grant programs for the
support of construction of academic facilities have concerned the Federal
agencies for some time. The Committee on Academic Science and Engineering
(OASE) of the Federal Council on Science and Technology (FCST), formed a
CASE Task Force on Facilities (composed off agency facility program officers)
in February 1966 to devise means for promoting greater uniformity in policies,
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procedures, and forms for the various Federal government programs supporting
the construction of academic fcilities. Susequently, early in 1967, after a report
from the Task Force had been considered by CASE and the Federal Council, the
Council established a CASE Subcommittee on Facilities, composed of agency
representatives. The Subcommittee on Facilities submitted to the FCST in
June 1968 an interim report, "Recommendation for Improved Administration of
Federal Grant and Loan Programs for Construction of Campus Facilities," and
the report was accepted and became effective for member agencies of the Coun-
cil, including TrIEW and NSF. The "Recommendation" covered the following
subjects : Single Agency Management, Joint Slite Visits, Lump Sum Ocnitracts
and Competitive Bidding, Public Advertising in Selection of Bidders, Uniform
Procedures for Treating Alternate Bids, Prorating Costa'. Among Partici-
pating Agencies, Uniform Language in Application of Requirements for Equal
Employment Opportunities and Labor Srandards; Contract Modifications, and
Contingency Funds. The CASE Subcommittee was not Issigned responsibility
for the question of proportionate contributions of agencies as related to grantees
since it was felt to be beyond the purview of CASE. The interim report did not
cover items eligible for inclusion as between HErW and NSF, as discussed
below. The subcommittee is continuing its work on this and oher unresolved
issues.

With respect to HEW and NSF differences in the Federal contribution available
through programs to support construction of academic facilities, the recent action
of the Congress in raising the maximum Federal contribution of the Office of
Education's Academic Facilities Programs from 33% percent to 50 percent
equalizes the matching contribution of the various academic facilities programs.
In practice, the majority of such grants are negotiated so that the Federal share
is considerably less than 50 percent. Some of these programs have authority by
law to go above the 50 percent level in specific instances, but since these excep-
tions are expected to be minimal in number, this is not considered a significant
difference.

Representatives of the Foundation and of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare have been making what we consider to be significant progress
in reducing remaining differences between the academic construction support
programs of the Foundation and component agencies of the HEW.

The Student Support Study Group of the Federal Interagency Committee on
Education (FI(JE) has undertaken a Study Predoctoral Student Support. A
report which recommends both adminisixative and legislative changes to mini-
mize differences between student support programs of the several agencies will
be considered by FICE in the immediate future. I am hopeful that from this will
come very meaningful progress and a basis for recommendations to your
Committee.

Work is continuing on these matters, and I expect to be able to send to the
Committee in the early weeks of the next Session, (and before any authorization
hearings) a substantive report showing the specific changes being made, and
recommending whatever legislative actions appear necessary to reduce further
any remaining differences which may be considered desirable to eliminate or
change.

If the Committee or the Staff wishes to discuss this matter, I suggest that
arrangements be made with Theodore W. Wirths, Congressional Liaison Officer
for the Foundation, at code 183 extension 7761.

With best regards.
Sincerely yours,

LELAND J. HAWORTH, Director.

[From Science Magazine, May 23, 1909]i

CONGRESS MEETS SCIENCE: THE APPROPRIATIONS PROCESS
Although legislators question the purposed and management of sci-
ence programs, they play a supportive role

(By Michael D. Reagan i)
The federal government's role as patron of science has been discussed and

documented at some length in recent years.' The emphasis in most writings,
The author is professor of political science at the University of California, Riverside

92502.2 In addition to, articles in Science, other leading studies are : A. H. Dupree, Science in, the
Federal Government (Harvard Univ. Press. Cambridge. Mass., 1957) ; D. S. Price. Govern-
ment and Science (New York Univ. Press, New York. 1954); . The Scientific Estate
(Harvard Univ-. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1965) ; R. Gilpin and C. Wright. Scientists and
National Polivp-Making (Columbia Univ. Press, New York, 1964) and D. S. Greenberg,
The Politics of Pure Science (New American New York, 1968).
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however, has been upon activities of departments and agencies of the executive
branch. The congressional role has been little examine& This article explores one
major type of confrontation between Congress and science : the legislature's over-
seeing of science agency programs as it is accomplished through the appropria-
tions process.

The appropriations process is a crucial point of contact, and not only because
that's where the money is. It is also the most frequent, continuing means by
which the legislators attempt to exercise control over the coordinate executive
branch. Congressional oversight, so-called (the function of ensuring that executive
agencies fulfill their statutory mandates effectively and efficiently), is also per-
formed by the substantive committees (the ones on agriculure, commerce, and
so forth), by the committees on government operations and by ad hoc special
investigations; but the appropriations process is the only vehicle of oversight
that operates every year with respect to every agency.

Appropriations work is done primarily by specialized subcommittees, each
handling a paricular department or functional area. There is no science budget as
such, just as there is no single agency engaged in science. To examine the Con-
gress-science relationship in the appropriations arena is therefore to look at
particular subcommittees dealing with particular agencies. I shall focus on the
National. Science Foundation (NSF) and three science-oriented bure-aus in non-
science departments : the Geological Survey (GS) in the Department of the
Interior, Agricultural Research Service (ARS) in the Department of Agricul-
ture, and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in the Department of Com-
merce. In NSF, science stands "on its own" as it were ; in the others, Congress
sees science as embedded in the extrascientific missions of the respective depart-
ments. Covering both enables us to see whether science per se is differently han-
dled or fares worse or better than science given the "protective coloration" of
some other social mission. Each of the three science bureaus examined is the
largest research-oriented component of its respective department, and each per-
forms basic as well as applied research. Approximately half of the ARS and
NBS research budgets go into basic research, taking fiscal 1967 as an example,
and in GS the proportion devoted to basic research is about three-fourths. These
budgetary allocations are sufficiently large so that any particular congressional
biases regarding basic research would certainly become apparent in the process
of making appropriations.

The format of appropriations is designed so that each major component of a
department (the generic name for these components is bureau) is considered as
a discrete unit. Each receives its own hearing, those covered here generally being
allocated from half a day to a full day of discussion. The findings reported here
are based on hearings for the period of fiscal years 1962-68.

GEOLOGICAL 1317EVEY

During the years covered, the appropriation for the Geological Survey
increased from $50 million to $85 million. The work of the Survey was changing
rapidly, with diverse new programs being added in the mapping of rare mineral
and metal deposits, earthquake studies, water studies, oceanography, and the
remote sensing of minerals. The traditional topographic mapping, despite its
continuing importance in the agency's overall program, elicited relatively few
comments because it was a long-accepted activity. Legislators would-simply ask
how many states remained to be covered and what uses were made of the maps
as they became available. As is typical in appropriations hearings, the agency
head briefly described each of his programs and tbe legislators asked for justifica-
tions of the increased funds which were sought. In addition to questions designed
to give the agency an opportunity to present its financial justifications, congress-
men often asked about possible ways of cutting costs (for example, whether the
system used for distribution of maps and reports could be simfilified), about the
efficiency of the bureau's administrative organization, and about the rate of
progress on various previously funded programs. One favorite question eon-
cerned the extent of interagency duplication in mapping activities. When a new
Institute of Water Research was proposed it was held up pending a study of
duplication and coordination in federal water research generally. Even among
new programs, there was, on the whole. little substantive questioning, little
attempt by the congressmen to substitute their Judgment for that of the bureau-
crats regarding what constituted desirable or needed new prograrls. Among the
exceptions to this general acceptance of agency programs was a postponement
of funding for a proposed national atlas and a definitely hostile atthude toward
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participation in the International Hydrological Decade. One congressman saidat the fiscal 1908 hearings, "With the urgent water problems we have in thiscountry, the committee is naturally very dubious about any extension of ourwater investigation to an international basis until we have made greater progresson the problems affecting our own nation."In general, it was not the scientific content g programs that the legislatorswere interested in so much as what might be called management questions. Forexample, each year there were questions about the status of federal-state cooper-ative programs, with some concern being expressed as to whether the states werepaying their share ; about royalty income from mineral leases ; and about royalty'accounting procedures. Even when they were considering cuts in the budget, thelegislators asked the administrators for their views of program priorities.There were few differences between the House and Senate hearings, the latterbeing generally much briefer (as is the case with all agencies) because theyusually covered only programs that had been cut by the House, rather than theentire work of the agency. There was some tendency among senators from western'states to ask constituency-oriented questions regarding minerals developmentand water work. A senator from Alaska was particularly interested in the earth-quake prediction problem ; senators from Arizona and Ne*ada, with the studyof water evaporation losses.

In summary, one could say that the appropriations committee members usedtheir questioning to deal with matters of program purpose, program usefulness,and management effectivenessmatters in which they could reasonably assertsome competenceand did not to any significant degree interpose amateur judg-ments regarding the scientific substance of GS progranis.

NATIONAL BITREATI OF STANDARDS
During the period examined here the National Bureau of Standards appropri-ation was handled by a subcommittee that dealt with the Depatments of State,Justice, and Commerce. With a research appropriation varying between $24 and$32 million, NBS represented but a minute proportion of this subcommittee'sappropriation bill. However, it did receive from one-half a day to a full day ofhearing time each year in which to present and justify its budget request. Thehearings were marked by an almost total absence of substantive discussion ofNBS scientific programs. The subcommittee chairman, Representative John J.Rooney (DN.Y.), continually expressed a general distrust of needs for expan-sion of activities and on more than one occasion accused Allen V. Astin, directorof the Bureau, of having "no limits" regarding what he would seek. Yet Rooneydid not attack the substance of programs directly, with one exception. This wasa proposed fire technology program in the fiscal 1064 budget. On the basis ofobjections from private industry which he had received, Rooney attacked thisproposed new program as a duplication of private enterprise, and the subcom-mittee turned it downin such certain terms that NBS did not even try to appealit to the Senate committee.
The bulk of queStioning concerned construction costs of a group of new build-ings that NBS was in process of putting up, and whether the states and industryshould pay for a larger share of NRS c -ices. One of the new NBS programs inthis period was to provide new sets of ivt..!ghts and measures of standards to thestates (a program which is currently Lig implemented) and the subcommitteeexpressed the thought that the state contribution to the program should begreater than that planned by the bureau. The development of a Standard DataReference System was an important program of NBS during the period coveredand justifications for the program stressed its value to technological developmentin private industry. The subcommittee was frequently critical because it feltthat NBS was doing work that private industry should pay for. Though it wasconcerned with who should pay the cost, the subcommittee did not question theutility claimed for the Standard Data Reference System. Rooney was in generalskeptical of the value of programs described, without going into them in depth.Typical of his questioning was a desire to know how North Carolina textile millshad been helped by a recently inaugurated textile research program. He was notsatisfied when he was told about the dissemination of technical information thathad been begun under this program. He apparently wanted more immediate anddramatic results.
Since the House committee made substantial cuts in the budget requests eachyear, the Senate hearings were largely concerned with the requests for restora-tion of funds cut. Senator McClellan questioned just what Was tO be done under
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the Standard Data Reference Program and sought estimates of the future size
and length of time of the project He seemed to accept without question asser-
tions regarding the utility of the program to the nation's technology. In .another
instance, McClellan questioned proposed research on building-structure perform-
ance characteristics which was Intended to make possible lower housing costs.
He expressed doubt regarding the value of such research; thinking it unneceary
and probably ineffeetive, yet he seemed also to be sincerely seeking a convincing
explanation.

In neither the House nor the Senate, hearings did the legislators appear ready
to enter into technical discussion of bureau programs. The kind of work that NBS
is engaged in is basic to national science and technology, but often quite indirect
in its application. Hence V NBS programs, such as the Standard Data Reference
System, do not easily lend themselves to legislative understandinr discussion
in terms of end-product purposes. Perhaps this is one reason why this bureau
fared less well than the others studied here in terms of its ability to gain a high
percentage of its requested appropriation each year.

Despite the Appropriations Committee's willingness to interpose V Sts judgments
over those of the agency in regard to the amount of money needed, it did tend to
defer to the agency regarding where cuts should be made. That is, it generally
allowed NBS to decide where to absorb the cuts. One senator said in the fiscal
1963 hearings, "Of course, you know about the relative importance of these pro-
grams, and the Committee cannot know very much about V that." In similar vein,
Senator McClellan asked Astin to supply a priority list of items that VNBS wanted
restored from the House cut, so that the Senate could have expert advice on pro-
gram importance In making its own judgement regarding how much of the cut to
restore, if any.

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE

Nothing illustrates better the significance of congressional positions relative
to science programs than the contrast between the National Bureau ac Stand-
ards and the Agricultural Research Service. ARS has faced apPropriation sub-
committees whose chairmen and most of whose members have personal and con-
stituency interests in the subject matter with which the agency deals. And even
when its research is truly basic and scientifically esoteric, its purposes are never-
theless highly pragmatic and easy for the layman .!..o understand. Under these
circumstances, ARS .can begin its budgetary testimony each year in a highly fa-
vorable environment. Also, the agency has been particularly astute (in the eyes
of this observer, at least) in its mode of presentation of its case. Instead of the
usual pattern of presentation in whiCh the head ,Of .the agency summarizes all
the programs, each diviSion chief within ARS describes in some detail the Work
in progress in his particular jurisdiction. This practice makes for surefooted
explanations and surefOoted replies to legislative questions. It is standard Strat-
egy in appropriations hearings for an agencY to try to emphasize its substantive
programs and to keep the legislatorS from getting off onto such questions as the
number of automoblies or paper clips USe, the number of personnel in high pay
grades, Or the cost of construction of buildings used by the agency. ARS has been
highly successful in pursuing this strategrPerhaps helped by the preexisting
intereSt of the appropriations subcommittee members in the substantive progranis
of the agency. V .

The pattern in ARS hearings is that the, witnesses first Make statements re-
garding the problems and diseases ,tOward which their research Programs are
directed-and revert on progress in finding solutions. Then the legislators ask
questione of 'an information-seeking character demonstrating a semipopular un-
derstanding of technical programs and their practical objectbies DiscuS§ion pro-
"Ceeds not by research categories but by problem' areas : the boll weevil, pear, de-
cline, brueellosis, hog cholera, and the eradication of fire:ants, far example: .The
committee 'members tend to kocits their respective inquiries upon research related
to the specific problems of their own areas. Thus a representative from KentuckY
foeuses on.tobacco research While the boll weevil engages the attention of the
representative from Missisisippi. When elm tree diSease waS discussed, one legis-
later inentiOn the loss of elms on "his street in WaShingtOn, D.C. ; another men-
tioned a town in his district with the slogan, "CitY, of Beautiful Elnis," and cited
efforts being made there to control the disease. When a cotton: insect laboratory
was mentioned, the House cOMmittee chairMan, Representative Whitten
(D-Miss.), expressed pride in having helped to get it funded and asked that-the
records show the losses due to the boll weevil so as to help-justify research ex-
penditures in this connection. In contrast to scientific research in some other
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areas, it is relatively easy for the legislators to understand the purposes of ag-
ricultural research and their questions are largely practical ones about practical
problems.

Unlike NBS and GS, ARS has a very immediate, nationwide economic constitu-
ency and a nationwide network of research stations. These facts, combined with
the subcommittee's ability to understand easily what the research programs are
about, result in a more active committee partici,,ation in the shaping of agency
programs. When ARS, acting in response to executive branch cutbacks, an-
nounced in its presentation of the fiscal 1967 budget that it was planning to
eliminate a number of small research stations, Representative Whitten strongly
protested and demanded that each specific reduction be justified. He spoke of a
large volume of mail from constituents protesting the prospective eliminations.
The Senate subcommittee instructed the Department of Agriculture that research
reductions or eliminations of research stations would require justifications in
budget presentation just as much as increases and new facilities. Even when
they were serving on appropriations committees, congressmen are not always in-
terested in financial reduction. In fiscal 1967, the House committee restored $5.4
million which, if eliminated, would have meant the reduction or termination of
work at 94 research stations. The committee also restored $7.8 million for pest
and disease control from cuts that ARS had suggested in eradication programs.
The subcommittee commented in its report :

44. . . with U.S. commitments in Vietnam and other parts of the world, it would
be a serious miowke to agree to budget reductions which would weaken our
highly efficient and extremely productive agricultural industry, which forms the
base for domestic prosperity and plays a major role in our foreign policy."

Such comments are not atypical in the handling of agricultural research
appropriations. This is one area in which the appropriations subcommittee
tends to be "more royal than the king" in its determination to further the work
of the administrative agency.

Within this pattern, it is not unusual for the agricultural appropriation sub-
committees to specify research programs to which the committees attach greater
importance than ARS does itself. For example, in fiscal 1967 the Senate com-
mittee added $2.6 million to the research budget beyond what ARS asked, in
order to institute research on swamp fever (equine infectious anemia ), blue
comb disease of turkeys, and swine abscesses, and to accelerate research on the
mechanical harvesting of dates and on insect identification. Such unbudgeted
increases turkeys, and swine abscesses and to requests made by outside organi-
zations. Although appropriations hearings do not generally include outside
witnesses or even written submission from interest groups, agriculture is an
exception. Each year numerous outside communications are received in support
of particular research projects- These are reflected in the comments and de-
mands of the appropriations committee members.

In short, ARS enjoys the unusual privilege in the appropriations process of
having extremely strong legislative support and faith in the value of its pro-
grams. Congressmen who examine its requests identify with agriculture in a
way that the congressmen working with the Geological Survey do not necessarily
identify with map-making, or with the Bureau of Standards' engineering pro-
grams. On the other hand, ARS pays a price for this support in the form of
more detailed intervention and second-guessing by the appropriation subcom-
mittees than is directed toward the otter bureaus where the legislators may
not feel familiar with er narticularly sympathetic toward the work of the agency.
This lack of familiarity valises them to be more hesitant about intervening in
program priority matters.

With an annual range of $77 to $150 million during the period under review,
the budget for agricultural research is but a minute fraction of the total Depart-
ment of Agriculture budget. Yet research activities receive a disproportionatelyhigh share of attention in appropriations hearings and reports. Although half
of ARS research is classified as basic rather than applied in the statistics gath-ered by NSF each year, it is clear that the appropriations subcommittees con-sider all of it as applied in the sense that is directed toward practical problems.
and that they view research as an integral, even an essential, component of theagricultural industry.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

To see if cougressional consideration of "unprotected" F2oience differs fromits examination of the mission-oriented research in the NBS, GS, and ARSbudgets, one must turn to the appropriations hearings of the National Science
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Foundation. Perhaps the most important finding about NSF appropriations hear-
ings is that they are not open to the ridicule of research projects that some
scientists may expector fear. Although I suspect that many scientists have
an image of NSF that is shaped entirely by its support of individual faculty
research proposals, the fact is that basic research support constitutes only half
of the NSF budget. The other half consists of various programs of educational
support, scientific information, and so forth. Such matters as overhead payments,
teacher-training institutes, curriculum preparation projects, science information
programs, fellowships, secondary-school science education, and instructional
equipment receive much more questioning than basic research does. These edu-
cational programs and questions of science management are obviously much
more within the range of legislative competence than are the technicalities of
NSF research.

When basic research Is discussed in the hearings, the questions are not about
the substance of particular research grants, but rather about such matters as the
average amount of money per grant, why the number of grants increases each
year, interagency coordination in granting research funds, grant-making proc-
esses, and the geographic distribution of NSF research grants. The late Repre-
sentative Albert Thomas (D-Texas), who headed the subcommittee dealing
with NSF for 15 years, was perennially disturbed about what he considered
the relatively narrow distribution of funds. In the fiscal 1964 hearings, for
example, he asked why NSF gave research grants to only 540 colleges and uni-
versities when there were 1100 4-year institutions. And in the fiscal 1966 hearings
he objected vehemently to what he considered the too narrow geographic dis-
tribution of NSF fellowships. Referring to states with low numbers of fellowship
holders he said, "There is not that much difference in human nature, gentlemen.
If you give these people the same opportunity, they will go places, too." These
comments by the legislator closest to NSF are significant, for they represent an
image of NSF widely shared by Thomas' colleagues. It is an image which focuses
upon research grants and fellowships as aid to education exclusively, without
regard to their function as a stimulus to the production of the best new knowl-
edge. In this regard, the concept of NSF held by the legislators is in opposition
to that held by scientists, who tend to evaluate NSF entirely in terms of the
amount of money it expends for project research without regard for its func-
tions in the improvement of science education and in the development of scientific
manpower.

The one exception to the generalization that the appropriations committee
does not question particular research grants occurs in the area of social science
research support.. Social science is more vulnerable to questioning because it is
less protected than the natural sciences by technical language unfamiliar to the
legislators. The questioning, when it occurs, is likely to be of a scoffing nature;
for example. when a representative asks, "Tell us how it will promote the sci-
entific life of our country to study the cultural evolution in peasant commuri-
ties." (Social science research is likely to cause problems for NSF for a long
time to lome. In the 1968 Daddario amendments, social science was explicitly
added to the list of scientific areas that NSF is mandated to support. Despite
this, there is clearly a great deal of ambivalence in the legislative attitude toward
social science research. On the whole, what Congress wants is social resew,
of an applied and immediately practicable nature, while the social scientists
themselves seek funds principally for the further scientific development of their
disciplines in preparation for eventual better utilization. These two sets of
expectations will not be easily or soon reconciled.)

Although individual research projects are not questioned, there does tend
to be some questioning about the national research centers (such as Kitt Peak
National Observatory and the National Center for Atmospheric Research) and
the national research programs (such as the Weather Modification Program, the
International Biological Program, and Ocean Sediment Setting Coring Pro-
gram). These queries regard the scientific purposes, the state of construction of
facilities, and progress in operation. Through the cuts it recommends, the appro-
priations committee sometimes does interject its own views regarding the rela-
tive importance ar desirable rate of progress for these national research centers
and programs. Otherwise, it leaves the distribution of research funds to the
foundation, even when cutting the total amount appropriated. That is to say. no
attempt is made to substZtute tegislative for foundation judgment on ouch mat-
ters as the amounts allocated respectively to physics, chemistry, and biology.
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In areas other than research support, the legislators apparently feel freer to
interpose their own judgments. Thus in 1962, the House Appropriations Com-
mittee reduced NSF's total request by approximately $20 million, but increased
the funds for institutes for secondary school teachers by $5.4 million and di-
rected NSF not to spend less on this than the total of $37 million appropriated.
In fiscal 1966, also, the House set a minimum expenditure on secondary teacher
institutes, a minimum above NSF's request, and also directed that none of the
$50-million cut it made that year should be taken from the science development
program (the so-called "centers of excellence" program). Except for such dic-
tates, NSF is free to redistribute its appropriated funds more or less as it sees
fit among various program categories. (Like every other executive agency, how-
ever, it would not exercise this prerogative very far without informally seeking
the concurrence of the appropriations committees.) During the period covered,
the most notable substitution of committee judgment for foundation judgment
came, of course, on the matter of Project Moho le. Senator Al lott used appropria-
tions hearings for his major attacks on this program in 1c162 and 1963, and Rep-
resentative Evins (DTenn.) canceled it when he was subeommittee chairman in
1966. I do not think this episode can be fairly viewed F.s interference with sci-
entific judgment, however, for the legislative action was basically the result of
management problems with Moho le, rather than a questioning of its scientific
merits. It is true that Evins apparently did not see great scientific value in the
program, but it is also safe to say that he would not have brought about its
elimination if there had not been prior criticism of its management.

The treatment of NSF in appropriations hearings, then, does not appear to
differ, in most respects from that aecorded scientific bureaus which are contained
in extrascientific departments. Cong -essional attention focuses more on questions
of management and program aims than it does on scientific substance. There is,
however, a difference in the congressional conception of the meaning of research.

By and large, the legisaltors regard research not as the search for new knowl-
edge but as practical problem-solvingand the bureau chiefs encourage this
view in their presentations. No distinction is made between basic and applied
research in appropriations discussions. Rather, the legislators see research as
useful or not useful. To them, all meaningful research is applied research, and
departmental missions provide the orienting extrascientific focus for discussion.

Since they view research as a matter of problem-solving, congressmen face
the mission-oriented bureaus with a generally favorable attitudean attitude
approaching a mystical ftiithin the case of agricultural research. Only when
it is performed by the NSF does research appear to be an esoteric activity. In that
context, basic research does stand somewhat naked. Although it is not often
able to cite commercial applications of the research it monsors, NSF makes
an attempt to convey some sense of the excitement of science and of the funda-
mental significance of the work it supports. The results of these efforts are not
always all that the agency might wish. For example, when a physicist finished
describing an experiment to test relativity theory, a congressman asked, "What
difference does it make as regards life on earth. . . .?" The appropriations sub-
committee chairman; who is fond of referring to himself and his colleagues as
"4practical men on this isde of the table," asked, "What is the payoff, what is
the result?" No matter how often NSF officials mare the point that undirected
basic research undergies all applied efforts, their most effective arguments re-
main those which justify research by its contributions to graduate education
and the development of scientific manpower.

APPROPRIATIONS RESULTS

The results of the appropriations process reveal that basic research as rep-
resented by the NSF budget fares about as well as the combinations of basic
and applied research budgets of the other bureaus. There are two ways of meas-
uring the relative Eiuccess of an agency in the appropriations process.'

One is to determine the gap between the agency's estimate (its budget request)
and the actual appropriation. Table 1 expresses this gap in the form of the ap-
propriation as a percentage of the estimate. In this contest the Agricultural
Research Service is clearly the winner. The final apprepriation in each year was
at least equal to the amount requested, and in most years, it was greater. One
might see this situation as a reflection of the continued strength of agricultural
representation in the Congresscertainly in the agricultural appropriations

See R. F. Fenno, Jr.. The Power of the Purse: Appropriations Politics in Congress
(Little, Brown, Boston, 198(1) .
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committees. The percentage of success of the other agencies is more normal. Note
that NSF's average would look better if fiscal 1964 were omitted. A low per-
centage in that year reflects an unsuccessful. though brave, attempt mi. the part
of NSF to increase its budget from $322.5 to $589 million in a single year.
Congress, which tends to act incrementally, rarely approves jumps of that
magnitude. This was not just wishful thinking on the part of the foundation,
however, for an exception to the incremental rule had occurred between 1961
and 1962 when the NSF appropriation jumped by 50 percent. But, as pointed out,
that is rare. At any rate, it is clear that the foundation 'did reasonably well by
this measure.

TABLE 1.APPROPRI4TIONS AS PERCENTAGE OF ESTIMATES

Percentage appropriated Percentage appropriated

Fiscal year NSF GS NBS I ARS 2 Fiscal year NSF 0.3 NBS I ARS 2

1963 89 98 90 113 1967 91 99 95 112

1964 60 94 83 118 1968 94 97 82 100

1965 86 98 90 102
Average 85 97 87 1081966 91 98 82 100

I Research appropriation onlv. Excludes plant and facilities construction.
2 Research appropriation only. Excludes disease and pest control and most inspection programs.

How close the final appropriation is to the original request, however, is largely
a measure of an agency's ability to gauge congressional sentiment that year. The
percentage increase of each agency's funds over the previous year is presented in
Table 2. On this score NSF looks even better. It is outdone only by ARS, and that
was because Congress gave ARS more than it requested each year. The average
figures conceal cycles of congressional generosity and economy which are clearly
evident in the annual data. The most recent fiscal years have not been particularly
generous ones throughout the federal government, thanks to the Vietnam war.
While it would be difficult to a ssign reasons, it appears that basic remearch as rep-
resented by the National Science Foundation is easier to justify legislatively than
the presumably more technological applied work of the National Bureau of Stand-
ards. Or there may be other explanations : the adequacy of agency presentations,
the mood of different subcommittee chairmen, or the fact that NBS lacks as de-
finable a constituency as that which the universities comprise for NSF. Whatever
the reasons, it is clear that academic scientists would be unjustified in feeling that
"their" agency was in any way singled out for unfavorable treatment in the
appropriations process. Over the total period of fiscal years 1962-68. NSF's
appropriation increased 88 percent, Geological Survey's by 72 percent. NBS by
29 percent. and ARS by 97 percent. Many other federal bureaus and agencies
would be lumpy to show a percentage increase in the same period of time equal
to that of NSF.

TABLE 2.ANNUAL INCREASE (OR DECREASE) IN APPROPRIATION

Fiscal year

Increase or decrease (percent)

Fiscal

I ncrease or decrease (percent)

NSF GS NSB ARS year NSF GS NBS ARS

1963 20 16 14 15 1967 0 12 3 5

1964 10 10 4 21 1968 3 7 2
1965 22 C 10 12

Average 11 9 5 12
1966 14 5 6 18

This paper has made a limited examination of congressional appropriations
process regarding scientific programs with a sizable component of basic research.
Within its limits, however, it does permit some tentative conclusions about the
Congress-science relationshipconclusions that are more auspicious for science
than scientists might have expected. These may perhaps best be expressed nega-
tively. First, appropriations committees do not, by and large, interiect themselves
into the substance of scientific research. They take this as a fact and concern
themselves with the purposes and management of programs. Second. the .legis-
lators do not distinguish between basic and applied research and the-efore caanot
be said to single out basic research when looking for areas in which to make
appropriations cuts. The classification of Tesearch into basic and applied may
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be a distinction close to the hearts of scientistsat least the basic scientists
but it is not salient to the legislators. They look a programs and their purposes
as useful or not useful in terms of social objectives and make their judgments
accordingly. Third, we find that one cannot generalize that research bureaus
protected by extrascientific missions are any better or worse off in the appropria-
tions struggle than is the National Science Foundation which stands on its
own as an independent agency. On the basis of my studies, I think it not too great
an overstatement to suggest that Congress appreciates science and its accom-
plishments for legislative purposes somewhat better than many scientists seem
to appreciate CongreSs.
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(Excerpt from Basic ResearCh and National Goals, a Report to the Committee on Science and Astronautics,
U.S. House of Representatives by the National Academy of Sciences)

SUMMARY

To svmmarize 15 separately written essays on issues as complex as
those raised by the House committee might seem at first sight to be an
insuperable task. The task is made easier, however, because each paper
was discussed and criticized extensively by the entire ad hoc panel. Al-.
though no author was compelled to respond to the criticism of his paper,
most of the authors did, on rethinking, modify at least some of their
original views, and to this extent there emerged many elements of a com-
mon position. This is not to say that all the authors agreed, even on
some of the central questions; for example, on the qution of whether
the Government should support basic research at z,n. increasing rate,
the mathematician, Mac Lane, and the geologist, Verhoogen, take some-
what different views, as do the two economists Johnson and Kaysen.
Nevertheless, a common viewpoint does permeate a surprising number.
of the essays. The purpose of this summary is, therefore, not to repeat in
abbreviated form what is said so much better in the essays. Rather,
it is to identify the cemmon threads in the many different approaches to
these problems, as well as to point up thc sharpest areas of disagreement.
The committee is encouraged that problems as difficult as those raised
by the House committee can elicit fairly congnzent analyses, and even
similar answers, from men of widely different backgrounds.

The papers fall into three groups. Eight of them are concerned
broadly with the questions as stated by the House committee. These
papers, by Bode, Brooks, Johnson, Kaysen, Kistiakowsky, Mac Lane, Ver-
hoogen, and Weinberg, try to lay down general principles and to examine
specific tactical questions arising in connection with the support of science
They tend to have a philosophic, political-scientific, or economic flavor.
Three other papers, by Kantrowitz, Teller, and Willard, are primarily fo-
cused on the relation between education and research. The remaining
papers, by Blinks, Horsfall, Pfaffmaim, and Revelle, depict the state of
certain particular fields of sciencebiology, medicine, the behavioral
sciences, and the earth sciences. These papers give the flavor of the
suhstance of science by showing the intellectual challenge, the material
requirements, and the relevance to our society of some specific iields of'
science.

The choice of whether to write on the general questions or on a nar-
rower topic was left to each writer. As a result, not all aspects of the
general questions, and certainly not all the particular fields of science,
were covered equally. It was decided to leave out of the summary most
of thc discussion of particular fields since the essays on specific fields
cover so small a part of science. On the other hand, we have tried in
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this summary to present a somewhat rr ore balanced analysis of the
broider questions of strategy and tactics oi Government support of basic

research than emerges from any of the individual papers. Some of the
issues, like the relation betwtdn education and research, are touched upon
in almost all the papers, whereas the matter of geographic distribution
appears explicitly in only one. In the summary the imbalance in the
discussions of these questions is to some extent redressed.

Both questions put by the House committee involve the issue of allo-

cation of resources. The first question was interpreted by most of the
panelists as raising the issue: How should we allocate resources between
science and the other activities of our society? The second question
asks: How should, we allocate our resources within science? In our
summary we consider each questio.: in turn.

. -

Part One: The Allocation of Resources between
Science .and Other Activities

I. Basic Science "as a Whole" Is Not the Issue

We first restate Question I: What level of Federal support is needed
to maintain for the United States a" position of leadership through basic
research in the advanCement of science and technology and their eco-
nomic, cultural, and military applications?

The first question as stated makes certain implicit assumptions with
which not all the authors agree. Verhoogen questions whether the U.S.
"position of leadership" in applications of basic science is as .firm as the
question implies: "The United States has, without doubt, mastered the
teclmology of many fields; but brilliant engineering achievements are
not to be seen exclusively in the United States, and our technological
supremacY does not extend to all fields." And the concern over our
ability to convert basic research into application effectively is the main
topic of Teller's and Kantrowitz's contributions and a major theme in.
Bode's essay. Nevertheless, the reservations concerning American ieader-
ship are much less pronounced than the affirmations' of it. Thus
Kistiakowsky speaks of the beneficial interaetion lactween "chemical
research and the welfare and the position of leadership of the Ameri-
can Nation"; and Brooks points out that the United States enjoys a
highly favorable balance *of trade both in payments for technical know-
how and in exports of products based on sophisticated technology.
Moreover, the authors, almost without exception, concede that in most
of basic.research per se, the United Statcs today stands Oreeminent.
Teller says, "* * * the United States enjoys an unquestionable lead in:
pure science." MacLane states: "Mathematics in thc United States haS
recently been strikingly successful * * *" and Kayscn adds: "Our own
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contribution to the stock of basic knowledge * * * has been so great
that we cannot simply act as if the total werc given independently of our
own actions." Though Johnson argues that scientific leadership in basic
research itself may confer a kind of international leadership that is
appreciated only by a small elite of scientific sophisticates, Bode articulates
the views of several others when he replies that science and technology,
as intellectual fields, are important components in the struggle of cultures
in which our country is engaged.

This colloquy, in touching upon the connection between basic research
and its applications, brings out one of the most pervasive and essential
points in the whole analysis. The question, as put, implies that basic
research "as a whole" is a proper focus either for budgetary decision or
for political action. With this several cssayists sharply disagree. As
Weinberg says, to bring order to our thinking about public support of
research, it is first necessary to separate basic research done to support
a practical mission from research done to further science. Brooks and
Kistiakowsky (as well as Kaysen and Verhcoeren) also find that dealing
with basic research "as a whole" is impractical. They emphasize, how--
ever, the unpredictability of practical uses of basic research and therefore
do not stress as much as does Weinberg the distinction between mission-
oriented and nonoriented research. To them the distinction based upon
who does the research (university, Government laboratory, or industry)
appears particularly relevant.

Nobody on the ad hoc panel challenges thc proposition that the pur-
poses of Government, as opposed to the techniques of Government,
are nonscientific. Thus; the question to which question I naturally leads:
Why should our society support basic science at all, and the corollary
question : how much basic science should we support? must be an-
swered in terms that generally lie outside science. Brooks identifies four
goals of society to which basic science contributes and which justify
its support by society. Basic science, per se, contributes to culture; it
contributes to our social well-being, including national defense and
public health; to our economic well-being; and it is an essential element
of the education not only of scientists but also of the population as a
whole. In deciding how much sciencc the socicty needs, one must
decide how the support of science bears on these other, politically
tiefined, goals of the society.

With these goals, and the relevance of science to them, the essayists,
except for Johnson who expresses serious doubts, are in good agreement.
In particular, most of the essayists, especially 'Willard, stress the im-
portance of basic scientific activity in maintaining our system of scientific
education, although Teller and Kantrowitz, and Bode with less fervor,
insist that, though basic science is necessary, it has distorted the uni-
versity's perspective toward applied scicncc. Several essayists conclude
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that this is not the case at present, and that 'men trained in basic
research subsequently play key roles in applied research and other
practical activities (see especially Brooks) . Kistiakowsky notes that
"education and research in basic science form the best base from which
young scientists can develop their skills in applied fields." This dis-
agreement with Kantrowitz and Teller perhaps c'an be attributed to the
much closer and older relations between industry and universities in
chemistry than in physics. As Brooks notes, the situation in physics will
probably tend in the future to become more like that in chemistry.

A major divergence could lie between the viewpoints that bpsic science
is a sort of long-range investment or social overhead, supportee primarily
because it will eventually lead to applied benefits, and that basic science
is a part of culture, as is music, or art, or literature. None of the panel-
ists holds the one view to the exclusion of the other. The difficulty in
tying basic science too strictly to applied missions is summarized by many
of the panelists : Basic research is unpredictable. Thus no man was
bright enough to know that Roentgen's experiments with cathode rays
would lead to the discovery of X-rays, which in turn would lead to vastly
important advances in medicine.

On the other hand, granting that basic research is part of culture, why
should the society single out this branch of culture for particularly favored
treatment? As Johnson says, "* * * insistence on the obligation of
society to support the pursuit of scientific knowledge for its own sake
differs little from the historically earlier insistence on the obligation of
society to support the pursuit of religious truth, an obligation recom-
pensed by a similarly unspecified and problematical payoff in the distant
future." Johnson recognizes, however, as he states later in his paper,
that "* * * if the public is convinced that a scientific culture is de-
sirable, it is perfectly appropriate for the taxpayer's money to be used
to support scientists and scientific research." And Verhoogen, sup-
ported by others, adds "* * * human beings * * * want to know,"
which is to say: Science as culture is in itself a valid goal of the society.
Moreover, as Brooks puts it, science is a publicly verifiable enterprise,
and therefore its claim to public support can easily be validated.

But the argument for public support of basic science because it is a
distinctive element of our culture is conceded by most of the panelists to
be less persuasive than is the argument based on useful application of
basic science. As Brooks says, "the basic difficulty with the cultural
motivation for Federal support of basic research is that it does not provide
any basis for quantifying the amount of support required." On the
other hand, basic research viewed as an overhead necessary for the
accomplishment of politically defined goals of the society, such as bcttcr
defense, or better transportation, or health and longevity, though still
difficult to quantify, is at least related to goals of society whose
importancc has been subjected to prior political judgment.
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Which brings us again to a central point on which there is general

agreement: that basic research "as a whole" is a misleading notion. It

does not help our scientific policy-makers to view the allocation problem

as one of basic research as a whole versus other activities of Government.

On this crucial point at least three of the panelists, Brooks, Kistiakowsky,

and Weinberg, agree explicity. Thus Brooks says: "The basic thesis of

this paper adds up to the conclusion that the concept of a total science

budget, which is implied by the questions asked by the House Commit-

tee, is probably not a very meaningful or significant one. Only in the

restricted area of academic basic research does the concept of a Govern-.

ment-wide 'science budget' make a certain amount of sense * * * The

rest of the 'science budget' ought to be considered in a different context,

in which the value of research and development is judged in competition

with other alternative means of achieving the same objectives." Kistia-

kowsky essentially agrees with this view, although he divides basic re-

search somewhat differently. Weinberg puts it thus: "Tip-, expense of

science as a means to achieve a nonscientific end should logically be as-

sessed against the budget for achievement of that end, not against some

mysterious budget labeled 'Science as a Whole' * * *. The remaining

basic sciences * * * would then be properly included in a budget which

I call the 'Intrinsic Basic Science Budget.' This activity of our society

* * * should properly be balanced against other activities of the

societyfor example, education and foreign aid * * * the choice be-

tween intrinsic basic science as a whole and other, nonscientific, activities

is the primary relevant political decision."

II. The Government and the Market Place as Supporters of Research

From the conclusion that basic research, either as culture or as a long-

range investment for the achievement of society's other goals, is desirable,

to the conclusion that Government must therefore provide large-scale

support for basic research is a step that requires argument. Johnson's

paper makes the necessity of such argument explicit: He points out that

there are mechanisms in our society and economy that would provide

financial support for basic research subdivisions, so that the question is

not one of "all or nothing" but whether privately financed research

would be adequate. As Johnson puts it, "In order to establish a case

for Government support, it must be shown that basic research yields a

social return over its cost that exceeds the return on alternative types of

investment of resources. Alternatively, it must be shown that the amount

of basic research that would be carried on in the absence of Government

support would be less than what would be economically optimal." Hc

agrees with Kaysen, however, that the market may not provide enough

or the right balance of support. Therefore thc society cannot rely upon

the market completely and must supplement it, especially since much of
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science is a byproduct of higher 'education, which is certainly of im-
mediate public concern. Hence the Federal ads become involved
but the question remains whether the present commitment is too little or
too much. He makes a case for more reliance on supporf of basic re-
search by sources other than the Federal Government. Johnson also
argues that sincc basif; research done by one country is available to all,
there are limits to how laz the United States can profitably go in attempt-
ing to maintain leadership across the board in basic research.

All the other general papers endorse the desirability of large-scale
Federal suppc.a of basic research, and explicitly or implicitly reject the
view iliat the. private marketplace should be utilized more and Gov-
ernment sources less for seeking support for basic researc1.1. Thus Bode
responds to Johnson's suggestion that foreign basic research can be trans,
planted by tracing the history of technology. In the early days, tech-
nology flourished with relatively little fertilization from basic science.
Leadership in science was usually uncorrelated with leadership in tech-
nology; but as technology, especially military technology, has become
more sophisticated, its reliance on basic science has grown. Today,
the connection between basic science and technology is so close that to
Bode it is unthinkable to maintain leadership in technology without main-
taining an indigenous supporting basic science. It takes trained people
Of hightst order to apply modern science to our sophisticated technology.
Such people, who must be trained in our own, indigencius, educational
and research system, will be available only if we have vigorous basic
research of our own.

Kaysen responds to "But why the government?" by pointing out that,
just because its contribution to our nonscientific goals is so unpredictable,
basic research is a proper concern of the one element of our society
responsible for the general welfarethe Federal Government. The
marketplace always underinvests in soCial capital or social overhead.
The :economic and social benefits of basic research cannot be wholly
recaptured by tile private institution that finances'it, but only by soCiety
as a whole. Xience the Government cannot rely either on the marketplace
or .on institutions with regional or specialized interests to support the
volume of basic research that would benefit the eeonomy as; a whole.
Moreover, some of the fruits a basic research, for ei ainple, those related
to "military capability, fall d5xectly Within the sphere f Federal reSpon-
sibility, and only the Federal Government can and Will pay for thern.
This applies both to military requirements for applied research and
development, and to thlt :Insurance value of . the scientifie reserve corps."
This general yiew is st;areci by Brooks.

.And, finally, WOnberg argues that much of the bathe research sup-
ported by the Government is kistified -by its direct relevance to specific,
politically defined goals of ,Government. For example, once the political
decision is made by the Government, sa,y to desalt the sea economically,

k;S
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then the Government must do whatever is necessary in the judgment of
those responsible for developing techniques of desalination to achieve it.

IT, for getting on with the job of desalting the sea, basic research on sea
water seems more important than building another pilot plant, then the
Government must see to it that basic research on sea water is done.
Insofar as basic rescarch is done to aec -3mplish specific applied missions
of the Government, such basin research is obviously the job of the Govern-
ment. This kind of basic research constitutes a substantial part of the
basic research conducted by the Government. It is only the other part,
which is not so obviously relevant, about which there can be serious argu-
ment as to its relevance to the goals of Government.

M. Mechanisms for Allocating Support

We consider now the mechanisms for determining how much basic
research Government ought to support. Since, as the previous discussion
stresses, basic research "as a whole" is not a very useful concept, different
mechanisms and different justifications are appropriate for the differ-
ently motivated segments of basic research. The entire mechanism for
allocating support (and by implication, the total to be supported) turns
out to be a collection of separate mechanisms (and separate subtotals).

The precise partitioning of all basic research into components is, of
course, largely arbitrary. Basic research can be classified in terms of its
motivationas culture, as an adjunct of education, as a means to ac-
complish nonscientific goals of the society; of its sources of support,
whether mission-oriented agency or science-oriented agency ; of its per-
formers, whether university, Government laboratory, or private industry;
or of its characterwhether "little science" or "big science." Any one
of these classifications, if applied consistently, could cover all basic science,
but none is wholly satisfactory; hence, the different classification schemes
crisscross each other and are somewhat incongruent. For some purposes,
one classification scheme is more convenlent than another. In this dis-
cussion we shall use elements of all the schemes proposed in individual
essays. Though this may cloud some of the underlying philosophic
issues, it accords more nearly to the actual situation than does a strictly
logical classification, and as Brooks puts it, in some cases leads more
naturally to a basis for allocatIng resources to science.

For the purpose of answering the first question, Le., how much should
be allocated to bask research as a whole rather than to other activities
of the society, the classification suggested by Brooks and Weinberg is

germane: the larger part of basic research is tied to specific, nonscien-
tific missions of agencies; a much 'smaller part is not directly relevant to
missions. Let us consider first the larger piirtthe basic research done-
by mission-oriented 'agencies to accomplish their politically defined, non-
sckntific, missions.
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As we have already said, such basic research is supported by the agency
because the agency believes that basic research is a better place to allocate
its resources than is some alternative, like procurement, transportation, or
communica t ions. This basic research is an overhead expense, since it is

performed primarily not for the sake of the basic research but rather
for the sake of the agency's mission. But how does one decide what frac-
tion of tl..e agency's resources should be allocated for basic research to
accomplish even the most specific mission? Johnson argues that our
understanding of cost/effectiveness of basic research is too insecure to

allow even the mission-oriented agencies to decide what a reasonable
allocation to mission-oriented basic research should be. Or, as Kaysen
puts it, "It is in the very nature of an overhead that a nice calculation of
the 'right' amount to expend on it is difficsilt." Difficult, but not fin-
possible, suggest Brooks and Weinberg. Every business, in every part
of its operation, makes the same sort of overhead calculation as goes into

an agency's estimate of how much basic research it needs to accomplish

its mission. Weinberg suggests that the amount of such support should
be geared to an estimate of just how much the agency's applied mission
derives from past basic researchperhaps 10 percent for agencies whose
missions depend on scientific knowledge heavily, perhaps less for agencies
that need science less. Brooks suggests that "10 to 15 percent of the
applied effort might be a good rule of thumb for the basic research
effort." These judgments of the percentage going to basic research,
would be decentralized in the sense that they would be left primarily to
the agency, but they would be reviewed, as is any overhead expense of an
organization, by other interested parties in Government, like Congress,
the Bureau of the Budget, and the Office of Science and Technology.

The basic research of an agency is thus related to the applied or de-
velopmental effort of the agency: The main problem, as indicated above,
is to determine what fraction of the overall agency budget should go into
basic research. But evidently, as pointed out by many of the panelists,
and especially Brooks and Verhoogen, this method of supporting basic
research as an overhead on applied missions, logical though it may he,
also causes trouble. Basic research closely tied to an s*.gency's nonscien-

tific goals suffers from the vagaries of agency budgeting and agency man-
agement. If it is to be effective, basic research cannot tolerate such
fluctuations, whether they are imposed by fluctuating budgets or by
fluctuating opinions within an agency as to the relevance of particular
basic research to the agency's mission. Mechanisms are needed both to
smooth out the, fluctuations in mission-supported basic research and to
enlighten agency manageinents about basic research.

Here the National Sciencc Foundation is viewed as playing a decisive

role. The National Science Foundation is the sole agency of Govern-
ment whose purpose is support of science across the board and without
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regard for immediate practical gams. If there is good basic science

ready to be done but which does not as yet command support from some

mission-oriented agency, then the National Science Foundation must be

equipped v. step in, if it chooses, to pick up the tab. Thus the Na-

tional Science Foundation is viewed by Weinberv as being responsible

for what he calls "Intrinsic Basic Science," the motives for which are

relatively remote from politically defined missions. Since this_is a social

overhead whose connection with specific applied objectives of the society

is distant and undefined, it would seem, as Kaysen stresses, that alloca-

tion of resources to this activity would be even more difficult than the

allocation to mission-related basic research.
And, indeed, Weinberg insists that just this decLsion how much

should go for "Intrinsic Basic Scienceis the primary political de-

cision that faces Congress. Moreover, he visualizes this decision as

coalescing more and more with the decision as to the budget for the

National Science Foundation if, as seems likely, more and more of this

kind of science gravitates toward the National Science Foundation.

In the analyses of Brooks and Kistiakowsky, the National Science

Foundation is also seen assuming the role of a "balance wheel" to soften

the impact of variable research policies of mission-oriented agencies on

"academic basic research" or "little science." Looking at the problem

more from the point of view of the "performers," however, they realize

that most of this type of research, although not immediately related

to the practical missions, is nonetheless supported now by those mission-

oriented agencies that choose to interpret their research tasks broadly.

As an illustration we may cite the finding, based on a recent survey

by the chemistry panel of the Committee on Science and Public Policy,

that -the National Science Foundation contributes only 23 percent of

Federal funds to support basic research in university chemistry depart-

ments. And yet this is typical "little science." In fact, the same in-

dividual "performers," that is, chief investigators, receive funds from

the National Science Foundation and from mission-oriented agencies

for research projects that are not different in kind and frequendy overlap

closely. This is related to the unpredictability of basic research (see

Kistiakowsky) What to one may seem to be "science for science's sake,"

to another may have germs of exciting but as yet uncertain practical

applications.
If this yiew is appropriate, the formal separation of "Academic Basic

Research" into "intrinsic" 'and "not so intrinsic" would be very difficult

from the points of view far from uniform of both the Federal agencies

and the performers Henee the reCommendations of Brooks and Kis-

tiakowsky that other agencies contimie supporting academie basic re-

search without a reappraisal of wh-2-:it is 'relevant to thel miFsions (im-

plied in Weinberg rguinents ), but that the National.Science Founda-

0 - 69 - 9
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tion gr w into the role of the "balance whe assuring steady progr

of such research.
Whichever breakdown turns out to be most useful, are there criteria

for judging how much should go for this kind of science; i.e., how much,
eventually, should go to the National Science Foundation or to any
other agencies carrying responsibiljty for "Academic Basic Research"?
The panelists generally take for granted that the present situation, which

has led to our position of leadership, should be used as a baseline. Sev-

eral ,-.! the panelists argue that the amount should increase on two general
grounds: First, as Kistiakowsky and Bode suggest, our society is becom-

ing increasingly scientific. As science helps to improve our material or
personal well-being, our appetite for more improvements grows. Since

the advanced technologies on which these improvements depend make
ever greater demands on basic science, this trend will be reflected in an
increasingly scientific culture and therefore an increasing effort in basic
science. Moreover, as the wealth of our industrialized society increases,

we can afford to put a larger share of our wealth into science that furthers
the more sophisticated needs of the society. Second, basic science is in-
extricably related to the education of scientists, who are so essential to

the modern industrial society. Our society is committed to the idea of
providing its citizens with adequate education. Insofar as academic
scientific research is connected with scientific education, the growth of
our student body implies a growth of science. This is emphasized h
Kistiakowsky, Willard, and Verhoogen. As Brooks says, one great ad-
vantage of tying support of science to education is that educationally
justified science is the easiest to quantify: One may look mainly at the
projections of population and guess how many more science students will
be entering the universities some years hence, and make adequate prepa-
rations for this.

But a strict separation into mission-oriented basic research and intrinsic
basic science hardly provides unequivocal clues as to how much science,
particularly of the latter sort, we need. This separation is useful primarily
because it suggests where in the Government the problem should bc
looked at. Mission-oriented basic research is the business of most agen-
cies, whereas intrinsic basic research is the business of the National Science
Foundation or of other agencies which, as Weinberg puts it, have become,
in part, "little National Science Foundations." To find clues an to how
much basic science we ought to support, as opposed to who should sup-

rt it, we therefore return to the classificaticin schemes used by Kistia-
kowsky, Brooks, and Kaysen, which divide science into "little science"
and 'big science." The way would be clear indeed if all "little science"

d "big science" were congruent with all "intrinsic basic scienc." This
is not the case. The professor.and his small group of students, the typical
perfoluiers of "little scienc are often supported by a niisson-orientcd

4
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agency because it judges the pro essor's basic research to be fairly relevant
to the needs of the agency. The totality of "academic science," or "littl
science," is very much larger than the National Science Foundatiorc
research budget.

"Little science" as defined in several essays is largely academic science.
It is highly individualistic, and the performance varies greatly among
the fewer than 100,000 people who do it. As evidenced by the agency
records of rejected applications for funds (see Willard), far from all
these people receive Federal support fur research. Kistiakowsky's esti-
mate is that in 1963 the total cost to the Government of "little science,"
including facilities and fellowships, was approximately $600 million.
The opinions of panelists as to the desirable level of support vary some-what. Verhoogen believes that every qualified scientist should be pro-
vided with adequate support, provided his activities are within the fiscal
range of "little science" (e.g., $20,000 or less per annum) and provided
his research is slit jected always to the scnitiny of his peers. Brooks and
Kistiakowsky (and less explicitly Kaysen) take the riresent siwation as
a satisfactory starting point, and the first two -argue that a 15 percent
annual increase will meet national needs.

Brooks's argument, which is the most explicit, is based on a forecast
of the population of grraduate students and faculty, and the 15 percent
annual increase is suggested as minimal rather than as a necessarily ade-
quate level to take care of expanding educational needs. Finally, Mac-Lane, directing his attention to theoretical sciences, holds that every
potentially original scientist should be provided with adequate support,while by implication he holds that the growth of the research budget
should depend in some fashion on the growth in the number of outstand-
ing scientists. Verhoogen's point of view calls for larger growth because:"in other fields (other than mathematics) we still very much need to
assemble the verifiable facts on which new ideas may grow."

We now turn to "big science," some of which is "acadensic science"
and some clearly mission-oriented (e.g., the scientific satellites)., This

. science centers around research equipment, some of which is so costlythat it in itself represents a significant element in the total national budget.
Kistiakowsky puts it: " g science' is fiscally open-ended becausethe commitment of scientific personnel per project is rising compara-tively slowly and the costs are concentrated in the engineering effort.* * * Hence, the principle of supporting every good man in "little

science" is not very useful for "big science." It is obviously impossible
to provide every high-energy physicist with his own accelerator.
stressed by Kaysen, Kistiakowsky, and Brooks, the decentralized methodsf allocation :that characterize the panel ystern under which "littlescience" is governed must for "big science" be replaced by mach more.centralized planning and deliberation. Each "big science" project
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obviously demands special judgment and action and, since the size

of each such expn-sditure is so great, the decisions will have to bc
made at the highest levels of Government with the strongest interplay

between the political and scientific communities; in the words of Brooks,

they arc strategic decisions. Thus, although a total budget for "little
science" can be arrived at a priori by adopting some such principle as:
Support every good man (especially if he contributes to the educational
process), or, use the present generally satisfactory situation as a basis
for reasonable expansion, no a priori judgment can be made for "big
science." Each instance of "big science" must be examined by itself,
and must find its place not only as part of the science budget but also

as part of the entire national budget.

1V. The Self-Equilibration of Scientific Growth

Support ( f "little science" at a level that assures every qualified scientist

of adequate support may run the danger pinpointed by Johnson, who
says, "Ultimately it (such a policy) relies on the self-equilibrating proc-

eSSUS of the intellectual market in ideas and the commercial market in
scientificary trained labor to prevent serious misallocations * * * the
approach depends on a particular assumption * * *: that there is a
limited and fairly readily identifiable group in the population that is
capable of acceptable scientific performance, and a sharp dfference in
ability between this group and the rest This assumption does not make
economic sense in any long-run perspective : Onewould expect the supply
of potential scientists, like the supply of any other kind of skilled labor,
to vary in response to the income and career opportunities offered."

Most of the other panelists, insofar as they touch on this question,
don't agree with Johnson. Their view is that the number of people in-
terested and qualified in science is limited, and, because science is so
demanding, will always remain limited. Moreover, the "self-equilibrat-
ing process of the intellectual market" is geslerally thought to work very
well, especially in Kistiakowsky's view. The panel system, the internal
criticism that characterizes the scientific community, the institutional

andards established by the universites, at which so much of "little
science" is performedall of these keep basic science honest, keep it
demanding, and will always keep it relatively small.

One of the panelists, MacLane, devotes his paper primarily to the
question of standards in science; he is concerned that the growth of
science budgets should not be so exploeive as to erode these standards.
He holds that the fruitfulness of science depends vitally upon the pres-
ence of relatively, few, top-quality scientists. Hence he argues that a
first allocation of resources should be to support topquality scientists,
whatever their choice of subject or field. This might yield a system of
allocations with multiple criteria: some basic research supported accord-
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ing to its relevance to the missions of various agencies; other basic researchsupported because scientists of proven excellence judge it worthy ofpursuit.

Brooks, in a sense, imposes a similarly stringent set of qualifications onthose eligible for support simply because they are really good. He esti-mates the number of truly outstanding `little scientists" as being onlyaround 5 percent of all the active basic research scientists, and that theirsupport is justified purely on cultural grounds. Brooks urges supportfor the rest of "little sc;ence," but not solely on cultural grounds or onthe grounds of supporting good peopl.-.!; rather, h is on the basis thatwhat the remaining "little scientists" do is necessary for our expandingeducational system, and that it is gei mane to applied mission ofGovernment.
Kaysen goes further along this line and recommends, in much thesame spirit as Weinberg, that the support of basic science be defined as anoverhead on total expenditures for applied research and development,with the proportion of tlje total set initially at its historic level of 9 percent.

V. We Must Improve the Connection between Basic and AppliedScience
Since what emerges from the essays is a preponderant opinion that theprimary justification for Government support of basic research lies, asidefrom education, in the expectation of payoff, we must examine more care-fully the efficiency with which our Nation has been able to convert suc-cesses in basic research to practical advantage. This is the substance ofthe discussion by the physicists, Teller and Kantrowitz, and looms largein Bode's thinking. Teller puts the problem succinctly: "Most of ourFederal expenditure is used to support applied science and the engineer-ing developments based !von applied science. At the same tim; mostof our educational effort on the relevant graduate level goes into thesupport of pure sdence. As a result, the most massive expenditures ofour Government suffer from inadequate technical leadership." Tellerand Kantrowitz argue that the strong encouragement of basic research inthe universities has created an environment that is uncongenial to appliedresearchso uncongenial that even universities that were organized topursue applied science and engineering now turn out many graduateswho haveno taste for anything but pure science.But many a the panelists believe the universities do play a notable rolein maintaining our strength in applied research. For, as Brooks suggests,there is a steady flow of people trained in university-type research whogo into applied science, "which has been one of the characteristic featuresof American science that has contributed to its vitality" (see aLso Kistia-kowsk T d -d f the'-mp t-mt wlys in which the results

a in et. is onc_ o 6
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of basic science are converted into applied payoffs. And neither Teller
nor Kantrowitz nor Bode wishes to disturb our position of leadership in
basic research, established largely because the government has supported
basic research at the universities so steadily. Rather, the former two
suggest a n r-ducationrd pattern for applie4 science in which the cita-
dels of bas" ,earch, the universities, and of applied research, the in-
dustrial and Government laboratories, form joint entities devoted to
graduate education in the applied sciences. The degree would be con-
ferred and the academic standards would be maintained by the universi-
ties; the graduate thesis and much of the instruction would be the re-

onsibility of the cooperating laboratory. Many such arrangements are
springing up in the United States. However, since in many cases the
laboratory is an agent of the Government, these arrangements often are
hampered because of Government regulations concerning the propriety of
using Government facilities for educational purposes. Explicit sanc-
tioning of such arrangements by the Government is urged by both Teller
and Kantrowitz.

Part Two: Allocation of Resour es lAthin Science

The second question, What judgment can be reached on the balance
f support now being given by the Federal Government to various fields

of scientific endeavor, and on adjustments that should be considered,
either within existing levels of overall support or under conditions of
iner,..ised or decreased overall support., raises the question of allocations
within science. It thereby involves possibly fewer elements of public,
as opposed to scientific, policy than does the first question. In dealing
with this question, the panelists tended to broaden its scope to include
not merely the allocation among fields of science but also allocations
among institutions engaged in science.

We have already examined various subdivisions of science--int mis-
sion-oriented and non-mission-oriented; into "big" and "little , into
"basic" and "applied"; into science at universities and science outside
of universitiesand we have discussed how the panelists have used
various subdivisions, as they found appropriate, to discuss the total budget
for all basic research. For making allocations within science, two sub-
divisi, seem particularly appropriate: By field of science, and by
institution ; allocations within the first subdivision may be called "scientific
choice,"'within the second "institutional choice." These choices are
related to considerations of the sources of support and the performers.

The Criteria for Scientijic Choices
e problem of "scientific choice, tliatis, deciding how to allocate

funds to different fields of science within a total science budget; has
been debated publicly since 1958. As a means of clarifying the issues
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in this debate, several committees of the Academy and some groups
directly sponsored by Federal agencies have prepared reports dealing
wih the opportunities and requirements of specialized fields of modern
science. These include reports on oceanography, atmospheric sciences,
and high-energy physics. Several major efforts to cover other areas of
science have been undertaken since 1962 by groups of experts in coopera-
tion with the Committee r ,:ience and Public Policy and sponsored
mainly by the National Science Foundation. We refer the reader to

. one such effort -a report, Ground-Based Astronomy: A Ten-Year Pro-
gram (National Academy of Sciences, 1964), as an example of what can
be achieved by a higlily competent group (working on a part-time basis,
of course) in approximately 18 months. Other such reports, on the
academic uses of computers, on physics, chemistry, and the plant sciences,
are in various stages of completion and are expected to be available
before the end of 1965.

These reports will still leave many major scientific areas unexamined,
and thus will not provide sufficient basis for the formulation of a balanced
answer to the second question of the House committee. As an expedient
to bridge the gap, four members of the ad hoc panel prepared papers on
scientific areas in which they have special competence. Of these four es-
says, those by Blinks and Horsfall deal with essentially the same scientific
arealife and biomedical sciencesbut from quite different viewpoints.
The essay by Blinks emphasizes the unity and interdependence of life
sciences and brings out the great gains in our knowledge of life processes
that can accrue from biological research. Horsfall's article describes
the impressive breadth of scientific fields that now have relevance to
health problents, and establishes ties between basic and applied research
in these fields. Revelle's essay traces the close connection between re-
search in earth sciences and future progress and conservation in many
areas of the civilian economy. Finally, Pfaffmann's essay stresses the
point that many areas of behavioral sciences have advanced to a stage
where objective scientific research is feasible and is rewarding from the
point of view of social bene ts; also that such research, no less than re-
search in natural sciences, requires major investment of financial
resources.

Since these essays do not pretend to be full committee reports, and
since they do not begin to cover all fields of science, the panelists felt they
did, not have information on which to base recommendations for alloca-
tion of resources among fields. Instead, most of the panelists who spoke
of this problem tried to lay down principles for making the judgments on
allocation among fields that the House committee asked for. The under7
lying strategy suggested by many of the panelists, notably Kistiakowsky,
Kaysen, and.Brooks, was to separate "big science" from "little science,"
and to use different criteria of choice for them. Driefly, these panelists
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recommended that allocations within "little science," or, almost synony-

mously, "academic basic science," should be made by the free play of

the scientific marketplace of ideas. The prior assumption, already dis-

cskssed in Part 1 , is that, starting with the present situation, which has

given us l ,Icrship, every really good man, especially if he helps the edu-

cational pi Li, ess, should be supported. No one knows as well as he does

what is a fmitful or useful direction for his basic research; his work is

continuously scrutinized and monitored by his scientific colleagues; and

hence he should be allowed to decide what facet of science to pursue.

The total allocation within "little science," broadly, is the sum of in-

munerable individual judgments by individual scientists. Such a self-

eqmlibrating system of allocation is almost the only one that can ensure

continued long-term viability for our preciously individualistic "little

scimee."
Kaysen sharpens this strategy : He also accepts the play of the scientific

marketplace within fields of basic sciencee.g., in physics or in chem-

istrybut he pleads for a more deliberate comparison of fields by a
mechanism that takes into account the total number of active researchers

and the number of new Ph. D.'s produced in a field to guide allocations

to that field.
The criteria for choice in "big science" must be very different, partly

becatce of the open-endedness of "big science," already mentioned, and

partly because any single decision may affect a large sector of science.

Thus, whether a 200-Gev accelerator is built or is not built is a matter
that will profoundly affect the long-range future of American high-

energy physics. Three a the panelists consider in some detail the prob-

lem of allocation of resourceswithin "big science." Kaysen rs commends

that the proposed iirojects Le scrutinized as to their cornpetiave merits

by a group composed of the representatives of the funding agencies and

of "performers" in various sciences. The evaluation process must in-
volve the fusion of the elements of technical "ripeness" or urgency, of

particular projects, and political considerations. Kaysen suggests fur-

ther an ingenious "tax" on `little science" to finance a part of the costs

of "big science." "This cost-sharing arrangement wculd appear as
anàther useful administrative control device, directed toward making

se representatives of any (scientific) field not themselves too directly

concerned with using large facilities sensitive to their costs in terms of
their own interes Brooks classifies the entire research funds into
three categories: he capital costs of "big science" facilities; (2)
the operating costs of such facilities needed to make them available to the
scientific community; ( ) the strictly scientific costs of research involving
the facilities. This last item he treats as part of "little science" and segre-

gates it from (1) and (2) . Item (2) has occasionally been insufficiently
allowed for in the past, with serious effects for progress of science, and

13A-,
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Brooks urges its careful consideration when making decisions regarding(1). "The decisions regarding allocations under (1) are the only de-cisions regarding allocations between fields of science that should be madeat the highest levels of Government * * *. They are the basic invest-ment decisions of the Federal Government * * * that determine thescientific priorities for many years ahead * * * in which the price oferror is highest." Brooks goes on to say that he agrees with Kistiakow-sky's criteria for ordering the priorities of "big science" projects. Kistia-kowsky starts from Weinberg's criteria (published in Minerva, Winter1963) but revises them for "big science." The following factors emergeas most important in making the decisions that Brooks calls strategic : (a)cornrnitsnent of qualified scientists to a project; (b) the relevance of theproject to adjacent and significant branches of science; (c) the potentialimpact of the project on practical applications; (d) its ftnpact on nationalprestige and international influence; (e) the broad cultural impset ofthe proposed undertaking.
All the panelists who deal explicitly with the subject emphasize thatdecisions regarding allocations within "big science" must be centralizedat a high level in Government, and that decisions regarding allocationswithin "little science" must be decentralized.

IL The Cr teria for Institutional Choices
But, Kistiakowsky insists, even in "little science" the scientific choicescannot really bc separated from institutional choices. Where the "littlescience" is done, whether in Government laboratories, or universities, orindustrial labOratories, must affect, if nothing else, the degree of permis-siveness that the agency can allow in the support of the research.Kistiakowsky and several other panelists argue that general, non-mis-sion-oriented, basic research in the universities, above all, needs strength-ening even at the expense of such basic research in other institutions.Perhaps Willard states the case most explicity: First, that because ofour growing population, education in general and education in sciencezn particular must increase. The need for more education is inexorablygrowing, and must take precedence over other needs. Second, that theuniversities have proved in the past that they provide the climate (the"ecology" as Brooks puts it) most conducive to distinguished achievementin basic research. Thus, the Government gets its best money's worthfor a dollar spent on undirected basic research at the university and, ifinstitutional choices are to be made in disbursement of funds for suchbasic research, the university should have first claim.The noimniversity members cif the panel do not choose to respond pre-cisely to this challenge. Kistiakowsky strongly supports relevant basicresearch in the Government and industrial laboratoriesall created forpractical purposeswhile rejecting the substitution of general research
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for a valid applied mission. Verhoogen, who makes a strong case for
basic research in the universities, argues for continued vigorous basic

research in the Federal laboratories on three grounds: First, because
their research (e.g., meteorology and weather prediction) is commonly

of a kind and scope that cannot be carried out in universities. That is, it
is "big science," a point on which no panelist disagrees. Second, com-
petition in SCICflCe is good, and Government agencies may set standards
of excellence in research that private institutions should equal or surpass.
Finally, it is difficult * * * to ensure that science will move forward with
the necessary vigor on all fronts * * *. By a judicious choice of its own
research program, the Federal Government can to some extent correct
the imbalance."

The seeming divergence between Kistiakowsky's view and Verhoo-
gen's is not very sharp. Both agree that mission-related basic research is
necessary in the Government and industrial laboratory; the point at issue
is really where one draws the line between mission-related basic research

and non-mission-related basic research. Kistiakowsky would possibly
draw the line more sharply than some of the other panelists, and would
tend tr.. keep out of, or at least not expand in, the mission-oriented labora-
tories, some parts of basic research that are now pursued in such institu-
tions. Brooks, in much the same vein, suggests that the amount and kind
of basic research in Federal laboratories should be primarily the decision

of the laboratory management, subject to the constraint that the total
budget of the laboratory be governed by the importance of its practical
mission and its long-term success in accomplishing it.

!IL Geographic Distribution of Research

The matter of institutional choice inevitably leads to consideration of
geographic distribution of research support by the Government. If one
supports only excellence, and if excellence exists, as MacLane implies, at
wily a limited number of established centers "One cannot have more
centers than the population of scientists allows. "), bo oes the coun
redress imbalances in its economic and cultural growth that Are-'c

nected with geographic distribution of scientific ac a
tion asked explicitly only by Johnson; yet it is obliquely implied ve
other papers. johnSon Airges a deliberate, policy of locating scien
tesearch in the backward areas of the country to encourage their
development: "So long as public funds areallpcated to the support bf
basic resea'rch the geographic allocation of the funds should take.account
of the social effects of their expenditure ?' _ _..

Th t- this issue is .nat- discussed- in c genera
, . _ i

s ably
_ ,

results- froni thel fact! that!'. ., .
rfirrOttec:on-. cienee and' PU I-6 liolicy

. . ...- . .._ _.., .- - . -.. ....
hat1=alreadYatakeni a_ stand :on, e i-ri.atter. Ili, its'1964 repo e
Support of.Basie Researekin'- liutitutions of higher Learuzug,
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mittee on Science and Public Policy recommended special Federal action
to assist selected institutions in attaining high levels of excellence, em-
phasizing at the same time the great difficulty of making the right choices.

To some extent, the project system of granting Federal support to
science may have slowed down a process of dispersion of scientific re-
sources, which might not have been slowed down under different systems
of support. Brool recommends a gradual transition to a situation in
which about 25 percent of the costs of "little science" goes to supporting
people, 25 percent is institutional support, and about 50 percent is project
support.

The problem of geographic distributions of Federal funds for research
is taking on increasing importance in the eyes of Congress. Whether it
will tend to go away of its own accord, or how much the process of dif-
fusion of scientific excellence can be accelerated without sacrificing tho
excellence itself, arc questions on which additional thought is needed
beyond what was given in the report, Federal Support of Bask Research
in Institutiom of Higher Learning.

IV. The Age of Biology and £lij Crisis in Physical Sciences
Though the panelists could not fully address themselves to the ques-

tion of scienfific choice (inasmuch as the necessary data were not avail-
able), nevertheless two themes in this connection are d,iscernible. One
impression created by several panelists is that the next decade ought to
be the sge of biological science. As Weinberg puts it, "The National
Institutes of Health seems * * * to be the Government agency, the
achievemei.'t of whose mission is most directly s=nd obviously dependent
on a great push in our understanding of an underlying basic science
(biology), and whose mission will continue to enjoy greatly expanding
public support." Or as Blinks says, "Many physical scientists feel that
support should- be even greater for biology (than the 15 percent per
annum suggested for 'little science' as a whole) as it enters an era of

dented ruitfuln "'
e =other hand, Wéinberg physical sciences confronted

deep linancial c . necessity of ,expanding basic
physical science research in order to further the missions of * * e
Atomic Energy Comniission,. the .Department of Defense, and the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration ..is not , * * obvious

*. , since orderly expansion -of these sciences is a necessary
clement in the general growth of the sciencesin education if nowhere

basic research - in- the physieaL sciences is faced with a
ost of its support has comeirom the mission-oriented agencies,

but these agencies (faced with stationary budgets) -mill probably not
expand their support of basic research as fast as our capacity to do basic
research (n the physical sciences ) expands."
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Part Three: Government Decisions and Actions

What specific actions do the panelists call for from the Government
agencies and from Congress? Two kinds of actions seem to be calledfor by various panelists: In one group are additional staff studies andstatistical analyses; in the other are broad and, in some instances, crucial
decisions that affe our whole governmental organization for science.These latter actions in a sense constitute a sort of operational answer tothe questions put by the House committee.

L Statistics on Research
Statistics on research and development in the Federal Government arecomplex, and sometimes misleading, not because the dedicated statis-ticians and analysts who amass these figures are incompetent, but ratherbecause the situation is inherently so complicated. As Brooks says, "Arecent report of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-opment has remarked that most countries have better statistics on poultryproduction than they do on the activities of their scientists and engineers.To some extent this is inevitable since the product of scientific activity isan elusive entity which defies measurement." Brooks then goes on toanalyze some of the difficulties: It is very hard to decide what is basic,what is applied; what is academic, what is nonacademic; what is re-search, what is education; or even what is Federal, what is non-Federal.There is probably no easy way to improve our statistical picture ofresearch in the Federal Government: essays such as Brook's point out thecomplexities and may help Government administrators bring their datatogether in more useful way&

One aspect of research statistics is particularly troublesome: this hasto do with estimating the cost/effectiveness ratios of research. Here itis not so much a matter of statistics. Rather, as Johnson implies, thereare exceedingly difficult questions on which professional economists arestill groping for ways to make progress. He suggests that additional re-search-be done on this group of question& Pfaffmann echoes this inurging -wider support of:behavioral sciences research generally on the -econOrnic and social implicatiow of science and technology
A lew specific statistical studies are suggested by some of the essay-For example, Weinberg suggestS that the Government try to estab-

ow the support of basic research in each field of science is now dis-ong the agencies of Government. .Since some basic scienceis mission-oriented aed sorne is riot; it would be usefu1 td_ know how diagencies differ in their assessment of relevance of, basic msearch to theirinisions Kistiakowsky notes bow -uneven this assessment -now Is.
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IL The Role of the National Science Foundation: Conclusio

Two really major conclusions emerge from these papers. The first

is that Government should recognize that, on the whole, science in the

United States today enjoys preeminence, and that what is done in the

future should be based on expanding and improving the present situation.

Though some illogicalities may exist, of course, in the conduct of so large

an activity as Government-supported
science, it has so far been effective

and there is no reason to change it drastically. In a Sense, this consti-

tutes the simplest answer to the first question. The more detailed sug-

gestions by various panelists: To look at academic research separately

from other research, or to provide support as broadly as possible for "little

science," or to treat "big science' differently from "little science," are in-

herently complex and are made against a background of belief that the

Government's scientific policies in the past hysre been generous and re-

sponsible, and that U.S. science has done verywell indeed.

The second essential point that runs through at least half the papers

is the belief, stated either explicitly or finplicitly, that the role of the Na-

tional Science Foundation during the next decade should become much

greater than it has been in the past, especially in the physical sciences.

The crisis in the physical sciences has already been alluded to. As the

handmaiden mostly of mission-oriented
agencies such as the Atomic

Energy Commission, the Department of Defense, and the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration, whose missions are not likely to ex-

pand in the immediate future, these sciences are caught in a squeeze.

Yet, as many of the panelists have argued, the physical sciences should

expand, though perhaps not as rapidly as the biological sciences.

The reasons for such expansion are: (1) That biological and environ-

mental sciences, to which Government is already heavily committed, will

increasingly depend on advances in and people from the basic physical

sciences; (2) that Jthough military and space research and development

expenditures appear to be declining, the Nation must continue to build

up its stock of knowledge and people in the physical sciences, on which

future admixes in military and space technology will rest if a later

emergency requires renewed emphasis on these fields; (3) that the

physical sciences rather than the biological sciences have been the major

source of past improvements in civilian technology, and support of them

is, therefore, important for the further growth of productivity in the U.S.

economy.
Two courses for providing increased support to the physical sciences

are open, and probably both should be followed. The first, recommended

by several panelists, is that the mission-oriented agencies, at times such

as this when budgets are rather stationary, should devote a larger frac-

tion of their budgets to basic research. This implies that they incline

toward a broader interpretation of what kinds of basic research they
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dern relevant to their missions than is sometimes the case now; or even
tliat Congress extend the mission of the agency to include the pursuit
of certain branches of basic science, if this is necessary.

The second course, which by no means excludes the first, is to make
the National Science Foundation a much larger agency than it now is
so large that it can eventually become the "balance wheel," or even the
main "umbrella," for the support of basic researchespecially in the
physical sciencesthat is too remote to merit support from the nilssion-
oriented agencies. Such a specific policy with respect to the future
growth of the National Science Foundation involves a major political
decision by Congress and by the executive branch, as formidable and far-
reaching 2,3 1tS decision has been with respect to expansion of the National
institutes of Health.
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THE CRISIS FACING AMERICAN SCIENcE

A preliminary report on the effects of decreased federal support
of scientific research and education

THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR EVALUATION OF
FEDERAL SUPPORT or SCIENCE

Minoru Tsuteui, Ph. D., D.Sc., Chairman, Associate Professor of Chemistry,
New York 'University, Bronx, New York

Herman Cohen, Ph. D., Vice President in Charge of Research, Princeton Labora-
tories, Princeton, New Jersey

Frederick R. Eirich, Ph. D., D.Sc., Dean of Research, Polytechnical Institute of
Brooklyn, New York

Jacob Feld, Ph. D, , Consulting Engineer, New York City
H. Bentley Glass, Ph, D., Academic Vice President, Distinguished Professor of

Biology, The State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York
E. Oily ler Hammond, Se.D., Vice President American Cancer Society, New York

City
George James, M.D., M.P.H., Dean, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York

City
Bert N. La Du, Ph. D., M.D., Professor and Chairman, Department of Pharma-

eology, New York University School of Medicine, New York City
Joshua Lederberg, Ph. D. * Professor of Genetics, Stanford University School

of Medickie, Palo Alto, California
Fritz A. Lipman, M.D., Ph. D.,* Member and Professor, Rockefeller University,

New York City
J. Joseph Lynch, S.J., Ph. D., Director, Geophysics Institute, Fordham Uni-

versity, Bronx, New York
Margaret Mead, Ph. D., Director of Ethnology, American Museum of Natural

History and Adjunct Prot of Anthropology, Columbia University, New York
city

Lloyd Mot% Ph. D., Professor of Astronomy, Columbia University, New York
City

Robert S. Mulliken, Ph. D.,* Department of Physics, Laboratory of Molecular
Structure and Spectra, The University of Chicago, Illinois

Ross F. Nigrelli, Ph. D., Director, New York Aquarium and Osborn Laboratories
of Marine Science% Brooklyn New, York

Severo Ochoa, M.D.,* Professor and Chairman, Department of Biochemistry,
New York University School of Medicine, New York City

David D. Rutstein, M.D., Ridley Watts Professor of Preventive Medicine and
Head, Department of Preventive Medicine7 Harvard University Medical School
Boston, Massachusetts

Irvin J. Selikoff, . M.D., Professor and Chairman, Division of Environmental
. Medicine, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York City ,

Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, M.D., Ph. D. *. Director Institute for Muscle Research,
Marine Bielogical Laboratory, Wce;ds Hole, dassachusetts

Edward L. Tatum, Ph. D:,* Professor (Biochemical Genetics) , Rockefeller Uni-
versity, New York City

Kenneth W. Thompson, M.D., Visiting Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
University Hospital% University of Wisconsin Medical , Center, Madison,
Wisconsin --. ; '

Jerome B. Wiesner,- Ph. D., Provost, .Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-
bridge, = Massachusetts

-FOREWOR

To 'help control inflationary preasUres, aVniress iecentty enacted The Revenne
and ,Expenditures -Control_ Act, of 1908 ,,which among other = things requirffl a
cutback of ,$6, billion 4n government spending. ,The effect of this retrenchment on
scientige research, and ,educatien, has, in the ,opinion nt many , active and respon-
sible .seientists been' to seriously undermine the potential, benefits of science lx
the econothic and human health of the nation and, in turn, the world.

111,Eabers of, Mc, Nelv York Academy of Selences,!.who represent a large seg-
ment of the scientific community, have been increasingly concerned with the
problemi created hy the,relative,decreases An the support-of, scientific research
and education during-the past several year% With the announcement on May 30,

4
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1 8, of the mandatory $6 billion budget cut, the Academy felt compelled to take

action.
An emergency town meeting of scientific representatives of government, educa-

tional institutions, learned societies, private rec3?.areh institutes, and indust-y was
called on June 21, 1968.

Its conclusions:
Failure to provirle adequate support for scientific activities has already

resulted in serious setbacks to research and education, and could result in
long--...-ange dangers to the welfare of the nation and the world.

The expression of the scientific community's point of view has been late
in coming Those in positions of political decision who decide on allocation
of funds cannot be expected to have the same Awareness as scientist& Thus
scientists can no longer afford to overlook the realities of politics and the
attitudes of the public.

Despite budget stringencies, immediate first aid measures must be taken to
identify instances where blanket cuts may cause unintended, irreversible
damage to important scientific programs.

Following a meeting on July 30, 1968, with President Johnson and his science
advisor, Dr. Donald F. Hornig, Academy representatives proceeded with a survey
of academic institutions Academy members designed to elicit evidence of present
and potential damage to science and the nation of met, current and impending
reductions in federal support.

This report, based on the survey, documents and analyzes those dangers and
proposes a program to maintain the country's world leadership in sciencea
leadership that has given to the American scientific community world-wide re-
sponsibility to continue its search for solutions to mankind's most fundamental
and pressing problems.

SUMMARY W FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

These findings summarize a broad spectrum of opinions and facts presented
by the 84 academic institutions and 193 individual scientists responding to the
Academy's survey. While there were inevitably differences of opinion in such
a diverse sample of organizations and individuals, the comments were in re-
markably close agreement

Not surprisingly, most respondents speak of the adverse effects of the redue-
tiono in federal support A small minority find some offsetting gains, in the form
of better discipline and closer planning of current and future spending. In
general, however, these enforced virtues are regarded as .overwhelmingly offset
by the loss of ooportunity and continuity in scientific research that are the
bitter fruits of the budget reduction. The nature of these losses is set forth in
greater detail below, and documented, in the words of 'the scientists and univer-
sity (Yfficials involved, in the appendices of this report

The recommendations of the Committee are neither elaborate nor detailed.
They constitute, in the Committee's opinion, a few necessary first steps toward
meeting the IMmediate Crisis and,setting the 'stage for establishment of a long-
range federal science policy that'will obviate future crises:

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1., American scientists and institutions of -higher learning have- been en-
couraged to depend"! ..!avily on federal grants for scientific research and develop-
ment as part- ot their normal operating- expenditures. Current and. anticipated
federal reductions require cutbacks in individual I:wog-rams that range from
the inconvenient to the catastrophic.-In some cases, the effects of the institu-
tions themselves are serious ; the continued existence of some has been placed
in doubt.

The 'loss of-federal' suPport in' this area is' haVing'an'adverse effect on the
financial integrity of both- state ancrprivatebi supported schooli. Ironically; this
may',aceelerate the pressure for, priVate' academic' institittione to' Obtain stikte
support -and for 'states 'tO receive ,more federal -sUPport of higher' education in

general. A 0,-

2. The' effects; of the scientific 'ePending"cutbacks areheing felt Partieularly .by
those' persons;' institutions and -programs-- that are not well established. Ne*
eolleges.,` graduate centers'and-research- conters are finding it difficult to attract
first-rate- scientists. Young scientiSta often ,find.it virtually' impossible to obtain
funds for their work. New research ventures, in a broad spectrum of activities
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from basic physics research to clinical medicine, are also having severe difficul-
ties, attracting support.

3. Cutbacks are leading to Lhe loss of substantial investments already made by
federal government and others. New schools, hospitals and research centers are
not being fully utilized, research that Is now reaching a fruitful stage will have
to he discontinued, and experienced research teams are being disbanded with con-
sequent permanent losses of important capabilities.

4. The future supply of scientists is being adversely affected. Training programs
for both scientific and technical personnel are being cut back severely.

5. The pressing needs of our society, in many crucial areas, are failing to get
the scientific attention they deserve. Potential solutions to such problems as pov-
erty, racial discrimination, population control, air and water pollution, cancer
and cardiovascular disease, mental illness, mass transportation, housing and edu-
cation are not being pursued because of the lack of continuing support.

0. As a result of all these factors, morale in tbe scientific community is low.
Many scientists and engineers in colleges, universities and research centers aredisturbed by the effect of the cutback on their work. Preliminary soundings indi-
cate that scientists in private industry are equally concerned.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

. The federal government should, at the earliest possible moment, take short-
term corrective action to offset the critical short-term effects of the cutbacks.

2, Guidelines for the annual growth rate of federal spending on scientific re-
search should be established. The growth of the economy can well sustain a rate
of 15 to 20 percent per annum.

Such a policy, however, must be founded on our perception of the fact that
existing programs do not now use available scientific knowledge and raanpower to
their fullest extent (Ideally, spending on science should be defined by humanneedssochtl, economic and culturaland not by a fixed formula of growth rate.)A case can be made for increasing scientific research expenditures at this timeby 15 percent a yearfirst, because it is based on society's previous record of
response to its many research needs, and second, because it will allow universities
to balance research growth with that of graduate education.

3. Improved methods of consultation and communication should be established
between the federal government and the scientific community, so that each canbetter understand the unique problems, pressures and challenges facing theother.

4. Since scientific research is generally a long-term proeess, every effort shouldbe made to put the scientific research budget on a long-term multi-year basis.

II. ScizNoE AS THE KEY TO SOCIAL EVoLUTIoN
"Research . is supported not only to accomplish agency missions

usually as a forerunner to developmentbut also to increase the broadbody of scientific and technical knowledge which underlies the future
advancement of the Nation's welfare, economic growth, and security."FEDERAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED PRO-
GRAMS, Special Analysis of the Budget of the 'United States Govern-
ment for the fiscal year ending June 30,196 .

The place of science in the fabric of society has not been, nor is ienow, argued-There is a consensus so far-reaching that the Bureau of the Budget statement
above may have been made by a statesman, an historian, an economist, a repre-sentative of the people,a scientist or the President of the United States.

In a memorandum to the heads of departmentaand agencies of September 13,1005, President Johnson said that
"A strong and vital educational . system Is an essential, part of . the GreatSociety. In building our national educationaU system; we-must bear In mind all, ofthe parts, and all of the levelsfrom Ileadstart for pre-school- children to themost advanced university levels.-Atthe apex of this educational pyramid, resting

on the essential foundation' provided for the lower levels, is the vitartop segmentwhere education and research:- become inseparable.. The .Federal 'Governm&it hassupported academic research in agriculture for .over a half 'century= and- in--the
physical sciences, life sciences and engineering since World War II; the returnson this national investment have been immense."
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A day later he noted in a statement to the Cabinet :
"Throughout the postwar years, it has been my abiding and actively supported

conviction that the policies of this nation in support of the advance of science
would have a dedsive role in determining the extent to which we fulfill our
potential as a nationand a free society."

One of the major members of that Cabinet, former Secretary of Defense Robert
S. McNamara, told Congress in 1968 :

"We should be willing to give first priority in the R&D program to a reason-
able, sustained level of research spending, taking into account the inevitable
price and wage increases from year to year. During FY 65 to 68, after adjusting
for inflation, research funding declined. It is quite clear we must now reverse this
trend and support more vigorously many scientific figures that show great promise
and clear relevance to our future security."

In remarks based on his policy paper "The Research Gap : Crisis in American
Science and Technology," President-Elect Richard M. Nixon noted that :

"As we look back we find how much we owe to the creative power of science and
technology for our steadily improving living standards, for the value of our
money, for the defense of our country and for our prestige and influence in the
world.

"As we look at the problems aheadmaintaining our national security, rebuild-
ing our cities, fighting the erosion of our pay envelopes and pensions, extending
our influence for peace in the world, in every realmtrained scientists and engi-
neers are essential to prog-ress.

'Scientific activity cannot be turned on and off like a faucet The withdrawal
of support disperses highly trained research teams, closes vital facilities, loses
spin-off benefits and disrupts development momentum."

RePresentative Emilio Q., Daddario (D.-Conn.), concerned about the $100 mil-
lion National Science roundation budget cut recommended by the House, noted
that the cut Was particularly dangerous in view of the slashes in support -for
basic research being forced on mission-oriented agencies. Although it was otvious,
he said, that the mushrooming of federal support of research in the 1950's
and 'ars couldn't be sustained, Congress's current economy wave may drop the
support for basic research below the cost-of-living increases needed merely to stay
even.

"It is essential that we policy makers not forget the lessons of the past on the
importance Of being in the vanguard of basic science," said Daddario. "When the
chips are down we are not going to pull any rabMts out of the scientific hat with-
out knowing the basic tricks."

Pleading for restoration of the $90 million eut from the National Science Foun-
dation's appropriation. request, Senator 'Fred R. Harris (D.-Okla.) told the
Senate :

'I realize, as do-the other Members of this body,- the need te effect a reduction
in the Federal budget at this particular time. I am not convinced, however, that
it makes much sense in the long nm to- reduce our, 'support fer basic science re-
search for=short rdn eepritnnle*.Basic research; as it elearlY implies, iabasie to all
advances' that we ,inve_miide and can. ultimately :make in sue]: 'fields as physics,
chemisty, biolOgy, the sOciai Si:fence's, and other fields of seience :Which linderlie
the tremendous technoloileal revolution Oat; this :conntry has tindergene since
World Waf IL And I woUld- reniind'enatOra of the ,inextricable_relationship
of technological advance and innovation to 'Par! ecOriemic

In' a chapter called "A, Congressiman's:Ferspective" front Science and-the Uni-
versity (edited by Boyd .1i;. Keenan ), Representative -John Brademas (D.-Ind.)
wrote:

". . . let me observe that 1 thinivit is now widelylreCognized that scientists and
engineers and their :researoh; and: development arctivitiesr played a- crucial .partfin
winning World War II. But today scientists and engineers are increasingly recog-
nized, by, the =public generally and-by politlicans fin rpartienlar as'essential-to win-
ning the future.,1For only in recent yeanr has thecountry come to accept the crit-
ical role thatiscientists -and techniciansipl ay 4n -economic: growth,; the-health: and
well-raeing et' our :people .and in i the- overall strength,: of -our natior0.-F ,

'chard; MI Jlll, -r Harvard :UniVersityi economist; writing-ln,EConoinio Develop-
entzPast:andlPtesent;'-callsIechnological progress - =

perhapa;the-IgreateStsingle distinguishing:characteristic of. _the modern age.
It is:by now Commonplacethat technology is revolutionizing. our,lives.= Through
new techniques ard methods of nroduction;fan economy is 'enabled fo produce COM-
modities at a fraction .of their former cost in terms of the amountof land, labor,
and capital devoted to their production. Equally siguificantly, technolori eon-
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straitly brings forth a flood of new products whkh no amount of effort and re-
SMUT es could have produced in the past.

"Technological progress . depends, of course, on applied science and ulti-
mately on pure science. Abstract speculations on the nature of the universe, moti-
vated originally by the simple desire to know and understand, wiltt often later
come to roost in some practical appliance which reduces labor or provides for
hitherto unsuspected needs. In a certain sense, the 'scientific attitude' is art the
root of the whole thing. The notion of a. rational and comprehensible universe, of
natural laws which can be appreheded and manipulated, of systematic, objec-
tive methods which can be used to unlock nature's secretsthis kind of approach
is by no means a necessary or universal one, and, in fact, was the product of a
long process of intellectual evdlution in the Western .World."

The relationship of science to economics is reiterated in an article in The Goal
of Economic Growth (edited by Edmund S. Phelps), called "Research and Eco-
nomic Growth" by Rand economists Benton F. Massell and Richard R. Nelson :

"How doss research contribute to technical change? In one sense, by increas-
ing and enriching our stock of knowledge. There are many difficulties connected
with defining the stock of knowledge. Certainly it involves, much more than
formal scientific knowledge, and research is by no means the sole activity by
which knowledge is increased. Indeed, writers who use as their examples the in-
ventions of the 18th and 19th centuries have tended to argue that formal scientific
knowledge is unimportant to inventorswhat is important is general technolog-
ical knowledge.

"However, writers who have used as their examples the more recent advances
in chemical and electronic technology have argued that, though formal science
may not have been particularly important in the more distant past, it has played
a more major role in recent inventive activity."

The President's Council of Economic Advisers noted in their 1962 report that:
"The advance of technological knowledge depends on the amount and effective-

ness of the human and material resources devoted to research and develop-

ment . . . Research and development cover a wide range of activities aimed at
increasing the stock of scientific and technical knowledge. As we move from basic
research to applied research and to development, the goals become more closely
defined in terms of specific practical objectives, the predictability of the results
inclease, and the benefits become less diffuse. More than 90 percent of research
and development spending is for applied research and development--most of it
for development. Slightly less than 10 percent is for basic research.

"And eontrary to common belief, less than one-third of all basic research is
done by industry. Government, the universities and other nonprofit institutions,
although doing only one-fourth of total research, do most of the Nation's basic
research. Such research seldom results directly or immediately in new products
and processes. But in the long rim, basic research is the key to important ad-
vances in technology,"

,FinaTtly, scientists themselVes are eloquently aware of their responsibilities to
human welfare and progress. . _

Said Dr. Bentley Glass, academic vice president, The State University of New
York at Stony Brooks, New- York,' at the Academy's June 30 town meeting on
The Crisis Facing American Science:

"It is easy indeed'for the legislatute: that wishes to preach economy to point
to dozens of scientific': researchessupported by federal grarits-or contracts that
have no obvious practical results, 'and the:.titles ,these` can be, and have heen,
readily held up to ridicule _. . I suggest that the right way to consider whether
the support of basic science :is profitable to the nation" Ie 'to examiee the enter-
prise in reverse. Look at' the:geeat developments in our ;Modern 'world . . that
make 1968 already-more -differe-at from 1900 than-1900 was different from the
year one. Tellus whicIrthieof;theseris not:solidly:baeed en the growing structure
of scientific-knowledge accumulated-by-many men."--; r

,Nbliel Laureate Albert Szent:Gyorgyt suggests , -; .1. ::.

"Three points -.should be made clear. One is that our whole -Industry and
national defense. are based On basic 'or fundarnentaLresearch. However, funda-
mental discoveries ;need a: few: yearse till they bear fruitsuforl'everyday:life);It
follows ;'-that; haslet resea rch -can--' he 'cut outialtogether without anY iniruediate
effects but once it is cut out industry will crumble within a :few 'yetirg
equally true, also for national defense, which is no longer fought with clubs-but
with atomic energy and computers. '

"The second point which has to be made clear is 'that we owe'not only -the
agreeable and high level of our life to science and fundamental research but
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we owe our very lives to it. (It) has extended the expectancy of human life
by two decades. So if we enjoy life longer now, owning to past research, it is
our moral duty to continue this research and pay off by providing for future
generations.

"The third point . . . is that once bate research is hurt the damage is very
difficult to repair. Owing to the present budget cuts very many gifted youngsters,
people who are designed to be future leaders of research, will be channeled into
other areas and it will take a whole generation to till the gap."

III. THE EFFEem OF CUTBACKS IN FEDERAL SUFroRT OF SCrENCE

1. Federal reductions are causing cutbacks in individual programs that range
from the inconvenient to the catastrophic. In some cases, the effect on the insti-
tutions themselves is serious.1

The data in Table 1 indicate why reductions in federal expenditures have so
upset the academic community. In academic year 1967-68, the federal govern-
ment paid almost one-fourth of all the expenditures on higher education. The
figure was just under 20 percent for publicly controlled schools and slightly
more than 30 percent for independent schools.

These federal funds have helped our colleges and universities rise to educa-
tional and scientific preeminence. Any significant reduction in federal funding
will naturally have a great effect on the financial viability of many schools.
TABLE 1.EXPENDITURES ON PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION ACADEMIC YEAR

1567-68

[In billions of dollars]

Source of expenditure

Control of school

Public Vrivate

Federal Government 2.1 2. 3
State government__ 4.1 .1
Local government. 4
All other

.
4.1 5.2

Total 10.7 7. 6

2. The effects of the scientific spending au backs are beiv.ij felt particularly
by those persons, institutions and programs that are :tot well c8tablishecl.2

Federal cutbacks, both real and threatened, have had one of their most detri-
mental effects on the coming generation of scientists, who are faced with the
almost insurmountable problem of finding support for the research work with
whdcih they hope to prove theinselvea Recognizing this, the-House Subcommittee
on Labor, Health, Education and Welfare made this statement in its report on
the Fiscal Year 1969-budget : , .

"The committee also expects that special consideration will be given to young
scientists who are now emerging from the research training and fellowship
programs. It-would- obviously undermine the purpose of the federal investment
in these,programs if the young men and women whose training was supported
were now to be denied the support that will enable them to put their training to

What is true of new scientists is also true of new institutions. In this regard,
new medical schools face one of the most critical situations. Spurred by a
nationwide need for- more physicians and with tacit promises of large-scale
federal support that would enable them to expand and improve medical educa-
tion and research, these schools have been counting on federal assistance. Tbe
spending cutback means that government support has fallen far short of both
hopes, and needs. ,

The same situation prevails in.other fields of science. Groups and programs
that have been getting federal support for years find it easier to have at least
most of that support.continued than do new projects seeking a share of a declin-
ing total-budget, ,,,

%For documentation, see Aippendir L
z For doeumentation. see Appendix II.
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3. Cutbacks at established institutions are leading to the loss of substan ial
investments already made by the federal government and others!

The essence of scientific research is continuity. This has become especially true
in recent years, as the nature of the information sought in research has become
more complex. Increasingly complex equipment must be set up and mastered ;
scientists of different skills must be brought together and formed into a team;
technicians must be trained to supof:irt the scientists' work. In many disciplines,
the fruits of this effort are no ,-. iorthcoming until many years have been invested.

The disruption of this process by the sudden withdrawal of financial support
can be disastrous. By breaking up a research team, the results of meveral years
of effort and spending can be negated. Once dispersed, such teams are difficult
to reassemble.

What is true of people is true of institutions. The physical and organizational
setting for research must be set up before the research can begin. At this time,
a number of colleges find themselves with buildings and programs that cannot
be utilized because of the reductions in federal spending. The r:mult is waste
and underutilization of facilities and people. Signs of this waste now are evident
throughout the United States, as documented in replies to the Academy's survey.

4. The future supply of scientists is being adversely affected.'
This is, in part, a corollary of point 3 ; with less money going to younger people,

the number of scientific personnel that are being trained inevitably will drop.
Some of this is risible, but a good deal of it is not. 'Science has no guaranteed
supply of the best minds of its generation. The sciences compete for these minds,
on the basis of the intellectual challenge and opportunity for fulfillment that they
offer. A failure to give the sciences proper support inevitably results in a reduction
in the number of students who feel that a life in sciences is desirable.

Scientists can point to the number of applicants who have been turned away, but
they cannct eite those students who did not apply because there was little to at-
tract them. These losses are insidious, hut their effects can be serious. Science and
technology today provide the sinews of greatness. The nation that falls to attract
the best people to these fields finds itself falling behind. The United States today
attracts scientific talent from all over the world ; a good deal of our success in
the world has been due to this attractIon. But the kay to success is the home-
grown scienUst.

In the years since World War II, the United States has moved from a secondary
role to the leading spot in world scientific education, with. schools and graduates
that are second to none. We have come to take this ascendancy for granted, for-
getting that it took the upheaval of a world war and an unprecedented petiod
of growth to make it possible. It would be difficult to undo that athievement, but
no achievement is permanent in today's world. Repliaq to the Academy's survey
indicated that many scientists are concerned with the future supply of talent In
light of the budget reductions.

5. The pressing needs of our society, in such fields as medicine, environmental
health and urban affairs, are failing to get the seientitio attention they.deserve

With thousands of Americans dying prematurely each year of cardiovascular
diseases, the survival rates in many forms of cancer leveling off and such diseases
as tuberculosis, syphillis, cholera, even small pox continuing to decimate the
populations of underdeveloped countries, the need for spending more on medical
resea rch and clinical care is obvious. _ .

Other needa of our society have been more recently recognized but are no less
obvious. The air of our cilles 19 noxious, our waters are poisoned, and biologists
are expressing growing concern about the effects of all of man's activities on the
natural world.

All these needs are pressing. The mostt pressing is for the information neces-
sary to mount an intelligent attack against man's natural enemies and the enc.- es
he has created for himself. .

Comments received by the Academygive ample evidence that there iito short-
age of dedicated scientists and physicians anxious to grapple with these problems.
The comments also give edence that many of:them find themselves frustrated
by cutbacks that are` erippling- or eliminating crucial. work. The range of work
covered by these comments extends across the full spectrum of problems faced
by our modern industrialized society. The comments indicate that the money
saved by withdrawing support from this research will be spent more painfully
later to repair the deficiencies that the research might have prevented.

a Por documentation, see Appendix III.
4 For documentation, see Appendix IV.
5 For documentation, see Appendix V.
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6. As a result of all these factors, morale in the scientific community is law.°
It would hardly be surprising to find that many scientists are disturbed by

the conditions they now face. Tbe majority -Ene ,2cientific community is aware
that no economic or societal activity can forever grow faster than the aggregate
national income. And since the support for science has, over the past two dec-
ades, been growing faster, the day has come when the growth of scientific suPPort
must level off so as not to overtake all other activities. But the cuts experienced
have come too soon and too suddenly, ffi particular those blanket cuts imposed
by the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health.

Most scientists are responsible people who do recognize the need for careful
scrutiny of expenditures. Few, however, can regard such a dramatic change with
equanamity. In addillon to their personal concerns, they are concerned with the
future of science it-mit To see a nation willingly relinquLsh a position of leader-
ship achieved by an almost unprecedented effort is not easy. To see the careers
of promising young men and women marre41 at the outset is disturbing. To see
years of research painfully brought to the brink of fruition only to be abandoned
for lack of money is distressing.

The replies bo the Academy indicate only a small part of the personal turmoil
that has been caused by the cutback in support for American science. These
comments illustrate pointedly the human price being paid because of those cuts.
There are more organized arguments for reversing the recent trend, but noneare more striking.

IV. A PROPOSED SCIENCE PROGRAM

1. Short-term emergency actions
The Academy's survey indicates what the short-term effects of the cutbacks in

federal support of science are and will be. in light of these responses and of
past experience, the Ad Hoc Committee on Evaluation of Federal Support of
Science view three crucial problem areas as demanding immediate emergency
consideration :

(a) The training of scientific manpower to preclude a serious shortage in
the near future, a crippling one within five years.

(b) The continuation of support-of -ongoing projects of merit:
(c) The granting of funds to programs involving new concepts and ideas.

The Ad Hoe Committee also takes the liberty of recommending for considera-
tion two temporary sources of funds to help alleviate the three problem areas
described above.

The clearest source of such funds appears to be appropriations earmarked for
capital expenditures. Such diversion of capital funds should, however, be viewed
as strictly emergent and temporary, with deficiencies to be made up as necessary
in the 1970 budget. Long-term reliance on such a measure can.only further im-
pede scientific progress by curtailing the number and quality of scientific
facilities.

The eommittee further suggests that the fastest and most effective way t6 get
these diverted funds to-the sOurces of greatest need may be to increase general
grants to institutions with the stipulatiow that the additional 'grants be used to
meet the three needs specilledabove.

- A second source- of immediate' funding for endangered scientific areas might
also lie within government agencies themselves which, given the maximum per.
missible discretionary'authority,, could divert appropriations from nnendangered,
well-funded programs to 'those crucial programs currently foundering for lack
of support.
2. The emergtng manpower problem.

Ingeneral, 1 the more funds allocated to research and development activities,
the higher the employment of research and development engineers and scientists
will,be.fOn the other hancic less spending, on research and development work will
tend to lower the stock of trained manpower.
-,Prediction of -.the; future eniployment of .research' scientists and, engineers at

various levels of 'research and develoPment spending is notparticularly difficult.
For example, with prices constant; a 10 percent increase, in such expenditures
would result in a'10 percent ,employment Inerease for scientific personnel. Con-
versely, a,..6 -percent, price and salary rise in face of the 10 percent increage
expenditures 'for scientific activities would result-in an employment increase of
only 4 percent.

4 For documentation,
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Based on the empirical record, we can make reasonable forecasts of the future

course of (a) prices related to the employment of scientific manpower and (b)
the expenditure of the non-federal government sector on research activities.

Therefore, by assuming various levels of federal expenditures, forecasts can
be made of the employment of scientific manpower. The results of such calcula-

tions are shown in this section. They indicate that cutbacks of the amount cur-

rently in effect can catastrophically.affect the availability of scientific manpower.

RATX0 SCALE
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Figure 1 Is intended to give a capsule view of the course of research add

development spending and the emPloyment of scientific manpower since' 1954.f

The data are plotted On a ratio scale to indicatie growth rateson a ratio scale

the slope of a linear trend indicates the rate of growth.
From 1954 to 1958, total research and' development :spending increased at a

17.5 percent rate. Subsequently the growth rate declined to -8.5 percent This
.

,

decline was not due to any :significant variation in , the pattern of industry's

eipenditures On reSearch' and deVelopment Sikh' spending'his advanced'at a

rather consistent 9.6 Pereent xiii6'iiInCq 1954'. If was Caused'bY a Cutback in the

growth of federal support for resear'ch' and deVelopment actiVities. 1n the earlier

period these federal expenditureaincreased at a 22.0 percent rate and later the

rate declined to 9.0 percent.

Since federal expenditures have,tended to. comprise almost two-thirds of the

total spending on research and development activities, the effect was to decrease

significantly the growth in-:the employment of -research and development engi-

neers and scientists. In tbeA954-4961 period their employment rose at an 8.9

percent annual rate. More recently that rate declined to 3.9 percent.

-A -crude price index .for engineering/scientific-research and development serv-

ices Can be obtained from the-NSF data on ernployment and expenditures: These

data shew that the innual total ciiat of employing an engineer/scientist was $24,-

000 -$32 300 $33 800,. and $40,700 in 1')54, 1958, 1961 and 1965 respectively. Thig

Data have come. largely fronk publi th-a National Science Foundation.

'data, and data problems axe presented in Appendix VII.
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represents a 4.6 percent average annual increase in the research and development
price index over the 1951965 period. (More recently inflationary pressures have
probably increased this rate.)

The empirical record outlined above forms the foundation for our forecasts
of the effects of variations in federal government research and development spend-
ing on the magnitude of the stock of engineers with research and development
skills. Our assumptions are that :

(a), Research and development expenditures Lc -Ade of the federal govern-
ment will continue to rise at a 9.6 percent annual rate.

(b) The price index for research and development work will continue to
rise at a 4.6 percent annual rate.

(c) Federal government expenditures initially support 63 percent of the
scientific manpower performing research and development work.

The results of our calculations appear in Table 2. Note first that a 20 percent
increase in federal expenditures is expected to increase the employment of scien-
tific research and development manpower by 11.1 percent. Actually, during the
1953-1958 period, federal expenditures increased at a rate slightly higher than
this (22 percent) and the resultant employment increased at a slightly lower ra
(8.9 percent). This modest discrepancy between actual experience and forecast
is probably asctibable to the fact that during that period the government share
of R&D expenditures was somewhat lower than that used in our forecast, a fact
that tended to decrease the influence ok federal expenditures on overall R&D
employment

TABLE 2.The effects of changes in Federal Government R. & D. spending on
& D. scientific manpower employment

The change in scientific R&D
manpower employment (percent)

The change in Federal R&D
spending (percent)

+20 +11.1
+15 + 7.8
+10 + 4.8
+ 5 + 2.0

0 1.2
4.410 7.215 9.820 13.1

Nore.Assumpttons : See text.
Now, to consider the spending flgaxes that seem to reflect best the effects of

the recent cutback. In the Fiscal Year 1969 Budget Message, a 4.2 percent increase
in R&D spending over fiscal year 1968 was proposed. Since then, however, major
cuts in the budget have been mandated, and it is now estimated that federal ex-
penditures on research and development will be about 15 percent less than in
PY 1968. Table 2 shows that such a reduction will cause a 10 percent decrease in
scientific manpower employment-1--, a decrease of some consequence.

,

Another question arises: What are the Manpower implications over time
government R&D spending is kept constant? Again, irt is assumed that non-federal
R&D expenditures will continue to rise by 9.6 percent annually, and that R&D
costs continue to go up by 4.6 percent annually. It is further assumed that federal
spending remains at the 1968 level. The results of these circumstnrces are com-
pared with the 3.9_ percent increase in scientific and engineering manpower that
occurred in the 196145 period. See Table 3 and Figure-2.

TABLE 3.THE R. & D. SCIENTIFIC MANPOWER GAP

D. supplyor scientists and--' engineers

ear

_ Estimated_With
GoyernMent =

Projected at 3.9 spending constant
percent annual at fiscal. year 1968

growt6 . level Manpower

---

1970
1971
1972

565; 000 - 565, 000 _

587, 000 556; Q00
619, 000 552, 000 ,
634, 000 547, 000
659 543, 000

r..Percent or
Kojerted

29, 000 4. 9
58, 000 9. 5
87, 000 13. 7

116, 17. 6
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R&D Engineers and Scientists
(Thousands)

660

textr- j-

At the,end of one year, at a ,3 0-percent growth rate ,one would expeetto find
587,000 scientists and engineers working in research and development; -But- if
federal spending; is heRI: constant at the,1908 level,- only ,558,000- would he so em-
ploye&In only one year; aigap of 29,000 erigineerS,and scientists would develop.
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After four years, the gap would widen to 116,000 scientists and engineers--
almost IS percent of the projected supply. (We suggest that comparison with a
3.9 percent growth rate in manpower is rather consemative since, in the 1050s,
when the growth rate was 6 percent, there were constant complaints about short-
ages of skilled scientific and engineering manpower.)

Colleges and universities would be hit even harder than the rest of the
research community for two reasons. First, a larger share of the academic re-
search spending is paid for by the federal government. Second, it appears that
academic research will be hit by larger cutbacks than other R&D efforts. Table 4
is based on the same calculations that were used in the above predictionsa 9.6
percent yearly increase in. non-federal spending and a. 4.6 percent annual increase
in the cost of research.

TABLE 4. --The effects of changes in Federal Government R. & D. expenditures
in colleges and universities on R. if D. scientific manposver employment in
colleges and universities

The changes in federal R. & D. s
ing in colleges and unirers

(percent)
1+25
+20
+15
+10
+ 5

0
51015

-"25
Nors.Assumptions: See text.

nd-
ties

The change in scientific R. & D. man-
power employment in colleges and uni-

versities ( percent )
+ 16.8
+ 12.8
+ 9.0
+ 5.0
+ 1.3

2.6
6.3

10.2
14.0

17.9
21.7

The budget originally proposed for FY 1969 envisaged an increase of 13 percent
in academic research funds. If, as now appears probable, academic funding
suffers a cutback of 20 to 25 percent of the proposed figure, the net cutback from
FY 1966 will be about 10 ,vercent. This will cause a 10 percent reduction in. re-
search and development employment Ln colleges and nniversities. As..in, it can be
anticipated that the effects on young scientists and engineers will be crushing and
that the increasing manpower gap will soon be a source of deep concern.

3. A Zong-term. growth 0:4 iclime
Instead of talking about manpower gaps, we should be talking about growth--

that growth required to meet the manifold needs of mankind.
But it is one thhig to state a general philosophical principle, quite another to

specify and quantify a program to attain the desired goal. Yet men of affairs are
constantly required' to do ;just that._ _Thus, for example, we have established
rather specific guidelines of national poiicy for tolerable levels of unemployment,
wage increases, price increases and_growth. It is nci more difficult to establish
a scientific growth guideline.

In a democratic society, guidelines are not evolved from thin air, but frequently
arise from a crudely formed consensus; We have had our economic policy domin-
ated by a broadly felt desire to maintain the unemployment rate below the 4
percent level and this has become virtually the definition of `lull employment."
Since the 1890s, With theee"ption of-the 1930s; bür economy has -undergone a
mild inflation. Simultaneously we have experienced a fairly consistent tendency
for the standards of living to advance. These traditional patterns are the basis
from which we have formed goals of plice stability and economic growth. There
are also some rather well established tendencies relevent to, scientific ,research
and these should serve as the basic of a science policy.

Scientific research plays a crucial role in 'forming the character of our educa-
tional processa- process involving close. to: 60,million full-time ,students -and
teachers.-

_The .fruits scientifice research are pervasive _throughout this entire system.
They are:rhowever;.mostdoeely- related tothat-portion of the system:concerned
with graduate education. If the quality of such education IS to be maintained, the
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proportion of graduate eduCation resources allocated to scientific research must
be maintained.

In establishing the graduate education growth rate, society has implicitly
established a general guideline for the growth of scientific research activities.
Otherwise, the balance of educational progess, as we know it, will be upset.

A number of different standards can be used to measure the graduate education
growth rate : new entrants, total students, full-time students, master's degrees
awarded, doctorates awarded, and so on. All of these, however, are tied closely
together ; and, it develops, all show rather silar rates of increase.

For example, in the decade starting 1955-56, master's degrees awarded in the
physical and life sciences and engineering increased by 10 percent annually. All
master's degrees increased 9.6 percent annually over the same period, while
physical science doctorates increased by 11.1 percent annually in 1960-67. The
Office of Education forecasts a 9.1 percent annual growth rate for master's
degrees in science and engineering in the decade ending 1974-75.

We can then take a 10 percent increase in graduate education in the next
decade or so. Adjusting for the expected increase in costs, one can conclude
that a 15 percent annual growth in federal research spending is needed to bal-
ance this growth rate.

This rate of spending increase is precisely the growth rate suggested by Dr.
Donald D. Hornig, President Johnson's science advisory. Dr. Hornig states :

"We have more students coming in. They are already in the high schools and
the elementary schools and, as the number of students groWs, if we are going
to provide the same research opportunities, we are going to have to increase the
investment, and an approximate 15 percent per year for some years to come would
seem to be a reasonable target."

The recommended 15 percent growth guideline also compares favorably with
the past record.,In 1958-63, federal expenditures for basic research grew by 22
percent annually. More recently the growth rate has been slightly above 15 per-
cent. Clearly this is the rate of growth needed to sustain the required expansion
in our research and development activities.

Numbers and guidelines frequently mask essence. Accordingly, we should
consider the previously quoted statement of Dr. Albert Szent-Gyorgyi :

"We owe not only the agreeableness and high level of our.life to science and
fundamental research, but we owe our very lives to fundamental research, which
has, in recent times, extended the expectancy of human life by two decades. Our
forebears paid for this research and it is. our moral duty to make similar advances
for the welfare of future generations."

Thus, within the span of this century, 40 percent has been added to the aver-
age man's life span. What indeed is the value of such a contribution? Does it
amount to 40 pereent of the gross national. productsome, 8300 billion per year?
And what is the value of scientific research and development when.. we add on
the fantastic increase in the quality of life tint has also takere place since the
turn of the century ? Dr. Szent-Gyorgyi suggest we, as benehciaries of prog-
ress, caused by the labors of our fathers, have a responsibility to transmit a
better world to our. children. Indeed, is not this close to the raison- d'etre of a
civilized society? ,4

APPENDICES : DOCUMENTATION OF FINDINGS

APPENDLX I

Federal reductions are caustng cutbacks in individual programs that
range from. the inconvenient-to the catastrophic. In some cases, the
effect on the institutions themselves is serious.

'The situation 'for the current fiscal year is very diffidulf. Itedii.;2ed appropri-
ations, Coupled with the additional reductions . . : have meant that funds obli-
gated mtirally (and in the case of the NSF' contractually) have been withdrawn.
Because membt- ; of our faculty ,who supervise research projects, have-already
Made, commitments based on-the Origidal-funding'level,' it IS 'clear that serious
dislocations eanibe expected:.-We have' to 'reduce every -NSF-supported
project to approximately 75 'percent', of the expected levels. We shall have to
reduce the number of people engaged in this work, and the rate of completion
will accordingly drop. Among other consequences of the sudden reductions this
year, the efficiency with which remaining funds are used must fall, since in many
eases they must be used to meet on-going commitments to people who will have
insufficient funds to work efficiently."Yare University, Yew Haven, Conn.
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"This summer there were at least 12 faculty members who had expected sup-
port which did not appear. They continued to work throughout the summer with-
out supplemental pay, but it was not a satisfactory situation. Also, in the coming
year there will be from 10 to 20 research fellows whose federal support did not
materialize and who will have to be carried by emergency funds of the Univer-
sity."--rluiversily of Delaware, Newark, Del.

"We are now in the position that most private institutions find themselves
of absolute dependence upon the federal government for a substantial portion
of our operating budget. Even a minimum cutback of the present level of sup-
port would result in serious consequences to many facets of our program."---
University of Southern California, School of Dentistry.

"We have always been concerned about possible reductions in federal support
for scientific research and education and have attempted to be prepared to meet
such emergencies if they arise. However, the expenditure reductions now being
levied . . . come at a very difficult time in terms of regular support from other
sources. Practically all state supported universities have recently experienced
restrictions in appropriations from state legislatures." Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind.

"In reviewing our summary information on outside support over the past
two fiscal years, I End. the university contribution toward total project costs of
federally sponsored programs was increased by 10 percent to 37.6 percent of
the total project costs. This is the result of greater stress on the part of the
government for cost sharing. This demand puts an added burden on state appro-
priated funds, and makes less available for other critirml university needs."----
University of Iowa, Iowa City.

"The hardest hit area is medicine, but engineering and physics have also suf-
fered. A rough estimate indicates that 50 percent of the approved but not funded
projects are in basic research, 20 percent in applied research, 14 percent in grad-
uate education, 12 percent in undergraduate education, and 4 percent other.

"The effects of these federal cutbacks is to force us to the very brink of catas-
trophe ; to diminish our effectiveness as a private midwestern university ; and
to negate the efforts producing the rise to excellence of the last five years.

Washington, University, St. LOILtisr MO.

"I think it is most unfortunate that the reduction of federal support of re-
search and training in the American universities is coming at this precise time.
As you probably know, this is a time when, with the exception of some 12 or 13
top-level private universities, the private universities that have carried and Made
such great contributions to American higher education are, in serious financial
difficulty. The competition with heavily-financed state institutions is everywhere
creating grave difficulties, and. the need for some infusion of public support grows
every day. I am afraid that the present cuts in funding are hastening the decline
and perhaps the disappearance of all but a few of the private universities of
this country. I would consider this , a tragic blow to our educational system."

St. Louis University, St. LOUIS, Mo.

"The School of Public Health of the University of Texas at Houston is still an
embryo, and our concern with the curtailment of federal support programs are
more with still birth than With reductions in scope of programs. . . Our rate of
growth is heavily_dependent upon the availability of federal sup rt."--7School
of Public Health at Houston The. UniversitY of Tema's.'

"Thus far the most serious cutback in the èurrent fiscal yea:r has recently
come from NSF. Whereas the total training_ and training research and develop-
ment grants amount to $991,681, NSF has notified us that we may spend $311,000
in fiscal '09. . . . As yet, we do not know how we can reduce our expenditures by
two-thirds in the.current year.

"Should other agencies, send us similar notices we would bp indeed critically
hampered in carrying on our undergraduate graduate and research programs "

Clark University,. Worehester, Mass.
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APPENDIX U

The effec s of the cutbacks are being felt particularly by those per-
sons, in.stitutions and programs that are not well established

"it has been our experience up to this time that funds continue to flow to
large, established ongoing projects conducted by groups of senior scientists. The
pinch is being felt by the smaller projects involving the research of a professor
and several graduate students. If the research for which funds are sought is
new rather than a continuing project, support is much more difficult to obtain.
The difficulty is still greater in eases where the research proposal is initiated by
a junior member of the faculty who has not yet established his reputation.

"Indeed, the most disturbing consequence of the cutbacks up to this time is
that young scientists just entering the profession---graduate students, post-doc-
torals and junior facultyare being deprived of support through reductions in
federal fellowship and trainee programs and in federal sponsorship of small re-
search projects at just the time in their careers when they most need support.
This seems to us to have the most serious implications for the future."Columbia
University, New York.

"Whatever reductions are made should not inadvertently reduce the training
of young scientists, notably at the predoctoral stage, but also at the post-doctoral
as well. These training activities are the basic ingredient of the trained man-
power for science of the future and are commonly embodied in the grants to
investigators of the small science category as well as in formal established train-
ing programs."University of Wisconsin Medical Center, Madison, Wi8.

'Currently, two remodeling projects are under way with approval of the fed-
eral agency, but without federal funding. There is no certainty that these will
be funded. . . . Futthermore, our request for Office of Education Title I and Title
II support for the new engineering building . . . and the new life sciences build-
ing . . . definitely has been delayed."University of Nebraska, The' Graduate
College, Lincoln, Nebr.

"This is one of the new schools of medicine under active development in the
United States and is beginning its first academic program with the academic
year of 1968-69 . . . The greatest impact of this curtailment has been in faculty
recruitment. It is extremely difficult to convince quality scientists to leave an
institution where they may have established programs in order to join a new
faculty without reasonable assurance that support for research and research
training will be made available . . . In one week at the beginning of August, I
was informed of eight separate project grant applications Isubmitted by this
faculty that had been approved but were not to be funded because of curtailment
of funds."--University of Texas Medical School at San Antonio.

"To date, reduced federal funding in research seems to have affected the new
investigator, more than the experienced and well-funded research persons. There
is some evidence that' new arid unfunded investigators have been so discouraged
by the publicity on reduced funding that they have decided it is a waste of time
to submit applications."University of Missouri, Columbia., Mo.

"It is quite clear . . . that the hardest hit will be new faculty members who are
struggling to establish their research programs."----University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebr.

"Our greatest concern is with the enforced curtailment of new programs. New
entries into the field cf scientific research, particularly at the assistant profes-
sor level; are experiencing great difficulty in attracting federal funds. We are
reserving our meager institutional funds for this purpose when possible.

"There is of courSe, an element of healthfulness in being forced to provide,

good administration and, in periodic episodes sPaced far'enough apart;:it should
be 'beneficial. If it continues too long its 'goOd effects will be far offset by the
irreparable damage tri programs,, to careers, and to the futures of thousands of

,

budding young scientists."University of Cali ornia at Davis.

The problem of institutions is no less pressing :

versity may exnd, 'regardless of the total Amount of money. NSF ha
st NSF is-putting a ceiling on the total amount of its funds thastatwhe

pe arded
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to us for the year. Second, we are just starting a very large building program
which could be disastrously hit by any large-scale cutback."nutgersThe
State University, New Brunswick, N.J.

"It should he remembered at the outset that the College of Human Medicine,
like all new medical schools founded during the past few years in the United
States, has been established with the understanding that a firm federal com-
mitment to resolving the severe medical manpower shortage had been made.
From the standpoint of a new medical school, in order of importance, the
following commitments have existed : First, matching construction funds ; second,
project and improvement grants designed to fund medical schools for education
and as educational institutions, rather than through the 'back door' of research
grants ; third, research grants.

"According to available figures, the amount by which the College of Human
Medicine hes been cut, including construction, project and research grants,
is $3,289,697. The deadening effects of such cuts on a new institution is extra-
ordinarily serious, and if continued, could he lethal."---- ichigan State University
College of Human Medicine, East Laming, Mich.

APPENDIX III

Cutbacks at established institutions are leading to the loss of sub-
stantial investmen a already made by the federal government and
others.

"The Georgia Institute of i?eehnology is a relative newcomer to the field of
graduate education at the Doctoral level. We have made our greatest gains
within the last decade and are on the threshold of entering into a period of
well-planned expansion of the graduate division which will surpass all past
efforts in this direction . . . The reduction of federal support threatens this
entire program and if it is carried out to the extent we anticipate may well cause
us to forego implementation of this expansion and devote our resources to
maintaining the degree- of excellence we have already achleved."Georgia
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga.

"I am a young scientist and have spent the last five years establishing a
laboratory and my position in it only to have to face the possibility of having
to abandon acadernic science altogether because of lack of support. I might add
that I was trained for academic science at considerable cost to the 11.S. Govern-
ment as an NIH fellow. I might also add that abandonment of animal colonies
and equipment Wto which enormous effort and sizable sums of money have been
invested represents the falseest kind of economy imaginable." esearch Labo-
ratories, Albert Einstein Medical Center.

"It appears to me that the decision to make massive cuts in the budgets of
scientifically oriented government agencies is very shortsighted and will result
in the breakup of many functioning research teams. It seems remarkable that, at
a, time when Ex-President Eisenhower is suffering from a serious heart condi-
tion, the funds available for research on heart inuscl& are being cut back so
drastically."University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Mediaine, Phila-

. . ,

the cutbacks continue,- we will undo much 'Of the good we have so
arduously and carefully bunt up duritg the past fifteen years ; all that' we will
he doing with our cutbacks will be to move personnel from productive endeavor
to the welfare roles."New York University College of Dentistry, New York City.

"Research in psychiatry has been definitely slowed by the reduction in
federal support For example, a five-year social 'psychiatry investigation of
mental health services, and'need in the south which was apprOved hy ,the NIMH
Council has not been funded. For this project, even though financial support
may be forthcoming, the delay has re:Suited in the breaking UP of experienced
research teams. Obvioualy, in the long xun, this is ex*nsive because both time
and'6ffart are always iniolved in extensive recruitment of qualified perSonnel "
University of Florida, College of Medicine.

"Cutbacks in federal support of ,research have, been disastrous to the Child
Research Council research in healthy growth, development and adapation of
human' subjects through the life span. They produced limitation of activities to
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ongoing studies in 1964, elimination of psychological investigations in 1964,
elimination of psychological investigations in 1965, and complete curtailment
of data collection in 1967. OM present activities are limited to analyses of exist-
ing data in the selected areas of physical growth, nutritional intake, and health
records under a contract with NIOILD. Not only are we unable to continue the
study of our subjects but also we are forced to restrict the areas of data we
include in analyses by reason of inability to pay staff. Since the Child Research
Council is the only program which has engaged continuously in the study of
human biology in healthy subjects long enough to have a sizable population
(over 100 subjects) who have been studied from birth to termination of the
program when true live-cycIe studies are half complete is lacking in foresight. To
abandon the study population that has given cooperation for 37 years is to invite
having to repeat the whole process at a later date.

"The Child Research Council is unable to meet the demands of life-span con-
clusions about man in less than the life span of one generation of subjects. The
value of such studies to the understanding of the .processeo of aging, the insights
into the natural history of degenerative disorders, and the adaptive patterns that
produce a successful and health man are manifest. Support for one program not
directed to correction of specific disorders does not seem_ out of reason in our
present economic state. The fact remains that the depression economy of the
1930's supported this and Several similar programs. Present support for such
research is possible only through federal sources, and cutbacks promise its
extinction."Child Research Council, Department of Pediatrics, University of
Colorado Medical Center.

"In April of 1963, we received a grant from NASA for graduate student
traineeships to initiate a program of study and research which was associated
with the establishment of a Space Science Center on our campus. The Univer-
sity hoped for and expected NASA support in three areas for this program :
(1) continuing support for the predoetoral traineeships ; (2) a grant covering
at least a major portion of the cost of a building to house the Space Science
Center ; and (3) a sustaining grant to support faculty and graduate student
research in a manner which would encourage the interdisciplinary aspects of
the programthe real purpose and function of the Space Science Center.

"The traineeships grants started in 1963 and rose to approximately the intended
level a about 30 students, by supporting 32 students in academic Year 1966/67
and held at 30 in 1967/68. We have NASA funds to support only 20 students,
however, this coirdng academie year, 8 students in 1969/70, and the traineeship
program is currently scheduled to be completely phased out after 1969/70.
The University received a grant of $1 million in August, 1965, to defray part
of the cost of constructing a. new building to house the research programs of
the Space Science Center. The $2.326 building is now under construction with
the additional funds provided from the University's recent capital fund campaign,
and occupance is expected in about six months from now. The University applied
in February 1968, to NASA for a sustaining grant to support research programs
of faculty and students in the Space Science Center. NASA responded that
they would not be able to fund such a grant . . .

"The University does not have the resources to carry the program and other
governmental agencies; faced with the same sort of budget cuts as NASA, are
not likely to provide even a portion of the needed support. Industrial support
Is even more improbable. The situation is clearly one in which we have launched a
program and constructed associated facilities and just when the program should
begin to hit stride, support -is withdrawn."The University of Rochester College
of Engineerig & Applied Science, New York.

"The university of Missouri recently completed a ten year master plan which
contained a sizeable, capdtal improvement program . . . (including) a new
School of 'Medicine, development of tWo neW metropolitan area campuses, re-
placement of inadequate structures, expanding enrollments and new ,aaademic
and research programs. The legislature is now considering a bond program that
would permitl rapid aecelleration of the construction plans. As substantial por-
tions .of' the capitalimprovement costs are planned to be met by .federal funding,
shortage of funds at the federal level would materially prolong the timing of
this program and would_work a real hardship on all four catipuses."---University
of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
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" . . . the current cutback in federal support of scientific research has re-
sulted in the loss of two biochemists and a third when one of our grants ter-
minates in February of 1969. These men hold doctoral degrees and have been part
of our research team organized 15 years ago. Our work has been in the field of
blood coagulation, fat metabolism and vascular disease and more than 95 percent
of our support has come from federal agencies. One chemist is lost to us but the
other two might be retained if an immediate reversal of policy by the Congress
were to occur. One grant has been approved but not funded. Another grant is
in process at the present time."Chicago,

"My clinical research program of problems of liver disease of infants and
children was supported by the National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic
Diseases from April 1, 1961, to August 31, 1966.

. . Investigation of unusual liver problems from such metabolic point of
view was possible and we were able to start eollecting samples of liver tissue
from . . . infants with metabolic problems for electron microscopy. Renewal
of our project was refused and aid for an electron microscopist was denied. Since
that time we have not been able to process or study these 50 biopsy specimens
which we had already collected and our research has been inadequately sup-
ported by the small gifts from our patients and their friends.

"It is impossible to maintain good technical staff on a short-term basis, and
much time has been wasted in retraining personnel to carry out difficult enzyme
assays. It is obvious from the attempts made to interest private foundations in
support that they are being deluged with requests and must spread themselves
very thin. Time and effort, at the minimum one complete month Per year, is
expended in trying to get support for further studies. This is in an area 'of
pediatric research which has not been oversubscribed and where genetic coun-
selling and laboratory aid is neeessary."Cotlege of Physicians and Surgeons,
Columbia University, New York City.

"Our subsidiary, Geoscience Incorporated in Cambridge, Mass., has been en-
gaged in geOphysical research for government agencies. We had a staff of about
fifty. Our area of interest was geophysics, and we had built up a research com-
petence in instrumentation, computer applications, theoretical analysis, and
field experimentation. In the past two years, support for this group has been
spotty, although previously we had been able to carry forward a number of
projects on a continuous basis. The group has remained together but presently
we are faced with what appears to be a complete lack of support from federal
sources. Although the group is only 30 percent supported by federal funds, this
is still a serious drop in funding, and the group may well disperse due to a con-
sequent drop in size. Geoseience is a unique organization in that it is solely
devoted to geophyscal-geological research. We feel that we had contributions to
make in the fields of undersea communications, mine detection, tunnel detection,
resources evaluation, pollution control, and in certain areas of oceanographic
data gathering. I feel that we are in serious danger of dispersing this group and
losing their capabilities:1Ra/, Geophysical Division, Mandrel Industries, Ina,
Houston, Tex.

"At Vanderbilt, the fields of (a) Humanities, (b) Social Sciences and (c)
Engineering appear to be in for the worst retrenchment. The first two of these
have just started long-term growth.; cut backs will be serious. The proposed
cutbaeks will leave our School of Engineering in a most unsatisfactory condition
of partial growth into its potential as a center-of-excellence in the Mid-South."
Vanderbilt University, 2Vashvilte, Tenn.

The- pressing needs of our sect
vironniental health and urpan
attentftnilhey deierre
Jnstitute of Laryngology and Voice Disorders represents the major bio-

medical research center in the ILS. for interdisciplinary studies of human cora-
uncationa . . . The greatest damage in lour research program occurred in

tho area _!of 'applied research, where the .freezing of promised. Federal funds
delayed indefinitely the clinical development and testing of a new, simple acous-
tic device for mass screening and the early detection of laryngeal disease. The
basic research of this important development was finished two years ago, and

160
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funds are urgently needed to complete the equipment design and to refine the
computer lechniques on the basis of larger clinical studies."University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.

"We have a research oriented faculty that is experienced at aggressively seek-
ing expansion of investigative efforts. Aside from the effects of any cuts, the
present funding situation does not allow the type of growth that we feel we are
capable of and that is in the national health interest."Fanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn.

"I have conducted a program of experimental chemotherapy of trophoblastic
diseases at Northwestern University.,Medical School since 1062. Our results with
such therapy have been ekcellent. We have treated 153 patients. In patients with
chorioearcinoma without metastasis, our permanent remission rate is 08% . . .
Our program is novir curtailed becauoe of two specific reasons. The amount of
federal grants, which have been used for this program; is now reduced to the
extent that we can hospitalize only 30% of those previously hospitalized. The
increased cost of hospitalization has further reduced the number of patients we
can hospitalize through these grants to . . . only 25 percent of the former
number."Passavant Menzerial Hospital, Chicago, Ill.

We have an active research program in clinical pharmacology of cancer
chemotherapeatic agents under a contract with the National 'Cancer Institute.
The purpose of this program is to study the phygiologieal disposition of agents
useful clinically in the treatment of cancer, with a view to elucidate their mecha-
nism of action, so that not only more efficaQions agents may' be synthesized, but
also more sufferings will be alleviated and more patients will be cured . . . The
projected cut of 15 percent in this year's budget will most adversely set back our
program. The long term effect of this fund reduction will definitely be irreparable.
I shudder at the thought that, as a result of the Administration's near-sightedness,
thousands of cancer patients will have to suffer unnecessarily in ever-increasing
numbers."M. D. Anderson Hospital ti Tumor Institute at Houston, Tex.

"Our.present research program on the treatment of hemorrhagic shock has
suffered by the cancellation of any Army support grant of approximately $30,000
yearly_ This support has been carried out over a aix-year period. Our NIH Support
grant, which we have held for some 8 years, likewise has not been renewed, result-
ing in a total loss of approximately $65,000 yearly to this research effort. Need-
less to say, our efforts in this area are at a complete standstill and will continue
to be so until further fnnds are obtained."University of Kentucky, Lexington,
Ky-

'It ,appears that it may he difficult to enter such fields as, transportation and
urban and econothic development, where the cidlege has, some competency and a
desire -to get proeranis under wav."Miehigan State University, East Lansing,
Mich. .

-'--"Fer *hat= it' is worth. I have tieerf conipletely' unable to- obtain anY finandial
support from the NIH for work which I consider to be most important concerning
the effects_ of oral cOntraeptive_s on copper and ascorbic acid metabolism..This
iS'iaait:regrettable'aS'this-*ork is- concerned wftla th:0, problem of thromboembol-
iani in, Wonien takink:thre' pill' and-I- Would _haVe thOlight it 'worthy Of- support."
State University of Netiv YorkV011ege of Mediciiie,Brooklyii;

n steadily gFowing'areas4ke t44-Divi§ion of_Health Affairs' at IChaperillill
e Schools 'of Medicine,- Nursing, Public Health, pentistry and pharmacy),

eXteaded.PrOgraMS in'teaChing;reSearch and public serv:
hafe beerf sleiVed bk'decreaSing funding.--Th:6 'University of North. Carolina:

"By this- year we can- docuMent federal funding cuts in basic research -aread
in nearly every- departnient 'of the:school, and virtually=no new grants have been
awarded- ; The) research -Programs ininfectious diseaSe;-,cardiac research- and
cardiovaseular surgical research,: hematopathology,-- cancer pathology; microbiol=
ogy,- anatomy,- and puhnonary diseaSe=haVeibeen cut -back IC" vaiTing degrée S. for
lack- of funding- . :A large-.prainonarf :disease I researchYprogram has -suffered
heavily, in cutbacksthere; are:_enough---patients- equtanent and- experimental
designs,for productive work; :but ne_fands._Graduate edueation has Suffered train:
ing grant cutbacks An diabetes;thiochernistrY; 'Cardiology, -etc. If the -large -black
grants, planning grants and program grants are seriously cut or eliminated our

30-553-69=-11.
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medical school will find itself with a large and carefully selected student body,
a successful completed building program to accommodate teaching and research.a dwindling faculty and a decimated research program."--Univers ty of South-ern California School of Medicine.

"Requests (and demands for engagement in the meean crises ) can hardly be
satisfied without substantial funds to support new programs designed to aid inthe resolution of this pressing concern."Tcmple Mtivarsity, Philadelphia, Pa.

SPPENDIX V

The future supply of scientists is being adversely affected
"I am part of a unit with ten professional staff . . . solely devoted to researchand development in laboratory medicine. Federal funds largely suppont this effort.We are, I believe, the only unit of its kind in the country. We operate within a

university department of pathology. The need for laboraitory tests applying the
new ideas and techniques developed in other sciences to solving the problems ofthe bedside practice of medicine, particularly to the care of cancer patients iswidely recognized. "To date, cutbacks in our direct support have not been tooserious, although recently a moratorium on the purchases of any new equipment
has severely curtailed planned new developments in the unit. More serious, how-ever, is the drastic cutback in training grants, our own was not renewed, and asa result, we are no longer able to support professional personnel while trainingthem in the use of the newer techniques and exposing them to the newer laboratoryideas. This is particularly serious as it comes at a time of rapid expansion in the
use of mechanization of analyses land general automation in laboratory operationinvolving a much higher degree of professional competence than hitherto."Bellaire, Tex.

"The expansion of our Chemistry and Geophysics Depts., along with qualitative
improvements and the evolution of new programs of research, has been adversely
affected by cutbacks in funding for Title II of the Higher Education Pacilities
Act and for the National Science Foundation's Graduate Research Program. Thesocial sciences and the humanities have long been the undersupported areas of
American higher education, and Boston College shares the need for additionalsupport in these areas for both basic and applied research . . ."Boston College.

"The cutbacks and particularly the uncertainty of "reasonable support" base0
on careful budget projection has made it extremely difficult to assure researchfellowship candidates of the training they desire in the Lung Station (Tufts) atthe Boston City Hospital. These young investigators will be the backbone of de-
partments devoted to the management of patients with pulmonary disease in our
communities and medical schools. It is not only essential but, indeed critical thatthey can be assured of training without threats of diSrupted budgets. The primedeficit of the failing heart is oxygen ; and, in this instance, Congress is the primedeficit in our "failing" programs."Tafts University School of Medicine, Boston,Ma4s.

"The graduate student body will be 25% lower than planned because we shallnot haVe stipend Support from grants or fellowships support for the full num-ber."University of Southern. California, Los Angeles, Calif.
"After a rapid survey of the effect of ,federal cutbacks on research and. servicemanpower pools, we diseoVered widespread reductions in fellowships, and a

markedly reduced rate of new starts in training. A new ftind saving mechanismintroduced this year is the request to the principal .investigator to reduce his
current budget. The minimum request is 10% and many investigators are askedto make 15 to 20% reductions. Many graduate students are,left without support
as research grants carry funds for research assistants which must Ibe cut. Train-ing grants for the coming year carry fewer.stipends for graduate students. Inboth training and research grants we feel an obligatiouto use the limited funds
available to support the students now in training. Thus, there is a dramatic re-
duction in support for the group of students who would'normally enter trainingthis year. Some training programs have been cut out totally and many are de-
ferred until funds become available. The NASA-traineeships program has been
closed down completely for 1969. YDEA IV trainees were cut in half from 88 new.
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trainees in fiscal 1968 to 45 new ones in 1969 at Wisconsin. The NIH has main-
tained its predoctoral fellowships; but to do so has cut back on postdoetorals.
NSF has warned us to expect a 15% cut in currentyear support."The 15% cut . _ is estimated to remove support for 500 to 700 graduate
students including about 200 in areas supported by HEW." If major delay in
release of funding is enforced by the Bureau of tha Budget this year as is now
threatened, even greater disruption of Health Manpower Training will occurbecause of lack of funds to start new students in graduate training."The Uni-versity of Wisconsin Graduate School, Madison.

"Our greatest concern is with the enforced curtailment of new programs. New
entries into the field of scientific research, principally at the assistant professor
level, are experiencing great difficulty in nttracting federal funds. We are reserv-
ing our meager institutional funds for this purpose when possible.

"There is, of course, an element of healthfulness in being forced to provide
good administration and, in periodic episodes spaced far enough apart, it should
be beneficial. If it continues too long its good effects will be far offset by the ir-
reparable damage to programs, to careers, and to the futures of thousands of
budding young scientists."University of California, Davis.

'Federal cutbacks in funds for basic seienee research progle..es and training
programs will adversely influence the number of talented people who will beavailable for teaching basic medical science in the years to come. At the very
time that the federal government seeks to increase the number of professionalschools and expand the size of existing ones in the United states, we are con-
fronted with diminishing financial resources to adequately train a greater num,
ber of persons needed to staff such new facilities."--Lonisiona State University
Medical Center, New Orleans.

Some of us feel that if the nation wishes to push the education of more
physicians. it will have to realize that research is part of such an educational
program. We (also) have a trainine program, the express purpose of which is to
train individuals to enter the public7health and medical laboratory field.'With the
expansion of federal medical programs such Rs Medicare, such individuals who
have received gond training will be ut a premium . . . The cutback in funds for
education has prevented the continuance of this program. The question arises
as to what trained personnel will be a7ailahle to operate the expanded progeams
of medical care."Baylor University College of Medicine, Houston, Tee,

"The primary effect on our research . . . -has been to limit our support of
graduate students end postdoctoral fellows. This, of ceurse, nmy seriously affect
our contribution to research in the future, if such support is permanently cur-
tailed, since our graduate departments in the sciences are of stellar quality.

"It must be admitted, however, that the loss of some federal,support has not
been cotally deleterious; the care with ,which we have had to allocate resourcesand. plan research has forced us to determine our directions of advance very
consciously.".7-Brandeis. University, Waltham, Mass. ,

- AYPENDIX VI

As a result of all these factors,'morale
at a low ebb

"With uncertainties as to what my 1969 budget is going to be I am left with
considerable anguish to' say the least in making personnel commitments. When
a good man writes the for instanee asking for a fellowship, all I can-tell him is
to come luntil Christmas time and then perhaps ko:on relief or unemplc yment
insurance after that:"Drewel Institute of Technology, Philadelphia, Pa. -'

"This gradual 'attrition is stifling the initiative and creativenesS of many of
our younger faculty members because ()tan inability to even receive seed money;
for their basic research. Op an institutional scale it is my opinion that the same
mental Suffocation is likely to occur if we are unable to initiate new and imagine:-
tive programs of academic excellence because of theSe threatened reductions."-=-
Georgia Institute of Technol6gy, Atlanta, Ga.'
_ "At the U niversity of Southern California., and particularly, within the bio-

medical sciences area, lack of federal funds for research during the last few
years has produced an appalling drop in morale ; loss of promising,teach-research-
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ers to industry, hospitals, and other institutions ; and haanearly wrecked certain
graduate programs, such as the Biochethistry Program, which has lost its bid
for renewal of a training grant to support graduate students in blochemistry."
Allan Hancock, Foundation, University of Southern California.

"When graduate students and, candidates for graduate school realize the diffi-
culties that faculty have in obtaining support for their research, it cannot help
but dampen their enthusiasm for remaining in basic science or for entering such
basic sciences programs, knowing that the future for them might be equally
dim . . . The basic scientist who enjoys his teaching responsibilities is a more
effective educator if he can simultaneously introduce his students to the mecha-
nisms by which new information in his discipline are discovered."Loutisiana
State University Medical Center, New Orleans.

". . . we are increasingly concerned about the Implications of cuts in federal
support of research and education. We are especially aware of this problem
because we are in a second year of stringent state budgets, which have included
a 10% reduction in state funding of organized research . . .

". . . our cut in the state budget resulted in serious reductions in level of
effort in cancer research, computer research and services, biomedical engineering,
mining engineering, traffic and transportation engineering, management and
labor relations research, and seismological studies. We have been forced to delay
or seriously undersupport new programs in legal research and in the relation of
law and society, urban and social studies, research on animal behavior, earth-
quake engineering, and higher education."University of California, Berkeley.

"Our laboratory is investigating the biological effects of low level pesticide
erposure in an intact mammalian system. The proposed cutback in federal sup-
port will mean that our efforts will be severely curtailed. Our major need is in
current expense money and maintenance of personnel. We can continue our
research efforts without additional major equipment even though this means
postponement of some experiments. We feel that the cutback in funds for estab-
lished laboratories is a very serious matter. Especially when one is concerned
with environmental toxicants which continue to be used and to accumulate in
the environment irrespective of wars (military, social, political and eco-
nomic)."--Co liege of Veterinary Medicine, Iowa State University of Science and
Technology, Ames, Iowa.

"The biochemical research laboratory is staffed by one full-time research
scientist, myself, and several technicians. My task is to write grants and obtain
support for projects of interest to the clinical staff. The work in the past has
been focused on inhibiting tumor growth by restricting essential amino acids
in the diet; mid on the influence of diet and hormones on fetal development.

"The former project has had some promising results on'both human and mouse
tumors. A 3 year grant application was recently returned, with a budget reduc-
tion of about two-thirds, with the one-third portion that was approved not
funded . . . I do not believe that the work flone here will remain unfinished, in
view of the interest shown by investigators in other laborritories, but the lack
of research support will certainly remove me from the field of cancer
research."The University. of Chicago, elicitor), Ill.

APPENDIX 1711. RESEARCR AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES AND EMPLOYMENT
4

The data upon which our manpower forecasts are based came mainly from the
National Science Foundation ,(NSF) publications (I) "National Patterns of
Research and Development Resources, Funds, and 'Manpower ,in- the , United
States," NSF 67-7; (2) "Prospective Menpower Situation for Scientific and
Engineering Staff in Universities and Coileges, 1965-1975." NSF 67-11 ; and
(3) various issues of "Reviews of Data on Science Resources." All trends have
been approximated by the conventional least squares technique.

It is -noteworthy ,that the NSF data on federal government research and
development expenditures differ somewhat from Information published by the
Bureau of the Budget. (This can be seen by comparing the figures in NSF 67-7
with those in "Special Analysis ; Federal Research, Development, and Related
Programs," .Bureau of the Budget, January 1968. These data appear in table
vii-2 of this appendix.) We have chosen to use the NSF data for two reasons.
First, their data are not limited to federal government ex-penditures but also
include non-federal government expenditures and research and development

k84
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employment. The additional information is vital to our analysis. Second, the
NSF data are slightly less favorable to our argument. They imply a lower rate

of increase in the price level for research and development work. Since we are
suggesting that government expenditures must take cognizance of increasing

prices, this choice of data causes a downward bias in our proposed government

expenditure guideline.
TABLE VII-1.-SCI ENTISTS AND ENGINEERS EMPLOYED IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BY SECTOR, SELECTED

YEARS

1ln thousands]

Sector 1954 1958 1961 1965

Total_ __ _ _ _ _ 237.0 0 429. 6 503. 6

Federal Government 37. 6 50. 2 55. 1 69. 0

Industry 164.1 236. 1 312. 0 351. 2

Universities and colleges__ _ _ __ _________ ..._ _ _____ _ .____ 30. 0 42. 5 ' 51.7 66. 0

(Universities and colleges proper) (25. 0) (33. 9) (42. 7) (54. 9)

Other nonprofit . ,_ __ 5. 3 7. 2 10. 8 17. 4

Source: NSF 67-7.

TABLE V II-2.-SOURCES OF FUNDS BY SECTOR, USE0 FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 195348

1ln billions of dollars]

Total

Federal .

Government
(NSF
data) Industry

Universities
and colleges

Other
nonprofit

Fedora Gov-
ernment (budg-

et Bureau
data)

Yea .
1953 5. 21 2. 75 2.24 0. 15 0.07

/954 5. 73 3. 13 2.37 . 17 . 07 3.15

1955 6.27 3. 49 2.51 19 . 08 3.31

1956 8. 17 4. 84 3.04 20 . 09 3.45

1957 _ __ __ . ... 9. 90 6. 10 3.46_ . 23 . 10 4.46

1958 10. 85 6. 77 3.70 . 26 . 13 4.99

1959 12. 52 8. 04 4.06 . 29 . 14 5.80

1960 13. 71 8 72 4.51 . 33 . 15 7.74

1961 14. 50 9. 22 4.75 .37 . 17 9. 28

1962.... . _ 15. 61 9. 89 5.12 . 42 . 19 10. 37

1963 S
17. 35 11.22 5.45 49 . 20 11.99

1964._ 19. 18 12. 53 5.88 56 . 21 14.69

1965 (preliminary)_. 20. 47 13. 07 6.53 64 . 23 14.88

1966 (estimated)._ __ 22.22 14. 07 7.21 . 70 . 24 16. 00

1967 (forecast) 23. 80 14.93 7.87 . 75 . 25 16.72

1968 (forecast) 25. 00 15. 56 8.33 84 . 27 16. 52

Sources: All data from NSF 67-7 excep (Or final column which is from E:Ireau of the Budget "Special Analysis J,"

January 1968.
TABLE VI1-3.-SOURCES OF. FUNDS FOR BASIC RESEARCH

tin millions of dollars]

'Federal
Total Gm rnment

Universities
Indus ry and colleges Nonprofit

Year:
1953_
1954
1955 _

1956.... _

1957 1

1958'

, 1960.-._ .

1961..._ __ _

1963 _ _ _ _ _

1964
1965 (preliminary)_____
1966 (estimate)._

_

_

- _

_ '

488
546
608 :
744
854

--- 975-
1,157:
1,326
1, 540
1, 881
2, 202
2,566
2, 926
3, 233

2

404
462

_ 613
. .691

843
1, 094
1, 323 -:
1, 606
1, 851
2049 .'

-148.

25
282
180
331
350
382
414

- 425
457

''. 497

73
r.

99
116
136

159
185
215
250
293
343
402
473
530

34
37
43
50
58.
72
79
89
97.

112
122
133
145
157

1 Nat aVailable.

SoUrce: NSF 67-7.

30-55 3 69- 12
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[From the Bullethi of the .Atomic Scient1t, December 1968]

STRATEGIC BALANCE AND THE ABM

(By Franklin A. Long
Many uncertainties plague the strategic balance among nations.
However, the added problems which will confront the United States
and the Soviet Union as a consequence of antiballistic missile de-
ployment will also have a strong impact on Europe: The immediate
question for the nonnuclear West European countries will be whether
to go nuclear or not. The overriding priority which the two super-
powers give to their own security will cause a drastic weakening of
the current Nato and Warsaw Pact alliance. Where then, and how, -

will Europe find its own security? F. A. Long is vice-president for
Research and Advanced Studies at Cornell University.

Uncertainty characterizes all aspects of strategic balance among nations but.
t is particularly chat ..cteristic of the weapons systems that are incorporated

into modern military forces. There are several reasons for this. A prime cause of
uncertainty is the rapid rate of technological change. This makes it hard to be
sure that a given military posture is currently optimal. It even makes it diffi-
cult to ascertain when a weapon, or a strategy for its use, has become obsolete.
Equally, the rapid rate of technological change makes it difficult to anticipate
the trends in weapons or their effectivenesR.

A second cause of uncertainty, which also sterns from the growth of technology,
is the wide spectrum of system choices and ,weapons designs available to the
planner. One can emphasize artillery, or unguided rockets, or aerial bom-
bardment ; one can give strategic nuclear responsibility to submarine-launched
missile forces, to silo-launched missiles ; one can even, consider assigning strategic
deterrence to the biological weapons systems.

A third source of uncertainty is the enormous complexity of modern weapons
systems, combined with the frequent requirement for very rapid response. Mod-
ern airplanes are themselves very complex and require elaborate maintenance
systems to keep them in a state of readiness; response time for their use is,
however, usually a matter of hours. Rocket-borne nuclear weapons systems are
fully as complex, yet, at least for land-based missile forces, their command and
control must permit response times within tens of minutes.

It is virtually unavoidable that very real uncertainty will exist as to whether
these complex and infrequently used systems will in fact respond rapidly, and
will perform reliably in the very small reaction times that can characterize
emergencies. Realisidc proof tests of these weapons are exceedingly difficult
to accomplish, it being especially hard to analyze the spectrum of possible emer-
gencies and then simulate them appropriately. For ballistic missile defense sys-
tems, proof testing is further inhibited by the provision of the Moscow Treaty
wbich bans nuclear weapons testing in the atmosphere. Thus large uncertainty
will remain.

The question, then, is, in vie*:cif these uncertainties, What will be the probable
impact of antiballistic missile (ABM). deployment on the strategic balance
which now exists in the world? Since the emphasis will be on the nuclear
balance some comments on the current situation are in order.

-

MUTUAL DETERRENCE

For some years the principal component in .the world-wide strategic balance
has been the mutual nuelear deterrence which exists between the United States
and the Soviet Union. This deterrence principally involves large forces of rocket-
borne nuclear armed intercontinental missiles which are either housed in
underground missile silos or are mounted on sea-going vessels. Target accuracy
is probably in the order of one mile at the extreme ranges of from 5,000 to
10,000 miles. Equipped with, for; example, one-megaton warheads this accuracy
is sufficient to give a high probabiiity that a targeted city will be hit and suffer
very great damage. An important characteristic of tbe nuclear deterrent sys-
tems is that on each side the combinations of missile numbers and launch
site vulnerability is such that enough mIssiles will survive a first strike to ensure
vast destruction when they are used in a retaliatory second steike mode.

The existence of a continuing mutual deterrence depends partly on the fact
that nuclear weapons, with their awesome capacity for death and destruction,
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appear to be superior weapons for retaliatory use but inferior ones for political

and diplomatic use. This low effectiveness of nuclear weapons in political situa-

tions is particularly evident when two opposing nations have them. They are

also of
comparatively low political utility when a large nuclear armed nation

opposes a small nonnuclear nation since the moral and psychological inhibitions

against use of nuclear weapons remains high. Hence the political impact of a
threat to use these weapons is not intolerably great and the pressures toward

obtaining a first strike capability can be Rept in bounds. At the same time the
destructive capability, in a retaliatory strike, of w reasonably

non-vulnerable

nuclear weapons force is so tremendous that the deterrence value of the force can

be high. Furthermore, subtle characteristics of the nuclear deterrence force are
not important in maintaining its utility as a deterrent, and even numbers of

weapons is of only moderate import if indeed only a retaliatory use is sensible.
It has therefore been possible for the United States and the Soviet Union to

speak of a. "stable nuclear deterrence," implying that the uncertainty in the

mutual assessment of each other's nuclear forces were not sufficient to lead

either nation into major new military or political initiatives.
One can argue that much of this stability is only

psychological, that is, not
consistent with the technical facts ; but even a

psychologically based stability

can be real and important. Do technical or other
developments now seriously

threaten this stability and, it so, what
consequences are likely to follow?

TECIIVICAL
UNCEATAINTIESSince the establishment of the current position of strategic balance has prin-

cipally depended on the utilization of systems which stem directly from recent
technical developments in nuclear weapons, in long-range rockets, and in rocket
guidance, it is unreal not to expect threats to this balance to enter from further
changes in technology. As a minimum one could expect bombs and rockets to

become more efficient and guidance accuracy to improve. But since the efficacy

of mutual deterrence has seemed rather insensitive to small changes of this

character, this kind of evolution has not carried the air of a serious threat to
stability. In contrast, however, the development of a truly effective defense

against long-range ballistic missiles carries the potential of destroying the effec-

tiveness of a nuclear retaliatory force and hence of seriously upsetting the stra-

tegic balance. Furthermore, it is highly
doubtful whether a truly effective defense

is even feasible : one runs the risk of weakening the strategic balance with no
counterbalancing gained in individual nation security. It is in this context that

the deployment of ballistic missile defenses (BMD) by the USSR and the pro-

jected deployment by the United Statesmust be viewed.Technically, a BMD system is highly complex. It involves nuclear-armed mis-

siles with very short reaction times and a variety of highly sophisticated radars.

The entire, system is tightly linked to advaneed computers which give the nec-

essary speedy analysis and system control. Time for decision for the system is
necessarily very short ; only a very few minutes can elapse between initial radar
detection and the laimch of the defending forces if missile interception is to be
successful. In view of these complexities and the tactical problems discussed

below, there will necessarily be very great uncertainties in estimates of the re-

liability of a BMD system. The offensive forces arranged against a BVID system

need to do their planning under the assumption that its reliability is high ; the
defenders, however, will probably make the conservative assumption that their
own reliability is low, and hence tend to overbuild.There will be even 'greater uncertainty in assessing the effectiveness of a
BMD system since this depends on the properties of both the BMD system itself

and the attacking forces. The attacker can equip his forces with decoys and

other penetration aids in an effort to counter BMD tie can try to shield or other-

wise' modify his nuclear warheads so they can survive a BMD attack. He can

modify his 'attack strategy in an attempt to saturate certain components of a

MID system or to induce nuclear blackout of the defending radars. The BMD .

designer can in turn respond to these various initiatives or to the threat of theln.

He may deploy more radars and ABMs ; he may otherwise improve the system

capabilities he may introduce a mixed system of short-range and. long-range

interceptors. The almost inescapable result of these possible activities is a high
degree of uncertainty' in the effectiveness of both the ,BMD system and the

attacking
system. Once again the probable response will be a "defense

conservative" one. The BMD system group will be conservative in its assessment

of the BMD
effectiveness and will call for increased defense levels, Similarly

the attacker will be conservative in his estimates of the effectiveness of his

16
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countermeasures and will urge more offensive missiles and more penetration
aide.

What are the consequences of these technical uncertainties? The one implied
above is obvious enough : a strong pressure toward acceleration of the arms
race. A reciprocal action-reaction behavior is inherent in the entire arms deploy-
ment business. But uncertainties of the type involved here will greatly exaggerate
the problem.

A second consequence is changes in strategy and perhaps also in diplomacy.
A third and rather curious possible consequence of these technical uncer-

tainties is a movement towaad symmetry in miltary forces. If the USSR deploys
ABMs, there will be a tendency of the United States to do the same. If the
United States develops a Polaris system the pressures on the USSR to do like-
wise are very la rge. At first glance this trend toward duplicating systems is
surprising, since, a priori, one might expect different local conditions, for example,
land power versus sea power to lead the two nations in somewhat different
directions. Actually the teildency toward duplication makes a certain amount of
sense. Since the same science and much of the same technology are available
to all each country can assume that, with earnest effort, it can develop whatever
the ether can: Hence the conservative procedure is to assume that whenever
another country develops a green system it does so for technologically interesting
reasons and that, therefore, it makes good sense to go down the same path.
It is perhaps also true that the common Worldwide growth in 'science, and to a
lesser but inmportant extent in technology, causes opportunities for new weapons
systems to become visible to the developed nations more or less simultaneously.
Whatever the reasons the significant consequence is that by having systems of
similar and mutually understood characteristics the uncertainty in analyzing
their use and especially their deterrence features is reduced to an acceptable
level.

siDATEoIc AND POLITICAL uNcEnTAINTIEs

The development of MID systems and, in response, of penetration aid sys-
tems of Various sorts will suggest a variety of strategic and political responses,
many of which will be a direct consequence of the technical uncertainties. A
minimum response will be tt modification in the targeting of the nuclear deterrence
forces. Assuming that the desire is to maintain some minimum level of assured
destruction, it will be sensible to aim the deterrence missile forces toward less
heavily defended targets. It may also appear persuasive to shift from direct
attack of targets to indirect attack, by nuclear fallout, for example.

There will also be pressures for the procurement of new weapons systems in an
attempt to maintain deterrence. Fractionally orbiting ballistic systems (FOBS)
may be one such response. Very low-flying cruise missiles might be a second.
A different and more perturbing possible consequence is that a strong BMD
system may lead its possessor to contemplate a first strike with his nuclear
missile forces. (Against this is the argument that a conservative posture will
lead a nation to derogate its own BMD capabilities and hence be very hesitant
to carry out programs which, for success, postulate a fully effective BMD )
Alternatively it has been argued that, with or without BMD, a nation which is
vulnerable to a first strike can maintain deterrence by a door] s-day-like posture
wherein it threatens to launch its entire missile force at the first instant of
radar detection of a missile attackthat is, before its forces can be destroyed.
It remains doubtful, as between the United States and the Soviet Union, whether
(threat of such an overwhelming response will carry the air of credibility that
a deterrence posture seems to require. On the other hand this nAght be a much
more plausible response to a. superpower from a small power equipped with only
a minimal force, of nuclear delivery systems.

A very different, essentially political, response to a large Biup deployment is
to shift to some degree the focus of deterrence forces from the piincipal enemy
to its allies. Thus, in response to a large American deployment of BMD, the
USSR might increasingly direct its deterrence forces toward West Europe. It
is not clear whether,' on balance, this would' 136 an effective' strategy, since the
effect would be to diminish the strength of all alliances to the superpowers.

An increase in military and political uncertainty arising from extensive BMD
deployment and from the probable countermeasures to it could spell the end to
the growth of any significant 'detente between the United States ar.d the USSR.
For a significant relaxation of tensions between two rival nations there must not
only be clear perception of the mutual benefits of detente (and this does appear
to exist) but a psychrecigicai- elitaate which permits new foreign policy directions
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and new peace-oriented bilateral arrangements to arise and gain acceptance. In
a word, an atmosphere of trust must be developed. But it is just this mutual trust
which tends to be the first victim of the uncertainties of an offensive-defensive
arms race.

2%.is problem is particularly acute in a country which, like the United States,
relies on open discussions and debate to develop support for expensive or con-
troversial projects. The kinds of argument which will almost of neeessity be
used to gain support for an expensive weapons system will very often be those
which will raise suspicions of Soviet motives and in other ways work against
the development of an atmosphere of trust and goed will.

INCREASING THE PROBLEMS

The deployment of extensive BMD systems by the supe,,owers will almost
surely increase the problems of obtaining significant arms control and disarma-
ment. In a general sense, this is only a restatement of the conclusions that an
atmosphere of uncertainty and suspicion is an almost inevitable concommitant
of an arms race and that obtaining all forms of agreements will therefore become
more difficult But there are additional specific effects. In negotiating the pro-
posed Nonproliferalion Treaty it has steadily been pointed out that its accept-
ance by the nonnuclear nations is much less likely if an increased arms race is
underway. And even if the treaty is widely accepted, its lifetime may be short
if the current nuclear powers maintain or increase their reliance on nuclear
weapons. As a further specific example, a emnprehensive test ban will be much
harder to obtain if large commitments to BMD systems are being made. Serious
reliance on BMD carries with it strong pressures for continued underground
testing of nuclear weapons to obtain new or modified weapons in response to
changing requirements. Since pressures for "realistic" atmospheric nuclear tests
will undoubtedly increase as BMD systems are developed, even the Partial Test-
Ban Treaty may be jeopardized.

But assuming that the United States and the Soviet Union do begin serious
negotiations toward a reversal of the nuclear arms buildup, the existence of
extensive BMD will be a serious complication in obtaining agreements. As one
works toward a freeze and cutback in nuclear weapons systems, the evaluation
of the relative worth of different sorts and sizes of nuclear Weapons carriers--
ICBMs, MRBMs, or airplaneswill not he easy. In fact, there is good reason
to believe that only very simple agreements will be negotiable. Comequently,
the uncertainties of BMD deploymentuncertainties which relate loth to the
BMD systems themselves and the effectiveness of the missile forces which they
counterwill most surely make the development of even a simple agreement
more difficult.

IMPACT ON HUROPE

The added uncertainties which will confront the United States and the USSR
as a, consequence of extensive BMD deployment will have their impact on the
European counties also. The principal stresses will probably enter in strategic
and political spheres and long-range military planning.

The immediate problem for the nonnuclear West 'European nations will be
wheeher to go nuclear, either for defense purposes or in an attempt to develop a
viable.deterrent force. Both paths offer serious technical problems and neither
assures a force .which will appear credible as a deterrent:or a defense against
either of the superpowers, unless itis done in an all-European.eontext. Since the
development of either type of nuclear force carries setious political risks-

bereatlyincreased military budgets and worsened-relations with neighboring-nations-41
is doubtful whether there will-be any rapid decisions to acquire nuelefe: forces.
Over a longer time period, however, and in context of a' continaleg arals race,
the pressures toward a political restructuring of European alliances and toward
the development of some kinds of independent nuclear forces will probably be
irresistible. ,

It appears almost inevitable that a continued U.S.-USSR, arms race:with its
clear -implication that the two superpowers .arefgiving.an overriding .priority to
their own security, will.cause a drastic weakening of the current Nato and War-

. saw Pact alliance structure. Where, and- by what means the Eurppean nations
,would.find their security, is much less clear. One can hope that it might first be
sought in a strengthened and invigorated United Nations rather than in a purely
European ,context, but this too.may be -unreal in light of -a continued .U.S.-USSR
arms race.
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[From Science Magazine, Apr. 15, 1969]

i\-IxON AND NSF : PoLmos BLOCK AproINTMENT or LONG AS DntEcTOR

Political considerations appear to have blocked the appointment of Franklin A.
Long, vice president for research and advanced studies at Cornell University, as
the new director of the National Science Foundation. The vetoing of Longwho
until last week seemed all but certain of the postoccurred at high levels in the
Nixon administration. The stumbling block was apparently related to Long's
liberal potions on arms control and disarmament, an issue which is currently of
great concern to the administration but has no bearing on NSF. The incident is
almost certain to cause an uproar in the scientific community, which regards the
NSF job as "nonpolitical," and it is bound to exacerbate relatons between Nixon
and the academic world, which has never been very enthusiastic about the Presi-
dent anyway.

As recently as last Friday, 11 April, it appeared certain that the White House
would name Long to succeed Leland J. Haworth, who will retire on BO June after
6 years at the helm of NSF. Long wag tentatively scheduled to meet with Presi-
dent Nixon that afternoon, and there were plans to announce his appointment to
the press shortly afterward. Then, at the last minute, both the meeting and the
announcement were canceled. Administration sources told Science that the can-
cellation was caused by a sudden change in the President's schedule. But this ex-
planation is disputed by close friends of Long's.

One ease associate of Long's, who was deeply distressed at the sudden turn of
events, Told Science unequivocally that "discussions between Long and the White
House have torminated." The associate said the termination was caused by diffi-
culties "of a political character" which are related to Long's involvement, officially
and unofficially, in arms control and disarmament issues. The assoeiate could not
say precisely what issues were involved.

As far as can be determined, Long has not been among those scientists who have
attacked the Nixon administration for its decision to deploy a "thin" ABM
systemcalled "Safeguard"--to protect the nation's missile sites from surprise
attack. Long told Science lasf, week (before his appointment fell through) that
he has taken no public stand on the 'Safeguard system and that be approved of the
Nixon administraftima's 'seeming desire to hold arms limitation talks with the Rus-
sians. A colleague of Long's believes the White House may-have been concerned
about Long's liberal record on arms control in general, rather than about any
specfic stand he has taken.

However, another source close to the incident said the blocking of Long was
triggered by administration anger over an article of his which appeared in the
December 1968 isTile of the Bulletin. of the Atomic Scientists, entitled "Stra-
tegic balance and. the ABM." This article is not a particularly biting attack on
ABM deployment and does not specifically cilijcize Nixon's ideas on the subject,
which were not made public ant-11 after Me article had been published. Long's
article did, however. state that ABM deployment would be "a strong pressure to-
ward acceleration of the arms race :" that it "could spell the end to the growth
of any significant detente between the United 'States and the USSR ;" and that it
might jeopardize the partial testJban treaty. It le perhaps understandable that
Nixon might have second thoughts about appointhlg someone who had expressed
reservations about ABM deployment, but sources close to the situation Were upset
at the idea that a'irmn's -views on military matters Should disqualify him from
the directorship of a purely civilian agency like the NSF.

For the past 6 or 7 years, LOng has worked vigortinsly for arms control.
In 1062 he rheëame the first man to' hold the' post of assistant director for science
and technology in the U.S. ATMS Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA). a
position which gave hina a key role in preparing and' helning to negotiate the
partial nuclear test-ban treaty with the Russians in 1963. He is also given major
credit for building up the technical capability of ACDA. George W. Rathjens, Ir..
of M.LT., who served as Long's deputy at ACDA. rates Long as a "reasoned
liberal" on arms control matters and says he Was "the most'vigorous advocate"
among:the key people at ACDA for moving ahead on' arms zlimitations efforts.

Since leaving ACDA in 1963. Long has continued to work. for arms Control
and for international cooperation by Serving as a U.S. representative on ' the
continuing committee for the Pugwash' conferences, and by serving on the board
of directors of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scietists.

Long's candidacy was probably not helped by 'his previous poltical activity
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on behalf of the Democratic Party. Long is a registered Democrat who partici-pated in the 1964 Scientists and Engineers for Johnson-Humphrey movement andwho was listed as a member of Scientists and Engineers for Humphrey-Muslde
in 1968. He told Science he has previously been registered as a Republican and as
an Independent and is "not deeply" committed to any partisan viewpoint. Long's
colleagues do not believe his political leanings provoked the White House to vetohim, but the lack of a Republican record certainily didn't help him once questions
were raised about his arms control views.

At this writing it is not clear precisely who was the key figure blocking Long's
appointment. Long was among a small number of scientists nominated for thedirectorship by the National Science Board, the policy-making body for NSF.
He is said to have been backed for the job by Lee A. Du Bridge, the President's
science adviser, but Du Bridge was apparently overruled by White House political
advisers or other key Republican powers.

Full details on the maneuvering could not be obtained before this article wentto press. Du Bridge and Long could not be reached for comment. And Philip
Handler, chairman of the National Science Board, told Science he was "not at
liberty to discuss the matter or disclose any details."

The blocking move was obviously of an abrupt and last-minute nature. Both
Cornell University and the NSF had biographies of Long prepared for release to
the press, and many members of the National Science Board were unaware as
recently as last Monday that the appointment was off.

The blocking of Long is sure to cause fireworks in the scientific community,
for many of the nation's leading scientists believe he would nave made an out-
standing director of NSF, an agency which will spend some $490 million this
year in support of basic research and scientific education. Hans A. Bethe, Nobel
prize-winning physicist and a colleague of Long's at Cornell, believes he would
make "a strong head of that agency and push for lots of support." George B. KiS-
tiakowsky, Harvard chemist and former science adviser to the late President
Eisenhower, says Long would make a. "first class NSF director whatever tasks I've
seen him assume he has always done well." And Robert L. Sproull, provost at
the University of Rochester and chairman of the Defense Science Board, believes
Long has "outstanding attributes" that would make him a strong agency head.

Long has held a number of important scientific and advisory posts in the
federal government. He .served as a member of the President's Science Advisory
Committee (PSAC) from 1961 to 1966, and has remained a consultant to PSAC
and a member of its panel on space technology s .ee then. Long chaired a PSAC
committee then put out a landmark report in Jaauary 1967, entitled "The Space
Program in the Post-Apollo period," and he participated in the official investiga-
tion of the fire that killed three astronauts in 1967.

Long has also contributed to military research in a number of ways. Colleagues
say he chaired a PSAC panel on strategic weapons in the late 1950's, though mem-
bership on such panels is not made public ; 'he has consulted for various Army
and Air Force agencies ; and during the Second World War, he served as a re-
search supervisor in a National Defense Research Committee explosives labora-
tory in Pittsburgh, which was headed at one point by Kistiakowsky.

Long is said to' possess a good understanding of the varied fields of science,
and his own credentials as a physical chemist are impeccable. One eminent fellow
chemist describes Long's work as 4'steadY and 'very solidnot spectacular, Nobel
Prize-type research,' but fine research all the same." Long's research in kinetics,
solution reactions,- and other areas of 'physical chemistry' won him elebtion to
the prestigious National Academy of Sciences in 1962.

NSF has Seemed to be drifting for many months nowand the snafu over
.Long's appointment is not expected to improve' Matters. Several top posts' have
been left' unfilled pending aPpointment of a new director, and the retrenchment
caused by last year's budget cuts has slowed forward momentum. Prospects
Seemed to- brighten earlier thid year when President Nixon boosted NSF's
spending' ceiling liST $10 ,millicin; took tithe out from his' busy schedule to meet
with the National Science Board, and indicated that NSF should play an "ever-
increasing part" in the support of academic science. But the optimism and good
will engendered hy this high-level solicitousness may be disrupted by the Long
incident. It took several years and an unpopular war to strain relstions between
the Johnson administration and the scientific and academic communities, but the
Nixon administration may begin to detect a certain coolness in a matter of
montbs.---PailiP M. Boffell.
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[From the Washington Post, Arr. 18, 1969]

LEGISLATOR ASSAILS VETO OF ABM Fon 131- NIxoN

(By Victor Cohn)

Dr. Franklin A. Long was vetoed as National Science Foundation director after
be spurned an Administration request to support it on anti-ballistic missiles, Rep.
Emilio Q. Daddario (D-Conn.), House Science Subcommittee chairman, charged
yesterday.

Both Long and the White House declined direct comment. But -Long told an
interviewer "political consideration" had arisen and "the alternatives available
to me were unacceptable."

The decision to reject Long, it was learned, was made personally by President
Nixon.

Daddario, whose subcommittee is NSF's House watchdog, said Long was-, "asked
if he would agree to support" the Administration's ABM system and "when he
refused to do so, he was advised that he could no longer be considered."

The charge by Daddario is certain to add to the wide dismay in science Circles
yesterday over what one professor called "President Nixon's effort to line up sci-
entists by whether or not they support him on the ABM."

Long, Cornell University vice president for research and advanced studies, was
at first summoned to Washington this month to be offered the directorship of the
ordinarily placid NSFan agency that supports basic research and graduate
education and has nothing to do with warfare or weapons. It has traditionally
been directed by scientists who political credentials have been regarded as
irrelevant.

President Nixon's science adviser, Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, recommended Long.
Then it was pointed out in Administration councils that Long authored an article
last December expressing strong reservations about ABMs.

"On April 11, when I went to Washington," Long reported, "I found from Dr.
DuBridge that the situation had changed and that new elements of a political
nature relating to ABM had arisen." As a result, he said, "1 was presented with a
situation which I found unauceptable."

Tile immediate reaction in at least part of the scientific community was shock.
Dr. I. I. Rabi. Columbia University physicist and a chief science adviser in the
Eisenhower Administrationwho happened to be attending a conference with
Long yesterday at Brookhaven National Laboratorysaid : "This is a kind of
minor Oppenheimer case, where a man who was highly qualified was turned down
because of a technical opinion on other matters. It already shows that we're in a
had way as far RS freedom of thought and expression on scientific matters are
concerned. Tbat'S the frightening thing."

Dr. George - Kistiakowsky of Harvard, also a science adviser to President
Eisenhower, said, "1 am extremely disturbed and upset that ABM considerations"
enter into picking the head of an agency "supposed to be above politics." Dr. Hans
Bethe of Cornelllike Kistiakowsky, a strong ABM foecalled the incident
"very sad." ,

A news report in Science, official organ of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, said it is "almost certain to cause an uproar" and
"bound to exacerbate relations between Nixon and the academic world."

DuBridge, in an interview; declined comment en most of these matters. But he
insisted that "the ABM is not a technical matter exclusively, but now a very hot
political mattera problem in international relations and 'arms talks and one
now before Congress."

He said Mr: Nixon is pledged to build a more effective NSF and support basic
science in generaland to this end did not cut NSF's $497-million 1970 budget
request In the new budget revisions.

DuBridge and the National Science Board which oversees NSF now must seek
another candidate to head the agency whose head, Dr. Leland Haworth, will retire
.Tuly 1.
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[Prom the New York TImes, Apr. 19, 19691

BIOLOGISTS SCORE NIxON ON SCIENCE,SAY HE ERRED BY REJECTING
LONG FOR U.S. FOUNDATION

(By Harold M. Schmeck, Jr.)
WASIIINGTON, April M.The governing body of the nation's largest biological

science group has passed a resolution deploring Preskicut Nixon's decision
against the appointment of Dr. Franklin A. Long to direct the National Science
Foundation.

At his news conference today, the President conceded that he had decided
against Dr. Long because of the scientist's views in opposition to the antiballistic
missile system. Dr. Long, a physical chemist, is vice president for research and
advanced studies at Cornell University.

Today at its annual meeting in Atlantic City, the board of the Federation of
American Societies for Experimental Biology called the President's decision
"unfortunate and in error."

The resolution said the board "considers this denial of Dr. Long's appointment
to the N.S.F. directorship to be both unfortunate and in error and potentially
serious in its long-term effects on American science in placing the National Science
Foundation in the political arena where science does not properly belong."

"And further," said the hoard, "the federation wishes to reiterate and to empha-
size the fact that the importance of the National Science Foundation to the
nation's science and to the country as a whole demands that political considera-
tions should not enter into the appointment of its director."

The resolution was made public by the federation's president, Dr. Edwin H.
Lennette of the California State Department of Public Health in Berkeley. The
federation's annual meeting is one of the scientific community's main public
events of the year. Attendance at the meeting, which ended today, was set at
1,9.500.

Spokesmen for two of the nation's other major scientific groups, the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and the American Institute of
Physics, declined to Comment on the President's decision.

Responding to a reemest for a comment, Dr. Donald F. Hornig, chief science
adviser to the Johns= Administration, said he found the decision "deeply
disturbing.

Dr. Hornig. Tice president of the Eastman Kodak Company and professor of
chemistry at the University of Rochester, said he was afraid the episode might
make it much harder to find a director for the National Science Foundation.

Much the same concern was expressed here earlier by Representative Emilio Q.
Daddario. Democrat of Conecticut, chairman of the House Science and Astro-
nautics Committee's subcommittee on science, research and development.

"It is self-evident that recruiting a director for the National Science Founda-
tion of the desired competence and ability and who will have the confidence of
the scientific community, will now be extremely difficult, if not impossible," said
]!fl. Daddario.

[Prom the Washington Post, Apr. 19, 1909]

NIXON PROMISES ALL-OUT FIGHT Fos ABM, PREDICTS VICTORY

(By Carroll Kilpat rick)
President Nixon said yesterday that he intended to wage an all-out fight for

the Safeguard anti-ballistic missile system, and predicted tha t he would win.
He told a. news conference that the contro.versial $6-billion defensive weapon

which he proposed last month is "absolutely essential to the security of the
country."

Despite the growing political and scientific opposition, the President gave no
ground and served notice that be would debate his critics on the issue of national
security. Safeguard, he said, is not a partisan issue.

He reported a substantial increr ,e in Soviet missile and nuclear submarine
strength and said that the only alt !rnative to the ABM would be an increase in
American offensive weapons to match tht. Soviet buildup.

At the same time, he frankly confirmed reports that Franklin A. Long, vice
president for research and advanced studies at Cornell University, had been
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denied appointment as director of the National Science Foundation because of his
opposition to the ABM.

To have appointed "a man who qnite honestly and quite sincerelya man of
eminent credentials, incidentallydisagreed with the Administration's position
on a major matter of this sort" might have been misunderstood, the President
said.

But his statement did not quell the uproar over the Lono. incident.
In Atlantic City, N.J., Edwin H. Lennette, president of ta Federation of Ameri-

can Societies for Experimental Biology, charged that the Administration was
playing politics in denying the post to Long. Lennette said that the rejection of
Long was "both unfortunate and in error and potentially serious in its long-term
effects on American science."

On Capital Hill, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) expressed "distress"
over the denial of the job to Long, whom he called "an outstanding leader of the
scientific community."

"The NSF is engaged solely in civilian, nonmilitary research," Kennedy said.
"It will benefit no one if the apolitical status of the NSF is changed."

When the President was asked if he expe2ted GOP Senators to support his ABM
decision because ho is a Republican President, he replied : "I certainly do not."
He said his decision was not based on partisan consideration but on what he
thought "best for the country."

The issue will "not be fought out on partisan lines," he said. When all the
facts are known, "I am confident (the) decision will be in favor of the system,"
he asserted.

OREDIMMITY AT STAKE

An ABM system designed to safeguard America's missile bases, the President
said, is necessary to protect tile Nation's diplomatic and military credibility.

In view of the Soviet buildup, "I had to make basically a command decision a,
to what the United States should do if we were to avoid falling into a second-class
or inferior position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union," Mr. Nixon said.

Moreover, he went on, by 1973 or 1974 Communist China will have "a significant
nuclear capability which would make our diplomacy not credible in the Pacific
unless we could" guard against it.

He said that as President he could not base policy on Soviet intentions but
had to base it on Soviet capabilities.

In 1962 at the time of the Cuban missile crisis, he said, United States nuclear
superiority was four or five to one over the Soviets, but now the gap has been
closecL

Since 1997, when President Johnson approved the Sentinel ABM, intelligence
estimates have revised upwards by 60 percent Soviet nuclear-missile and nuclear-
submarine strength, Mr. Nixon said. He promised to fight "as hard as I can"
for the limited A2M he proposed as a substitute for the Johnson system.

But he said that the nuclear superiority the United States formerly held would
never be regained.

"We shall never have it again became it will not be necessary for u the
President said. "Sufficiency, us I have indicated, is ull that is necessary."
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD,

Washington, D.C., April 21, 1969.
The statement below is issued by the National Science Board with respect to

recent events in connection with the appointment of a suet!, -sor to Dr, Leland J.
Haworth as Director, National Science Foundation. The statement was unani-
mously approved by the twenty-two Members of the Board who could be reached ;the two Board Members who are Government officials were asked to disqualify
themselves in this regard and are not party to this statement.

STATEMENT

The National Science Foundation is the Federal agency imiquely charged with
assuring the strength of American science in the national interest. From the
legislative history of the Foundation, the language of the National Science Foun-
dation Act, and the record of almost two decades of dedicated service, it is
abundantly evident that this agency has been viewed as a special national in-
strument whose programs and administration should be sheltered from the windsof political change.

The Board deeply regrets the recent break with this established tradition andessential practice when political concern was made paramount in the considera-tion of an eminently qualified candidate for the posftion of Director of the Na-
tional Science Foundation. The Board will do all it can to minimize the resulting
damage to internal morale and to the standing of the National Science Foundationin the community.

The Board will continue in its statutory task of advising the White House with
respect to qualified candidates for this position. These recommendations will, asin the past, be based on the scientific and administrative competence and experi-
ence of the proposed candidates, the criteria which should be governing in the ap-pointment of the Director of the National Science Foundation.

PHILIP HANDLER, Chairman.

[From the New York Times, Apr. 22, 1969]

SOTENCE FOUNDATION BOARD INDICATES NIXON DECISION ON DI ECTOR HURT
MORALE AND LESSENED PRESTIGE

By Harold M. Schmeck, Jr.
wAsnINGTON, April 21.--The chief policy-making body of the National ScienceFoundation issued a statement today expressing deep concern over PresicLait

Nixon's decision to block the appointment of a new director for the foundation.
In its sharply worded statement, the National Science Board called the Presi-dent's move a break with "established tradition and essential practice" and

implied that the decision had damaged morale in the foundation and diminished
its standing in the nation.

Last week Mr. Nixon decided against the appointment of Dr, Franklin A.
Long, vice president for research and advanced studies at Cornell University,
largely because of his opposition to the antiballistic missile system.

Mr. Nixon conceded this at his news conference Friday. While praising Dr.
Long's credentials for the directorship, he said his appointment might have been
misunderstood because of his difference of opinion with the Administraton onantiballistic missile defenses.

The foundation is a Government agency that plays a major role in support of
basic scientific research throughout the nation. It has an annual budget of $500-million, most of which is spent in financing research at universities. Although
an arm of the Government, it has always been considered nonpolitical.

The National Science Board, the foundation's policy-makin,, body, consists of
the director and 24 persons appointed to six-year terms by thZ President. All of
its present members were appointed or reappointed during the Johnson Adminis-
tration. They are prominent figures in science, education or business. The chair-
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the board is Dr. Philip Handler of Duke University, -resident-elect of
e National Academy of Sciences.
The statement said :
'The National Science Foundation is the Federal agency uniquely charged with

assuring the strength of American science in. the national interest. From the
legisltaive history of the foundation, the language of the National Science Foun-
dation Act, and the record of almost two decades of dedicated service, it is
abundantly evident whose programs and administration should be sheltered
from the winds of political change.

' MUM MEMBERS

In addition to Dr. Handler, Mr. Hardin, Dr. Ha orth and Dr. Spilhaus, the
members of the board are :

Dr. E. R. Piore (vice chairman, National Science Board), vice president and
chief scientist, International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Dr. R. II. Bing, Rudolph E. Langer professor of mathematics, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Dr. Harvey Brooks, Gordon McKay professor of applies physics and dean of
engineering and applied physics, Harvard University.

Dr. Mary I. Hunting, president, Radcliffe College, Cambridge, Mass.
Dr. H. E. Carter, vice chancellor for academic affairs, University of Illinois,

Urbana, Ill.
Di% William A. Fowler, profesqor of physics, California Institute of Tech-

nology, Pasadena.
Dr. Julian R. Goldsmith, associate dean, division of physical sciences, Univer-

sity of Chicago.
Dr. Norman Hackerman, president. University of Texas atAustin.
Dr. William W. Hagerty, president, Drexel Institute of Teehnolo

delphia.
Dr. Roger W. Heyns, chancellor, University of California at Berkeley.
Dr. Charles F. Jones, president, Humble Oil & Refining Company, Houston.
Dr. Thomas F. Jones, Jr., president, University of South Carolina, Columbia.
Dr. James G. March, dean, School of Social Sciences, University of California

at Irvine.
Dr. Robert S. Morison, professor of biology and director, division of biologic&

seienees, Cornell University, Itha ca.
Dr. Grover E. Murray, president, Texas Teclmological College, Lubbock.
Mr. Harvey Picker, chairman of the board, Picker Corporation, White Plains,

Dr. Mina S. Rees, provost of the graduate division, City University of New
York, New York City.

Dr. Joseph M. Reynolds, Boyd professor of physics and vice president for
instruction and research, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge

Dr. Frederick R Smith, chairman, department of wildlife and '_isheries, School
of Natural Resources, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Mr. Richard H. Sullivan, president, Association of American Colleges,
Washington.

Dr. F. P. Thieme, vice president, University of Washhigton, Seattle.
[NoTE.--Referenee Lshould be made to the statement of the National S

Board, which is printed just before the above article.]

[Prom the Wash ogton Po t, Apr. 22, 1969]

SOLFITCE BOARD DECRIES JOB VETO FOR ABU FOE

President Nixon's refusal to name Dr. Franklin Long of Cornell University
as director of the National Science Foundation because of his opposition to the
anti-ballistic missile was strongly decried yesterday by the National Science
Board, which oversees that agency.

The presidentially appointed board called the action a break with the NSF's
nonpolitical tradition, and one that will damage both its internal morale and its
external standing.

Dr. Philip HaudIerDuke biochemist slated to head the National Academy of
Sciences starting July Iis board chairman. Executive committee memberN
include Dr. E. R. Piore, vice president of IBM ; Dean Harvey Brooks of Harvard ;
and Dr. Robert Morison, Cornell biology chief.
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(From the New York Times, Apr. 23, 1969]

POLITICS IN SCIENCE

President Nixon's decision not to appoint Dr. Franklin Long of Cornell as
director of tbe National Science Foundation because of his opposition to the anti-
ballistic missle system has damaged the moral and prestige of an institution that
should be totally divorced from politics. The 25-member National Science Beard,
the N.S.F.'s chief policy-making body, undoubtedly spoke for the bulk of the
scientific and educational communik.- in denouncing this break with "established
tradition and essenti, practice."

There is a vital national interest in sheltering frem politioal pressures the
agency that channels $500 million a year of Federal funds into basic research
and higher education for science. Mr. Nixon's decision will complicate the task
of persuading another eminently qualified scientist to take the directorsb.ip. At
the very least a strong White House pledge to keep politics out of science in
the future is essential if irremediable harm is to be avoided.

The irony, of course, is that the rejection of Dr. Long has injured the chances
for Congressional approval of the Safeguard ABM system far more than his
appointment ever would have done.

[Nort.Reference should be made to the statement of the National Science
Board, which is printed previously in this hearing record.]

(From science Magazine, News ana Comment, Apr. 25, 1969]

NSF DIRECTORSEIP : IVEY DID NIXON VETO FRANICLIN A. LoNe?

The delicate web of understandings between scientists and the government
seemed to be ripping apart last week. The precipitating cause for the sharp
drop of scientific confidence in government was the revelation that the White
House had, at the last possible minute, vetoed on political

t50-rounds
Franklin A.

Long's appointment as director of the nonpolitical National Science Foundation.
Nixon's rejection of Long, which was first publicly revealed by Science (18

April, p. 283), provoked a storm of protest among scientists and among con-
gressional leaders, such as Senator Edward M. Kennedy and Representative
Emilio Q. Daddario, whose support is crucial to NSF and to other science agen-
cies. And, in a somewhat audacious act for a govermental body, the prestigious
National Science Board criticized the vetoin.- of Long in a 21 April statement.
The Board stated that it "deeply regrets" tlZ administration's break with past
practice of keeping the NSF and the choice of its director out of politics.

Despite a week of Presidential crisis over Korea and Vietnam, the Long furor
received enough national press attention so that President Nixon was asked to
explain his action at his 18 April news conference. Nixon replied :

. . . "The determination was made by members of the White House staff that
his (Long's) appointment, in view of his very sincere beliefs opposing the ABM,
would not be in the best interests of the overall Administration position. . . . (to)
have at this time made SR appointment of a man who quite honestly and quite
sincerely a man of eminent credentials. incidentallydisagreed with the Admin .
istratiou's position on a major matter of this sortwe thought this would be
misunderstood. My staff thought that, and under the circumstances I approved
their decision not to submit the recommendation to me."

Though the President shouldered responsibility for tbe decision and said it
was based on disagreement with. Long's ABM views, the more Science has looked
looked into why Long was rejected, the more apparent it has seemed that other
factors were involved. Full details of the Byzantine maneuvering that led to the
blocking of Long's appointment will probably never be known, but opposition
from the Republican side of Congress seems to have been a major factor in per-
suading the White House that the Long appointment should be dropped. Both
Everett M. Dirksen, the Senate Republican leader, and Representative James G.
Fulton, the senior Republican on the House Science and Astronautics Committee,
which has authorizing responsibility for. NSF, told SCiCace they opposed the
appointment.

Dirksen said that, when the White House asked him what he thought abor
appointing Long, he replied that he "didn't think it was a good idea." He said
he had no "personal hostility"- toward Long and waS not worried about any
effect the Long appointment might have on the upcoming Senate ABM voting,
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but merely felt that "a person with his viewpoints, especially on the ABM,
tainly didn't fit into the team."

Fulton meanwhile, claimed major credit for blocking the appointment. "I
stopped it," he said. "I take the responsibility." When asked why he opposed
Long, Fulton's initial response was, "I have my own type of candidate and it is
not Franklin A. Long." Fulton's candidate is the president of a large eastern
university, which happens to be Fulton's undergraduate alma mater. Fulton said
that he stopped the Long appointment by organizing opposition "at three differ-
ent levels in the White House, one of which is very close to President Nixon."

Talks with White House staff members give further credence to the idea that
congressional opposition played an important part in stopping Long's appoint-
ment. One White House aide said that he had never heard of Long's appointment
until a Republican on the House Science and Astronautics Committee approached
him during the week of 6 April and complained about the choice of Long rather
than the congressman's "candidate." The chief White House aide who handles
congressional clearance of Nixon's nominees, Harry Fleming, said that he found
opposition to Long "everywhere" in Congress. (Fleming declined to name mem-
bers who were opposed.) It was Fleming's office which originally informed Ful-
ton that Long was slated for appointment. After being asked if Fulton was cor-
rect when he claimed credit for stopping Long, Fleming replied that "the strong
personal opposition of the ranking Republican on a crucial committee has to be
very seriously considered. After all, they control the purse strings."

DISCOURAGING TALENT HUNT

The congressional opposition to Long seems to have been a cruel final blow
administered in the late stages of a. dishearteningly difficult and lengthy search
for a new NSF director. Science has pieced together the outlines of the story
by interviewing knowledgeable sources in time scientific community, the admin-
istration, and the Congress.

The tale starts with the National Science Board, the policy-making body
for NSF, which has the statutory responsibility to nominate candidates for the
NSF directorship. The term of the present NSF director, Leland J. Haworth,
expires on 30 June, and while Haworth has not publicly evinced any particular
desire to retire, the Nixon administration, even before taking office, made known
its intention to appoint a new director to head the nation's basic research agency.
Thus it was up to the Science Board. to come up with some recommendations, and
the board complied, suggesting two candidates--Bmanual R. Fiore, vice-president
of International Business Machines Corporation, and H. Guyford Stever, presi-
dent of Carnegie-Mellon University, who had served as chairman of Nixon's
advisory task force on science. Both men had told the Science Board they would
seriously consider the NSF job if it were offered, but after formal negotiations
with Lee A. DuBridge, Nixon's science adviser, both decided to withdraw their
names from consideration.

The ball was then tossed back to the Science Board, which was asked to come
up with some more names. The Science Board nominated two more men, one of
whom was Franklin Long, of Cornell. (The identity of the other man and the
status of his candidacy are not known at this writing.)

Long in many ways seemed an ideal choice. He had had extensive Washington
experience on the President's Science Advisory Committee (1901-06), as the
first assistant director for science and technology in the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency (1962-63), and as an adviser to various military agencies.
He was an eminent physical chemist and member of the prestigious National
Academy of Sciences. He had administrative experience as vice-president for re-
search and advanced studies at Cornell. Moreover, he was available, for he was
about to resign as vice-president at Cornell to return to teaching.

DU BRIDGE BACKED LONG

By all accounts. Long was endorsed for the NSF directorship by science adviser
DuBridge. Long was first approached about the NSF directorship in late Feb-
ruary. After a number of discussions with DuBridge, he decided the opportunity
at NSF looked promising, and he agreed to take the job. Subsequently, accord-
ing to knowledgeable sources, Long was actually told by DuBridge that the
appointment was aU set.

At one point, plans were made for Long to meet. with the President, and for
an announcement of his appointment to he made, but the plans had to be postponed
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because of President Nixon's involvement in the funeral of the late President
Eisenhower. Then a new date was setFriday, 11 April. Long was tentatively
scheduled to meet with the President at'about 3 p.m. to conclude formal discus-
sions, and a public announcement was to have been made shortly afterward,
probably at the Friday afternoon press briefing for White House reporters.

As late as Friday morning everything still 'seemed in order. The appointment
had been approved by members of the congressional delegation from New York,
Long's home state ; both NSF and Cornell had biographies of Long ready to
release to the press at the time of the announcement ; and Long left for Wash-
ington still believing he would meet with the President to condlude formal
negotiations. But when Long arrived in Washington he found, according to a
statement he later released to the press, that "the situation had changed and
chat new elements of a political nature relating to the antiballistic missile system
had arisen." Both the meeting with the President and the formal announcement
were canceled. Long met with DuBridge, but not with Nixon.

WHITE HOUSE FEARS

Neither Long nor Dularidge will discuss details of what transpired at their
meeting, but knowledgeable sources say Dularidge revealed that the stumbling
block was Long's opposition to the ABM. These sources say Du Bridge told Long
that politkal advisers in the White House were apprehensive that appointment of
an ABM opponent to a high federal post might jeopardize the administration's
efforts to win congressional approval of the ABM. The White House is said
to have feared that Long's appointment might be miseonstrued as evidence that
the Nixon administration was not firm in its desire to win approval of the
ABM. There were also fears that ABM opponents in the Senate migbt use
confirmation hearings on Long's appointment to embarrass the administration by
focusing attention on the fact that Nixon's own Science Foundaion director op-
posed the ABM. The hearings would be held by the Senate Labor and Public
Welfare Committee, which includes Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.), a
leading ABM opponent and a leading centender for Nixon's job. Kennedy is the
chairman of the Senate subcommittee which oversees NSF and helps determine
NSF's budget authorization.

DuBridge has .continually refused to discuss Long's rejection with Science,
both before and since the story was published. However, in his only public state-
ment on he matter--made to the New York TimesDuBridge implied that
Long understood the administration's political problem and therefore volun-
tarily withdrew. "He could see, and was informed of the critical political situa-
tion on the hill," DuBridge is quoted as saying. "So by mutual consent we ter-
minated our discussions of the post." This seems to be considerably less than a
full explanation of what happened.

ALTERNATIVES OFFERED

According to knowledgeabla sources, DuBridge told Long he could have the
NSF post if he agreed to support the President's proposed Safeguard ABM sys-
tem, or if he agreed rte have his appointment held up'until after the crucial voting
on the ABM in Congress. Alternatively, DuBridge asked Long to withdraw his
name from consideration and to devise a suitable "personal reason" for doing so.
Long is said to have .found the three alternati ves "totally unacceptable," so the

. discussions were terminated. DuBridge is said to have told Long he was "really
sick" about the whdle incident.

Ironically, Long has never taken a public stand on Nixon's Safeguard syatem,
and he is said to have scrupulously avoided making any public statements on the
matter because he expected to become NSF director and didn't Want to involve
the agency in political controversya vain hope as it turned out. Long has, how-
ever, previously gone on record as opposing the ABM concept, most recently in
an article in the December 1968 issue of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientiets,
which was published before Nixon came out with nis revised ABM plan. Sources
close to Long insist that Long's ABM views, and his long-standing liberal record
on arms-control matters, were well known to the Nixon administration and had,
in .fact, been discussed between Long and DuBridge well before the fiasco of
11 April.

Although Congressman Fulton probably hit hard at Long's ABM views when
talking to the White House staff members and may well have alerted some key
political staff members tO Long's reservations in the matter, it ie clear that Ful-
ton is not primarily motivated by opposition to Long's positicai on the ABM.
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Indeed, Fulton opposes deployment of the ABM. What Fulton emphasizes is that
Long is not "my type of candidate." Fulton's candidate is Erie A. Walker, 59,
former chairman of the National Science Board, president of the National
Academy of Engineering, and president of Pennsylvania State University for the
past 13 years. Walker has told the Penn State trustees that he wants to resignby June 1970. Milton said he had not talked to Walker about the NSF
directorship.

In a telephone interview with Science, Walker said he didn't realize he was
Fulton's candidate for the NSF directorship, and continued, "I know Jim, but I
haven't talked to him for three months." Walker said his last conversation withFulton concerned NASA. Walker's own comment on the blocking of the Long
appointment. was : "MY feeling is that people are hollering before they know
the facts. If a man has taken a public stand on something it ean be a handicap to
being a good administrator of NSF. Sometimes it's good to have a faceless manin that kind of position."

FULTON' S OTHER OBJECTION S

In addition to having his own type of candidate, Representative Fulton men-
tioned other reasons for opposing Long. He said that his opposition had nothing
to do with the fact that Long is a Democrat: "Of course it isn't politics ; it con-
cerns the direction I want NSF to go." Fulton said that he wanted NSF to be an
agency supporting the natural sciences exclusively, and that he did not want
NSF to get mixed up in controversial matters like social science support or
"integration of the schools." When asked, Fulton did not explain why he thought
Long would change the direction of NSF in these ways, except that Long is, ii:
Fulton's .opinion, a "controversial figure." Fulton said, "I don't want these con-
troversies brought inte the NSF." On several occasions, Fulton asserted, Long
was a. "fence-sitter" or a "fence-straddler." As support for his allegation, Fulton
said that, first, Long had served as a consultant to the Army and as a member of
the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board from 1956 to 1963, "where he supported
the ballistic missile" ; second, that Lon s was now opposed to developing a ballistic-
missile defense ; and third, that Long had served as an assistant director of the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. In Fulton's opinion, serving in these
three different capacities was intellectually contradictory, represented "a checker-
board of thinking," and reminded him of "Alice in Wonderland."

When Fleming's office called Fulton during the week of 6 April, the congress-
man gave an immedia te "no." "And when I say no, it's no," Fulton said. Fulton
explained that he was close to Nixon, being a co-chairman for Nixon in Pennsyl-
vania during the campaign, one of the first seven congressmen to support Nixon,
and one of a small group of congressmen to receive a silver medal from Nixon for
his services.

JAVITS7 ROLE

When Fulton learned of the plan to appoint Long, he said he contacted Senator
Jacob K. Javits, the senior Senator from Long's home state of New York. When
he contacted him, Fulton said, Javits had not even been informed of the intention
to appoint Long. "Javits backed us up" in opposing Long, Fulton said, andexplained that he and Javits were longtime friends. Although Javits would notspeak to Science about the Long veto, a spokesman for Javits was authorized to
say that, although Fulton called Javits about Long, Javits never did take a firmposition, either for or against Long's appointment.

Although Javits' position on this appointment may have helped Fulton in hiseffort to stop Long, some of the other Republican legislators consulted on the
amointment approved Long. Republican Charles E. Goodell, New York's junior
Sens..:or, told Science that he had been consulted by the White House in advance,
had supported Long's appointment, and would try to reverse the White House
decision. Howard W. Robison, chairman of the House Republican delegation
from New York and the xepresentative from the district in which Long lives,
told Science, "I approved and endorsed Long instantly and most enthusiastically."
After the Long veto was revealed in the press, on 17 April; Robison wrote a
letter of protest to the White House and asked that the veto be rescinded. "The'
whole thing is regrettable ; an error of judgment has been made," Robison said,
adding that the veto of Long would not only be unpopular in academie circles
but would be "hurtful to gathering support for the ABM in Congress." AI have
several other sources, Robison singled out White House aide Bryce Harlow as
one of those who advised Nixon that it would be a mistake "on political grounds"
to appoint Long.
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Very few congressmen seems to have been consulted in advance on the Long
appointment. Science was not able to find the evidence to support Harry Flem-
ing's contention that he found congressional opposition to Long "everywhere."
Democrats seem not to have been consulted at all. Not even key Republicans
Iike Charles A. Mosher (Ohio), second-ranking Republican on the House Science
and Astronautics Committee, and Senator Winston Prouty (Vermont), senior
Republican on the NSF and education subcommittees, seem to have been con-
sulted about Long.

KENNEDY STATEMENT

The veto of Long . aroused the wrath of key Democratic legislators in the
chambers of Congress. Senator Kennedy, who is chairman of the authorizing sub-
committee for the National Science Foundation, took the Senate floor-on 18 April
and said : "I share the distress of the scientific community, as outlined in the
18 April issue of Science magazine, that the administration appeared to bave
chosen an outstanding leader of the scientific community, Dr. Franklin A. Long,
to serve as the next director of NSF, and then had reversed its decision. The
NSF is engaged solely in civilian, nonmilitary research ; it will benefit no one
if the apolitical status of the NSF is changed."

Daddario, the chairman et the House subcommittee which handles the NSF
authorization, was even more critical and accused the Nixon administration of
"sacrificing the National Science Foundation on the altar of the ABM." He said
it is "absurd" to involve the NSF directorship in the ABM issue .and wondered if
NSF should be henceforth considered part of the Defense-Establishment.

_The Long affair provoked quick cries of indignation from the scientific com-
munity. The governing board of the Federation of American Societies for Experi-
mental Biolody (FASEB), the nation's largest biology sToup, charged, in a
formal resolution, that the rejection of Long was "both unfeOrtunate and in error
and potentially serious in its longterm effects on American science." The federa-
tion happened to be bolding its annual meeting in Atlantic City and was able to
respond immediately to the news of Nixon's rejection of Long.

Eminent individual scientists have also deplored the Nixon administration's
action. All four previous science advisers, in response to queries from ?Science,
said they were upset over the implications of the Long incidents

James P. Killian, Jr., science adviser to the late President Eisenhower, called
the rejecti a of Long "troubling" and said it is "urgently important" for the
Nixon administration to reaffirm tbe nonpolitical nature of the NSF director-
ship so that the foundation can "command the confidence it must have."

George B. Kistiakowsky, Killian's successor as science adviser to Eisenhower,
said he was "gravely distressed and troubled about the mixing of military issues
into the process of appointing the director of an agency that has nothing to do
with military policies."

_Jerome B. Wiesner, science adviser to the late President Kennedy, said lie is
"very troubled" at the "politicalization" of the science foundation and at the
notion that the Nixon administration "will systematically exclude" opinions it
doesn't like, with the result that "people with contrary scientific opinions will be
very reluctant event to talk about a post in the Administration."

And Donald P. Hornig, science ad.ser to former President Johnson, said he is
"deeply distressed" ut Long's rejection because Long is a "first-class man" awl
because he (Hornig) wouldn't like NSF to become a political agency.

Another prominent member of the science establishment, Robell L. Spy:mil,
chairman of the Defense Science Board, said he is extremely disappointed" be-
-cause he expected Long to be a "very strong and imaginative director" of NSF.

H. Guyford Stever, one of the two nominees wha turned down the NSF director-
ship before Long was approached, commented that he didn't think that partisan
views should be considered in choosing the NSF director but added : "No ad-
ministration can withstand within itself an activist against itself."

The President is not required to appoint a scientist as NSF director, and he is
under no obligation to pick a candidate nominated by the National Science Board.
But Dunridge told Science he Would not support a candidate who had not been
recommended by the board, and DuBridge, in fact, has already asked the board to
come up with more- names. The board, in its recent statement criticizing the
President's action, said it will continue to advise on qualified candidates and that
its advice "will, as .in the past, be based on the scientific and administrative
competence and experience of the proposed candidates, the criteria which should
be governing in the appointment of a director of the National Science Founda-
tion." The politely worded rebuke to the President was approved by all of the 21
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board members who could be reached. The statement was released over the
nature of Philip Handler, board chairman, who was one of the first prominent

scientists to express opposition to the Administration's +action. The two board
members who are government officialsClifford M. Hardin, secretary of ag
culture, and Haworthwere not asked to support the statement.

The Long incident seems to be one of those sorry affairs where there are many
more losers than winners. In fact, there may be no winners at all, except possibly
Dirksen and Fulton.

The NSF, which has been staggering under the burdens of a tight budget and a
lame.duck director, is clearly a big loser, for it faces serious morale problems
and an even more uncertain future. Almost everyone concerned predicts that it
will be exceedingly difficult to find a new NSF director, partly because scientists
may be unwilling to do anything that might be interpreted as a slap at Long,
partly because few scientists will want their colleagues to think they got the job
by submitting toand passinga political Wassermann test.

DuBridge, who had made such a promising start as science adviser (Science,
21 February), has also stffered unfortuate losses. His key role in an incident that
embarassed -the administration may have shaken his standing at the White
House. And the fact that he was obviously overruled by White House political
advisers has hardy enhanced his stature in the eyeS of the scientific community.

I. I. Rabi, Nobel prize-winning physicist and a personal friend of the late Gen-
eral Eisenhower, wonders if DuBridge "now has a tin can tied to his tailis he
serving as 'yes man' or can he express himself ?" And former science adviser
Hormg believes the incident is "undoubtedly going to complicate the role of the
President's science adviser," and makes it "very difficult" for DuBridge.

Nixon also appears to be a big loser. It remains to be seen whether the veto
of Long will bolster the Administration's fight for the ABM, as Nixon apparently
hoped, or will actually weaken the Administration's hand by focusing attention
on the opposition and by indicating that the Administration thinks its congres-
sional support on the ABM issue is shaky.

But there is little doubt that the Long veto will undermine the professed
efforts of Nixon and DuBridge to "heal the breaches" between the government
and the scientific community which have developed over the Vietnam war, the
ABM, and various military issues. The incident will make it more difficult for the
White House to attract scientific talent, and it raises questions about Nixon's
seriousness in, professing his desire to be exposed to all points of view.

As far as Science can determine, these are the major elements of the rejection
of Franklin A. Long as director of the National Science Foundation. Although
Long's views on ABM seem to have been an important cause of his rejection,
these views may wen have been made visable as a result of some rather mundane
politicking by Republican congressmen. If the consequences of this politicking had
not -been so profound, this whole episode would make a bizarre and engrossing
story. Because it has been so drastic in its results, we ean only conclude that the
rejection of Franklin' A. Long, and the manner by which that vetoing was ac-
complished, marks one of the most disruptive episodes in a usually harmonious
relationship between the federal government and the scientists.

The long-time alliance between science and the federal government, is to say
the least, strained. The alliance has been, for the most part, a smoothly working
gentlemen's agreement during the past quarter century. In return for their co-
operation with the government and for the reticence of scientific leaders on many
political questions, scientists have received federal funds and a large measure of
influence in determining who will direct the federal scientific effort and how the
funds will be distributed.

NSF has a strong symbolic significance to the scientific eommunity. Probably
without realizing the implications of what it was doing, the White House has
severely shaken scientific confidence that the relationship will continue, as it has
in the past. In contrast to his stated intentions. President Nixon has widened the
breach between the federal government and the scientific commimity. For the
good of all parties, it can be legitmately hoped that the President will try to
bridge the gap that has been created by his politically motivated rejection of
Franklin A. Long.Philip M. Boffey and Bryce Nelson.
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[From the Washington Post, Apr. 25, 196

REPRESENTATIVE FULTON TELLS OP ROLE IN LONG VETO

(By Victor Cohn)
Rep. James G. Fulton (R-Pa.) identified himself yest rday as the one whoprompted President Nixon to veto Dr. Franklin Long of Cornell University asdirector of the National Science Foundation.
"I was first to oppose him," Fulton said.
Eater Senate Republican leader Everett M. Dirksen also opposed Long and

claimed some credit for blocking his appointment.
The President said last week he vetoed Long because the appointment mightbe "misunderstood" in view of Long's opposition to antiballistic missiles. ButPulton--ranking Republican on the House Science and Astronautic Committee,which oversees NSF fimdsgave other reasons.
"I have said I will not vote for the ABM," Fulton said, "so it wasn't that. It

was because, one, Long is a man of controversy and I want to keep the NSF in ascientific atmosphere and not one of controversy.
"This is an issue now because Daddario"Rep. Emilio Daddario (D-Conn.),

Science Subcommittee head"feels NSF should move into social science. I'm
co-sponsor of the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities, but I believe
NSF should stay out of this sticky wicket and controversies like integration andcivil rights. It would just cnt dawn the money for natural sciences.

"And, two, Long has been on all sides of various questions. What are hisprinciples?"
Fulton based this anti-Long analysis, he said. on the fact that Long first

"worked for the Army and Air Force on missiles, then was assistant director (for
science and technology) of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, and nowis against the ABM, and this certainly doesn't show any cohesion or logic."

Long, research vice president at Cornell, declined comment. The record shows
only that Longlike practically all the other prominent scientists who have op-
posed the ABMwas indeed for a long while a weapons consultant.

He worked at the Alleghany Ballistics Laboratory in World War II. In the
1950s he was consultant to the Aberdeen Ballistics Laboratory, then on the AirForce Scientific Advisory Board.

In the late 1950s he chaired a strategic weapons panel of the President's Sci-
ence Advisory Committee.

He served in ACDA in 1962-63, has worked for arms control since and in De-
cember wrote an article arguing against antiballistic missile deployment as a bar
to disarmament negotiation. But he has taken no specific stand on the Sentinel
or Safeguard systems.

Mr. Nixon's action has triggered wide protest by scientists, and Fulton's ex-
planations are likely to add to it. Scienceweekly journal of the American 'As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science--will say in a news report today that
NSF now faces "serious morale problems"ancl that Presidential Science Ad-
viser Lee A. DuBridge may now have lost standing both with the President and
scientists.

Science said White House aides Bryce Harlow and Harry Fleming were prom
nent in the decision to veto Long.

Fulton said his candidate now for NSF head is Dr. Eric A. Walker, president
of both the National Academy of Engineering and Pennsylvania State University.
Walker has been absent from candidate lists submitted by the National Science
Board, presidentially-appointed body which directs the NSF, and DuBridge so
far has relied on this board's suggestions.

[Prom the Congressional Record, Apr. 20. 19691

PREsmENT NI-X*3 's RECONSIDERATION OP DR. LONG TO BE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, President Nixon's personal reconsideration of
Dr. Franklin Long, of Cornell University, to be the Director of the National Sci-
ence Foundation is commendable. I was not shocked at the earlier decision re-
garding the directorship of the National Science Foundation. That is not th say,
however, that I was not concerned. I am impressed now by the fact that the
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President conceded that he had been wrong not to appoint Dr. Long earlier he-
canse of the latter's alleged opposition to the ABM.

It is ray understanding that the President, through intermediaries, asked Dr.
Long last week whether he would care to have his name submitted for the post
of Director of the National Science Foundation. Dr. Long evidently refused be-
cause he felt that he did not wish to see the matter reopened which, of course,

a his right.
`The significant point in this situation is that the President of the United States

was prepared to acknowledge an error. Such an admission on the part of the
President can, at times, serve as a tonic for what is most human and reasonable
in the Nation. The admission helps to clear the decks and promises a great deal
in the way of better understanding in the future.

Mr. President, if I may become personal, I knew nothing of the possibility of
Dr. Long being considered for the directorship of the National Science Founda-
tion. However. I have known Dr. Long and his family for a good many years.
He was born in Great Falls, Mont. He was raised in Eureka in Lincoln County
in the northwestern part of the State. In my opinion he is one of the most out-
standing scientists on the American scene today.

I again commend the President for what he has done and I think it makes him a
bigger man, as well.

Mr. Scarf% Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIEIM.. I yield.
Mr. Scorr. Mr_ President, with reference to the very fine statement which has

just been made hy the distinguished Senator from Montana, may I observe that
to err is human and to forgive is democratic.

(From the New York Times, Apt-. 29, 1969]

NINON ADMITS ERROR ON SCIENCE NOMIN

(By Robert B. Semple, Jr.)
WAS/TINGTON, April 28.President Nixon conceded today that he had been

wrong to deny a prominent Cornell scientist the directorship of the National
Science Foundation because of the scientist's opposition to the proposed anti-
ballistic missile system.

The President made his admission of error at a White Honse meeting this after-
noon with a group of prominent scientists from the National Academy of Sciences
and the National Science Foundation.

Mr. Nixon's views and comments were transmitted to newsmen later by his
press secretary, Ronald L. Ziegler, and by his science adviser, Dr. Lee A.
DuBridge.

Mr. Nixon told the board members that, through intermediaries, he had asked
the scientist, Dr. Franklin A. Long, last week whether he would care to have his
name resubmitted for the post.

Dr. Long reportedly refused because he did not wish to see the controversial
case "reopened."The President also told his guests that he shared their views about the non-
political character ef the National Science Foundation post and agreed that all
candidates should be judged only on the basis of their scientific and administra-
tive qualifications.

'ENV NAMES SOLICITED

According to Mr. Ziegler, who attended the meeting, the President, after ex-
pressing his changed views on the Long episode, asked the board members who
were present to submit names of qualified candidates to the White House.

He then told them, Mr. Ziegler reported, that "based upon their recommenda-
tions he would nominate an individual without regard to any factor other than
his qualifications for the post."

A candidate's views on the antiballistic missile system, Mr. Ziegler emphasized,
would not be a factor "in the choosing of this man."

Mr. Nixon's statement to the scientists represented a rare public mea culpa
(admission of error) by a President as well as a complete reversal of his earlier
position on Dr. Long.

Dr. Long had been proposed for the post by the National Science Board and
bad received a strong recommendation as well from Dr. DuBridge.
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About six weeks ago, Dr. Du Bridge approached-Dr. Long about the j After
several discussions, Dr. Long decided to accept. He came to Washiugton an
April 11 under the impression that he was to meet the President in the afternoon
and that an announcement of his appointment would be made shortly thereafter.

REDUEF TO Dli, LONG

When he arrived, however, he was told that some members of the President's
staffwho have remained unidentifiedwere opposed to the appointment. They
had canvassed sentiment on Capitol Hill, he was told, and bad concluded that
Dr. Long's opposition to the ABM might jeopardize his confirmation.

Tne Senate opposition would 'place the Administration in the awkward position
of promoting a man opposed to the ABM system at the same time that
it was lOnbying for the system itself.

At his news conference April 18, in response to a question, Mr. Nixon said that
Dr. Long's name had never reached his desk for final approval but that lie "ap-
proved of their pais staff's] decision not to submit the recommendation to me."

Dr. DuBridge said today that shortly after the April 18 news conference he
had gone to the President and talked the entire matter through.

He said he had told the President that the Long episode had been unfortunate
and had caused serious repercussions in the scientific community, which was
otherwise favorably disposed toward Mr. Nixon because of his decision earlier
this year to restore some funds to the National Science Foundation.

He argued further that the question of Dr. Long's appointment had received
inadequate stall consideration. in the White House and, in any case, should not
have been made a matter of partisan politics.

Dr. PuBridge emphasized the fact that even though the foundation was Fed-
erally supportedat a ratio approaching 4;500-mi1lion annuallyscientists them-
selves regard it as a nonpolitical group. Mr. Nixon, his adviser said, agreed with
this thesis.

Asked what reaction he expected from the scientific community to Mr. Nixon's
shift in stance, Dr. DuBridge replied. :

"I'm sure it will be tremendously pleased and encouraged."
Dr. DuBridgc and Mr. Ziegler conceded that today's meetrng had, been called

in part to help mend Mr. Nixon's frayed relationships with the scientific com-
munity, which had almost unanimously condemned his eat- et action.

But they stressed that a wide range of issues had been touched on and that
the President bad assured his guests of his continuing interest in scientific
research at hoine and Scientific cooperation abroad.

Mr. Ziegler and Dr. DuBridge reported that tbe case of Dr. John H. Knowles
had also come up in the discussion. Dr. Knoivies is under consideration for the
post of Assistant Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare for Health and
Scientific Affairs. He is being strenuously opposed by the American Medical As-
sociation and the Senate minority leader, Everett McKinley Dirksen, who has
also claimed some credit for blocking the Long appointment.

Mr. Nixon was reported to have told the scientists that Dr. Knowles Was still
"under rlonsideration" and to have solicited their views on his nppointment.

Irrom the Science World, Apr. 28 1969]

FRANKLIN LONG REJECTION SHOCKS SCIENTISTS

Disbelief and shock reverberated through the scientific community following
President Nixon's rejection on nolitical grounds of Franklin A hong as the next
director of the National Science Foundation. Lm, 58, is vice president for re-'
search and advanced studies at Cornell. He had accepted the NSF post in-
formally, but over the weekend of April 12-13 his opposition to the ABM uroposal
came back to haunt him. Washington observers believe that Sen. Everett Dirksen
recommended tbat Long be rejected, and Nixon agreed.

Reaction was swift. "1 find it a little shocking because all of us think of the
NSF directorship as a nonpolitical post," said Donald Hornig, science adviser
to former President johnson. "What bothers me is that if this is- the way that
scientific people are to be regarded, I think one is going to find it much harder
to get good people to come to government positions."

The National Science Board saidlt deeply regretted the break' with the tradi-
tion of keeping the NSF directorship nonpolitical, declaring: "The Board will
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do all it can to minimize the resulting damage to internal moral and to the stand-
ing of the NSF in the community."

Said Columbia's I. I. Rabi "I am deeply shocked. It is unprecedented. It gives
this Administration a very bad start_ There will be a big reaction from the
scientific community ; they are very upset. Now, apparently, it is a prerequisite
to be for something backed by the President to get the job. I don't know how far
this will go."

[From the Washington Post, Apr. 29, 1900]

Ni_xoN Vows To Fitz NSF JOB ON MERIT

(By Carroll Kilpatrick)
In a major policy reversal, President Nixon promised yesterday to n I inate

a director of the National Science Foundation without regard to his position on
the Administration's anti-ballistic missile proposals.

At a meeting with members of the National Science-- Board and the council of
the National Academy of Sciences, the President asked for names of a possible
nominee and promised to consider only his scientific qualifica Hons.

The President also disclosed that after In's original -leei,2.ion. not to nominate
Franklin A.. Long, vice president of Cornell University, fc. the post, he ha d asked
Long to consider having his name submitted to the Sene:.e. Long refused.

Lee A. DuBricige, the President's science adviser who talked to Long, told
newemen that the Cornell scientist refused because he found "the political situa-
tion distasteful to him and be preferred not to have it reopened."

After te veto of Long because of his opposition to the ABM and because of
oppositien from well-placed Congressional Republicans, scientists and others
vigorously attacked the President for his decision, which they said injected
politics into science.

At his April IS news conference, when asked about the reported objections
to Long, Mr. Nixon said that the determination was made by the White House
staff not to offer the job.

The President said he supported the staff's decision because he believed the
nomination of a scientist strongly onposing the ABM "would be misunderstood."

Both Senate Minority Leader Everett M. Dirksen and Rep. James G.
Fulton (R-Pa.), senior minority member of the House Science and Astronautics
Committee, opposed Long and took credit for blocking his nomination.

After the President's meeting with the scientists yesterday, DuBridge said he
originally urged Long's nomination. The White House staff blocked it, however,
before he had an opportunity to argue the case fully with the President, he said.

Alter the news conference in which the President frankl3 acknowledged that
Long's name wculd not be submitted, DuRridge went to the President because
he felt it was a Matter be should more thoroughly consider, DnBridge said.

The President then instructed hm to ask Long if hc would permit his name to
be reconsidered, DuBridge reported.

BOARD TO RECOMMEND

In reporting the President's promise to the scientists, Press Secretary Ronald
E. Ziegler said that Mr. Nixon would nominate one of the men proposed by the
National Science Board. He declined to discuss the Congressional opposition to
Long or its implications for another nominee.

The President told the scientists he would support the independence of the
NSi. and assured them of his interest in science and in international scientific
cow eration, Ziegler said. -

Asked why the President changed his position on the NSF nomination, Do-
Bridge said that Mr. NINOP "looked at it more carefully" and decided that only
scientific qualifications should be considered.

At the meeting with the scientists, the President asked their opinion of Dr.
John Knowles, a controversial figure under consideration for nomination as an
Assistant, Secretary of Hea:th, Education and Welfare.

Knowles, director of Massachusetts General Hospital, is the candidate of HEW
Secretary Robert Y:nch for the top health job in the department.

But his nomination has been held up because of.. Republican Congressional
opposition and opposition from elements of the American Medical Association.

Ziegler said Knowles name is still under consideration."
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[From Science Mngnzine, May 2, 1960]

NSP DMECTOE : NIXON AmuITS HE WAS Wnozto

Magnanimity in, polities is not seldom, the truest form of Wisdom.
EDMUND BURKE

In a remarkable reversal, President Nixon announced this week that the White
House had been wrong in blocking the appointment of Franklin A. Long for
political reasons as the new director of the National SeienCe Foundation. In a
28 April meeting with members of the National Seienee Board and the Council
of the National Academy of Sciences, Nixou said that the next NSF director
would be chosen on the basis of scientific and administrative competence and
would be chosen from names submitted by the National Science Board.

Not only did Nixon give dranuttie affirmation to the view of the scientific
community that the NSF directorship is a nonpolitical post, but he also took
the Unusual step last week of offering the NSF directorship to Long. Although
Long said that he greatly appreciated the offer, he declined the job. Long told
Science, -The earlier events had inescapably made me become a politically
marked and polarized figure so that my presence would make both the operations
of the NSF and the carrying out of its administration more difficult."

Nixon personally conveyed his change of mind to the scientific leaders at a
half-hour meeting at the White Honse. The substance of his remarks was later
transmitted to newsmen at a press briefing held by Presidential science adviser
Lee A. DuBridge and press secretary Ronald h. Ziegler, and this official version
was amplified for Science by participants in the meeting with the President.

After having told the scientists that Long had declined to take the NSF post
because his name had become associated with political controversy, Nixon is
reported by one scientist at the meeting to have made a statement about Long
to the effect that "Now I respect.him even more."

The Nixon reversal, in the opinion of National Academy of Sciences president
Frederick Seitz, "cleared the air" of the thunderstorM of criticism that had
developed over the rejection of Long because of his political views, especially his
reservations about ABM deployment. Seitz, who, like the other scientists who
attended the White House meeting, seemed happy about the change in Nixon's
decision, observed. "The President wanted the scientific community to know that
he regretted the situation and wanted to make amends." Another Academy Mem-
ber who attended the meeting said he was "flabbergasted that the President
would say, in effect I goofed and would try to make amends."

In the scientific community's lengthy battle to establish federal research fund-
ing as a nonpolitical area, the reversal of the White House veto of Long is a
bighly significant victory. National Science Board chairman Philip Handler
observes that the Long episode marks the first time the nonpolitical nature of the
NSF directorship has been really tested and affirmed.

The White House meeting on 28 April also greatly pleased the scientist:4 be-
cause Nixon emphasized the importance he placed on the NSF, on scientific
research, and on science as a means of international coeneration. "He said all
the rights things and he said them very well," one scientist exclaimed. DuBridge
said the White House meeting also marked the first time since the Hoover
Administration that the Council of the National Academy had met with a Presi-
dent (The National Science Board had had an earlier meeting with Nixon on
13 February.)

At the meeting with the scientists and at the press briefing afterward, Nixon
and DuBridge revealed a few more details concerning how the original rejection
of Long occurred. The gist of their explanation was that White House political
aides, upset by a last-minute negative reaction from Capitol Hill, bungled the
Long appobitment before the President was fully aware of what was happening.
One scientist who attended the meeting with Nixon said Nixon acknowledged
that the Long affair had been "very badly handled" by the White House.

Long had been nominated for the directorship many weeks ago by the National
Science Board, the policy-making body for NSF, and DuBHdge confirmed at
Monday's press briefing the report that he had personally backed Long for the
job. But when Long came to Washington on 11 April, expecting to meet with the
President and conclude formal negotiations, he found that the arrangements
were off. Subsequently, the President, on 18 April, told a news conference that he
personally had approved a decision by White House aides not to submit Long's
name ;:o him because of Long's opposition to deployment of an antiballistic
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missile system. The 'White House fee red that appointment of Long might damage
the Administration's efforts to win congressional aporoval for the ABM.

At the press briefing this past Monday. Du Bridge toPl reporters that White
House staff members, after finding opposition to Long on Capitol Hill, did not
bring the matter of Long's appointment to the President for "careful considera-
tion." Du Bridge said that, although he meets with the President "on a regular
basis," it proved "impossible to get all this settled" before Long's rejection became
a cause celebre and had to be dealt with at the President's televised news con-
ference. DuBrklee later told. Science that he first learned of congressional ob-
jections to Long on 10 April, and that he was unable to get to Nixon to straighten
ont matters before Long's arrival in Washington on 11 April. Neither Du Bridge
nor Ziegler. Nixon e press spokesman, would identify the White House aides or
the congressional figures involved in blocking Long's appointment. The only two
congressmen whom Science could discover in opposition to Long were Senate
Republican leader Everett M. Dirkeen and Representative James G. Felton
(Science, 23 April, page 406). Although the new NSF director must be confirmed
by the Senate. the Nixon Administration does not appear greatly worried about
difficulties in obtaining Senate approval.

Ziegler told reporters that, while the President originally seemed to accept
the political aides' premise that Long's name should not be presented to him for
tne NSF post because of the political situation, he changed his mind after con-
versations with Du Bridge. Du Bridge told reporters that the President, when lie
looked into the matter "more carefully," realized that the qualifications for the
post should involve solely the scientific competence, administrative ability, and
personal characeristics of a candidate. Du Bridge and Ziegler made it clear
that neither party polities nor ABM considerations would be considered relevant
to the choice of a new NSF director.

The President told Du Bridge that he was willing to have Long's name proposed
to him, and both Du Bridge and Henry Kissinger, Nixon's special assistant on
national security affairs, who is a long...time friend of Long's, called Long to ask
him to consider taking the post, but Long declined. -

The President's unusual about-face seems to have been brought about partly
by the storm of protest from the scientific community. Another major factor was
the effort of Du Bridge, who argued his case effectively and also developed an
important high-level ally in Kissinger.

The news of Long's rejection for political reasons was first publicly revealed
in the 1S April issue of SoienCe. The story was immediately given frontpage cov-
erage by the New York Tinies and other prominent newspapers. It provoked an
overwhelmingly negative reaction from the scientific community. Du Bridge told.
reporters that there had been considerable reaction in the scientific press, par-
ticularly Science, and in- newspaper editorials. He also said there had been
"many letters" of protest to Nixon and himself from individual scientists and
various scientific bodies. Many prominent scientists with White House connec-
tions are also said to have called. to register complaints. Among the organized
groups which deplored the rejection of Long were the leadership of the National
Academy of Sciences, the National Science Board, and the Federation of Amer-
ican Societies for Experimental Biology, the nation's largest biology group. A
key role in working for a reversal of the Long decision was played by Philip
Hand lee, chairman of the National Science Board, who managed to mobilize op-
position by key scientific -groups without, apparently, undercutting his.ability to
negotiate effectively ith the White House.

While almost all those involved suffered from the original decision to- block
Long's appointment, the concerned parties seem to have gained in prestige from
the reversal of the decision on-Long. DuBridge, whose advice on a major 'scien-
tific post had been originally rejected by White House political aides; now
emerges ns a man influential enough to help convince the President that he
should change a publicly announced -decision which allowed political factors to
nffect the a ppointment of an NSF director. DuBridge had originally given the
impression of being close to President Nixon (Science, 21 February). This im-
pression Was somewhat dispelled by the rejection of Long, but DuBrklee u-'s repth
tation now seems enhanced-by his- role in securing tne reversal of the decision.

The scientific community has displayed unusual effectieeness in achieving its
goal in the Long incident:It has been successful In giving emphasis to its view
that the NSF directorship- is nonpolitical and has also proved itself powerful
enough to persuade the President that he made a mistake.
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is difficult for Presidents to retract their decisions in public, but it is hard
to see that Nixon has done anything but help himself in reversing the Long
decision. He has offended very few people, and he seems to have gained a new
respect in the scientific community. Furthermore, Nixon's reversal on Long may
have enhanced his reputation among the larger public. At little, if any, political
cost. Nixon has shown himself to be a man who is not too proud to admit error.
Philip ill. Boffey and Bryce Xcison.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. WARREN C. STOKER, CHAIRMAN, CONNECTICUT
RESEARCH COMMISSION, STATE OF CONNECTICUT

The Connecticut Research Commission was established in July of 1965 to pro-
vide State funds in support of research in the interest of the citizens of the State.
The Commission has invested a total of 82.6 million of State funds in support of
research that holds promise of solving a problem or capitalizin- an opportunity
of significance to the State. A list of research projects supportedthrough Decem-
ber 81, 1968 is appended to this testimony.

The Research Commir-sion's program has verified that the State benefits from
the investment of State funds in support of research. The Commission has proven
to be an effective mechanism to identify problems and opportunities worthy of
reseflreh and to encourage the State's research resources to conduct research in
the areas so identified.

Most of the research projects supported by the Research Commission will have
application beyond the geographic boundaries of Connecticut. Therefore, it would
appear to be appropriate for a federal agency such as the National Science Foun-
dation to provide matching funds in support of this research.

The Research Commission is aware of interest. by the National Science Founda-
tion to increase the potential for scientific activity in state and local government.
The Commission understands that the Foundation has requested $150,000 in its
Fiscal Year 1970 budget to support this interest. At its meeting on May 8, 1969,
the Commission unanimously supported this effort.

However, the Commission feels that this level of support is insufficient to pro-
duce meaningful results. It reeommende that a substantially larger sum be appro-
priated to the National Science Foundation for FY '70 in support of this activity.
An increased appropriation would permit the National Science Foundation to
provide matching support of pilot programs in several of the States to increase
the potential for scientific activity in state and local government.
"Dr. Warren C. Stoker, Chairman ; Vice President and Dean, Hartford Graduate

Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Connecticut. Hartford.
"Dr. Hugh Clark, Associate Dean, The Graduate School, University of Connecti-

cut, Storrs.
*Charles H. Coogan, Jr., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, University of Con-

necticut, Storrs.
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, President and Director of Research, CBS Laboratories,

Stamford.
*Sherman R. Knappi Chairman of the Board, Northeast Utilities. Wethersfield.
*John G. Lee, Vice Chairman, Board of Regents, University of Hartford, Hart-

ford.
Dr. Thomas P. Malone, Senior Vice President and Director of Research, The
Travelers Insurance Company, Hartford.

David B. H. Martin, Hamden, Connecticut.
Henry M. Marx (partner), Kramer, Marx, Greenlee & Backus, Byrayn.

*Dr. George L. Royer, Administrative Director, Stamford Research Laboratories,
American Cyanamid Company, Stamford.

*Present ot meeting of the Connectieut Research Comnu1sion on May 8, 1989.
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APPENDIX

RESEAR Suprom AWARDS AND CONTRACTS GRANTED BY THE
CONNECTICUT RESEARCH COMMISSION

SUMMARY BY CATEGORIES, APRIL 1966 THROUGH DECEMBER 1968

Category

Allocated
prior to

1968
Allocated

in 1968

Total projects

Number Amount Percent

A. Increase ' research capabilities:
1. N,:: fields of research $188, 459 $124,227 13 $312, 686 11.9

2. Research equipment 345, 596 286,499 15 832, 095 24.1
3. Aids to research and development 77,166 15, 650 4 92, 816 3. 5

H. Stimulus to economic growth 99, 657 47, 137 5 146, 834 5. 6

C. Environmental studies:
1. Natural resources 76, 934 118, 421 11 195, 355 7. 5

2. Air pollution_ 118, 584 83, 738 5 202, 322 7.8

3. Water pollution 37, 450 77,401 4 114, 851 4. 4

4. So'id waste disposal 27,060 29,250 2 56,310 2.1
5. NoLe control_ - _ 13, 625 91, 997 3 105, 622 4. 0

D. Urban and social service problems 44, 840 170,261 7 215,101 8, 2

E. Transportation studies. - 0 0 0

F. Human resources development 11,650 35,516 3 47,166 1. 8

G. Effectiveness of go-vernmental operations 119,622 24,906 4 144, 528 5. 5

H. Communications and information technology 49,624 21, 070 2 70, 694 2. 7

I, Forecasting future changes in Connecticut 0 285,000 2 285, 000 10.9

Total _ 1,210,307 1,411,073 80 2, 621, 3

A. INCREASE IN CONNECTICUT RESEARCH CAPABMITIES

A-1. NEW PMI'S OF RESEARCH

19 7---Histaminopexis A New Approach to Treatment of Allergies, Uni-
versity of Connecticut, Karl A. Nieforth

INSApplication of Electrical Engineering to Neurophysiology, Uni-
L' 240

versity of Connecticut, Robert B. Northrup 39, 698
1967-68 Energy Exchange in Bioluminescence and Ottu.. Reactions, New

England Institute for Research, J. Lee and S. J. Tao 40, 000
1908Mutants in Mammalian Cell Cultures, Yale University, Richard

A. Goldshy 5, 600
Lifetimes of Excited Molecular Vibrational States, University of

Connecticut, Thomas I. Moran 41, 147
Inelastic Atom-Atom Collisions, University of Connecticut, Ed-

.

ward Pollack 18, 061
Stereochemistry of Organometallic Compounds, Yale University,

J. W. Faller _ 35, 713
Wave Propagation by Direct Finite Element Analysis, University

of Connecticut, Herbert A. Kc.,*nig _ 24, 953
Photochemical and Spectroseopic Behavior of Rhodopsin Model,

Wesleyan University, Peter A. Leermakers 117, 100
Immunological Mechanisms of Avian Leukemia, University of

Connecticut, R. A. DiCapua, T. N. Fredrickson, and S. W.
Nielson 45, 301

Controlled Loser Emission, Yale University, Richard E. Chang__ 19, 175
Problems of Precipitation In the Elimination of Uric Acid, Yale

University, Thomas D. PoulPon 2, 698
Growth, Structure, and Properties of Surface Oxidts, Yale Uni-

versity, Gary L. Haller and Arthur Yelon 15, 000
Matching grant of $17,100 from National Science Foundation.
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A. INCREASE IN CONNECTICUT RESEARCH Cea.AmmrrrEsContinued
A. RESEARCH EQUIPMENT

Elect on Diffraction Study of Surfaces, Yale University, WilliamD. Robertson
7High Energy Laser Beams, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Hel-mut I. Schwarz_

1967Ultraviolet Absorption Spectroscopy in Photochemistry, YaleUniversity, Allan L. Smith_
_106SDigital Data Proecssing System, University of Connecticut, Tay-lor L. Booth, David P. Lindorff, and Robert B. Northrup__

$58,

,

13,

105,

790

560

825

0001968Microwave Anechoic Chamber, University of Hartford, WilliamA. Teso
17, 000Mass Spectrometer for Dating Connecticut Rocks, Yale Univer-sity, R. L. Armstrong and K. K. Turekian_ 40, 000Infrared Spectroscopy of Ring Molecules, Wesleyan University,Wallace Pringle,

________ 18, 776Laser-Raman Spectroscopy at High Pressures, University ofBridgeport, James V.
38, 645Organic Geochemistry of Connecticut Shales and Sediments, St.Joseph College, Sister Mary T. J. Murphy and Sister MariaClare Markham
20, 000Biochemical Basis of 02 Requirement, Yale Universitk, RichardGoldshy _

349Study of Cytochrornes and Flavoproteins, University of Connecti-cut, Philip Strittmatter
150, 000Physiology of Killifish of g. Fun dulus, Yale University, Grace E.Piekford

_ _ 1, 650Behavioral Genetics1 Laboratory, University of Connecticut, Ken-nmli, G. Wilson and Lewis Fnx__L_ ____-_ 70, 000LEED and Auger Emission .1: acilities for .Study of SolidSurfaces, Yale University, Traugott E. Fischer____Improvement of the 20-inch Research TeléScope, Wesleyan Uni-versity, Thornton Page
8, oqo

= 000
A-3. AIMS TO RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

1963Attitude and Behavior Patterns in R. & 0. Organizations ale'University, E. E. Lawler III and a T. Hall
6881968Compatibi1ity of Research Resources with Research Needs, Uni-versity Research Institute of Connecticut, Inc., Norman' H. Spear 33, 1821968,Directory oe Research Laboratories in Connecticut, UniversityResearch Institute of Connecticut, Inc. (contract), - Norman H.

'Scientific and Technical Information Search, University of Con-nmticut (NERAO), Samuel L Doctors and John. L.
.

14,

15,

9

650
B. STIMULUS TO ECON0MIC GRCWTH

1967--Technology to Revitalize Connecticut's Fishing Industry, GeneralDynamics/Electric Boat, Richard J. Benoit __ 37, 123196--Phytoplankton as Food for Oyster Larvae, Yale University,Beatrice M. Sweeney______-___________ ___-_____ 4, 602196&Engineering Approaches for Production of Oysters, American Cy-anamid Co., D. B. Goodrich and R. B. Wathright 8Materials Processing Research for Metal Working Industries,aUniversity of Bridgeport, John T. Berry and David R.Poirier
72, 2504:5.nalysis of Bridgeport Regional Economy, Fairfield University,Harry Fishman and Herbert Harris __ _ 14, 887=Matching grant of $10.750 from National Science Foundation.a Report on lst year's work in. annual report for 1967: Project was e-Vtended With addi-tional fundS to Dee. 81, 1969.
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

C-1. NATURAL RESOURCES

196-8-Wells in 'a River Valley as a Water Resource, University of Con-
-necticut; Perry H. Rahn_ $22, 499

1968Suitability of Farmington River to Support Shad, University of
Connecticut, Walter R. Whitworth 28, 136

1968Cheinistry of a Pine Sawfiy, Yale University, W. R. Henson__ 1, 880
Water Permeation Through Mono layers, University of Connecti-

cut, James Swarbzick _ 15, 130
Root Exudation and Decline of Connecticut Hardwoods, Yale

University, W. H. Smith 2, 509
Connecticut Flora for Tumor Inhibitors, University of Connecti

cut, Robert E. Willette 10, 797
-

Absconding Behavior Amon,- Honey Bees, Central Connecticut
State College, David C. Teewton 7, 514

Reproductive Potential of American Shad in Connecticut River,
Essex Marine Laboratory, William C Leggett 5, 958

Allelopathy in Vegetation Dynarnies of New England, Yale Uni-
versity, F. IL Bormann____ 8, 907

Upper Triassic Dinosaurs of Conecticut Valley, Yale Uniwer-
sity, Alfred W. Crompton and John H. Ostrom 13, 000

Marine Mineral Identifieation Survey in Long fs land Sound,
United Aircraft Research Laboratories, I. Leslie-.Goodier 78, 342

C.2. AIR POLLUTION

1967--Computer Simulation Model for Air Pollution, Travelers Re-
search Center, Inc., ,Glenn R. Hilst_ 94, 035

1968Laboratory Model of Gas Analyier, Trinity College, H. A.
DePhillips, Jr., M. E. McCormick, and T. J. Sehmugge 12, 627

Analysis for Nitrogen Oxides by Ultraviolet Spectrophotometry,
Faitheld University, John. C. MacDonald 11, 392

Venturi Typi Air Pollution Control Device, University of Bridge-
port; Eedward S. Tillman, Jr 21, 528

Verification and Refinement of Connecticut Air- Pollution Simu-
lation Model, TraVelers Research Corp. (contract), George D.
Robinson 462, 200

0-3. WATER POLLUTION

19 Feasibility Study of Means of Disposal of Liquid Industrial
Wastes, James S. Mingers & Associates (contract), Charles A.'
Ja.worski 33, 090

Feasibility Study of Oil -Spill Control Facility, Essex Marliu.
Laboratory, Inc., William A. Boyd 250

Treatment of Bras3 Mill Effluents, Anaconda American Brass
Co., Oliver P. Case___ 06, 836

Effects of RI- Fields on Sedimentation Rates of Suspensoids,
New England Ir.ditute, James IL Green

C-4. SOLID WASTE DISPOSAI.

1907-68New Solid Waste Disposal System, -University. of Hartford,

10, 505

A. C. Eggert ind 0. A. Powell, Jr
Collection and Disposal of Abandoned Motor Vehicles, University

27, opo

of Hartford, Edward F. McDonough

6. NOISE CONTROL

29, 250

1968 Mobile Noise Measurement Laboratory, University Hartford.of
Conrad J Hemond, Jr

Highway Noise Measurement Survey, CBS Laboratories on-
13, 025

_ tract), Ben-jamin B. Bauer
frortable Noise Instrument, OBS Laboratories. (contract), Ben-

jamin B. Bauer_ -

27,

.64,

100

807
atched by a grant of $180,590 irom National Air Pollution Control Administration.
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a URBAN AND SOCIAL SERVICE PRODLE

1967Child Welfare Needs and Resources, University Research Insti-
tute of Connecticut, Inc., Norman H. Spear $13, 056

1967Socio-Economic Factors in Mental Health Services, State Mental
Health Department, S. Kligerman and D. Prosser___ 21, 934

1963Preliminary Systems Analysis of Rat Control Measures, Meyers
Electro/Cooling Products, Inc. (contract), Peter G. Meyers__ 9, 850

Inner City in Crisis, University of Connecticut, Irving L. Allen
and J. David Co Ifqx__ 26, 614

Maturity and Guilt in. Delinquent Boys, University of Connecti-
cut, Herbert 3. Cross 13, 022

Identification of Consumer Resources in Connecticut, University
of Connecticut, Thomas M. Brooks and Elsie Fetterman 6, 000

Modular Prefabricated Housing Feasibility Study, Arthur D.
Little (contract), Robert D. Graff 124, 6

E. TRANSPORTATION STUDIES

No projects were initiated prior to 1969.

F. HUMAN RESOURCES DE VE LOPMEN T

1967On-the-Job Training Through Educational Television, Connecti-
cut Educational TV Corp., Robert B. Bergeron______-________ 11, 650

Reading and Psychomotor Disability Among Mentally Handi-
capped and Average Children, University of Connecticut, John
F. Cawley 32, 116

Computer Assisted Math Instruction, COSSECC, D. Edward
Alas 3,400

G. EFFECTIVENESS OF GOVERNMENTAL' OPERATIONS

1967Information-Handling Service for Regional Government,'Univer-
sity of Connecticut, Myron E. Weiner

Inter-Municipal. Information-Handling Service for Connecticut
Municipal Governments and School Systems, University of
'Conecticut, Myron E. Weiner

R. D.L Apblied tO Police Departments in Connecticut Liities,
Travelers Research Corp., Frank 3. Leahy, Jr

Revision of Connecticut's Succession and Estate Tax Laws, Pro-
bate Administration, Robeit

H. COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Plan for a Connecticut Library -Research Center, VAC Corporate
-Systems Center, James A. Ockenden 49 624,

Seience, Technology and Law A Survey and Program, T_Tiver-
.sity of Connetticut, Philip Shuchman

14, 906

84, 652

it),00

I. FORECASTING FuTtriztE CHANGES IN CONNECTICUT

Influence of Technological Innovation on the Future of Connecti-
cut, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Connecticut, Inc. (con-
tract for technical plannimg of the conference held on Oct.
13-15, 1968), Spencer J. Hayden 35, 000

Long-Range Technological. and Economic Developments, Insti-
tute for the Future, Olaf Helmer 250, 000

(-Whereupon, at 12 :05 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned subject to
the call of the Chair.)

21; 0i0
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